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Foreword

-..1 This volunie represents a confluence of significant cur-
rent trends in the scientific study of readingyrotesses arid

. vractical aspects of, curriculum design. These, major, trends ..
include,

in
the interactive relationship between reading research

and ctional practice; the emergence of an increasingly
system field of curriculum design; an increased C'eneern

. .
with instructionin the more complex cbmRetencies of reading;

-- and the potential contribution of new theorieeduf 4unian
'cognition to 'understanding .these complex outcomes 1g -,,,
education. ' , -..-

, - ' .- '.-
In the past, booki on the psychology-of reading identified p

.4

existing experiment and theory, and attempted to draw*,
implications from this information .for readhig instriction;

/There was the implicit acceptance'that innovations in loactice
proceeded 4-al sequence from basic research_ to applied.

. research, td development, to abpliclation and practice. ln
contrast, this book makes it apparent that this conception offs

v.linear progression from science and practice is ovelly
simplistic. lly bringing together researchers in cognitive 6

psychology and psycholinguistics and _experts in curriculum,
. design; the volume amiears to, recogniie the fact that research P.,-

and deVelOpmefit are mutually dependent ;matters.
- Researchers need; the direction and discipline that Come from
CoritaEt with .real-world problems-, and' cleveloperErn-el fo :.

express their problems in researchable terms.' 'his mutual
engagement invigprates both enteiptises and sharpens the
focus of work in both research' and deireloptnent. ".,,,, .

4° Systematic principles.3nd procefluek for 4nstnicti9nal .

development haie beglin to appear with increasing Tiequency,, o .

in textbooks and uniArsity courses. This growing ihterest in:
'instructional development as 'a systeilnatie field is nvident'in ',/,
,this book, The chapters by vrripuium developers shove an 7
awareness of a potentiid knowledge ,lase that cant provide,)' -.

a' .:4 t tt
`4 i. ,

e 6e . atS., ta ei t 14
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heurisitie guidance ire their work. They are experiended and
. wise enough;-how ver, to realize that psychological prirOples

provide onlyta ba s on which thelartistrY and intuitionbf th%
' insfirkfctiohcil developer must be imbosect The Message

delivered is ihat it is important to cqnsider tWinfqnnation
_provided tooth by theory-based laboratory investigatiori andby
study of the educ:atiorial practices.ef outi3tandingiteachers.

Highlighted in this book isthe concern with the actianced
competencies of reading and verbal literacy subetimedtunder
the general, name of comprehension. gomprefiension abilities'
ha've,not been as carefully analyzed as the `supposedly tOmPle.r .
decoding skills. As a resultthere is less, general agreement
about the objectives of advanced reading insterction. The
'increased attention to reading comprehensionirefieets both
social and scientific changes-. Socially, itleflects nioreintiense
demands for higher 'standards of literacy in the Rppulation,
'flienew challenge 'for education, is to twitch competencies that

.
enable individuals to 'use aciVaticed c?mp'rehension skills--tto,
read unfamiliar text in order to gain new information;to draw

' inferential judgments from text rather Alan accept directly
-stated information, and to interpret eomplex texts() that it can .

be related to knowledge already acquired. The Scien4fic basis
-for increased attention to comprehension results' from the
emergence-efari2nicreasixigly strong psychology of human
cognition. The relatively recent .changes in predominant

, theoretical conceptions in psychologya change from empty
orgtMism stimulus-response theories-to Conceptions of hyme/it
nature'concerned with active internal cognitive processes and
structureshave generated an increased intereat,,apd
capability to investigate and understand the 'Complex
processes of comprehension.

This book is in tune with these major changes in sO6a1
demand ancradvanCes in behavioral science and the, 'studies
described are representative of the new research tactics that
have acConwanied:these changes. In thenld mode of research,
findings established in laboratory environments often were
eitrapolatect to comple* human-learning with relatively little

' ~investigation of the ,limitations and, boundary condition's
involved. Tliii has, now replaced' 12Y researchwhich, in

-- large pait, picks its OrobleMS and deyelOpS its theory from
realistic, "ecologically valid'%uraan'perfol2n'anfe,

.
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.What is emerging frovi research that addres es ,complex
huinancognitive performance is a base of knowl ge that is

' relevant to the complexity of educational practice. A
reiiionable'hypothesis to account- for the ineffe6tiveness
many curricular reforms of the past decade is that -both the'
innovations and conclusions about tkejr fftiltres were based
upon .ignorance' of the nature of the cogniftVe activities
involved in acquiring luiowItelge from text and reasoning with
Written language. To get beyond thipoint, kno.wledge and

kr,,; thpry4are required about. what it is that students doltani
. .vvilien they acquire 'reading comprehension andthe

instructional conditions that can be expected to provide such
coippetentte,_ This point of view-4, thelyeme of this volume.
Cuirent theories and techniques of investigation in cognitive
psychology and processes of cotnprehesion are juxtaposed
with concerns for eurriscultun .desigii- and instructional
practice.

The irends-refleeted by the conferencA froth-which this
book_derives encouragq an inAeractivemoge of work between''
applifation, Alesign, Mid basic science. There' is no. longer
,merely the general expectation that discoveries in science

,.._ eventually filter into practiCe. Rather, !there is 'active
cooperation and interaction between .research and practice
drat mutually faCilitate each 'tither. Hopefully, researchers in
cbgnitive the'ory, esearchers of. classroom), practices, and
aurribulu developers eventually will develop a , common
parlance of instruc onal theory so that thq Endings of ea-cliare
more communicated to one an ther.

.

.
I. . Robert Glaser

LealRing Reseitich and-Delplopment Center
N, '..112ii v e r Al ty. of Pittsbuggh

. -
.P May 1`977, ."
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Preface -

"N

Reading specialists, students, arid' professor; came from'
., as near á& Newark, Delawdre, and as far ag Paris, France, in

, t'he,summer of 1975 to a seminar on "The Development of
Reading. Comprehension" held in Newark. Organized and
sponsored by the IriteniationaLReading Assockation, the
conference was Aterided 'to explore basic research and the
teaching of reading comprehension, Researcher's i'n cognitive
psychology and psiCholinguistics and experts in cutriculurh
design inreach/1g gave presentations and reqcted to one
another's. Hells; As the table of contents' reveals, each
researcher commented on the paper of one curriculum designer
and vice versa.

In the history of reading, scientific inquiry and practices
of teaching havb-ne-ver. beck ,closer together than they are
today. From many disciplines, researchers are embracing the
chall nge of explaining reading comprehension as it occurs in
com lex; t everyday _situdtions. Teachers- and other
pract tioners are attempting to improve their programs in light

, of th latest rdearch findings, if possible. HoweVer, the gap
rem ns between research and practice and between science
and ervice. To.cloge this gap, two points shou4 be widely
acce ted:

Perceptual, cognitive, and language processes,that are
inipo nt for reading comprehension should be instructional

.(goal in educational programs.
2.haracteristics of effective reading programs and

teac erg uld be interrelated and explained ii theories of the
developm ht of reading comprehengion.

This ook contains illustrations of these viewpoints. The
noti n that people read fOr some purpose, for example, is deeply
ingrained in the language experience approach to instruction
pre ent&I .by Stauffer. He believes that discovering a child's

ZO iii
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purpose for wading and adapiinginstruction to that purpose
are vital to effectivetieaching. Frase provides an avlysis of \

how purpose influences .what we learn rememberr from
readingau example ofbasic research, on this ProbleM. Athey
shows the theoretical iroportiancl of the child's pedeption of
syntactic structure during reading, ..and liow processes of
inference occur *hen a child reads seemingly simple materials.
4Otto's curriculum incorpoiates these ideas by inclUdineas an
'instructional objective "detail," which is search for. kernel
clauses' in large, complex sentences.. Otto also includes
reasoning as a goal of comprehension instruction. He believes

.; that processes of logic and inference should/be taught in, the
reading program to facilitate coinitehension.

According to Beck and Wilder, a critical aspect Of effective
beginning reading pMgraitis is an emphasis on decoding

ted word li to oral language.Vilder reports this as a,featiire
of emplary programs from 'a national study and, Beak
provides u detailed outline of reading instruction for decoding.
A theoretical accopt of why decoding may be Important is
given by PerfetfiWe points out that not only accuracy but
sped/of decoding are important to 'enable a person to direct
attention to semantic processing and reading coniprefiension.
He proposes that we have a liinited caPacity for processing,
inmation and until decoding can'be performed with little'
effort and attention, rgading'comprehensibn is not likelyto be

, highly deVeloplAd. If His theory is correct, it at least partially..
...t4tecounts for w.hy beginning reading programs that are

effective have, a substantial decoding component These are
some of the many connectionsbetween curriculum design and

6 research on-reitding coniprehettsiOn that may Ise formed from .
the contritUtionato this volume.'

. knote of gratitude is--e4pressed to the seminar i'acUl/t3r
(coutribu rano this volume) who presented their thoughts,
engaged in
promptly. Th
the participa
Carol Hardi
.Who Elitcplit
to Janice
conference and assisted with editing the volume. ---- 4

JrG

.
engthy discussions; and wrote their papers
worksh were coptclucted on themes choseuby
ts' and were coordinated by peborah Birkmire;

g, Ann Pace, Mary Seifert, and.Safa Jane Tyl r,
themselves adinirablY. Special' thank a is

iester, who adMinistered the details of the

11,
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Developmental Parameters ,

of Reading Comprehension ."-

Jbhn B. Carroll

There are several sources of confusion in the study Of
reading cOmprehensign. First is the confusion between reading
and language. Despite various qualifications that have been-
pointed out,. and of which' I am; keenlY aware, I stillthirik we
must hold to the idea that language is more fundamental than
reading., Linguists used to talk about,the priniacy of speech
over writing, but I prefer not to use the 'term speech in this.
context, for speech, like writing and reading, isin some ttnse
subsidiary to language. 'Reading, 'writing, and speech are ways
in which language:Manifests itself. While,the linguists were in
many ways correct in strebsing, the, primacy of spoken
language over written language, attetion to that point overly
distracts tdg from the fact that language, as a basic Fry s of
communication, Is more fundamental than:any particular

:li.
''t

manifestation of it. A discussion of reading coinprehension
',. ,really has to be a discussion about language comprehension:,

Let us assume that we are not primarilAcencerned 4wAlthe so-
I called'"decodinr aspect's of readingthe translation of print

into, 'a representation parallel to that orspoken language. We
f are, however, concerned' with the _comprehension of that

representation.' Whatever IS read is' intended to'` be
4,:omprehended, and Comprehension is a' Piablent 'that goes

trond decoding. It .pertains I& the comprehension Of
language, regardless of the ferrn in which it is;expressed7-
ppeech,..writing, or 111Orevode. - ..- ,

.

But there is still another .source of confusionthe
' confusion between langvagd and4ognition. T `comprehend
language, in whatever form, is to comprehe the ideas,'
concepts, propositions, acts, questions,, injunctions.,

- ,. \ .
. .

\.... ...

- '
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,arguments,' inferences qualifications, conditionat'attitudes,,
emotions, 'and anything else that may- be eicpressed;,in
language Materials, that,dre. spoken or -written. SD reading

- comprehension entails cognition processes of` knowing,.
,

reasomng, and inferencing thatar.esupposedlo be evoked, by
printed texts, oral discussions, -4id lectures. It also includes

'affect, if' you believe, as I do, that 'teading-comprehension
in_ vOlves the Apprehension Of affective elements,

Actually; we could go on, expanding the sphere of our- z-
concerns:, Since cognition and affect- are 'only Very general ,

'' tell* that Pertairi.jp,any kind of knowledge,any kind of affect,
Zwejcan get specific about cognition and affect only. when we
alleWourSelves to deal with any kind of knowledge, any kind of
affect Jar any specific content of e cognitive process. Teaching -

reailin ehensioii has to do with teaching people to
Under he literature of any discipline or activity. Reading
ceraprey sigii-;'has -to do with .t understanding arid,
Iiiiipreciatitigany kind of literary rtiOduct, or the ideas and
;ideologies of an . special _interest group. Reading
,cOraprehension, We now perceive, is really an enormous tdpic:

,) It could embrace all knowledge, all science, all of human ; '
experience,-

Sayiiig .this ,'however, inai be inbre frightening than
helpful. We have to draw the line .somewhere, and we bare
aimed to focus our attention on the role dreading in n11 this.: '

'!".So, I will draw the-line and say that we can stop short of
including all knowledge, as long as we are content to think

_, about reading comprehension in the context of language,
cognition, and,affect,---

.

-

' Why are these distinctions between reading . and
language and language and cognition, important for our
consideration? Let meillustrate. Several years ago I published

thilsalr. on "The Development d NatiVe Language Skills ".
Be.3i.Ond tlie Early Years" (Carroll, -1971). In that essay,
piesented a graph of the norms of the,STEY'Reading 'Test
pubbehed,!by Edficational Testing rvice (1957). The graph
gives a striking demonstration of thehremendous variability in
"reading ability" among students from the fourth grade to the
college soitomore level. While the median performance went,
steadily upward, even the median at the College, sophomore
Wet does not represenit an impressive performance, for it is

vbirkly
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also attained by a few students as early as the ninth grade. And
the bottom fifth percentile of the college' sophomores was a
performance .that was, similar, it would appear, lo the
performance of' thelop 1- percent of the fourth graders!

Misted was labeled-as a test of reading ability, and a lot
ofit,doubtless had io do with what we would think of as "reading
comprehension." But was it really reading comprehension?
Was it not language comprehension? Or vas it really cognitive

bility? To be sure, there was a reading cortiponent, perhaps
yen a decoding component. Maybe some bf the low scoring

dollege students perforn.1 poorly nOtbecause1hey didn't have
the required comprehension ability and not beCause
they didn't hay required cognitive faculties, but because
they couldn't die e the printed material adequately enough to
deal with the content. More likely, however. the case was quite
the oppositk the low scoring college sfudents performed poorly
because they, didn't ha:ye_ the_ requisite language :-
comprehension ability and cognitiv ability to deal with the
material once decoded: It would be nice if the makers of the
STEP Reading Test had ytroyided s with a way of finding out

, what alow score really means, bu unfortunately thatisnot the _

case.
Similak remarks could be mace bout dozens of other'

tests that purport to measure reading comprehension ability.
When New York. City reports- that a cqtain percentage of
students at a certain 'grade are "below. grade norms" oh the
Metropolitan Reading Test (or whatever test' they may be
givingLdoes this mean that the students are failing in reading
ability, or does it mean they below the expected maturity
level, in uage_ compre enSi n or in cognitive ability? I
think the r,,is more lik 1ST than-the former, but we have no'
Way of telling. ,

In a practical way,, al this suggests that we
foOlit* Ourselves or', -at least, that we are sorely misgitcled,af
welltinIc we are teaching reading comprehension. Marshall
McLuhan is at least partly right in saying that the "Medium is. ..

the Massage," for the principal mediumwhereby schools teach
language comprehension, and cognitive ability generally, is
the printed word..Y,es, the schools do use other meansas well:
peaking, listening, and discussing; audiovisual materis;
and field tripsbut one cannot deny the key role of the priTted

1'1
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, word. That is why the reading specialist finds himself/herself
to be the principal niedicine_man/woMan in the business of

.,---, , --
_- teaching language and cognitive abilities. That is

ni
wh A he

. inteatibri nal Reading Associatio' finds itself in the r e of-a
key organizationfin the general education ofouryouth. tit the
cenfusions 'between reading, and language and betWeeh-
language and cognition; often. Mislead the readirig teacher and
the reading specialist into dealing with only a s?nall part of the- ; problem, by thinking that the problem centers- lit, the

_--transaction between the Printed word and ideas, whereas the
real problem liep in the promotion of language abilities as such.

. tie transaction between `print- and ideas, which we call'
r 4reading,'? is only_incidental to the development of laneuege

compiehensiOn and cognitive ability. ( °
. .

farainfters,Of language cle4lapnient
. Developmental -parameters of reading comprehension,

whatever they are, cannot meaningful if they concern the
reading process alone,.or are based on data deriVed solely from
trpnsactions involving print. Developmental parameters of
reading comprehension must include developmental
parameters of language comprehension that do not involve
print, 'end possibly developmental parameters .of cognitive
-ability that do not involve language:- s;

! ./
,' i

, All this seems obvious, and Pfindynyself ratherimpatient
'for, though I have been sayingthings like this for some, k see
lielltje evidence that the idea has caught on' in the way people
tech reading tomprehendon or test its attainment. Let me,
therefore, be quite explicit about how I Oafit-we might '
establish developmental parameters of reading
comprehension. -

First, a word ie in order.aboVtlici* I am usingthe tertn
develOpmentorparameter, In mathematics, a paramd_ter is ,,a
value of some variable that enters into the specit Cifti011 of a
mathematical function or distribution, such that different
values result in different .functions or distributions.zin
educational and psychological measurement, this notion is
applied to using numbers thescribe basic characteristics of,
individual_ learners; for exhmple, different nunlilecrs imply,
different behaviors, different learning rates, or dit-. it? rates
of gtov'th. The essential task of the educational measurer is to



*

. find some way of specifying a erica set of' numbers or
periameters that vvikallow- him to desciibe or predict a large
number. of behaviorg. One such' Parameter that has 'been

. offered is. the Igor intelligence quotient. Perhaps it is one of the
parameteri that is needed to -describe rate of growthin
comprehension. Bat some ways this parameter may nbt be'
satisfa#90; I would suppose, therefore, that we ,heed td look
for ptii4:4Vars of specifying numbers that will describe and

4 predict reading comprehension 'behavior. These numbers, if
obtained for the individual learner, would, - presumably
constitute- "developmental parameters of" reeding.
comprehension'' that would all* hat° generalize beyond fle
particular, measuring4technique and predict a' wide range of
outcomes. - *

The first 'orcletr of business is toileveloic ways Of cliitrivi
distinguishing-betiTen reading skill, as such, andlanguage -

development. This is not a new idea; it is implicit in the notion
of a w-o (written-oral) ratio-mentionea bl Venezky and pagee ;
(1970)-iri their model of the reading process, or that hasl)een
incorporated into various diagnostic procedures (e.g., ifioie._
developed,,by the Committee on Diagnottic Reading Tea

' [1947-1063]). A partictiarly interesting use pf the idea hag b
made in the Durrell Listening-4eading Series, which on

. parallel tests of listening and reading comprehension (Dbrrell
and Brassard, 470). If a youngatercan'tunderstand a passage
_when he teals it, can he understand it when it is read aloud to
him? Over a- whole set of reading' passages of varying(
diffiCulty, .what is the ratio ,_between the arriOunt"
understanding- Ile cteinoristrate . when he reads

. paisages iriprinteforra and when the passages are presented
in spoken form? Preaurnably,if thetatiols high,theyoungStee ,

-is able to'read up to thelevel of,his language-comprel hensiori,
but if the ratio is law, one may infer that the youngster-is
having trouble with decoding or some other aspect of
behavior in the presence of printed language. Some aorta ratio
between reading and listening skills has been proposed As a
criterion of literacy, perhaps even in the adult population:. a
person isliterote to 'the extent that he can read materials"Up to
the level of his language comprehension. F

.147

Right here we might have a goodway of indeXing reading
comprehension relative. to language O.omprehenElion. WbUja.....
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seem simple enough to:compile a set of passages scaled for
cciaprehension difficulty that could be presented irk parallel
written andspoken forms. There exist various sets ofmaterials
that,"with a little further work, might meet the requirements;
for example,. the McCall and Crabbs (1926 -1961) Standard Test
Lessons in Reading 'or the set of passages that Coleman and
Miller (1968) have scaled for difficulty by the dole technique.

:There are .some technical problems with' this approach,
dio not believe they &e insurmountable. 1) Ranking the

passages for comprehensiondifficulty assumes that language
development is unidimensional. Aerially, it must proceed
along a number of dimensions that canibe at least roughly
differentiated vocabulary,. syntax, and style. 2) Quite .apart
from linguistic variation in complexity, passages can Vary, in
conceptual difficulty. It is possible to talk aboUt simple things
hi a complex way, or to talk about complex ideas in a simple /
way. Thus, the technique I -propose here has ,the risk of
confusing language comprehension with A more `general type
of cognitive abilitythe ability to reason /and to make

confusi9ris . I mentioned
anguage comprehension as
fpripted material, we ±ust
iforinlY as low-as possible.,
gree to which, atiassage is
rience ,and interests, of the k

ntrol. An academician with-
guage comprehension 'might
ssage on'crop'Ciintrolf,While

ciilty which it. 4)'There are.
the administratinn of a pure

the listening situa'ti'on and
indexing "of pdre. language
e rate at which the passage is
pression of the speaker; the

rid the hearer's opportunity to
hearit read again are some of

inferencesprecisely one of t
earliei. To get valid measures elf
distinct from the comprehension
keep the conceptual difficulty

_.:-That may be difficult 3) The d
appropriate to the *general ex

Purpcited good' Ia
individual may e diffieult to e

\ading amid 'la
-haVe trouble utigerbtanding a p
crop farmer iniglit.have little d'
Undoubtedly faetors involved i
listening test that are swific
that would. interfere tci - th
comprehension. For example, t
read; the dialect, to01nd
A

nt-
ttention span of the Wearer;

'think about the passage or to

I

. these factors. 5)*The exact way in which comprehension should

. be tested is a problem, though this applies with equal force to
r" testing comprehension 51.- pill-fed materials: In the case of a

listeningtest, lAever, special,problems atise in ,the use of
, multiple-thoiee questions, cloie procedure, and the one

.0,
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decides on the use offree- response questions, as I would
recommend (Carroll, 1972), how should they be constructed
and scored? Should one follow the advice of Bormuth (1970)
and develop questions by using some system of syntactic and
semantic transformation rules?

It might be interesting to try to produce a, W-0 ,

Comprehension Scale, where W-0 stands for written-oral. Such
a scale should be designed to be administered to students and
other people from-aboutthe second grade up to the college level:

'It Would have two equated comOonentsa printed'
comprehension scale and an oral comprehension scale such
that scores or levels attained on comparable components could
be observed and compared. I would discourage theiise of a ratio
between these levels, for ratios can be deceptive and depend on
certain assumptions that might not be easy to satisfy. Actually,
the absolute score levelsattained on the two components would
be of more interest. If our theory .4rieading comprehension is

; correct, the score on the printed scale would never be more than
the score $n the oral portion. In many cases the score on the
printed scale might be far less than the score on the oral
portion. At any rate, a W-0 Comprehension Seale, when
fully do/eloped, could be a much-needed device th,at could be
used by teachers and others to index the grosser reading and
language comprehension skills. Probably it would have to be
administered individually, something like the Stanford-Binet
Intelligence Scale, alttiough perhaps at least parts-aft could be
adapted for group testing, with the use of tape - recordings for
the oral 'pOrtion.-2,0r perhaps if inindiiiduol demonitrates a
Ihigh enough ability to handle printed language, the later parts
of the test could .rely ',ori the printed medium and.be group-
administered. Vie curse of group-administered procedures has .
been the almost mindlpss way, in which test developers
introduce the print medium at some pointe.g., in presenting
printed :Multiple-choice' alternatives in a listening
comprehension test. There exist ways, of avoiding the print'
medium in, a group- administered teste.g., presenting pictured
multiple-choice alternativesbut these _procedures have

,_ often been ignored by test developers. There are lots of
reasonably good measures of language development,_ except
that they have too much involvement of the print medium, so
that the interpretation of the scores is always clouded with

Developmental Parameters



-4piiiiis'as to hOvr.much r, ading ability as such is involved.
s is: true, for eiam le, of\ many otherwise excellent

Vocabulaiy-tests.)- 4`41-

Beforkleaving this idea of ift\ W-O Comprehension Scale,
let's see. 'weether we can 4rry it a bit further. Could we
possibly add a cognitive Concepaal ability compone,nt, thus
making it a W-0-c Cdriiprehension Scale? If we could corel
the conceptual difficulty of the W and 0 components at a fairly
low levekcould we developa aded series of teats ortasks that

_. would, -index the level of nceptual difficulty' that the
individual could attain, thus epafately fiora the indices of
reading coniprehension and ltnguage comprehension? The
assumption '`Quid be that jut as One could" compare an
individual's ability to handle pint with his ability to handle
language; so one could. compar an hand/ing of
language. with his ability to h dle concepts, to reason, to
make inferences; etc.. A persons; ability to handle- language-
would presumably be: limited by \his ability (or inability) to
handle materials of high eoneeptuaI difficultly. Yet an
Iidividuai could have high conceptual or cognitive ability and
poor language competeitce. On the assumption 'that-,
languagoOmprehension test is in English, thisccbuld betrue o

,the speaker oil foreign- languge who has not - mastered
in,thesi days of concern with the teachibg of Erigliah ,

to:children who speak othei languages; the need forthe testing"
copcepttUil- ability, apart from English language

__--compet.ence,,becomes more apparent. _

I am. _frankly not how:we should proceed with-the
&:: development of a test or scale of cognitive ability that Would'

not involVe language. Perhaps it is even possible. The sort
of thing that I: 10e in mind ,Wotild be some- nonlanguage
analogue of Ahe Stanford -Binet Intelligence Scale. Let us,
however, relaitherequirementthat the scale not ithe language,
and liriint its-uSe to peoplewith at leait minimal competence in
English. SuCh.a scale wo#1d hale greater face - validity for the
understanding of reading comprehension. We could present a
series oflangUage underitanding tasks that are, graded in
terms of the levrel of compleiity of the inferential or reasoning

.problems that they involve, In fact,, a great many iitthe items
on :standardized reading and likening comprehendion tests

. are of this autiaCter. (This is one reason why reading testa often

J.
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',correlate ae. highly as they do with verbal intelligence. tests
[Carroll, 190}) The tasks would involve the apprehension of
simple. cause-effect relationk, ,the. understanding of the,
'necessities. of space and time realizing that a .persoh
cannot be inslivo ;places at o;iee,'`or- that yesterday. cannot'
follow tomorrow), reasoning with syllogisms, analogies, class
inclusion and exclusion, and the -problems that come

in reading comprehension.' They 'would; howeVer,, be
administered Initral,fOrtak or at least, in some way that would

. .
not involve Print. Like the other components of the W-O-C
Comprehension Settle, they would lie criterion-referenced in ,

the-sense that each ielfeliof the scal, e- would be identified with
.,,,clearly described tognitiveAasks; k*hatti a scale of this.to*

_ coultrbe put, together fairly easily by r!tunmaging around. in
available reading comprehension -tests,_ tests of. factors of
cognitive ability, and ether soiittes;blit of course a good deal of
standardization and tryout would beiequired.

So there you have ita proposiiffor a W-O-C Scale that
would define the developmental parametest of reading

.comprehension and that could be administer bi teachers,
,readiiiZsPecialistenand others to students or adults to index .

7 the relative letfels of their ability to afhandlethe conceptual
Yt7f and inferential reasoning processes involved i,n reading,.by,

hmgdIe the language comprehension elements iiireatling,'and-:"
c) ao these things in the print inedistun as well as in other media,

A device such akthie Might, of bourse, be too unwieldy to' =

I give every student. It might be m
..

commendedonly for,htie with
"Problem.readere as a diagnostic device. But, evenifit were : ,

not-regularly used with 'all ettidents,, it Would be `useful as a '
meariti for objectiyely_ defining--ilie4tathre of,,,the 'reading 4,
comprehension problem-:; and iir inctkatihg what' kends' ofY .
linguistic and conceptual tasks muet betkught if a student is tO's
achieve his maximum potential pt a tiveir age. Plotting fire
progress of students chkthe three-scales as ta function of age Or

-. grade would gilie us aplearer idea of rates of davelopmenttd
r expected. Theecores wouldfalso be infiniteiy.eu riorto the
grade equivalents that; are now so preVale died in

....aisessing reading achievement. And i reading._
.

comprehenefon skills were adequately taught allstudents, -
the three 'scales of the,vv -O -C Comprehension e woul be
perfectly correlated (or at least correlated up tote limit ofit eir--.

,
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that is, every Student would, at any, point in his
schootOreer4ehiev,e at the same level on the thrOe scales. His
_48114a-1i-4o relidnsion ability would match', the level of his
.Cognitive and his ability to handle printed material

comprehensionmikehensidn ability.- Each
e*1130.1entotthe Scale would have the charaCteristi`c of
akearry.peifeet,Gutttnan.scile; i.e., a student would be able to
perforni all latks tip to.a certain level but increasingly fail

, tasks beyoici that level. At leftst,this would e the ideal how
Moselyit could,t e achiehd in-practice could 'ot be ascertained.

antil-watry to-make such a W-O-C Scale.
Itinightbe found that the kind of scale I am envisaging

would betdO grois and global -- covering too 'much territory
.ar4ignOrin eneessary fine details. F purpose of greater

Z`..pTecision in dTagmcana in the guidance of teaching it might
be useful to. have 30me of the -sc 'easy broken intcl, or
accompanied y, sNacales. We alr dy know enough about

.language' rehenition to' separate scales for such
thingeves'-inowledge t44-," bulary,- knowledge , of the1

-igrzammatIdat functigk7Ot words (Carroll, 1970), level .of
lryntactic undersikanding, and ability to apprehend anaphoric
relatiOnshipa(pormuth et al., 1970).These aspects of language

_comprehension Lite not peifectly correlatid and thus may need
to Izir separately keauged.They,are,neVerthelbss, components ot
language clinOehension and thus shcittlt1 correlate highly

'41Vith the global language comprehension scale.
These substalek could also ET producedeasfly in/prihted

orM; in fact, some odating materials (e.g., brinted votabulary ,
-te'sts) tiiight-be adaptekl. .

v','
I

* Setting,up subthaJes for cognitive or conceptual ability
might not be so -easy,- since we .do npt knOW enough about . .

-Whether cognitive ability can be divided intoseparateaspeCts.
At the` low-end of the scaleitertaitetYpes of "Piagetian" taske
might be found dsefulA an kttlernpt to 'measure the child'a

; attainment of concrete operations such as sertatiOn.,and' '
consetvation. Further up the scale, tests might be asserXibled,
from-1'7,0ms of the Thurstone -Mental

Implioationti fpr teachirig
Supposethe W-O-C Comprehension Scaleswere already,

ep:
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devei and perfected. What would be the implications fcir
teaching? I have already kiuggested that the .scales would be

eful, as a -way of. making' more concrete the separate
mponents of the reading comprehension process, and of
ntifyingthe progressively more difficult kinds of tasks that
-reader must master in attaining full competence inreading
-prehension. But the scales would be useful in other ways.

Firg, what about the Cognitive Ability Scale? If a student
ult) does not rea4 the highest possible level on this scale,

as t students will not, to what extent can the person, be
Helped to' acquire the further cognitive, abilities needed in
attain is high bevel? The usuai'assumption is that cognitive
ability: = soMething that can increase only with age and
biologi maturation. That assumption may in fact be correct.
The evid ce we have on the degree to which intellectual
abilitiesi be promoted through special training is not too
encouragin , and any evidence to the contrary is,.ppy:sibly
flawed .by kct that some obviously trainable language
responses ar rdallied. Nevertheless, the question is still open
and will rein 'IV_ so for many years. Anything the reading
teacher, or an one else, can do to proniote Ognitive skills .!

court be_eticouraged,--- : .

,contrast, it *ems evident that la.nguage
coin elision skills ckn be improved by teaching and
lea , at least (up to the level_ permitted by cognitive
maturity at at given point .in the ifidividuars life span, as

-indexed by the CognitiVe Ability Scale,ofthelAT-P-C $eries,One
can teach the vocabulary -for the concepts that the individual is
able to handle, although this may be 'a slow and,' difficult

_process. One,can..teach strategies of understanding sentences
:and paragraphi. This teaching shOuldbe done with -both oral

and printed language, since `the stident needs to learn a new
word not only in its spoken form butalso in itaprinted form, so
that he can recognize it visiially and perhtips even spell it.
Teaching strateg-iesrbf sen:tenet and patagraph <

comprehension, is partiMarly necessary in the printed
language mode because it is in the printed mode fhathe more',
-difficult comprehension tasks are more likely to occur, audit is
inthatmode that a sentence oepara aph can be more easily
studied as a visual object that canlseaed.aLid reseanned.

n -
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era ust; in fact, consider one of Inez
primary res nsi ilities to be 'helping students attain
language - mpT heiision (quite apart- from reading ,
conkire,hensiim) lip to the level of their cognitive ilbilities..This
alsalira responsfilility of other kinds of teachers:teaChers of
English; social studies, sciencebut the reading teacher is in a
/tivorable position to do a great de.ka in this-respect. Teaching
language _comprehension is a responsibility of the reading
teacher even though,-with a stria interpretation, it may seem
le have nothing to do with reading, Since much of the
deficiency that students exhibit in reading comprehension is

'probably traceable to deficiencies in language comprehension, ,

the reading teacher will have plenty of work to do, even without
worrying abOUt the promotion of conceptual and cognitive

. skills. o '
Levels attainedln language comprehension place limits

onievels of attainment in reading comprehension, as we have
seen. But undoubtedly many youngsters (and adults as well)
fail in reading comprehension not because of deficiencies in
language competence, or.even cognitive ability, but because of
their poor mastery of pertain reading skills. Some may
be defillient in simple 'decoding. skills, such as the mastery of
gripheme-phoneme relationships. But there are other skills
that can still be called decoding, such as the rapid recognition
of whole words;:tese are particularly critical, in the _case of
words' at the. more advanced vocabulary, levels, for-English
orthography is net such 'as to insure that pure phonic
(Or even "guessing from which I think is vastly over,-
rated by some reading experts and teachers) will serve to help
in the'recognition of such words. Further, decoding skills in-
elude strategies for studying word order and word groups in a
sentence, trying out different grammatical constructions, and
the like. Aomeone *recently told me of the Case of a prajoilem
reader wit; was O'bserved while he was readinga little sto6.
was trying to make sense ofthe sentence, "Get away m ,
bee: die relit'all the words correctly but complained at the
sentence didn't Make sense, saying that it would ha been .

somewhat more reasonable if the sentence read "Gut away
from my beef' Apparently he didn't notice the cotrima, and
failed to recognize that .bee was to be taken inthe vocative case
(i.e., that someone was talking-to the bee). Certainly he could

Caii:oll



have understand the sentence if it had-hefn read 'loud to him
with proper expression. He didn't possess thestrategy of
responding to cites in the text such as comnias,,and he didn't
understand that the name of a. being addressed is often
set off by a comma. Incidentally, my informant commented
that apparently today's reading series,'in contrast to those of
yesteryear, -have almost completely dropped the teaching of
punetuatisn as cues to sentence interpretation. If this is true,
shame on them! As an experienced redder, I frequently find
that, commas are wonderfdl guideposti and sometimes make
all the difference in Meaning.

In summary I
Reading comprehension has, td be considered in the light

of gex eral language comprehension and in thelight of the
ent's general' cognitive maturity. Each of these sets limits

on. the preceding. To, make this idea a little more concrete,
imagine a mechanical gadget with three vertical lever controls
something like What you find onpome hi-fi sets. Each lever can

, go, up or down, or be pushed up ox down. Imagine that the three
leverd are labeled*ft to right: Reading_ Skills, Language
Competence, and Cognitive Ability. Now": according to my
theory, these leverdeatinot work completely independently. In
fact, the one on the right, Cognitive Ability, is no.fa lever at all, ,
but just an indicator. You can't push it up or down, but as dine,.

. goes on, it inoves slowly upward. But inside our mechanicdLe
gadiet things are fixed soithat you, can move the Language
CompetenCe lever upwar
Ability, indicator is set.

:the
-move the Reading S

:the Lai,ngage Compete
These levers co

.reading student, on
scales. The.Cognitiv
the- p scale; its le
age, and biologic
experiences., You
make sure that

but only so high as the Cognitive
ewise, things are fixed so that you
is lever upward, but only so high as

ee lever is set.
e

spond . to the levels attained by a
imaginary W.O.0 Comprehension

Ability lever shows the level attained on
is roughly determined by the student's

maturity, and his ability to, ?rola from his
n't exp,ct to do much about it, except to

be student has opportunities to develop his
abilities. The Language 9(om petence lever indicates the level of
the student's comprehension of. language. Under normal

ntat Parmeters 13



conditions '(that is, when the student has been reared in a
language-rich environment) thAt Language Competence lever
tends to move 'upward with time, along with the Cognitive
Ability leYer, but sometimes it lags behind seriously. With
-effort, you can just hue. at lever a little higher and higher, '

but, of course, only s high as the Cognitive Ability lever.
Finally, under-no conditions (that is, when the child has
-had good oppottun ty to learn to read by good teaching or
otherwise) the Reading Skills lever' tends to move up*ard along
With the two Other levers. There may even bea little play inhe ---
mechanism such that the Reading Skills lever. can go a little
higher than the Language Competence leverreflecting the"
fact that Some °reading 'skills are independent of language
comprehension. (Foe example, a child. might be able to call,off
words without understanding therh very well.) But again},there \
maybe serious lags, lags that can*be decreased only by serious
effott addressed= to the teaching of reading skills.

. Thuti the-levers, and thecorrespondirelevels attained by
a ,student on .-my proposed W-0-0 Comprehension settles,
.represent the developmental parameters of reading. compre-
hention. Doubtless I have oversimplified .mattersperhapi
there ought to be Many more levers in our mechanicallmodel,
withirots more play in them (but still interconnections)spr-.
responding to those subscales I talked aboutbut in large
outline, and as a guide to our thinking, the model MO merit. If
there is A.s.cience-fictiOntquality to all this, I challenge you to
try to turn it into reality:
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Comments on
. Developmeritalyarafaeters

of Reading. Comprehension.

Isabel L. Beck

A

First; let nit say that I consider anopportunify to respond
to, John Carroll's pr,Sentation--a very great privilege. --His
thoughts Omit roading as contained in his *Things, for

---;example, The Analysis of Reading Instruction,-lerspectibes
- from Psychology and Linguistics (Carroll, 1964) and The
Nature ,of -the, Reading Process (Carroll, 1570), have been
seminal to my own work in curriculimh development in the

'beginning reading 'area. A ` .

13-I,As I view it, Carroll's paper on Deve op ntal Param-
eters of Reading Comprehension contains two general themes:
the first concerns definirifg the components of reading cora-

' prehebsion and the second attends to ways- of measuring the
components and describing their structural relationships.
Carroll's notioit is that .reading comprehensioh is a multi-
faceted capability, made hp of_separate components, each of.,
which plays A significant role in determining overall corn-
petencein comprehension. He suggests that reading skills
plus language competency plus cognitive ability eqtrals
readini. comprehension. While this equation is not a par-

: titularly new notion in that other `theorists have specified
. these same ingredients, Carroll's 'arrangement of the fKets of
reading comprehension is useful.

In his treatment ofvthe multicomponent model, Carroll
has compared itite a very ,direct manner, to conventitrphl
terminology and.to somehf pur current, sometimes fuzzy, and'
often overly inclusive conceptsAbout reading comprehensiOn.

so doing, he has introOted sof& important distinctions
that ,mus ome functional if we ate' to refine or under-
standing of ading comprehension and plan interventions'

,4
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that adci;ess all its facets ,irectly: FurtherMore, Carroll
expands upon the distinction's he has introduced in two ways:
he includes examples of the subskillb to be found in each major
corriportegt and he attacks a direct way, the difficult
pretlem_of finding satisfactory teChiiiques to measure them.
His treatment Of the multicomponent model provides the depth,
and smile of the necessary operational detail required to bring
theory down to the practical. level, 'enabling important
developmental work 'to get underwEiy.

The aspect of reading comprehension best:explicated in
Dr. Ciuroll's paper.iS the W-0 scale, a scale that reflects the
relationship-Of a person's, oral language comprehension to
his/her (Zmprehension of print. Such a scale, in my opinion,
,would be an important step in the development of tools that
could aid our studies of the comprehension process and, at the
same time,-provide informatiOn to teachers that eouldbe useful
in 'instructional decision making. , For example, having, a
child's score on the W-0 scale would be. helpful prescriptively

backgiound information op.4the child's langttage capa-
bilities 'to be used in turn for, the identification of the-next
instructional step. In addition, the notion that literacy be '
defined as the extent to which a personscan read materials up
tothe level of his/her language comprehenhion appears a far
inure useful definition of literacy than the search for aV
minimum grade equivalent for all, in that the score on the O
scale would likely be a good gauge of potential reading

= competence.
Catr011's speculation as to 'whether it would be possible to

add. a cognitive or ebnceptual ability component to the W:0
scale, thus resulting in a W-O-C scale, is intriguing. However,
:1 Would first' like to see efforts directed 'towards' the W.O.
Beale.

carrolLdid not explicitly include a knowledge eomponent
as major ingredient of reading comprehension. However, he
does deal with .the importance to comPtehension of back-

A . ground-information or knowledge about, a subject when he
suggests that "ariliccadeinician with pUrPorted good reading
and language corxrprehension might have trouble Under-
standing a passage on crop control, while a faimer might have
little difficulty with it." The point is that reading cern-

-- .
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preherision, is partly knowledge bound; unfamiliarity with
subject matter concepts can cause difficulty in comprehension.
Therefore I would be tempted to include knowledge as a major
component of -reading comprehension. Recognizing lack of
relevant experiences and background information as blocks to
cOmprehension is especially important in teaching and in

:diagnosis- of problem readers.

In viewing, instructional practice, Carroll notes that
reading teachers who deal with on1S, "the transaction between
the printed word and ideas are dealing with onlya small part
of the problem real problem lies in the promotion. of
language abilities as such and even the promotion of cognitive.
abilitiesns such."

From many visits to classrooms, from *looking at
variety of `reading materials, and from my own experiences as
a classroom teacher, it is. my strong impression thatmuch of
the time spent in "reading comprehension instrtiction" is
indeed spent with "the transaCtion between print and
ideas." A typical reading lesson in the intermediatngrades
goes something like this: Children read a text; aili*er written
andjor oral questions about the text, and,' with the teacher
lending the discussion,, discuss with_ their peers ideas .con-
tained hi the text. While this ,activity can and otten does
promote language abilities ke.g., new .'ydealmilary) and
cognitive .abilities (e.g., inferences from the text are (1is-
cussed), it is my sense these are seCondary rather than piimary
outcomes. Understanding propositions in printed material is
the terminar goal of teaching reading'comprehension. Dealing
with the goal in terms of discussing the ideas in texts is useful;
however, at least equal emphasis' should beplaced on
expanding vocabulary and handling corriPlete syntax.
Vocabularynd syntax are the building blocks of language ,

and may be :overlookett when they are embedded in a
; f,standard `comprehensior:activity.- Rather, they should be

specially attended', in reading instinctiori. Certainly
Carroll's model, inariding war-does language competence .14
implies this. Increased competence in vocabulary and syntax.

are transferrable to new_texts, whereas the ideas brought to
) awareriess in di8eusspin may not be useful beyond the specific
- te*t: f ../
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Using information from linguistics, Psychelbiy;
psychometrics, Carroll's paper provides 4 capceptiita haw*
on readirig comprehension and outlines some ofthateclinieal
problems with its measuremeitt;- and with all, of this, one is
struck with the elegant simplicity of hiamodek
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Language Comprehenslomitnd Fast
Decocknig: Some Psycho linguistic
Prerequisites for Ski lled1Reading-
-Comprehension

% Charles A. Perfetti

To understand the development of _reading
comprehension it is necessary to understand language-
comprehension and deCodi :. The thesis of this paper is that,
the, cognitive part` of 0; g Comprehension Language
Comprehension + Decodi g. + X, and, moreimportantly, that
Tiasmaltrelative to the other two factors.I shallleave factor X

AO others and focus on language comprehension and decoding.
ince' both of theSe factors, especially language compre,

h nsion, encompass complex processes, establishing the
asonableness of the equation will not immediately shed light

on how reading comprehension develops.
What it might -do is to suggest soiiie_reducti on the

. range of misconceptions of reading comprehension. It amid
cause thinking to focus on language skills and thinldng,rather
than "organization" or "text strategies"-as the keyato reading,
comprehension. Since I've mentioned "thinking," I will admit
to 'a variant of the original equation, viz. Reading Conipre-
hension = Decoding + Thinking. Substituting one ill - defied
term for another of course dales not help much, ,except insofar

. -
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as it remindi US that what is crucial in reading sonlprehension
is the dnteraCtion of'a human mind with a printed page.
Reading is tliiiikingtemk-strained by print. Thus, the present
view is in'the tradition of Thorndike (1917) and R.L.
Thom:like (1973) on reading as reasoning, and it shares with
others (J. B. Carroll, 1966-and this volume, and T. G. Sticht,
1972), the assumption that reading is a special case _of
language. These two traditions are quite compatible when the
dos connection. between language and thinking is

-- se owledge0.
In what folloWs, I would =like to discuss some psycho-

linguistic processes underlying reading comprehension by
"--referringlo my own resenrch in. an informal way. I will deal
both` vvitli decdding and with the "Higher Mental Probess"
term of the Reading Comprehension Equation (i.e., langaage
comprehension or thinking) by reference to- one or two
piBicllar aspects of comprehension. .

Levels of comprehension

Understanding sentences and bunches of sentences is a .,_
.matter oklegree. That is, it make's sense to speak of levels of
comprehension. This idea of levels has been specifically
developed in descriptions' Of,:spiitince processing, by Mistier-.
Lachman (1974).and Perfeiti (in press) and is related to the
view of Craik and Lockhart (1972) that memory is best seen as
the operation of erent processing levels rather than as

- strictly storage d transfer of information. In an earlier
paper (Perfetti -""c press) I suggested siflevels of sentence
proc,essing,- rbut. ifurnbers ,seem rather arbitrary. For

,present purrios- describe only three levels (see Figure 1).
-Level I is the loW bi level of interest for reading, and it can be

characterized as a Surface` Level and ,,phohological and
acoustic properties salient. Level II is perhapa'ihemost basic
somprehension lever and can be termed the "'semantic-

, syntactic level." Level' III is the interpretive ievel and differs
from Level-11 primarily in its integrative qtality. Thus, it is

.comprehension of a sentence with respect to something beyond,
the sentence. This something else can be nonlinguistic or at
least ,Tiontextual, but it is, simplifying to -consider it as the
linguistic context of the sentence. The levet are descriptive*

I
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Level II Momentary sentence
analysis an understanding of
the rela ions among sentence
elements., Does not necessarily
mediate Level Ill.

Level 1:,,,,Momentary holding
action; kfew words are field
in memory in their verbatim
form. In listening, the size
igf Level I string appears to
be related to ;entente and
clause bounda tea.

-0. Forgetting

Level III. Integrative analysis
of sentencesand synthesis of
sentence with appropriate
extra-sentence context.

`Figure 1. Three descriptive levels of plocessing.
A.

-rather than,theo cally interrelated. For example, itseema to t.

me that attention switching iainvolved in gang from Le vel Ito
Level II or III but that in going from Level II to-Level III it is
notrojiltan illusfration of the levels, consider theseciien'ce "The
admira,1 captured the bandit." Whatdo you luiderstand fro
the sentence? At Level II, your understandih of thiiwtence
can be indicated by some questions transformationitHkrelated.
to the ,sentence:

. 1. Who captured the bandit?
2. What did the admiral do?.
3. Who(m) did the admiral capture?

..tA Questions 'of this- type require information based on a..."
semantic-syntactic analysis of the sentence and are the kind of
"literal qiiestions" that' test construction thebry is familiar

Perfetti



with. Bormuth's theory (1970)4(achievement test item4
based on the essentially simple transformational relation
'between these questions and the, simple sentence.. The
knowledge

,
required by Level II in-this cage can be indicated by.

some propositionally based kiiiipa- ,,, for example PAST +
--capiltre,i (AGENT: admiral, RECIPIENT; bandit).

_ -

What
. A .

What f Level processing for this sentence? Well, in
,fact it is impossible unless you 'know more than is in that
sentence. The questions to test Level III cannpt be easily
sitecifi_ ed in the general case because they are not based on the
syntax of the single sentence. In the present case, they could
include' the following: _

*4: What bandit? ,

5. Capture how? i . -

6:Why did the admiral capture-the bandit?
Thus the information ranges frdm referential to what is
sometimes called inferential. The reader will be able to answer
(4) if the previous text has identified a person who is a bandit

- .
and.the wilt answer (6) if,he is'able to relate an earlier prop&

sition in-the text to this new one. ', . ,

The boundary between Les/els-II and III is thusiallal
because it is based on the distinctionbetyreen a single sentence
and bunches of related seranees. But the postulation of these

tr le' elt,4bes have theoretical and Practical conseqUences. Level
itdfliiiiilds basic liikginstic competence anti Level III demands

---" king" or At least some construction of ideas. One could
-. say Level II is an- analysis piocess, while Level III is a
synthesis process based on prior analyses and syntheses. The ,_--
Practical consequences of the distinction can be seenin testing.
Some coMPrehension. achievement teats -seem- mainly to
demand Level II processing while otliers,demand substantial
Leitel III processing. For the- development of reading compre-
hension, the question is whether reading skill at Leye II
norm ,entails a -reading skill appropriate for Leye I.
Soill4syChometric approaches to comprehension (e.g., Davis)

- . .
''. would, seem to uggest some degree of independence between
sentence dom hension and paragraph comprehentiOn. To
some degree, vel III skills may n t inevitably come with
Leyel II skills: However, the chan s seem goal that little
special is needed yond attentionimernory, and some reason

oh-.
.. 4 *it...3

--' s',
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for the reader to want to integrate information. (Jus Lin case
ere are readers who have this characteristic of disposing of

tences after Level, II 'processing, I would like to give, them
,ame "sentence surfers." The parallel with "word barkers"

is intentional. Sentence surfers scrim along the tops of
sentences without getting deeper meaning).*

MeAtion of "word barking" brings me back to Level I. A.
reader who can articulate the component words of a sentence
but who immediately after reading it cannot answer questions
(1) (3), would be processing at Level I. To the extent that most
readers pan Occasionally exhibit Level I processing, it would
seem to be a qnestion of attention. If attention is focused on
meaning, g, Level III, or perhaps II, is engaged. But occasionally
attention shifts, to-another stimulus, or another thought,
which interferes with meaning-conscious processing. But
because phonological processing is so over-learned "reading"
can continue without comprehension. Attention ,can also be
Switched to the sound itself, as with song and poetry. Level I
processing is thus mime./ and characteristic of some reading
and listening situations. Whether theie are individuals who
are charac ristically Level I processors is another "question.
I'm inclin to think such 'ndividuals are less numerous than

is sometimes implied.
With t three lev is of processing as a very loose

framewor 11 now turn to some psycholinguistic principles
in reading comprehension that have empirical bases,
although some of whaf rreport is fairly tentative. The -three
psycholinguisticis.problems to be addressed are decoding,
Meaning analysis, and memory for discourse. I will attempt to
suggest that characteristic levels of coraprgiensibn are
involved in these processes and that the characteristic level in,
some cases is not so obvious: Primarily, however, I willtry to
suggest_ that decoding and language comprehensiOn are the
major ingredients of reading comprehension.

Decoding .

Decoding and compre ension achievein' ent

-I assume that dec ng is an important part of reading
comprehension. The remaining part is skill at ifinalyiiiig

I



language and constructing meanings from language elements.
There i$ probably a residual component connected with the
peculiar facts of reading: that it occurs by turning pages, that
the reader cannot interrupt the writer to ask for clarification,
and that the order of information may besomewhat different.
But my hunclris that while such factors are important, they are
not so important as decoding and language comprehension.

There are two assumptions that are challenged by this
position. One is that comprehension is independent of
decoding. The other is that all human beings have the same
linguistic --competence- and hence the same language
comprehension skill. Both assumptions arelalse.

To talk first about decoding and comprehensiop the
notion that the two are independent may be based on a con-
fusion with the more tenable assumption that decoding is not
sufficient for comprehension. It must be true that skilled
decoding dqes not necessarily lead to skilled comprehension. '
However, I think the reasons for this may be less due to factors
like "organization" and more due to factors like vocabulary
memory and attention for language

In order to discuss some aspects of the interdependence
betliTen decoding and comprehension, a couple of experiments
will be briefly summarized. The first experiment (Perfetti and
Hogaboam, 1975) tests the basic requirement of the inter-

- dependence hypothesis.' Third 'and fifth graders Were
separated into two levels of reading comprehension skills, as
measured-by the reading subtest of the Metropolitan Achieve-
ment Test. The measure of dgmding was the latency. of corre.,st
vocalizations of printed words and pseudowords presented one
at a time. Figure 2 shows the main -results. -

. 41113

Note that not only were skilled comprehenders fastei at
this 'decoding, task than less skilled comprehenders, but the
degree of their superiority increased as the words became less
common. Fo common high frequency English, the differences
were sligh but significant. For pseudowords, which are
nonwords t conform to English spelling rules,. the average
difference between skilled and less skilled was over one second.
Since the latency data ttre only for words produced correctly,
we are notliealing within fact that less skilled readers are lesa,
good at decoding. In this case, it is a question of their being
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Low Readwg Comprehekion Group
--n Hph Re04:Ang Comprottonsgn GrOuP

0

Koh

THIRD GRADE

Mecbom NonsOnSo

Word Frequency

o Words messed on v. ebulery test

Hgh

FIFTH GRADE

Mcchurn Nonsense

Word Frequency

Figure 2. Speed of decoding for skilled and less skilled readers for high and
lowifrequency Snglish words fnd ifonwords.

slower at decoding.
What is the significance'of being

,
slower at decoding?

. -
To

the extent that latency reflects processing time (in this case
orthographic-phonetic analysis) being slow reflect; the
engagement of a limited caiiiiciWocessor for decoding,Shice
this same limited capacity- pro:x*8pr has to be used-fir
remember words already read and tethink about the rneagipg
of what is read, it is possible thalslow decoding wiliin,fact lead
to poorer comprehension. Thus, the speed of decoding is taken
to bean indication of its automaticity. The notion of auto-
maticity has been with researchero.of motorskill learning as
well as reading researchers for some time. Theimportance of
automaticity for reading and what it might mean in terms of
attention to stimulus features has beenpeisuasively stressed
by LaBerge and Samuels (1974). With retrbect to latencies there

. are sonie-problems. Since time is continuous, are we dealing
with degrees of conscious effort or with some fairly shai
distinction between automOtiCond effottful? It's hard to daiat
present, but it could turn out to be:i:moiter of degree.

`Well. and good, bne might say, but all you 'have ,is a
correl4tion. It is just as reasonable to say that good 'coga-
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prehension leads to fast decoding `as the, other way around.
7 This is fair enough; and what can be said in response is that

there is a conceptualization_ of the reading process that
accommodates the interpretation that fast decoding aids
cdinkehension. This conceptualization is that comprehension
during reading involves sharing some limited capacity system
among.- various task components. The less work required by

decoding; the more available the system is for other com-
prehension work.

Factors affecting decoding speed 1,

I would like to turn- now to some further studies in
decoding that aim-at separating quantitative from qualitative
factors in, decoding speed. In briefly summarizing this_
researoh, a possible problem- concerned with the measure of

= decoding can be taken care of. The problem is the possible
, objection to vocalization latencies as measures of decoding.
After all, vocalizing is an unnatural act during skilled reading.

'In fact, the study that I will summarize does .seem to suggest
that the measure* of decoding does matter sbmewhat. However,
the use of a second decoding measure does not affect the main,
results that skilled. comprehenders are faster decoders than
poor comprehendere and that their advantage increases with
nonwords. The second measure we used was the latencies of
correct responses in a same-different task. The child's task was
to press a button when two word strings were the same.
'Following , a procedure of Comber and Hogie (1974), we
Separated the letter-strings maximally on the presentation
slide `to encourage the child to decode the top string and
compare it with the bottom string.. Without further details of

OMB nieagure, the main point concerns some word experiences
that the 'children: had and their effects on decoding speeds.
Since the two decoding measures produced similar results,t

usethe data for vocalization latencies.
The object was to-provide certain systematic experiences

with words for the child and observe the effects of these
experiences on decoding speed. The rationale is that when a
reader encounters a liven word, there are roughly _four
categories' or his prior experience with the word: 1) A word he
has never seen nor heard: 2) A word he has heard but never

.
language Comprehension and Fast Decoding ,
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seen, and he does not know what the word means. 3) Same as
(2), except he does know the meaning from hiti oral language
_vocabulary. 4Y A word he has heard and seen, but he does not
know the meaning: 5) Same as (4), except he does know the
meaning. Foi purposes of the study, we wanted to provide the
relevant word experiences for the child.. Therefore, most of-the
words in these 5 categories are extremely rare worda(nabob)
that- resemble pseudowords. In fact the rare word§ resemble
paralogsyso, strongly that it is difficult to convince adults
otherwise, except with a dictionary. So additionally we have
categories "(6) and (7) which are medium and high frequency
Engligh Words, respectively. An example of (6) is model, and an
example of (7) is money. Note that in principle (6) and (7) should
be somewhate like (5), the difference being that during the
experiMent, the child does pot have any experience with (6),and
(7). We provide experience h'(5) to simulate (6) and-(1).

The.nature of the experience is simple.Yor (1), there is fro
experience and the child's first encounter of the word is in the
decoding speed test. For (2) arid .(3), 'the child hears the
experimenter say a word and then says it himself. The
frequency. of hearings andsayings is about 20 spread
over ree days. In(3), but not (2), the experimenter in addition
to sa g the word ells an elaborate story about the word's
meanin . The meanings were made up by the experimenter to
refer to concrete objects. The important point about the
meaning experience is that it was simply- a paired-
associates procedure (e.g., Islekoz means all). We provided a
rich conceptualization for a word which was to have meaning.'
For example, a polef was a type of banana, distinguished
by its color, which was red. It was the major crop of a certain
.youth Pacific island, and residents of the island depended omit
for food and other things. Moreover, the child was brought to a
criterion bred on two tests. He had to produce the wilid given
the meaning by the experimenter, and he had to produce the
meaninggiven the word. Because we wanted to control for
frequency of exposure to the word; the frequency of a given

oral -only experience (2) was made roughly thesame s
his' oral .+ Meaninflexperience-(3).

in the case of (4) and ',(5), the child had d c ding
experience ("visual" is really too weak a term) in a on to

- _;..
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Figure 3. Effect of foul- types of word exgerienoe on decoding speed (measured
by-vocalization latencies) of skilled and less skilled readers.

,

Experience Conditron

healing the word. After hearing the word, he would flee it and
say it. The difference between (4j and (5) was one of meaning
experience and is completeliparallel to the oral cases (2) and
(34

,

In summary, we have isolated three types of sirigk word
experiences: or'al, decoding, and meaning. Over all cOndikons
the number of word exposures and the number of productions
by the child were equalized. We tested fourth grade children,
matched by pairs on IQ, who were separated as,skilled and less
skilled coniprehenders 'ad before. -

The results can be stated more briefly 'than the procedure.
As can be seen from Figure 3, both skill groups wetesaided a
good deal by oral experience, And hOth groups were aided by
decoding experience. Two points are of majorinterest: 1) Mean-
ing did nor matter. Oral plus meaning was no better than Oral
alone, and oral plus decoding plus meaning was no better than

word in the same y. Thus, the posesibility. -
oral pluadecoding. 2) The two group of readers were affected
by the wd expe

-
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sl lled rs have !serried to benefit more than less
;cf readeikfroln, certain experiences is ruled out: Less
ed-readerk begin at a largidisadvantlige Tor words never

Seetinoeheard,1ut improve with experience to the same extent

aatikillectieadeis.
4

there are twos irtor points. One is that decoding

speed for high frequency English words was not faster than
Speed-for. words given oral + decoding experience. We seem to

have approximated theaffect of high frequency in thecourse of

fetdaysAhe second pointsoncerns the long-term effect of

our word experience. We. tested. each 'child again after two

,months. The.effecte werestill there. They appeared to be some-

WIfit attenuated, but dearly' irefe still there.
An experiment recently completed suggests further clari-

fication of how decoding iveed is relatti ksingle;wiidexperi-
.

ences (Perfetti and IlogabbEdii, 1.975). SI Itnd less skilled

readers' tither,heard,and said or decoded (read anti:Said) pseu7-
doworg a predetermined number-of times, varying from zero

ta18 spread over threedays. In the decoding speed teat that fol-

lowed, skilled readerswerefaster for all values of the frequency

variable. Of interest is the fact that skilled readers benefited
greatly from just a miNinauni amountofia ural exposure, one per

day, while,a'greater frequency was:nOded for the less: killed
readers to show. any gains in decodingapeed. In sefar gathis
procedure simulates the establishment of a Orallanguage
unit for decoding, this result suggests for the less skilled ree'der

either less stability in .the development of a phonetic repre-
tientatibri `or less well -clev;loped vrintto-sound correspon-

':dences.
In:thecase of decoding andcomprehension, we haire the fol-

lowing general picture. The task skills OftleCoding are better

developed in skilled uomprehenders than Jess skilled gompre-

henders. What ieogbasic" about them is that: they areabserstefl

for never-seen words. Some difference in sub-word unitizing

musbe inirolvect.The skill ofiecojtnizingletter sequenceeand

*
niay be the bade skill. There seemsto he little,

_rote of meaning in deccidinv although this conclueiondoes-nOt
riecetsarily generalizetoreadingtext. It also appears not to he
true that decoding is- depend on meaning only for lest's'

skilled reader's but not for skilled leaders. I regesfed earlier

41
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that .tl a skilled readers, because they have less automated de-
coding skill, may rely more on meaning to identify words (Per- 1
fetti and. Hogaboam, 1975). The possibility is that unskilled
readers have a whole-word sight store that they can use but,
they slow down When a letter string doesn't matchthis store.
I'm more inclined now to conclude that this isn't true except for
a very small set of words..,,

Decoding and levels of comprehension

In terms Of levels of comprehension, decodilig at first
glance ma* seem to be strictly Level I processing. While for a .
few -rare crises converting print into language may occur as
roeaningless activity, it is sensible to suppose that sound With-
out Meaning will occur only when the reader does not know the
meaning of,the word or when his decoding of irfails. to match
his oral language. representation.

In. the normal case, my assumption is that. access of
.meaning automatically accompanies decoding. If this is so, 4
means that differences in reading comprehenAion skill are not
due to differences in accessing meanings. An empirical *prectic-
fion from this decoding mpoiel is that skilled readers bliould lie
no faster than less skilled faders at detertnining whether a
given word belongs to a giVen semantic category (e.g., food, t
aninial). The differences Ahould occur ?Mainly in deterininieg ,,;:s'
"what th% word is" rather than "what it meanes." This is not to
say that there will be,no semantic differences relagd to com-

/*I iirehension skill. 'Indeed, vocabulary iatone of the major fac-
tors.- The -hypothesis is that if a common salient semantic .

category is knOvNtilta reader he will accessit rapidly even If he
is unskilled iri 444 ding comprehension, .

There a e data consistent with this hypothesis in a study
in which c n attempted to name .pictures of common

4 objects whiles oring words that were printed on the pictures
(Colin ofeand Rosinski, 1975). In one condition, the printed
wor iferred with naming the pictires because they be-
long the,-same semantic category; e.g., the word pig on a
picture of a cow By comparison with control conditions,
Golinkoff and Itsinski found large interference effects, in
these stimuli as measured by*he time to name all the pictures.
Most important for the present argfiment is that skilled and

$
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.lesfIskilled readers did not differ in magnktirde of interference. lir
Thu; seems to suggest that accessing the meanings of the
printed words was "automatic;' or at least compelling, for both
Allied and less skilled-readers. My suggestion is that the sa-
lient categorical:features, ',although 'not the entire range of
semantio.attributes come "fies" with decoding.

Lingnage comprehension
0/<`are challenged by the present thesis.

The firstassumption is that of independence between decoding
and comprehension. the second is that all persons have the
same linguititic competence and hence the dame
commh-ension skill. This second iisiumption seems 'to be

"based on a confusion between the potential of linguistic
competence and actualization a linguistic performance. To
say all persons e the same linguistic competence is a
ationalistie astmption Tc;;..ask .about - language

comprehension 'is to go well beyond this assumption in the
involvement of memory, attention, and sequential patterning.
Note -the obvious fact,r of vocabulary is omitted. It is a dif-

ferept ,claim to Alay that there are differtreS in language ,
omprehension.if one means only that there Are differences in

knowledge: of word meanings.)
. The suggeatiOn being made here is that there are signifi-

cant individual differences in the comprehension of spoken
that go beyond vocabulary (which, in fact, accounts

for: much (),the total difference)' and is reflected in reading
comprehernarthis position is in general agreement with ,

that of Sticrit (197i),aird Carroll (1966), who seem to have
concluded,. that oral language comprehension and reading
comprehension areolosely related, I willexempliti the signifi- -

oance of language, comprehension by summarizing the logit
and.resultS dr4t recent experiment carried out with the help of
'Sisin-Goldmari and Laura Bell.
' The assumption we mdse reflects certain notions of the
operation of memory during the ,compretiensionprdiscourse
owing to-Jarvella (1971) and, to Bever an .his colleagues,
,FocIbilin4-Garrett (19741n order to comprehendspokeridis-

, course;, a Itzinfl of three-ring circus must be coordinated. The
three rings may be thought of as roughly analogous to the three
levelk of processing,although.I wouldn't want to, push this too
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far. The three levels of processing may
,
go on.practically annul

.taneously,swhiet means that they operate with tapid attention
ahifts'ainorit storing the incoming,senten4e or sentence frai-,,

_ ment in a verbatim form SLevel I); completing a semantic
analysis of the most relent discourse segment (Level II) and

tegratin* gttlie !wimp* analysis with the up-till-now repte-
,,

sentation of the discourse (Level. III). Again, these three
components occur, without strain during listening for most
persons and the rapidowitching amonglevelsis not normally
available self- observation: '

'TO sopriextezit, Leyels II and III processing*pend on
Level I processing. there is reduced-opportimity to p

Ck
mplete a

t.*pantie analy of a sentence or. to integrate the result
arialysia with!the previous discourse if the just heard segment" ,----
of discourse is tonapidly,foriatteir. On the °tiler:hand, it
adaptive to forget the Wei-dB after a pertain. point. Otherwise, on
the assumption that. all three levels otvracessing share the

. samelimited capacity to some extent, levels 11 and III procesi:
4xig would be more difficult. The poip,i at which itieeins adapt-

. ivetoiforget the words recently heard appdars folic the end of a
tepee _(Jarvella, 1971). Up to that pointi it is helpful to
einber.the sequence of words or phrases verbatim so that

e unheard portion of the sentence the verb) can' be
relatedlo. the first. part of the sentence, ,

This Level r processing is thus ilind of medley, which
may, provide_source ofindividuardifference in comprehension.
Whig is so because, as sdggested, the higliefievels Ii and
seem to partly depend on it and besairst it itself appears to be a
complex skill. It seems to depend on an 'analysis of ward
meanings (it cannot be assumed thgt a string of 6 or 7 woideis
ordinarily-storedn memory withoutineanings) and on,syntac-
tic operations on the word string. ,

With this latter factor, we touch on two melriorYcompo.
nents ,of xelding that-have been fairly Widely noted. This is.
that eh-at-term memory capacity aid Seq,uencing abilitiebAre
factors contributing to reading difficulty. It has beenlound
that digit-span performance correlates positively witifteading
achievement (e.g., Guthrie et al., 1972), althdughsonie studiels
faitto.find such a relationship (e.g., Valtin, 1970)Aii the cased ,
.sequencing, which app, ta be necessary for digit-span
formarce; Baaker (1972) has made an argument for the'linpor-
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lance. of &generalized sequencing ability r ed to reading.
The role&of short-term memory "capacity land sequencing
appear t.iiiilscOmplex, and.' can offer Rnly a ggestion toward

= clarification. .
The baths for the suggestion is two ex ieriments carried

out with third and fifth grade children disti;guished as skilled
and less skilledin re-tidingcomprehension, s measuredby thy.
reading subtest of. he Metronplitan AchievementTest. Acrosal,
reader groups the children- were matcharoii .

experimelit tested the children on a probe-digit memory talk.
This differs from a digit-span test initkat only one digit is
produced on each test land what varies is the number of digits
intervening betweetn 'the occurrence and the target digit in the
string rid the end of the string. For example, if the child hears
the string 8, 5, 7, 6; 3,t, 5,2, 4, 9; 3, 7. The coned digit is 6. (The
last digit heard is the probe and is marked by-a tone.)

The resultsrof this experiment of interest for the present
purpose is that Ithere were . no 'differences in memory
performance, between the two skill groups. Thi's task seems to
be a meaningfill estimate of short-term memorycapacity free
of sequential response problems. Since this -re-Sult has been

. replicated, on a new population, the conclusion- seems
reasonablejthat soiong as IQs controlled, there ate no STM
capacity differences with this task. k ; 4%

The second experiment was analogous to thefirst in that
it involved a proheiniemory +The same subjects heard
passages through earphones and were interrupted with
unpredictable tests in which a word from a just-heardsection o
discourse wia repbated.'The itila's task was to give the word
that hadfollowed it. Sometimes this probe word -was from the
sentencciust heard.Other times, it was from the final clause of
the previous sentence. The just-heard sentence sometpes bad'
two chases and sometimes was a shorterone-clauseTsAntence.
When it was a; to clause sentence, the probe was Sometimes

. from the first4 use and Sometimes from the second. -
\

, Thee e results were that ; the skilled 'readers were
-significantly-and substantially better in performance than the
Teas skilled readers.Onfy for the single clause shorter sentence

theiless-skilled readers do as well as the skilled. For the
,single clausefientenee, in. which the prObe'warfor what the

. listener had beard abOat 5 or 6 words bieleperformance was
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high toraimist children 1?oup0 perOent recall). However, if
that last clause was not-the whole sentence, performance for
less skilled readers dropped Off. Similarly, for thefirst clause of
a-two clause sentence and for the final elausei5i,the previous
sektence, the less binned readers did not recall the word
following the probe as well as..the skilled readers.

Since the-meastre here is verbatim recall, could itbe just
&at less. skilled readers wereparaphrasine more? When
paraphrases are added, the differences between groups are
even larger. Skilled readers are rememb4ring orezolds and
more meanings.. Furthermore, 'when' the skilled readers

-produced a paraphrasenine times out of ten it'Agat for a word
from, the previous sentence or from thl first clause of a two
clause sentence. In othei-wOrds, it wigrseldom for tho,inost
recently. heard clause. By contrast, less skilled readers were

_ just as likely to paraphrasefrom the most recently heard clause
as from a previous clit-use. This is confirmation of the
conclusios,fforn the verbatini results. Skilled readers hold- a
string or- words in -memory in verbatim form. Less skilled
readers do- this' less well, except for a single clause sentence.

Well, could it be vocabulary? I think not shim' we 4,
(imposed the passages' based on third grader readers. The
group 'differences were justas large for fifth graders as forthird
graders-, A possibility which cannot be ruled ou4ia that less
skilleit comprelienders are having trouble with Level II and
Level III comprehension. For example, they may b_,,e_working

on integration of the prevkais senteate with the prioniscourse
when the test sentence, shOurd be attended to.-One could- m,
perhaps, that organizational skills are implicated, rather than
a strictly Level I process. The search for an adequate
explanation will require more work.1;lie most supportable and

. general, statement at present is that there are significant
differences in Level I language memory that provides (basis
.for differences in comprehension 1. It does not seem
depend on short-term memory "ca acity," but rather is a
function of memoty perhaps unique to g tically structured
input.

At the moment, it is difficult to be more definite
concerning the properties of this linguistic memory: Azia
starting point, we may speculate that its salient propefty is its'
sensitivity to temporal structure. Temporal structure is a
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general notion, and two refining possibilities might be
suggested: A string of digits (5-4-2-7-5) 'has a temporal
structure, but it is wholly arbitrary. By contrast, linguistic

-anyiuthas inherent structure. The sequencing of words is
constrained by co- occurrence rules Of syntax and by semantic
constraints. Certainly individual differences either in memory
for, temporal order or in emory for linguistic structure might
be experted to develop an 'serve as- he basis for tie observed

*pees_ in discourse memory. It seems to me that the
Parallel in#Our research between the probe digit task, in which
we found-no reader difference, and the discourle memory, in-
which we did.fmd a differences; weighs perhaps a little in favor
of liioking- for, a strictly linguistic basis tor the memory
meclIgniern. It is not unreasonable to imOthe that Aare deal-
ing wifi i individual differences in the efficiency with Which
linguistic input is encode and integrated. "K"Opipg things
straight" at Level I becomes difficult because words are
analyzed too sloWly, or attention switching between Level
and Level III is poorly-timed, etc. One possibility is that loss of
Leiel I information is largely result of pressure from Level III
(and/orLevel II) prOoe" ssing demands which are ineffectively

T.ie& handiestF*4- example, Level rir processing wilycreate such
presslil to the extent that a reference System for,the discourse
has not been effectively ,established. An .effective reference
system allows the .reader= on new information and

- relate it tooldas oppoied
lreating

each elementasinew. One
=d of implication of thisliirpotheste is that-for- unskilled
Corapiehenders, Level_ memory should decrease with

7_ _increlisitagAitance into-the discourse. This is so because the
discolirsep:Ali,Vcreasingly rely on informaetion provided
taxher. Thus, temporal observations in memory for discourse
sholgsrlielpin understanding how the leyeliof comprehension
irate ct.

e a more definite explanation is not possible at this
tiraeitAat is possible perhapsis to-clearly state the implication
of a memory for language difference. It provides a basis for the
hypothesis reading comprehension depends on language.
comprehension. In a 'recent dissertation, Berger (1975) found,
thqt differences between IQ matched skilled apt' less-skilled
readers were as large for listening comprehension as for
reading comprehension. Furthermore, the differences were as
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large when measured by literal questions as when measured by
f paraphrased recall. Sin ce answering literal questions (i.e., _

verbatim from the passage) ;presumably requireg less
organization than paraphrase recall, this findingwould seem
to argue against "organization" as a major factor in
comprehension differences. tinder the present hypothesis, I

expect to find the differences observed in a test given
'after a passage is read or heard tobe largely presentduring-the

e it's being road or heard. Specifically, information is being
by,unskilled comprehenders beyond the immediate clause

`or sentence.
Beforaconauding thiopart of the discusgionj would like

to briefly cite an additional piece of evidence that seems to
support the importance of general language comprehension in
reading comprehnsion. We have recently carriecrOut a simple
itUdy of syntax comprehension with third grade children. Aot..
usual, the children differ in reading copiprehensi6n skit**
are matched on IQj A distinguishing feature of this ittldy is
that it is very simple in two critical aspects. One is that it
required no verbal response from the child. The second islhat it
involved no vocabulary knowledge beyond the wardasquare,
.circle; red, green, and ye/iow.Thus two simplifying factors
which comprphension research often cannot have were present
here. The child simply had to touch an object, a square or a
.circle of a given color. We used varied syntactic strictures
ranging from something basic like "-Touch the red circle" to the
'double-embedded "Touch the-o-ne under the one under the red-
circle!' In all, eight syzitactiC structures*were tested ircireack
childunder oral conditions andreiding conditions.
For presthit purposes, I will neglecl the syntactic-structures
and summarize the error data for the two reader groups for the
two conditions. Children less itkilled in readingcomprehension
as a group had an error rate of 21,percerit in the oral taskand 29
percent in.the readingtask. Skilled readers had error rates of 9
percent in theoral and 15 percent in the reading task. Thus, the
group differences were about 12 percent for oral and 14 percent
'for reading. Again, as in the Berger study I cited, we have a
case in which comprehension differences occurfor an oral task
to the same'extent as for a reading task., And here wehave a
simple situation of fixed vocabulary, no verbal output, and no
long-term memory or "organization" is required.

Language, comprehension and Fast Decoding
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Decoding and linguistic memory .
. .

Having considered decoding and linguistic memory
separately, Lwill conclude with a brief speculation on Ixow they
fitiogither. The object of reading and listening'normally, but
notalways, is to achieve Level III comprehension. Semantic
analyses are combined and integrated in constructing a
changing representation of_ information. Level III,
comprehension occurs as a function of many factors, two of
which are 1).the availability DI memory of a Level I string, i.e.,
-immediate 'linguistic memory, and 2) the availability of
Working memory to perform the comprehension work on stored
strings and retrievable prior meanings. Decodiptthat is not,,,
more or less automatic slows down comprehensien:Work and so
does the unavailability of just7heard sentences.
- Memory and decoding will interactituring reading, and

the nature of this interaction is perhaFrnof obvious. The
highly skilled reader will tend to short-Cut the .Phonological
representation of words* hecause. he is Skilled at decoding.
Perhaps linguistic memory' is Jess good in this case to the'
extent that it depends on word sounds. On the other hand,
memory for words several words back ought to be fairly good

. for the skilled reader. This is because his rapid decoding
perm* him to be combining the beginning- and end of a
sentence (Le" Niel II - Comprehension) thus malthig both parts
moreavailabLe. The less skilled reader is not automatically
decoding. the end of the sentence and there may be two
consequences of this: The first part is slipping away because
decoding operations on the end of the sentence are using
working memory. However, the end ,of the sentence is quite
available as lingullgic memory because -slow decoding has
(perhaps) increased the acoustic consciousness of the last few .

In a study currently underway, children are interrupted
by a memory probe that occurs ,dtiring reading every few pages
or eo. Children read mime passages silently and some orally. A
paradoxical- result is that children who are -less skilled
comprehenders and also' the .slowest decoders among our
sample (these are independent measures) are as good" as
children who are skilled comprehenders and fast decoders at
remembering a word they have just readthree words back. In
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_facc in silent reading they seem to be better than Skilled
readers at remembering a justead word. The reason appears
to be that skilled.readersremeniber these are readers who are
at once skilled in, comprehension and filet -in decoding

, devtlop a briefer Level I trace in the silent reading condition-.
. They are reading for meaning. Iii our experiment, these highly
skilled readers also read faster under silent conditions than :
under oral,. while there is little difference for the unskilled
:reader. His slow decoding is acLveriely affecting him whether
hreadi-aloud or silently.

Now_to return to the ability to remember a word recently
read. If we ask whether the child has remembered wword only a
little farther back, 6 words instead. of 3, we get a very different
picture. 46 words, a case in which the word tobereinembered.
is more likely to be from the previmis sentence, the unskilled
reader is no longer as good or better than the skilled reader.
Nqw, for both a silently read or an orally read passage, the less

. pkilled comiirehender is recalling about $6 percentless than he
did after 3 words. By contrast, the recall of the,skilled reade06-i,
just as good as it was after 3 words and about 16 percent bettei
than the leis skilled reader. -- .

This is jug what-might be expected according to the
present -vie in the interaction between decodinglind memory.
Slow, g makes -the decoded word more available
memory ough 'its phonological representatioia7This high
availabili lasts for only a few words, Itowevpr, because the
other consequence of slow decoding is to place demandsvn the'
same memory that must hold on to a Level I representation of -
words. The earlier part of the sentence and the previous
sentence thus are more-likely to be lost after afewwords for the
unskilled reader. -

Conclusion *

This view °breading compreheniion needs much work to
fill in the many gaps. The explanations of the comprehension
phenomena are still sketchy and, perhaps more important, itis
not obvious how these comprehension skills develop nor liow to -
instruct them. While i do believe that the three levels I have
described make up a useful framework for coniprehensimi,
additional work is needed to apply it to the deVelopment
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_problem, Level III is certainly the kind of *goal We want in
reading comprehension and I -would not necessarily suggest
that drill and practice at Level I would be a good idea.-On the
0.1-iahand, I hope that I have suggested tail important
intermediate. cOinprehension function served by Level I. It
serves .at least as a holding action during beef periods that
information is needed more or less verbatim in order to carry

- Out higher leVels of comprehension.
In all of- this has been an emphasis on language

comprehension functions and a strong suggestion that
speeded decoding is intimately tied -with skilled

comprehension. The. .position that most. (nOt all) of reading
eq. mprelitnsion is decoding plus language comprehension is
reasona le and perhaps true. If so, it may provide a focus for
thiiking bout how reading comprehension can be optimally_

developed respect to individual differences that exist in
these two major components.
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Purpose in Reading

Lawrence' . Frase

Introduction
The importance of goals

0
o

The -subject of this paper is mental activity. Similar
concepts to what I have inraind are attention or perhaps even
active responding. The point that I want to emphasize-is that
purpose in reading gives rise to unique perceptions, memories.
and understandings. These outcomes yary with different
purposes. Furthermore, purpose_ "is something that can be
communicated from teacher to st3Otent. By modifying purpose,
by directing reading activities, the teacherinfluences learning.

The late of contemporary cognitive approaches to
reading is, in part, to rediscover in a moreprecise way what has
been discovered before. The distinction between the nominal
and effective stimulus is a case in point. As John Dewey (1925)
put it,

It is usual in current psychology to assert or assume that
qualities observed are those of the stimulus. This assumption
puts the sail before the horse; qualities which, are observed are
those attendant upon response to stimuli. Weare:observ'antly
aware (in dieitinction from inferentially aware) only of what has
been done; we can perceive what-is already therei what has
happened. By description, a stimulus is not an object of
Perception, for stimulus is correlative to response, and is
undetermined except-as, response occurs. I am not questioning
as a fact of knowledge that certain things are the stimuli of
visual and auditory perception. I am pointing out that we are
aware of the stimuli only in terms of our response to them and-Of

,the consequences of this response.

-, My interpretation of Dewoy'p statement' is that our
awareness of sensory qualities can only be understood as an
outcome of the mental operations that we 'bring to bear upon
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objects presented to our senses. So it is with reading.; the unique
perceptions, memories, and understandings that occur as a
,consequence of reading depend upon ,the respOnses that the
reader makes to the printed word and the consequerice of those
responses. In this paper; I'll review some studies that show how
goals, or purpose, modify responses to written materials.

_ A.' arnantal response, upon which further knowledge
must_veshingt; is the encoding of words or proposition8 (k'raie,

....197b). By encoding, I mean translation of symbols into some
meaningful internal represen lion. In some respects, it is odd
that much current Ark in gnition is devoted to higher level
semantic Processes when we halve not yet clearly established
the necessary and sufficient -conditions for insuring the
complete meaningful eficoding of tat. --. ,

i Aside from encoding, higher level activities might '
'include rehtaping, and relating_ encoded items to previous
learning. ThIPPlearning outcomes dre the consequence of just
so much rehearsal, Semantic integration., and so on, we are not

, 'able to say from our experiments. What we have learned;
however, is that the focus and form of the reader's goal limits
the range, stability, and transferability of his memories. We've
tried to objectify the focus and form of the ,reader's goals by
asking subjects to perform clearlY defined experimental tasks.
In most cases, we have given the, reader problems tiajg have a

- well defined relation to a writteh document. In othEi expert-
ments, we have "recorded sUbjeCts' verbalizations while they
engage in tutorial sessions. Learning outcomes could then be
related to the focus of the subject'S activities. PerhapS a review
of some of these studies will elicit fruitful thoughts about 1

qtttentional processes in both researchers and practitioners
alike.,,Before talking about research, however, I would like to
offer one caveat. This haS to do with the possibility that,
purpose in reading may lead a reader to stray from, as well as-,
move-toward, desirable learning outcomes.

_

Learning goalspositive and negative
learning outcomes

,i find' it useful to, think of human behavior as purpose=
.ful activity, whether conscious, or guided by habits whose

. purpose has long since receded from awareness. To put it in
.
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lehilYitsitil terms; we know that human aelionlis optrolled by
eavcronmental stimuli, -th stimuli that provide the
oocasion.foriresponses, and the resp`Onilealliat'atelnade,
often. optional in-the sense that their inffilancefis *stbject.to

*,ntealized, but potentially self.mstitfiable -standards of
1r-tonna/lee.. In the absence- 4 instruCt& -or experimenter
niiposeClear*g goals, reading is still goal, directed
In some cases, a reader has no' cue to *hat mayor inainot b
content relevant io:"Some later behavioral 'demand, (for ex-
ample, a test). The tasii.mgy betoietirn everything, and *hat
Oogrfitive gieration§ might hi. useful for learning may be
unspecified. In other Cases, a Rader: may. be constrained to
relate text writerits to specific Aemantic categories, to 'learn
portions of a passageltrli Certain semence, and so on. The
experuneniWr's or instructor's'model of ovq readingmictivities
map onto appropriatelearriing outcofifts can suggest whethei,.

, such goals will have positive r ,negative effe
This is the point. There is no rea why goalAirec /-
should4ave positive-effectsfor a l learning ou tc i
Rothkopf, 1970). There are n ny 'wayk in which e .is t
learning aiefis (such as questa ns or ebibotives) can have
limited consecntences.'undeni ding the reasons for negative
effects (suppression of learnin can provide important clues
to procesaing activities .and conditions which control

*Ahem (Prase, 1968). . u- .
_

. ,

. Research: shows that there are certain activities, for
instance, activities Vi at :<urblve Waited encoding and
appropriate content e?iDatiorui, :that 'not only restrict the-

4neariing'forprbeeasing of textgili4t that result in the fOrmation
of incorrect associations, or *clear jileas. Hence, knoWing -

Whenkand why goals iiipptess learning can aid in the develop-
merit of more effectiv'e learning_aidth An some cases, negative

, learning outcomes Might be 1esirable, far -instance, to
suppress trie, acquisition of content that might interfere with :
learnin3rAore iniportanit content. In other Cases, the'discovery
of tite 4ulus -tonditions that- elicit ineffi-cient reading
activities, as partial encoding:, of propositions, can
suggest rul r 'the construction of learning aids that do .

achieve ciesirable Iffelt.s. Therefore, negative Darning. effecte
,t. 'of .or nstan4e, adjunctauestions, stiptild to taken as an,. i

/.
Si,

,
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f
,on,for sharpening our understanding of the conditions

that Migiat improve learning and not es a general criticism of
the usefulness of such techniques in practice.,

the remainder of this paper I would like 41 discuss
studies that relate learning o*omes tolhe focus and form of
reading activities. My assuppanis that goal-directed reading
has at leasttwo components: a) contents end b) operations. By
content, I mean ,the environmentalstimtifi that ma3ecome

6 focus 9f attention. By operations, I mean the processing
activities that a nailer brings to bear on those contents. In the
following want to indicate-three-conditions and soroi,
of their characteristics that may provide a focus for a reader's
attention. These conditions may be experimenter jmposed,.self
imposed, or they may arise from an interaction era text the
reader's.goal.

0 ct
Content fatus
Expe *menter,imposed focus

air begin. with a simple experient, he object. of

, 1

d directness with 'eh the reader's goarmaps onto text
information (Frase* eitzberg,11975).

The eipenm situation vow as1211olvs. One hundred
abd thirty college ,undergraduates we told te---learn the

. inforthation inteertaiii sentences of a text. The text was a 588-
word biographical passage about Nathaniel Bowditch, a great
American navigator-Mathematician.

'the learning directions. (or goals) given to subjects were . --
intended to establish a performance set, the efficiency of which
We expected teigary across experimental grcrips. The precision

,-reference was varied, by identifying the relevant (to be
learned) sentences by the first few words of the sentences or by
identifying them by topics. For instanCe, one text sentence4

`' \was, "French; Spanish, Latin, Greek, and German were
ong the to dozen or more languages and dialects he

studied duriii his lifer A Word directio4 told the subjects to
learn Ihe..information in the sentence that began "Fre
Spanish;Utin...." A Topical direction told subjects tcejork,
thy information in thisentence that deals with the topic;
number of foreign tongues that Nathaniel studied.'", Ina later,

1 I
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`recall "-posttest,. this information would be tested ,by the
question, "How many languages and ditilects did Nathaniel
finally master?" Each direction was intended to identify just
one sentence". J a separate study we foimd that judged were
able to reliably identify the sentence referred to by the topics.
Given. a single topic, the mean proportion of correct identi-
fications was .90 mid the 'mean proportion incorrect identift-
cation (false positives) was .07.:

,. . .

I have -referred:to the distinction between word "find
topical reference' as a "pfecision"*Vafiable. The assumptii4is
that,for word directions, the subject need only match words in
the text with words in the direction. For topical clirectionspthe
subject -must transform content in order to`determine that a
seiitenie matches the diiection. Topical directions, because thiy
reqdrela. dditionll transforniatidins; seem less precise.YStitla
possible:to argue that topical directions require meaningful
piocesaing of sentenceg, and that such Operations contribute to

* learning. One purpose Of the present study' was to determine if
this were true. , .

The directness of-reference was varied. fly-phrasing the
directions in a negative or positive form. The description of the
sentences to be learned were given in a list, so that a general
pgsitive direction could state, `.`1.-.earn the inforination in all of

. the sentences,..." A negative direction stated, "Learn the
4 information ix all-ofthe sentences except short, for the

neg: tire directions gubjccts had to identify the sentences that
d not have to learn. This indirectreferencemightinsure

process' gofthe sentences"that did * have to belearned, but
do filch a 'vibes contribute aipificantly Ao learning?

The tw actors of precision anddireetness were varied in
the exkrimen re were fehr experimental groxtps of 24
subjects each; ical-positive'directions; topical-Ogative;
word-positive.'and rd-negative directions. A control group
of 84 subjects was ,dir simply to learn the text. With thee

Y groups it was. possible explore the effects of different
learning directions oirthe r 119f relevant (to be learned) and ;

incidental information.. 4
7

"The thspeliment was in clips. A printed booklet
containing instructions, TearnIrtg44i *gps:And the reading

,;(, passages. as given to subjectsliey we krroitted to look at

4



earning directi ns along with the teat. Ten mintiteaWere
owed for Stitdy nd after one hour of class. activities,
'eets were given 54 item short answer recall test.

Let us consider t the recall of relevint text informa7
Mean proportio correct responses for the control group

was .50, Word positive and virtati-negative groupaaveraged .67 ' N\
and .49, respectively. Topical-positive and topteal-negatiie k.
grOups averaged and .534resptctavely. .Dunnett's test
bowed that only e word - positive group was:Significantly

er than the ntrel -group' (0.05). Thus, only /the
:av ility of direc and precise cues to cy,hat. should be
learned ultedin roved performance.,,

The cidental information also revealed
sigkficant eff for the word condition. Mean proportion
correct for the word-pesitive nd negative groups were
.39 and .19, respectively. For a to -positive and negative
groups the means were .4, w. d .45, res 'vely. The Word-
negative group was Significan ly lower (p <i.05) than all other

"groups, which did not differ among each other. The significant
suppression of incidental learning for the word-negative group ,

be interpreted as a shift in learningactivitiesawaifrom
sentences that subjects had been directed not to learn.

Ftirthermore, the data offer no support for the notion that
topical reference would elevate incidental learningiShe word-
positive group was not significantly lower onincidental recall
than" the topical groups. In summary, both positive and
negative learning outcomes were obtained on sentence's`
containing words'that matched exactly the words used the-
learning, directions. 'These results support the, idea of two
components to goal directed reading, content and-ba*tion.
For the word groups, specific words'in the text -moiride the

- occasion for certain operations. In ttte...odse of positive
directions, these cues signal the reader to engage in,activities
that have positive learning outcomes-. No direg cues' are..
available for Nhere not to-0.0y. Hence, relevant learning was
eleVated above control group performanee, but incidental
learning was not suppressed. For negative directions, however,
,word cuef$: signal where not to study, but rio direct cues are
available forlwhere to study. Hence, incidental learning was
suppressed, but relevant learning was /not elevated. __For
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positive "directions text cues are directly aktilable ' to turn
learning activities in, but not off. 1?or negative directions, cites

44iire directly available to turn learning behaviors.off, but-not on.
The present study is not an' isolated instance oiL the

ffectiVeness of precise reference inoctiinikjearningitstOtitities:
, For instance, F.othkopf and Kaplan (1972) found thiit_relevant
information was learned better when contentwas refired to in
specific rather than general, terms. In the Rothkolif and
Kaplan study, general objectives directed subjects to learn the
characteristics of type faces. Specific objectives enumerated
the names of the type faces that were to be learned.

. To this point I have been discussing the effects of
specifying the cues in a text that should provide the occasion
for appropriate learning activities. But is spedificitysuffieierit,
or do human liinitations constrain the `effects of externally .
imposed goals? Research on theeffects of questions inserted in
text bears' on this point. In several experiments (see Anderson
and Biddle, 1975)k questions have inserted befdre, concurrent
wit l, or after text. After /reading, subjects are tested On
retention of the question relevant material. In a strong
majority of such studies, retention of quellitiOn relevant content
was higher for subjects who were exposed to the questions than

- for ,subjects who studied without the qiitestions. But the' 7'
...' research also shows that the effects of questions ttre di-

'mfinched when theype placed some distance frinit the relevant'
. text oontent.(Boyd, 1973; Eischens et al., 1972; Frase- et al.,

1970; Rickards and DiVestai 1974). Qtiestionslike other tit
content,fitde from memory, and in so doingosetheir ability to
focus learning activities..
. Let us turn, Snow; to the effects of a reader' own
questioning activitievon what is learned fr'Om ri text.

Self iinposed. focus ' .

Stable predispositions tov,'respond 'are likely to modify
learning behaviors, unstable ones are not. If so, then, even
without experimenter-imposed directions about what to learn,
what a reader remembers should be related to tilt content upon_
which his attention focuses. In recent experiments (Fraseand
Schwartz, 1975) Ave obtained data 'on, subjects' attentioiial
focus by having them verbalize or write out their own questions

C
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ey learned ,a text. A: :i 'used ...the `,Bowditch
biographical paSSage and a pro l. = test. Rather than a
,,detailed description of these s . let me stit parize them

-----;--;briefly. "
one experithent, 48 high sc go' students cooperated in

a tutorial setting. At different time: 3-, ject asked questions,
°answered questions, or merely studied. They subjects were
"yoked, that is, when one subject asked queptions his partner,

_ had to,answer. Tape recordings of these sessions allowed us
identify which, test items were. related to' the subjects
questions. Oneprediction was that retail would be highet for
question7relevant content than for incidental content °

We also were interested in whether a questioner would
recall more incidental information than an answerer. We
hypothesited that constructing questions __would involve
encoding all of the text information to make decisions about
what is and is not question-worthy information. For the
answerer, 'questionscontent may. provide cues that permit
llmiteAlencoding of the text. Forinstance, a key word might be
tilted ielearch the text for the answer to a question. Therefore,

. we predicted an. interaction between recall for relevant and
--incidental information and whether a subject was answering

or asking questions.
The reaultstonfirnied tho first hypothesis. P;oportion

-correct rdcaA for questiOn relevant inforniation was .67 when
answering, .70 when questioning. Recall averaged .50 when
subjects only studied the text (p <.001). Recall for question
.incidental information.was .49 when answering questions and
.52 when} constructing questions. Neither of these two means
differ significantly from `the, study alone condition. Thus,
positive learning, outcomes were confined to information that
subjects had explicitly focizsed upon in their questioning or
answering.

There were no' Suppression effects, thus We did not
confirm our second hypothesis that answering questions
might suppress incidental learning, although a slight trend in
that direction can be It should be emphasized, however,
that subjects were told before reading that they would be tested
over all of the content.
. .In a second stady, we had 64 college students work alone,
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either *riting,out qugitions oi-:simply studying. The proportion
correct recall for question related information was .72, for
incidental information tiie proportion was .55. Study alone
scores averaged Thiki study confirms the results of the
previous ex nt t i a non-tutorial situation. In this
experime n ubjects werfEalap instructed to vary the number
and , diffic of the questions constructed. Although
characterisif of subjects' questions changed as a _con-
sequence o these' task demands, the level_ of incidental ,

'learning was notsignifcantly affected.
e -iiestion of what do appropriate control condition is

tails such as glebe is a difficult one. From a practical
t, -one would 1114e to know when learning achieve-

ent differs from achi-evement when readers study alone.
From the standpoint of understanding the _learning process,
however, lhy be an unwise-comparison since it is unclear
what factors *being pitted against each other. For instance,
in the two previous studies subjects expicled to be tested later
over all of the text, hen& the process 6i brought to bear on
question incidental information probablyinclu'ded operations
that subjects performed on question relevant content. When
subjects "study," we do not know precisely what they are
doing. One reason why we have done research on telling
subjects what to learn is that we citnr_determine the effects of
defined goal characteristics on learning outcomes.

Text imposed focus
t

Another source &f content focus arises from an
`interaction. between the readers purpose -and document i
characteristics. For instance, oneorganizationpf information
may require that the reader perform different operafons on the
content than another organization. would,. One illustrative
expenrnent will indicate what-I mean.

In this study (Frase and Silbiger, 1970); college under-
graduates Were told the attributes of a planet. Their task wasto
determine as rapidly as pOssikle what the name of the planet
was (if it existed) by reading a text. In fact, none of the planets
described in thelext satisfied the criteria given to the subjects.
The subjects were not told that they would be tested at a later
time, hence this was an.incideptal learning task.

61.
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.The'.text described 15 planets, each with five attributes
-, (such as the number of moons a planet had, the kind of life it

supported,, and so on). Each sentence of the text contained one
planet name and one, of its attributes. The sentencesin the text
were ordered in foni-diffe-tent ways, so that a subject would
have to search' the text for either zero, three, nine or eighteen
related sentences. In the zero condition, fOr instance, each
paragraphoorapletely described one planet:The-problem could

Ira by dioregarding the planet names and scarmingthe

odescribed in other portions of the text. In terms f e reader's
tes. For the other conditions, attributes were,

desc
goal, these pagsagesivere not well organized.

f We assumed that subjects would enter a planet name
briefly into memory in order to locate the other attributes of the
planet. 'After having evaluated all attributes of'a planet, a
&el" could be made whether that planet was the one that
the subject was searching for. Our hypothesis was that goal

names wouldJie encoded (and rehearsed) in accord-
ance with their relevance to the solution of the problem and the
demands of information integration that the different text
organizations imposed.

We were able to categorjze three classes of names in
relation to ihe role that they would play in controlling search.
Criterions names were those which had to-be entered briefly
into memory in order to search out related information in othet
portions of the text. Compared nanles were those in other sen-
tences which allow the reader to:reject irreleirant sentences
(sentences that did not edntain attribute information that the -
subject-was searching for), but which would have to be encoded

v_Itiefly to make a decision that a sentence was not relevant.
. _Finally, irrelevant names were those which could be

garded because sentences about the planet were grouped to-
gether. When the were- grouped together only the,
attributes hid to'be scanned, according-to our task analysis.

Recognition tests . for' names of the planets' were
administered immediately after reading and after one month.
The results' were similar .for the immediate and delayed tests:
Mean proportion delayed recognition for the criterion names
was .68, For compared names ...the 'mean was .58.' This
difference, which could 1Se calculated only for the conditions

Purpose 62
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iirwhich search was required, was significantat th .001 level.-

Furthermore, degyed recognition for the groups that did not
have to'search (the zerkk condition) averaged .34, which was
significantly below the average for compared names (.58) in

the thre,.n.ine,-anci eighteen sentenbe search groups.

exe tidings are consistent with -the hypothesis that'
memo0 for items is a function- of whether those items enter

intasubject's goddirected activities, and that the processes of
encodingindrehearsal are modified by an interaction between

r`-::theteadex's.purpoie and the characteristics of the text that he
,`4nizointers. Not only the range of items that hactto'be encoded

was reflected in memory (both criterion and compared names
were well retained), but the -nameath at were subject to longer
representation in short-term memory (the criterion names)

wereretainentest of all. Organization thuselicited three levels

, of processing; one ofincomplete or very temporary encoding,

one of moderate temporal duration, and another level of longer

duration that resulted in 'the most stable learning outcomes.
pik 'Let me now summarize this discussion-6f content focus.

.Summary of content focus; I have indicated three sources
ofvfoCus for .a reader's attention; from others; from within
himself, and-Trom an interaction betWeen his purpose and text
characteristics. The illustrative data that I've Cited indicate
that learning outconies'are strongly related to the prOperties of

the goals given to readers and to their own focus of attention.

R,esults'also suggest that goalk)night fail because they -
imprecisely or indirectly defile what should be leaf

.Studies also show that goals" are not likely to
performance if they have not themselves 'achieved stable
representation in memory. Content focus, regardless of its
source, is likely to be associated with positive 1

outcomes.
One might think that telling a reader whattolearn would

be a simple instructional manipulatiohrbut it titrasout to be a

complex affair.
I would like, now, to turn to some goal defined operations

that contribute to learning. These include semantic, sequential

and review operations which comprise the form of processing

activities;
ti
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Semantic operations
The experiment just described did not involVe variations

in the reader's semantic criterion for evaluating words in the
text. Decisions about the relatedness of information in
sentences could be based _upon a direct match between the
names in sentences, and the name for which the subject was
searching. Ordinary re ding activities ptobablir--thvolve more
s tle fluctuations in aitentiOn. Aside from shifts in the focus
of content and thp rehearsal of an item in the mind, the
res s That Eilltader-inales to words in a text may involve
rel ely superb-Rai or deep processing of its semantic
a butes.

ikhstudy above, only surface features of the planet
nam had to be encoded. But suppose that the names had

-Rome p-regously learned 'meanings, i.e., propeities that are
orderable one a semantic dimension. For instance, .a name
might represent a particular type of animal with known
properties tifttt the subject could elaborate-to a greateror lesser
degree. One lypothesis is that-when subjects elaborate the
specificpro erties of items, a rich semantic network is elicited,
and this ne ork provides multiple contexts for subsequent
retrieval. If
meanings)"

ut4ect's attention to semantic features (or
meamngsLof s were to vary, then the consequence of this

sfluctuatien would . be to make some items more or less
accessible to recall at a later time.,

Cousider,the following experiment in terms of the way in
which reading interfaces with previously learned meanings
of words. Adults are asked to determine if each word in a list of
wordiris a member of a particular semantic category. The list of
words includes such things as beans, tomatoes, oranges, and
so on. Irl-one condition, subjects check off the foods (a general
category); in another condition they check off the fruits (a
specific category). After engaging in this task on one or more
lists of words, subjects are given a surprise recall test.

I encourage you to try this task with the 'following set of
words. First, scan the list for living things.

gorilla
barraclida

process

4
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'whale
Minnow
mouse

grasshopper
herring

elephant
sardine

inspiration
porpoise

lion
kitten
spider,
giraffe
shark

Now, go through the list again, scanning it for large creatures.
A more specific search might entail a search for sea creatures
that Pose a threat to human life:

Experiments show that for a 16-1£3 word list, the average
recall fof the general fleftr CI is .36; for the specific search, it is
.52 (p< .01). Several studies have been conducteith lists of
words (Frase and Kammann, 1974) and with prose stories
describing .animals that vary oh dimensions of size,-harm-
lessness, and-whether they are sea or land animals (see Prase,
1975). In all cases the findings have been the same. Processing
written words for specific semantic properties results in greater
recall than processing for general propertieA.

IfoprOvdments in recall are apparently due to specificity
of encoding, and not simply to retrieval phenomenon. It might
In claimed, for instance, that knowing the specific categories
helps one to guess the words on a later recall test. But the
.expeAents have shown that recall is not improved' when
subj are told just before recall what categories of words
were on the list. .

. The implicatiOn is that not only the focus of attention
(restriction of the class of relevant stimuli)affects learning, but
the form of attention is an important factor &recall. In fact,
our studies show that recall increases, to some asymptote, as
the size of the target category of words becomes smaller. The
critical factor appears to be the semantic criterion against
which all the words are evaluated, rather than simply the total
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number of positive identifications that a subject manes. The
concept' of attention, merely as Borne -content focus, is. in--
sufficient to account for the effects of these finersemantic;.-
variations in processing. It does -not capture the critical
distinction among differentbehaviore in which a reader might
engage while "paying attention?' ,

It should also be noted thatin these studies we have not
found significant differences in the time that it takes to
complete the task v/rirea searching fOr general as opposed to
-specific categories of words. Total time spent in the task
aPpears to be a less iiiinfficaut variable than the operations--

111dt the subject engages in' during that time.
, There are many other studies that might be cited to

support the impafttrice of the form of proCessing activities.
Unfortunately, few studies have systematically investigated
the 'effects of elaborating the ' properties of complex
propositions: Anderson and Hidde (1971) found that if subjects
rated the pronounceabiliti-of sentences, they remembered less
than if they _rated the imagery oNlie sentences. McKenzie
(1971) studied the effects of inference quizzes on eighth-grade't
students' ability to draw other inferences. Students whb
seen inference quizzes over a period of eight weeks were be

,able draw inferences about the original text than s
who had seen only factual-quizzes. These effects were n due to
greater knowledge of the question relevant informs by the-
inference subject& -. _

* But the process of meaningful elaboration is noicfnfined
to reading. It involves thinking in general. To confine it to
reading would be to underestimate the complexity of what is
involved in meaningful. reading. For instance, consider
elaboration in another context. Sqmetimes, in public places,
we watchmen., women, and children pass before us. At times
our thoughts go no further. But sometimes attention is directed
to manners of speech, features of a face, or to a person's attire.
Tprri,ctaihing and shoes in poor repair' become occasions for

:coil:lectures about the circtimStances - of a Person'h life.
Comparing our own clothing, which is not torn, nor our shoes

. in disrepair, may raise questions about social juistice. These
elaboration's leave their own residues of knowledge that go
beyond the minimal perception of reality. But all too soon, and

S'
,
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-too easily, one slips back into the mere geeing of men, women,.
and 'children. -

So with reading, it is an,easier,thatter to 'respond to the
superficial, yet research shoWs that it is possible to encourage
.studentsyto go beyond it.(see Rohwer, 1971; WittrOck, 19741

But not all reading activities have positive consequences.
t would Rise now to discuss the ways in which the sequential
characte4stica of it. reader's goal can interfere with learning:

Sequential operations_and expectancies
I will describe one study in which we varied the sequence

of information contained, in the directions given about what to
learn from a text. The findings suggest that the sequ'ential
properties of complex learning instructions can inhibit
learning if they do not matchithe sequence of information that
the reader encounters in a text.

.The 'present -study arose from research on -the
organization of text s.entetiCes. Several experiments have
explored theTearning oftexts generated from a matrix in which
the names and attributes of thirigii are conceived as super-
ordintite items, and the attribute values are subordinate items.
Table 1 .shows one text matrix. Each cell' of the matrix
representn sentence of the text; .for example, "The Shark has
a -fore and aft sail plan." -These sentences can ..be grouped
in various ways. The sentences might be ordered randomly.
They might also.be ordered in a systematic way, by grouping
them:according to the ships' names. The sequence 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
etc..(see numbers of sentences in Table 1) resulti in grouping
the attributes of each ship together. Alternatively, the
sentences might be grouped according to the attributes. The
sequ'Once 1, 5, 9, 13, 2, etc. reiults-in placing all of the speeds,
sail' plans, and so on toga er in the text. Severafitudies
(Frrase, 1969; Friedman and
Coulson, 1973; Perlmutter
DiVesta, 1972) have shown
better recall thin the rando

But our interest was i
"sequence of information
(through the learning
information in the text,
;partiOpated-in this expe

reitzer, 1972Nyers, Pezddk, and
and itCyer,-- 1973; Schultz and
at systematic esupi produces
arrangement of gen nces. ,..).,'

the effect of matches be een the
epresented in the reader's mind
"rectionsY" and the sequence of
inety-six college undergraduates
snt. They were instructed to learn

j,.

, .
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Table I. Matrix of Names, Attributes, and Attribute Values -. -... et.
'Name-of Ship": ' Attribute

Sail plan Hull '"'Design Speed (knots) - ,

'Shark 1. fore and aft 2. -wood 3. brigantine 4 4. 14
Squid ' Z. gaff rigged 6. fiberglass 7. schooner 8. 18
Ray 9. square 10. steel 11. bark ' - 12. 20
Swordfish 13. marconi '14. cement 15. sloop '16. 12

all of the information in the text, but the directions focused
upon the vessels first, or upon the attributes first. For instance,
the directions to "Learn the sailing vessels'attnibute0." orito
"Learn the Shark, Squid, Ray and Swordfishrlail plan, 141
conStructiort; design and speed " mentions the sailing vessels
first. The direction to "Learn the attributes of the sailing
vessels." or to "Learn the .sail plan, hull. construction,
design and speed opthe Shark, Squid Ray and Swordfish."
mentions the attributes first. For present purposes, we need
only consider the tyilLyariables relating to the sequence of
information in the le ming directions (names first or second)
and the sequence of information in the text (sentences
organized by names or by attributes), although there were
several other variables in this study.(Frase, 1973).

the passe After each trial, a free

-,

ee recall test was
The students we given three trials of three minutes4.ach

to learn
given. Subjects wi out whatever they could recall from the

A
.

text. Correct recall consisted of associating the names with the
.. correct values of each attribute.

Con er two different models of how a subject might per-
form this tas . e model assumes that ,subjects attempt to -, -0
learfi the information as they encounter it in the text. On this
Oew, the different forms onearning directions, which 'refer to

. 'all of,the informatio* in the text, Shouldhavano effect upon-..

performance. The,other hypothesis is that subjects do not know .

what the text contains, and that the learning instructions
, provide a context that controls the way in which subjects

respond to the intersentence relations that they encounter. On
the latter view, the forrii of the directions should interact with
the form of the text.

But here, several _possibilities for processing offer
_ .
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themselves. tonsid , for instance, the co tion in whibli,
auliecta have seen pleste attribu s firstIollowed
by a list of names. Ilia would be the attribute first collation, .

siinje,' -further-, that the "text sentences ate organized .

es. In this organization, -each paragraph would contain
complete list of attributes for each ship. This list pf fonr

ttributes matches 'th.e first. four elements in the legit-fling
,

Aim/chem.-In the attribute ageniYed passage,hini,eirer, the first
"fcrnr sentences refer to only one attribute: If the sequence of
informatilm in the dire/et:ion determines Some Critical aspi,ctof
:reading activities -(input exitectaacies) than learning mightbe
zetarded when the directions mention the lattriVutes first and
the passages .ate organized by:attrihdes.

.

giveral specific. models.thight be used-to deeltrihe.how
--fferformance is affected. At present, wate unable to precisely
descrilie ese.p0fonnancee,.however-thi data on
in recall justifir the coficlusivi that the sequence of itenis in the
learnt t ditectieiks affects recall.

A confasion injetall consists of incorrectly associating
-ilienarne of a ship-with an attribute value,`The mean number
-of eonfusions for the attributefirst.ilirections wad 1:1 under the'
'name orgalfzed passage; -2.7 under the attribute organized
Passage The mean number of, confusions for the name 'first
direction was 17 for the name organized passage; 1.6 for the
attritive organized passage. This interaction'was.signincant
at the= .02,5_,Ievel., 'The data suggest, therefore, that learning is
affected, noponly`by the range of content and leve 9f-semantic
processing but by.subtle seqUential expectancies that govern
reading,,activiiies. (See, also, Gagne aigibRothkeitpf,1975).

, In the final section on operations764ouid like to consider
brieflijr the effects of review upon recall. a ,

a

Review dkratioits
:41

There hate beeninany'studies on the effects of posttests
and review on the retention of text inforination: Experimental
studies have been Pcinductedpfrom the early 1900s to the preient
and many reviews 'ere available. Therefore, I see no- point in
describing speCific studies on this topic. Anderson and-Biddle
(1975r. surtimarize the research ,showing that posttests

-consistently facilittite performance tsn 'relevant text
information,. and sometimes onificidental. text informatiein..
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Anderson an Biddle foul}, in their own research, thlt
tests are mOsbieffective when they repeat verbatim (rather than
paraphrase)_ text 'information. Precise reference (inatchep) to
contents in memory may.t.huts be an importait ,conditioK for
the effective. use of postreading adjunct aids. The facilitative
effects of review'have alio been obtilned with instructional
objeetivesA(Kaplan and Simmons, 3$74).

Although the act of retrieval may have special
sffignificance foy retkiition, if we -Wish to learn about the effects
of certain 86i:dulls controls on memory, it may be important to :A
study these controls in an encoding, rather than retrieval,
context. Many ofathe studies on review have to do with
relatively long -term memory constraints. Often they seek to
alter the retention of incompletely learned content, nr content
that marrive faded from memory. Ar instance, Surber,
Anderson, and Stevens (1975) presented lists of verbatim*on
'paraphrase learning objectives to subjects in order to guide
text study. The objectives were given before reading. Although
the-objectivee,imProved retention over a read-only control
group; the paraphrase and verbatim objectives dicnot differ in
their effect% On the basis of these results, one might not expect

aiaphiase poettest questions to rest* in better retention than
verbagin posttest Agestions (Anderson and Biddle, 1975),
although tharetically they could entail more processing, of
content in memory. 1_,

,Bystaciying the effects of different learning operations on
A
telt content'as opposed to memory content, wi may be able to
make useful conjectures about the efftcts of thOse operations in
a retrieval context. The point is, ii we are interested in-studying
the proCesi 9f comprehension then it might be well to minimize
the effects of long-term memory on suhjects' performance
(Carroll, 17,2).

This is not to say that characteriStits of memory, such as
the internalized organization of learned information, should
not 1,e considered pErit of the comprehension processes.
Subjects have more or less difficulty . "comprehending" test

_items, depending upon the way inyhich memory is organized.
F ce, on ,the encoding side, know that a reader must
sear text when-asked a questiOn that involves combining
information that is widely dispersed in the text. Less search is

0
4.
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required when the information is contiguous in the text than

° When. it is dispersed. Assume' that a reader. stores text _

information in memory in away that preserves the sequence or

telling of text information. Organizgion ,might then
gence the speed and accuracy of different memory_
rhea. 4*--t

In one study (Prase, 1973), subjects learned sentences that

were groupedaccording to the names or attributes of ships (Eks
previofisly explained). All subjects _were required to learn the
text until they had achieied perfect recall. Then they Were
'given a test that required integrating the information that had
been learned: If the subjecthadlearned "TheSquid had a green..
mainmast." and "The Said hail,n red jigger." 'an integration
item might ask, "What was the color if the mainmast of the
ship'with & red jigger?" Ref-matt-showed that subjects' ability to

answer theintegration questions depended upon whether the
information to he combined was near or far in the text (distance
varied Aith the texl orgailizatiOn). This study suggests how
input: grouping operations might affect later retrieval. A
reader organizationar abilities no doubt should be considered

I a component of comprehension.
The thrust of this papr has been to suggest that we.need

to liarri more about the conditions thatjiffect how information
_initially gets from the printed page into different forms of ,

representation in the mind. After we understand this process,

. we may be in abetter positon to understand what occurs when
ktubjecta engage in higher level activities associated with

retrieval:
, Summary of operations:I have indicated 'three kinds of

operations. 'that' elect_ reaming outcoines-, the semantip
operations that a reader performs on text, the sequential
nature of the content represented in his goal, and the retrieval
and -review operations eat he must perform:::

*-The discussion of- semantic operatidns was intended to
emphasize that not only thj foeus of attentidniffects what is '

learned, but the form ofattention alters the stability of items in
memory. Paying attention to the deeper semantic pioperties of
a text has:: greater payoff than paying' attend& to :its'

properties. A reader may devote much time to study,

:-but if that time is devoted to s$face characteristics of the
message, he is not likely to learn much.



F. The discussion of tlie effects-of sequenceon subjects' al
directed reading suggesta that the order of information iri
reader's goal and the older of ii\fotmition in a text;can alter e

_formation of correct associations, In short, the-structure' oft
information that the reader his internalized about what he is
to read guides reading performance. Mismatches can result in
deterioration of %learning- The sequence faclor appears to
involve-matching events just -the seloantgi facter does.

iienee7 :Inv-dyes- the math betWeen -serial jitits Of
information in the head arid the sexia order'df.text inputs!
Semantic, factors entail matches (and elaborations)imtween
the leader's" memokyliiemaritic properties) and tent elonetits.
Sequence may' relate to subjects' search .durnag-,
reading, Th'ese.lattei actiyitied are rterhatis not at a very deep,
semantic however they nonetheless -contribute , to

.,learniug- .

.
?Conclusion

In this paper I have .provided si brief framework for
thinking ,about puipose in reading\ Putpoee hatir two

-2 components; content focus and loth?. Content focus may be
externally imposed, ma3) arise from he leader's own predis-

,

ppsitzons;- or' if inay alise,as condequence of an interaction
betvieen the. reader's ,goal and the properties .of the tett being
read. . a .

,items upon which attention is focused.. are often well
- yerneMbered, but learning outcomes are, determined by the

form of thoseoperations, not orilAby thecontent. Fojnstance,
sequential mis atches betw n the reader's gal 'a what he
read mayinte ere-with lea ing, and the semantic criterion /
th guidestreacling may entail 'deep Or superficial operations. ,

have necessarily been selective and sketchy in
describinet a-research, the studies suggest that the hungian
response td written/materials can be a very precise
Comprehension and' :learning depend upon ;specific
contingencies between Text contents, the responses that a
reader-inakes to the printed word, and the consequences of -
thohe reationsea; What a reader learns depends upon the
precision :and directness of his, goal. Itestarch on these
contingencies:May eventually provide better 'tools for giving

-purpose to leading. - P



t What does this all-lite-an for reading, comprehension? I
belieie that a new and more pridise perspective on the concept
'of purpose in reading is -called-Toy. I've attempted to provide'
this Perspective by tying purpose to attention; attention to ,
contents and pperations, and Contents and .operations to
learning outcomes. Of course,,the staes that I have described
clarify the outcomes of only a few rearing operation's. But they,

da 'taveal this power of purpose as a precise executive in. the
acquisition of.knewledge: Purpose sets tte stage forresponses
which deterniine the contents bf memory, and consequently

-whatever knowledge may 1)&generated i m these contents.
sewhere (Prase, 1975), I have described a model of

g that elaborates this conception -`of purpose at
ngth! The model is divided into four levels: a) goal

(flirtation, b) encoding, c) rehearsal and irate aLtiibn of,text,
information, and .0 retrieval *ad relation of textirrformation
to previously learned ImowledX. Anassumptionsf the model

That the actions of encoding, rehearsal-and retrieval 'aie
modifiable by, alterations in goal orientation.'

If this is true, then it may be possible to instruct readers
about how-to £11ter-dreil*Iirtvnjoahrfrr-appropriate directions.
Such self-contiol is a deli ble aim of education.
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Comments on
Purpose in Reading

Cheryl- Hansen

It has been reported that teachers use a redorainaricc of
recall types of qiestions to assess children's understanding of
stories (Guzals, 1968; Bartolome, 1969). They seldom attempt to
extend student thinking, and comprehension questions often
call primarily for low level memory responses. In addition, the
questions included in basal teacher guides at all grade levels
consist mainly of 'workbooks and readers' literal qudstions
(Cooke, 1970). The type of question we ask cttildren is directly
related to the level of 'response we receive. Therefore, if we wish
to produce better domprehenders, we must begin by becoining
better questioners.

Frase's paper is directly relevant to this issue. His work
suggests that two components should be considered in evaluat-
ing the, effect of questions -upon subsequent comprehension.
Frase :labels thesecOmponents contents and operations.

Content focus refers to e environmental stimuli which
a ect a reader's sUbsequent co`nrprehensioo, Frase co siders
three variables which can influence comprehension incl ding:
experimentor, self, and text imposed focusing., Four fin g s
were discussed in this section. First, direct precise cues si
candy improve recall performance. Second, tutorial., ques-
tioning results if significantly better recall than ,tudying

'alone. Third,:writing out answers as a study aid during rending
proinotifs recall. Fourth, the organization of te#,Inaterial
influences ,subiequent to. comprehend; criterion names
are-retained better than compared names, while both criterion A
and compared are retained better than irrelestant names.

Frage surtes that learning outcomes are strongly related
to the properties of the goals given to readers sand their own
foCus of attention. These results sugg st that the stithuli,



whether cues externally or internally derived or the
organization of the material, do affect learning. Obviously, one
would. expect poor comprehensimdf a child did not pay

_attention to what he read, or merely glan6ed over the material.
There is some queifion, howeverwhether, goals strongly
influence the comprehension of young children.

PUrpose setting and prereading questions have_ been
investigatec4in a yariety of studies. Three studies which sought
to investigate the role of purpose setting with elementary aged
children generallY produced non-significant results: When
children were given a purpose for- their reading, their
comprehension was no better than when they were merely
instructed to read a passage (Farley, 1972; Pettit, 1970). One
exception is a study by Grant and Hall (1967) in which students
of differing abilities were di4cid'into- two groups which were
either given thought- provokers before reading or merely
requited to read story. Theme thought provokers were similar
to what Frase called "topical refere es." Grant and _Hall
reported significant gains for students 'yen' prereading
thought provokers; however, the results van for ach Ability,
group. Significant gains in comprehension were found only
for children of average ability. Thmiht provokers had no
effect on the performance of high ability children and,
interestingly enough, adverse effects on the comprehension .

performance of students of low reading ability.
These studies, in light of Frase's comments, suggest that

general purpose setting organizers may affect subsequent
recall differentially, according to the ability level of the
subjects of perhaps there is a relationship between purpose
setting and difficulty of the passage. In accordance with Frase,
these studies suggest that general topical references before
reading, such as-"learn about the characteristics and history of
dirigibles,L seldom facilitate comprehension. An alternative to .

this type of purpose setter would be to provide students with
specific inform#tion to search for in their reading'. What could

,mote specific than providing students the opportunity- to
preview or preread their comprehension questions.

. One might imagine that prereading_ would lead to
improved comprehension. Frase indicates that direct cues aid
recall. However, this- procedure resulted in non-significant
differences in comprehension by Bloomer and Heitzman



(1965),-with,eighth graders; Noakes (1969), using fifth grade
students; and Goudey (1970), who studied the effects of pre-
reading questions_upon the comprehen§ion performance of

,foirth grade youngsters. The "positive learning outcomes"
associated with direct focusing on, critical components of Con-
tent reported by Frase were not supported by this data.

The disparities observed between the finding of Frase and
the' Studies I have jus-f -cited may, be due the ages of the
subjects, the pre-dision of the' measures, or the differences in the
content of the tasks. Further research will be necessary to`
discern whether ContentlocuS is a determining variable in the
ability to comprehend and, if si, the relationship between these
two

. Goal directed reading according to Frase also includes
consideration of the operations which are entailed. Operations

Ithe term applied to 'the processing activities, of the reader.
Nile I would not deny that ie sort of mediation does occur

between the stimuli and a responA, the form and
characteristics involved in tills mediation are unclear.. Frase
suggests that three types 'of operations occur: semantic,
sequential, and review.

According to Frase; processing for specific semantic
properties results in greater recall than prqcessing for gentflar
properties. To use his example, persons recall woods
categorized as fruit better than those categoriezed a f
wealth of paired-associate literature on memory suppo this
finding. The implication for teachers is to be specific out
what you want children to remember`

Frase suggests that-there is a relationship between the
sequential nature of operationi and expectancies. Systematic
grouping of sentences produces better recall than random
arra)gements. Therefore, mediation and .,subsequent recall'
appear to be facilitated when materials are organized logically
rather than haphazardly. Frase also reports an interaction
between the sequence of lea ing directions and the sequence
of infOrmation in the text. Th finding re us once again of
the complexity of that concept we glibly r 'as compre-
hension, and the delicacy with which it must handle_ d to
prevent Donfusioris far the learner.
, The third way in which operations influence

comprehension . relates directly to' the mediation between .
r
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stimuli and response. This area is called review operations by
Frase. He suggests that the characteristics of memory should
be considered part of the comprehension process. The
organization of a- person's memory may influence com-
prehension.*Research in the field of memory indicates that
it is inflUenced by the rehearSal and retrieval Strategies of the
subject. This is a potentially exciting and useful area of
investigation, yet Frase provides- little' beyond whetting our
appetite. Unfortunately, research , on this subject is compli-

.. -cated) by the fact that we cannot see what goes on. inside the
brain but must be content with the weak shadows of observable
response.

One very important comment which should hot be over-
looked in Frase's paper is his idea (which has been suggested
by, others) that we should focus children's attention on whether .

their reading makes sense to them rather than merely requir-
ing read. acqurately. Motivators, such as "This is the
exci ng tale f two crickets in a field," should be replaced by
cues to learn why the crickets make noise, or how Noah's flood
affected the crickets' laler marriage. Precise cues should help
readers focus their attention on relevant stimuli within the
story. Perhaps an extension of this strategy would be to
develop ways to provide precise cues which would facilitate
higher level comprehension including inference, synthesis,

'.`" and 'translation .
In a year long study of children in grades one through six,

King et al. (1967), found that teachers' questions were directly
related to the level of student responses they received. Develop-

'mental trends in the level'evel of responding were alsozoted,' pupils
in grades 5 and 6 generally eve higher level-responses than
pupils in grades 1 and 2. ThesOndings suggest that pupils'

-responses are affected by the type and frequency of teacher
quesitioning, and the level of responseade may be influenc-
ed by improved teacher questioning strategies.

The relationships of the organization of material to sub -'`
sequent comprehension is a matter which deserves further

investigation. Frase's seminal work should provide direction
for these inquiries. Until such research is available, practition-
ers should be cautioned to become familiar with the material
they expect children to *read and to pay close attention to the 4,
relationship between their questions and the organization of

68 7.9
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the material; Sets of materials and questioning garadigme
,,:_cpygd be developed to teach children 'how to integrate

, infirination frail ifferent parts of material. The rdsult would
'be better-critical-readers.

A second area ofinterest sparked by Frase relates to study
strategies. His data suggest that certain methods of study,
such as tutoring-and writing answers while reading, enhance
suliseqtemt-recall performance. The SQ3R tRo-bineon, 1961)
and PQ4R (Preview, question, read, reflect, recite, and review)
areexaMples of study strategies whiCh shduld be learned and
practited by readers to improve their recall performance. There
should be no doubt as to the value of repetition and recall in
learning textual material. -

Perhaps ost importantly, -Frase reminds us that we
should always focus Fhildren's attention on reading for
meaning rath than merely -decoding words. Through
continually asking "does it make sense," the child will be able
to learn that reading entails communication rather than
verbally, identifying, symbols. "Making sensemis the primary
purpose.in reading.

The research presented by Frase should be ektended to
determine whether his model will hold for young children who
ate just learning how to read. I would be espeeiallyinteresfed in
seeing a replication of his stucl3--f:lirect cues with young
children. The generalizeability of his research would be
enhanced .by such replications. A second need would be to
engage in intervention research with poorreaders. While it is
interesting and informative to learn. how purpose: affects-:
learning outcomes with adults; we might gain further insight
into this subject thrOugh the development of teaching
techniques that facilitate purpose setting for those children
who have failed,to acquire proficienty in 'reading.-

Results of these studies might help us teach children the
important skill of setting purposes during reading?

.
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Syhtax, Semantics, and Reading

Irene Athey

Those aspects 'of linguistics which are most relevant to
reading are plionology, syntax; and semantics. While the
importance of phonology is seen most clearly in-tha. decoding
process, syntax and semantics are fundamental to both the
prO.uctive and receptive aspects orcinAiirehension, 6rivItich
reading is one. Consequently thiSpaperwill addressthe bask
question, "What do-we know about the English-speaking per-
Son's understanding of syntactic and semantic convention's,
and how does this understanding affect that person's ability to
read With comprehension ?" In the course of answering these
broad questions, we shall have occasion- to. coneider a number

c
of corollary quIrstions, It as how childien develop their
understanding of eynta d semantic rules, the relatidn-
ship between syntax and semantics, and others.

s.

Syntax and reading
It should be stated at tdoutsfit that our knowledge about

syntax far exceeds our knowledge about semantics. the,theory
of transformational grammar which emergethin thelaa1950s
has led to an enormous amount of research on the syntactic

. structures of sentences and thelransformEitional rules which
enable a native speaker to apprehend their meaning. Interest
in the semantic conttit of utterances is ...much Mpre recent
having emerged in thelast five years or-sA,pirt theimportanc e
of this aspect of linguistic communication fsecoming more
and more apparent-in the literatur abd maY deed supersede
the earl" reoccupation with s As..Wolfram (1075) has

decld , "The Chomekyiazi resolution is over."
Transformational theory was built on a number of philos-

ophical assumptions, most notably theTtiop. of innate struc-

Syntax, Seirtnlies, and Reading 82 71



Jit whi 1i predetermine the sequencand liming of linguistic ,

eySloP : ent in "th.eltdurig, child. Empirical support for this ..

','`'-notion has been seenliii the_maid_growth of language, a phe- . ,
-iiotifeligli Which could not occur, if ig argued, iftiing4age learn- '
ing -folloived.the s e coUrseas other t.y es of Jeavjung that .,
depelid, primarily; o experience. So reiria "'cable is thiktophe= Mr,

"- '-noienoitoftapid gr2wththat the adult sp wkitili seriles as -
.4tiputforIllachild's language acquisition i een as a compl ," "*tt
ly inadequate modelpsince it is a. random, liphazard s ple,
;incapable of instructilg thi child ingranimar (McNeill, 1964 '

..i. 'Thence, fine "ivied ari to posit the existence of a Lanivage
AcqatiOtion P'evice ( )possessing various innate properties t

'7.400- as' the ability, .to *stinguish. speech *sOunts"fitinn other ,
squnds, lo organize linguistic 'events into cl es, And to con-
struct a siinple and coherent linguistic sys in. frOm`the stir-
-rounding Corpus of liiiguistie data (Wardh ugh, 1971): Of .', _ .

,pourse, othercforms ,ot evidence such as lin stiCuniverpars,'
case hititories, etc:, have beeri adduced to bolster thetkoretieal ,,, =

structure of thoniskyiar). lingustics. Still, the fact.tIrat virtual- ,
.-- "lY all..thentatic construction sibund in ,adult speech ale" 4,.

;found in the spe4ch of a n ormalsix-ye caseen as pivotEll to *.
hheitheins. Moreover, since the argent has been fUrther

,i. ":..extended to :imply thateiariguage kirelopmenti being y
complete before reading instrUction 'Begins, can ,have ite. ,

-"=":: ApfhlenCe on the process oflealmingto read (Wardhaugh,1971),
:'"it is worthwhile to examine this 'Tact:S.1p more dettitl.,. '4,

NO*, inthe first place that itretriato sp?ech vrOdUction. ..
.." Apparently youngAchildren by agelii tall prettyjniich the way

;a is do. But this ifbed notinan that their linguiiibic develeift. )., . '',' ' inenf is` complete An alternative explanation miiht be that
adtilts a not in evqryday- § se thipll e ofsyntactic .,,..

a Strultures ther:are Caplable complehendi They ten4 .tsisiV,,
= -speak in short sentenees,-or even .toleave tile sententeaux- s t

. .4

f. ), finished, and to eschew embeddifig and other addidiisticated '..,
Itincturlit, even though thsycompreher.d.theinperf.ectly,rhey .11'

,

'Iely heavily on tncontetfarid_on nontipistic diodes of cal-
iganicatIng: We may have bteareisled by these facts into sup w.

;posing the sYntatic development of children to be muckmore
'pf0oCititts than it really is. . : ..,. , --. 1 .

iljeare.now compiling evidence that the development of . , . '',
1 " syntax ls a much more protracted pitcess than waswas assumed. re

II,
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by the theory ofItransformational grammar, and till& experi-
Nii.eneedoes playa role in its acquisition after all. In ir,ict, there

seems. to be a hierarch of difficulty for proCesiing certain ----..
types of skntactic s which follows the kind of sequence
we 'find inf.otlier type earning, e.g., from-the simple to the _____ ,
complex, fiota the familiar to the unfamiliar, from the concrete

,,to he abstract, from the positive to the negative instance. All
s we find in concept learning; problem solving, and other )

'forms a higher mental activity.

4101Cin
eMtlw.ays.-ConjundWarg appear in children's lakgt:iage.

oonssitrak, feorsr ilrp.s;tle..,4.1leentisesocfohthseti:titoctnijounnctith;ynd7d10.. .

as early,as 3 or 411VIiller, 1974. Menyuk (1972),notes tha thil- . _

dren entering kindergarten use and freely to join short sen7
- teneea together, bin 4f-sentences sir joined would not .b& con-

0 sid,ered appropriatkfathis oitration 'by adult standard's. In
fact, theliarejniplicit rotes g erring the combination of sen-
tenoes in thlithanner; rules which the child must induce from-
the'exaMples he hears around 'him. Lakoff (1971), has sug-
gested that ieentences may be conjoined if they share a com-
mon topic based,
Presuppositions )4,1ifeh permit one to infer a relationship be. 1

ox the fderktity of certain 'eleMent4or on ,

tweentlie elements: However, this relationol2i.Pis not the same' '
,. In all such sentences. Thereis a,hierarchy of appropria uses. ... '.

Afthe bottom of tiledhierarchy-, :the prksende of comran ele-
ments would seem to be ihe minimum ne4essary condition,sbut
`the *relationships bgribmeincreagngly intricate and diversified'

. r
.tewe proceed tip ,the lararchi. -

Consider the folkiwitig sente , # s: - -
. .

-- ' 1. It was growing darker a rain was coming down
' hRaviO. No intrinsic' rel : nship exists ketween the

two component sentences. It may grow darker without
rain or rain without grow darker. The' "similarity"' of

-,, -1.0 the'despriptidri of a gloomy evirtiang and do,in fact, . '
the elements (no pun intended) is that they contribute "/"--

often vcurtogether. I. '. - II -
-°:"

2. He dreamed abbitt grOwing up and becoming afamous
'scientist. Here the relationship is the "similaretement"
of drectming common to the two.sentenceih,There is no - ,

.. inherent, necessary relatiofigip between the pontent
of the two sentences (one can grow up- without lie-

_; ..
, -
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coming a famous scientist), but there is a-`relatiqn of
temporal sequence cOmbined with "appropriateness." '
A sentence such as "He dread of growing up and
eating 'a delicious supper that evening" woulT. be
inappropriate. .t

3. Jim is tall and John is short. The relationshipe3.6ne of
opposition within a giyen context, e.g., comparing
brothers or friends.

4.1e said he would came and I believed him. The
relationship noCexactly-causal, but reflects a social'
convention that we believe what someone says, unless .
and until we have sufficient grounds for not belieliintf..,

5. The dog bared its teeth and Billy ran ingerror. Here the
relationship is clearly causal.

4

, These sentences represent a feiv of the ways in which
* and may be used to imply a relationship between two (or more)

sen 'lees which is not_ explicity stated, but, which children
m learn o infer. It seems that there is more to learning the
permissible uses of conjunction thap appears at first sight.

41. We shouldnot be surprised, therefore, by findings such as those
of HutsOn and Shub (1974).z showing a developmental trend
from a -largely random use of the ,conjunction at grade one, to
adherence to the rule of similar elements at grade four,
envolving to the use of more, complex rules at grade ten
i A study by Stoodt (1972) at the fourth grade confirmed

------ , thitand is among the easiest conjunctions to comprehend (the
others being have for, 'and as). The most difficult were
Wizen, so, but, or, where, while, that, and if. Intelligence was
found to be lily related to undeistnnding conjunctions:

Linguis have familiarized us.-with the notion that
' passive and Tie iife concepts or proPosition-43;Cre,Til'general,

,,niore difficult to process than simple active affirmatives. For
instance, children find-it more difficult to identify an, object
_Which is tomd and not red than one which is round and red
(Neimark and Sint/nag:IVO). Similarly,' u; is harder to

_understand or use, thEiPand, beaauw it implies negation
(Katz, and -Brent, ,1968). In fact, thg negative ;connotation and
dppOsition of ideas Implied in the use of but seems to be quite
difficult even fjsome children of elementary school age when
c8'pfronted

-

with A sentence su alr "One oannotalways be.*
t he/14,, one

---...
ean alw man.". This particular ..

.. .
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ce is an item on the Minkus Completion subtext of
the Stanford-Binet, and is placed at age 12. Terman remarks
in pasging that "such connective words . . z are rather highly
abstract" (Terinkm and Merrill, 1931). Hutson and Shut,:
in the 'study previously cit$ Jnid as expected that children
did seem to 'infer a simple (or at least behave as if they
wee infeRing some such rule that. "clauses which have a
similar 'potilt4on on a dimension are joined with and;, clauses
which have contrasting "positions on a dimension are joined
with but " -(pp. 9 -10).. Deviations _from this simple rule were
greSter for sentences calling for bu-t than for those calling for
and, suggesting that the former does indeed involve more
complex relationships and hence igtiore difficult. The develop-

.mental trend did not level off, however; with convergence to
this giinple rule. Beyond a certain point, there was a new diver-
gence toward a more tomplex rule, guggesting-thatchildren are
becoming aware of more ana x6pre of the kind of elaborations
we discussed iri connection_ with the conjtption and. .

Carol Chomsky.(1972) hat; pointed out that othersyntac=
tic errors arise from the fact-that particular constructions haye
a suppressed noun phrarie or verb phipse which the reader
must generate correctly if he is to understand the meaning of
the sentence. Thus, in the sentence "The doll is eaSyto seed' the
person doing-the seeing itrunspecified. The only thing we are
sure ab-Put is that-it ignotthe doll. But that is precisely the error
that elementary school children make. They overgene)ali ze the
rtd*rwhich,they have inferred froni experience that the subject
is The person or thing who is perforfning the action indicated by

/ the verb. ChOmsky found five structures.(easy, promise, ask,
/ and, although) Which evoked this type of confusion.

Another possible type of error is suggested by-, what, / Dovving (1969) calls cognitiye cOnfusion,"_ Heitites.Yernon
as saying that poor readers do not understand why sequences,
Of printed letters correspond to pailitular phonetic sounds, and
indeed geerik to be ahnostindifferer}t t7o:the order °Nettersin a
word. Would it stretching theanfilogY too far to suggpiat that
some poor readers may not understand thatsequences of words
correspond to particular meanings, arldire4itherindifferentfito
the order of words, or are simply unable to Integratea sequence
of words to produce a Coherent unit of tlitught?, Dinner (1970)
found that-even children-who cod express themseivesiinent-

Semantics and-Reading
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in conversation,gad difficulty integratfiliga series of symbol-

ic forms to produce a sentence such as "Walk around the ach-
er" or "Jump over ill& block,"0,1though theyAmdersto the

symbols when they were presented separately.'
Borrautiand his colleagues (19705 haveinvestigated the

. understanding qf syntacticstructures in a much-mke-compred
hensive way than any ofthe researchers previously c̀ited. They

found an unexpectedly tow level of Performance among fourth
ae students on many of,the sentence strictures which4n
face of it, seem both basic and simple.

Table1 show's the percentage ofstudents responding cor-

rectly to questions testing each sentence structure. These"
qhestions were mostly of wh -type (who, what, when,'where,
by Whom, etc.) and were posed bn materials scaled for,reading

, difficulty, so that the vocabulary and 'syntactic complexity of
the material ivere held to a minimum. Bormuth concluded that

. "the major categories of structures may he hierarchically
related, as shown by the fact that they differed.in 'difficulty,"
and thaethis ordering ofdifficulty [is] the same as one wodEll

derive ffiim linguistic-theory" 36)-." If such a hiefarchy is
borne out by further studies, it caulotave many implications
for the teaching of reading. Fdr Nive can infer that, if students
cazinof respond co tly to such simplequestioni, they arfibt
comprehending as ch of the printed material as teachers

=-would like to believe.
Such findings are of tosurprising, berhaps, if we reflect

on the EAitrary nature Motu. syntactic rules. To take a simple

- example: Wy 49 we insert the indefinite article in an expres-
sion such as "What a fool!" Neither French,noeSpaiiish in-

cludes the "a",. whereas, to leave it out i English turns the
eipression into a question: "What fOol?", 8' 'larly, whetherr
net aprepoSition follows verbs and.what t s preposition ik
Can make a profound difference to the meanin ofthe verb. "To
search" someone means something quite ereve from "to
'search for" someone. Other languages have th own co,ven-..tions which are equally arbitrary.. AT Spanish, for example,

. "queer Fla cocinera" mewls "to need' a cook," wlitreis
`quere,r,a'uils cociner" means "to lolre a cook." Examples like;

`these croivd in upon us when we are learning a foreign lan- '
guage, but as adults we do have the syntEftic syStem of our own
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Table 1. Percentage of Students RAtiponding Correctly to Questions
Testing Each, of the Sentence Structures. .

, . Structure
Comparative, uneilial ..

(Joe runs faster than Bill.) . el .

Norninid compound, noun + verb 4". preposition + noun . , 87,.9
(Hammer blow, a blow struck with a hammer,

Nominalizition, possessive + ver± ing 87.0
(His going came us a surprise.) ..

Prentominal adjective 4 .
-5

i
(The tall boy is Joe,). .

Subordinate sentence, causal' . 4, 83.3
(We came because we smelled lundh being served.)

Relative clause, with deletion . 80,9
(The man working in the yard iirthe owner.) '' '

Nominalization, verb + ing 80.6
(Findirig in was easy.)

Adjectival p positional.phrase -
(The man 'th the hat manufactures cans.)

Subordinate sentence, after 79.8
\\1/4....(After we entered:the play .began.)

. .Nonunalizatior (active ' 0- ..
. 76:9'

'(The fact that he camqsdrprised us.) -.
Subordinate sentence, although 77.3 -

:(Although tt rained recentlY; the ground rernaina parched.)- Nominal compounds, verb + ing c5 77.3
(Noshing machine, Tile machine is for thing clothes.)

Subordinate sentence, purposive . . 76-.3 , ,' .
(In order to ma certain, we asked a second time:). ..- Relative douse, a sitive - 13.7
(Mr. Joseptckh our mailman, retired.) .0 '

. Nominal compound, someone dperates X1.7,
(Elevator operator, Someone operates an elevator.)

Subordinate sentence, conditional . ---- 70.5
(If we don't,hutri, we'll tnissthe show.

Nominal compound, noun + premsition'+ noin 69:8 - '
(Ranger station, a station for rangers) '- * ..

Nominalization, for-to '.,
(For us to find him was difficu,10

% Correcti
88.3

Nominal complitlnd,-preposition 44 noun -----.."1" 67.4,
(Potato dumpling The d piing is made from Wtatoes.).

. , ° ,
Relative clause, without dele on

4 *
I 67.9 , .

(The man ho has been kind in the yard is the ownerj
Adjectivsco liment , . 662

(Heil; deur . go.) , ...
Subordinate iitence, before 65.1

-
, - (Refore we arrived, people had already been seated.)

uhordina tense shift if clause ° .6114
d some Money, you would buy some-.)-0. -Su or nate seritence,simultaneous 56.1

1e)
( ve eMathe curtain rose.) ..

Compltrati
Yoe runs as fast as Bill.)

6§.6
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-language to use as a b of reference. We can remember this or
that construction 'WC:au e it is the same as that of English, or is
different in a particul ' way which strikes us. Children donot -

have such a reference system, but must evolve their own.Tven
young-children appreciate the fact that there are rules govern-
ing the way sentences are pettogether, just as they understand
thatthingimay be categorized under a certain label; and just
as they overgeneralize on tlie use of the label; they extend the
syntactic rules they perceile to coverinappropriate instances.
In 's way,'wsfind,Iwung children uttering such expressionsas ere Daddy went "c and ."7:wo foots." It v.-i,ould be inter- . '

Same kind of errors of overgeneralization with respect the
eating to 'see whether older children of seven or eight ma the

rules they find difficult: , ,
: ,_, - .-,

*- We do not have many studies like Chomsky's,at the ele-
mentary level, which test bypotbeses about the psychological
processes underlying-theIYMeectic errors made by chil6en. As
we saw, Boi-muth's investigationia uticovered the extent and
Proportion of such errors. Itwould be instructive to go biyond

,
his Ifercentages, and analyze the nature of the hicorrect re---
.spo ses to try to discover what is going on in the child's head
when he makes the errors. If we knew this, Wewotild then be in
a better position to know what the child is understanding when
he reads sentences using the various constructions in clues-
,tion-tjust as we now know that when he reads "The doll is easy'
to 'see,': be thinks it is the doll who is seeing., .

Some of the most familiar_and apparently-easy structures.
may, indeed, be among the moat difficult to comprehend,,,as'
Clipmsky demo ates. This fact has led us to tlferealization
1:hat-On-a c daveltiptaerit does not coligist of a series of strut-
tures which evolve in a programmed sequenc,e, unrelated to the.
development ormeanings. Some psycholingtrists h ve hypoth-
esized, for example,.thEit there is a -hierarchy of d' culty, in
which a simple active, affirmative sen such as The,boy

, throws the all" would be the baseline, follow
f egative,

passive, passive negative transformations, in that order. .

If we measure the difficulty level in terms of the time it takes-for
the individual to process the sentence, we find this to.be sub- ..
Stantiallytrue.. HoweVer, there are important exceptions tothis
general rule., If the meaning of the sentence is positive, even

I 4
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though the surface structure isonegative, the Etfn ce is
velatively easy. In other words, we seem to spon some
cases, directly to the meaning, while igno the s tactic,
structure of tie sentence. As we know, a child d not respond
to the question, "Shouldn't you be insbed?". by considering the
pros andcorof of the issue, or by assuming that the uestioner
-looking for a negative answer. What lie has learned is they
convention th,-at vihen,we ask a question, in the affirmative
(Did you die) we'have no previous assumptions and are seek-
lug information; but when we ask the:sin:le question.in nega-
tive (Didn't yo'u go?) we are expressing 'surprise, or the-

-violation of some expectation..
Our\ language packs many hidden items which may or

May not be obious to,the receiver of a message. Donaldson
and Wales (1910). have pointed out that many words in our
leXicOn are really relational, e.g., when we say aptrsmi is tall,
we mein tau against -some implicit standard, or tall for his age;
and, of course, all comparative and, superlative, expressions.
such as more, less, too- much orsomething, not enough of some-
thing, to the right of, different from, and many others do-in-
voNe a relationarconcept. Piaget aril ihia folloWershave
demonstrated that young children have difficultyin. handling

-certain relationships, especi illy whenTgy involve or more
simultaneous comparisons. If the child is still working out the
precise-Meaning' of these common relational term's, we tallSt
conclude that hid reading of printed text containing such terms
is correspondingly imprecise.

Notice that there is an asi3umptiodthroughout this dis-
oussion that the.Meanings conveyed bycertaiu syntactic struc-

. -ttireii are more or lees and that child's task is to mtife
closer andcloser to "the cOrrect meaning," Stich an assump-

, tiOn is only partially.true. The Meanings attached to particular /
.structures ma i! be like The meanings..attached to concepts.
There is a cord Of common meaning (in the case of a 'concept, the -)-\?..

definition or denotatiVe aspects of the concept) which makes it
possible' for us to communicate intelligibly about the obiect. ,

B--eywad the definitional-aspects, howeyer, i$ the vast web of
connotative meanings, including the peripheral, the
tive,the personal, all-ok which make the word or phrase much

, more interesting thin its simple definition. So a particular
L

.0
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'syntactic structure may come to.have a different meaning in a
subculture or in a different part of the country. Most speakers
of English for example,, use rather to mean quite or somewhat
(in fact, this is the dictionary defunton); but in certain parts of
the country it is used'as, a synonyL for very (Ryatrora: 1975).
Examples like thisnne spring readily to mind. In other words,
the " tness" of certain structures lathe English langtiage
may 7 , depending on the community of speakers-. A.person,
who is = ccustome.d_to using the American construction Do you

o n't havg) soon finds to be unacceptable in
England, where,4..lie,"correct" construction is Have. yoz4 (or
Have yoil got, for emphasis) and I haven't (or I haven't got). I
ain not speaking here of so called black dialects nonstan-
dard English, but. of different usages among speakers of sten-

,dard
While itis truet.hat there are certain constructisns which

we are willing to label "correct" or "incorrect",withoUt much
tteiitation, correctness is norrall-or-none eon ept, buta mat-
ter-of degree. Iii other words, while two syn ctures
may be "correct," one is more correct for any one of a variety o£
reasdns. Perhaps one structure is more familiar, or has a slight-

. ly different implication; perhaps it is more appropriate to the
--context in which it is used, or to the affective tone one wishes to
convey. In brief,. one cannot divorce- the correct .use of a a

syntactic structure from the meaning of the particular situ&
tion in which it is embedded. A skillful reader exploits cues iiy
the surface structure to help recover the Underlying meanings,
including their affective dimensions (Fodor and Garrett, 1967).
All this is.tb say that we cannot profitably study syntactic
developnienifpart from the development of aeraantics,..1,_
cause syntactic structures are Warned in relation to the way
they trigger meanings: , -

z It _would clearly -be advantageous for both teachers and
psychologists") have a scale of syntactic development. -Piaget

, his given us a model to follow by postulating the various
stages tiVil sub3lages which can be detected in the development
of paifiCillar concepts such as "life" or "justice." As his
hypothesesthaVe been substantiated, therehave been sporadic`
efforts to scale the flagetian tasks and assemble them into
tests oficognitive

.--
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The transition .from preoperational" to concrete-
operational thought which occurs is the resultof decentration
isa majoraspec. tof Piaget's theory. Since this process typically
occurs between the ages of five and seven, or even later, most of
the experimentation and test construction has been concerned
'with this period. hy contrast, the belief that syntactic
development is -essentially complete by the.age of four has
focused attention on the growth of language in'the very young

while the language of the elementary school child has
been relatively neglected. We have nothing to correspond at
this level to :the major studies of early language development
which camp out of Harvard, California, and Maryland in the
1960s. As a result of these studies, it is possible to show rather
precisely the sequence of specific syntactic-structures as they
emergein the child's speech, and to develop and test hypoth-
eses abobt the deep structures represented in one- and two-word
Utterances. When we turn to the elementary school years, we do
not find the same frenzy of activity. There have. been a-few.,

landmark studies attempting to establish the sequential
nature 'of syntactic usage. ,

Templin's finding (1957) that the prbportionof verbs used
/Wasabout the same in three-year-olds as, in older children has,
led other investigators to ,conclude that the distritbntion of
pbrts of speech is not a satisfactory measure of language

velopment. Sentence length has proved equally inadequate,
Buse shortening a sentence sometimes indicates, greater .,

syntactic maturity. For example, younger children' are more
diable to say, "That one's blue and that one's blue,' ratherthan
"They are. blue" or "Both.. are blue" (Donaldson and Wales,
1970). Equally unsatisfactory as a measure is the length of
clause. However, the subordination ratio, i.e., the propoftlon of
Predicates in dependent, suborditfate clauses as compared with
the number of predicates in independent main, clauses, has
been found to increasesubstanti ally in older children's writing

I (LaBrant, 1933). ,

Harrell (195,7) tabulated the total number of movible
adverb clauses, relative adjective 'clauses, iun clauses, ,and

types ofsubordinate clauses used at each grade. The only
showing significant gro;vth was the relative Adjective-

, which was found toincrease fourfold from grades.four
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to twelve 9nd even beyond. --.

. In a 1965 study of children's writing ingrades tour, eight,'

and twelve anctalso that of skilled adults, HunkintrodUced'a--

new measure called the T-unit, lie defined the unit as_ "one

"'Main clause -plus any subordinate clause or non-clausal

structure that is attached 'to or embedded in it . The T-unitis

inininial. and terminable. Any complex or simple sentence

would be one 'Zunit_but any compound or co I 0-complex

sentence Would consist of two or moreT-unite ( tint, 1965: 4).

With this,qncept'as an intermediary structure between clause

and sentence, Hunt found that, as children maturefrom grades

fotir to- twelve; they use more 1) words per T-unit, 2) 'Words per

clause; 3) clauses per T-unit, azid..4)-words per sentencethese
'IneasUres being in decreasing Order as_indices of syntactic

maturity (Hunt, 1965: 6). Words per sentence is the least

adequate/because it reflect's the fact that, -as children mature,

the nudber of T-unite per Sentence actually declines, even

though there are more words in -each T-unit. 'Older xriters,

especially skilled adults, use a much larger numberof Sentence.:
combining, sentence-embedding

transformations per T-unit

and per clause.
. .

Using general linguistic theory as a guide, Hunt (1965) .

tabulated the phrase structure rules and transformations

'` which produce the basieAsentence patterns and found that

fourth-graders ,use virtually all of them, He also -found that

those transformations-which exband,nominal structures are

particularly indicativeof maturity. O'Donnell et al. (1967)also

found that "the mean' length of T-uilit has special _

consideration as a simple, objective; -valid- indicator_ of.

development of syntactic ontrol" both in titeech and writing.

They also report, the rel tionship between the number of

sentence-combining trans ,ormItions and length ofT-units to

be "impressive."
_ ,"

Hunt's, later study, 070) was designed to 'demonstrate

that as school children-mature mentally, they, tend to embed

more of their elementary sentences: The fact that they-do so, -

.afut,..th,at they transform j,different ways at different age

levels suggests that tiii)is a psychological phenomenon,.

showing the ,effect /drface structtird of tl1e processes

represenf.ed in the transformations from deep structure. In .

4
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'other words,- as the Mind matures, -if ,is able to organize
information more intricately, and so can produce and receive
more intricately organized sentences. As Miller a95: 93j has
pointed out: --'--- ; z , 100 t 1

'
Since -the memory span is a fixed number of chunks, we can
increase the -number of- bits of information that it Contains 6

simply by building larger and larger chunk each chunk
containing more inforipation_than before....In the jargond corn-
=lineation theory, this process would ,be called recoding. The
input is given in a code that contains many chunks with few bits
per chunk.the oNrator modes -the input into another cede that 6

- contains fewet chunksaWith more bits per chunk.

. .r mit maintailis that psycholinguistic research shbuld
ad s' the question of whether the mu tipie embedding .

1 cha cristic of older writers does indeed make it-easier for
info ation to be processed. .0 -

, ,

Loban's classic longitudinal study (1963) of elementary
school chilclren'slanguage also used a unit very much like the,
T-unit, which he called a "comm 'cation unit," the main

,.1 difference being that a commune on.,unit need not contain a
1 .= '-- full clause, butrourd consist o rief answers-to questions or

qiialifying phraies such as :`on the other hand." Like Hunt,
Loban found an increase in length of the communication unit'
.with maturity., te

t Chomsky's study (19/f3) of the acquisition of syntax if ----

ildren from ve,to ten has already been referred to, and is..

. entioned ag here for thpurPo ibfaToting that it differs e. 6:

fr. the others in rertain import t respects. The others have '''. If

been,' concerned' primarily children's productions -in
speech and writing, and we otild perhips be cautious in
drawing conclusions frtm, it findings about children's
comPfehension of the' constructions they,entounter irrPrint.
Mqmover, Chomsky's study tests comprehension of a few ,..
specific structures,'. and.. arranges Them in a sequ-ential
.hierarchy; whereas the others gimp report niore global;),y
tendencies which increase with ag . At ,This point, m6r
research like the ChOinsIty study needs tote extended to the , 4

, many types of structurersuchas Bormiith investigated, in''
1

.1

order tolincover the psychological proCessemvhich result in.
'errors of comprehension. Such data would be extremely us

i? to the teacher in alerting her to possibilities of errors whin- . ,
,

A
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ever such structures occur in the course of reading.

Why is syntax so important, to reading? It may have
. something to- do-with the fact that, as Throndiki(1917) pointed
out many years ago, reading is largely avrbcess of the correct
selection and syqthesis of key elements in the-sentence. Some
years-later, Gibbons (1941) tested this hypothesis byineans of a

_ . "disarranged pluase test," and found a correlation of .89 at the
third grade 'egg between 4Ithe -ability to see relationships,
'ainong parts of °a sentence and the ability to understand the
sentence, even after intelligence was partialled out. The syntax
of the sentence may bathe best single cue for the student as to

e key elements are, and as tohow the author intended
eih to-be related-. In d'recent study, Slier (197344)found that

syntactic violations of prose had a, Chore deleterious, effect on .

the oral reading performance of second and fourth graders
than' semantic violations, and -almost as , much effect as
syntactic and semantic violations combined. In fact, sentences
which were violated syntactically were also violated seman-
tically; though the reverse' was -not the case. Siler cites' a
inumber ,of other studies (Epstein, 1962; Maclay and Sleator,
,1?60; Prentice, 1966) to support his contention, while evidence
to the contrary (Danks, 1969; Marks and.Miller, 1965j he.finds
Ids compelling. Additionally, Siler. points to' the need to
develop semantic taxonomies comparable in sophistication to
those developed for syntax. 4 1 r

FUrther evidence of-the importance of syntactic cues for
comprehension may beSeen in the fact that the ability to use
such-cues differentiates between gOod ant poor readers. When
-children are unfamiliar with the syntactic patterns they find
inn text, they are likely to substitute structures with which they
are amnia'. (MacKinnon, 1959), and good readers do a better
job of substituting appropriate strUcturea than poor readers
(Goodman, 197Q; Weber, 1970). Rewriting such passages using
patterns of language structure which occur frequently in
children's, thipech therefore aids' compehension, even if the
vocabulary difficqity, sentence length, and subject matter
content remain the same (Ruddell, 1965; Tatham, 1968.). Even
at the high school level, there is a moderate correlation betveen
awareness of the structural relationships of words in sentences
and re4ding'comprehension (O'Donnell, 1964 Rinne, 1967).

A0cY
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On the other hand, syntacticpatterns which are too easy

may. also affect reading comprehension adversely. Smith
1197243, 1974) Mind that eighth grade students recoiled both

z,more .eompiek and -- complex material- into structures .4 --appropriate to own evel of Sritactic maturity. Peitz tb
(-197374)21.Fidi a similar fin "ng at/the. tenth grade level, and

acluded that "fittempti to ainiPlify vocabulary rimy result in _

e creation of structures which inadvertently-embed concepts
in, a manner 'which may result in syntactic' structures-and,
concomitantly, a se antic conceptual load which are out of`

. the-leaineareahn &expectation and experience" (p.-620). An
alternative explanation might be that when a child is able fo -,4,roues a complex s tactic structure, the redutidancy '

rent' in a simpler turi interfgres in some way with
tactic

comprehension, perhaps by to upsfackn memory storage
'which Could be used for additiontrbinkrmation. Indeed,' the
tendency to redundancy at earlier levels cof development has
been documented -in the example cited by Donaldson-an

,Wales' (1970). Other' writers (e.g,, 'O'Donnell, Griffin,
Norris, 1967) have also ebserved the tendiily to iiub'sti
shprter nthin modifications such as ".The man wearing a co
for relative clauses ("The-man Who* was wearing a coat").

hr genei;:t1, then, we can accept the proposition that
reading cOinprehdrision is related both to children's under-

d Of syntax in written text and to the level ofi3yntactic
carapl xity. exhibited in their oral .or written latiguoge pro-. ;'
duetio . The question arises as to whether the relationship is
the 131me ana, if not, which is the better predictor of reading

- ' comprehensiorHcomprehension of syntax or the production of
certain syntactic structures in Spontaneous language". Thec
gueation- is somewhat compliipted by the fact thai tfie two

, abilities do not develop at the ,erame ;
very

ate; nor is either one
uniformly in advance of the other. In the ve yokm child,
compre ension of what he hears,aeems to be clearly supe 'or to
his productions, at anf`giyen age:Siwilarly, oral exPre ion
seems to be superior to written expressibn in transformati al
compleXity at third gde. However; at grades five and ieveli,

'-',-. the "revel true fO'Donnell, riffin, and Norris, 1967).
Harrell 0.91111W4O found that by ilte intermediate grades; more
suberidinate clauses and adverb, and adjective clauses were

.

..- ,
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',from the Pin ther-CunVinghate Primary Tefirs(Pintner,
Cunnrngham, and Dui*io, 1966) 108:24 and 108.98,
respectively.

,

Table 1 shows student achievement.on the fivelan ge

ubiests, expressed in mean grade equivalents, fo the
is in.the Basal progiluiland NRS; and the values the

sponding t statistics. The first three subtests inoth e;

Mord Reading, Paragraph Meaning and Ford Study Is are

classified by the authors of the:SAT, atoneasurei of reading
skills, All ;comparisons 'On these reading-related subtests
favored NR$ students over those in.the Basal program, with
significant differences between the two -groups in 'the Word
Reading and Paragraph Meaning bathes. The authors Of-the'
SAT- do not classify- their Vocabulary subtext. as ,Oe that
aireeily ineasures reading Skills einCethe items on this subtest

are read the child; hence-this particular subtext measures
pupils' vocabulary :knowledgea,independent of their reading

Spelling was taught in neither theBalial program nor in

NRS. The Vocabulary and Spe- llingaubtests are included in
this -analysis of the effects of NRS to ilhtstrate that the
comparison and NRS groupsappear sift-tiler in otherskills that s'
mar be relateclito the acquisitiOri of reading skills. From that
we:strengthen our belief that differences in achievement in the
reading" subtests -are due' to differences in instructional

, treatment rather than to-differences in group charactelistics.
Further analysis of-the above data.and additional descriptive /
data are available ix McCaslin (1975).
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Coriblusione
I have uncrtaken to describe dom.f the factors that.

need to le considered for the design of effective instruction in
beginning ,reading. One important factor is adherence
principles of instructional design. Application of principlet
instructional desiiin must be complemented with sinne un
standing of the nature of- the reading process

. understanding can be fostered'through the use Of a
devices such asIlirelreanalysts-of the reading pfOces
in Figure 2. The esultimt "map"., of the reading
enabled us to view the integration of Eleparate.kinds
competencies and led to the,conclusion that ins
be pxovideffor the effective integration, rather th
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1 e

-Teird ahead a little, searching ?or context thatwill suggest a
rt -Meaning (Query 2A)..}The success of this context search is

steel at 2B. Success sends the reader back into the main-nro-c- ,
essiiitstrap.d, while failure gives him-or her the same choices
as before: to contirtue reading with the word unclear, or to uti-
liz an putside source. Now, dictionaries, glossaries, and so on
*re available'as outside sources, as Well as are other people,

other people may remain the Preferra "least effort"
souroe. We Will see in a moment that the decision to continue

.

Awith words .Sirclarified_ may effect subsequent processing:
NevertheIesS, depending upon the depth ;of ,coroprehension
`.acquired for a articular task, and upon the degree of informa-
tiorWaedUndancy, it is often a good choice in-reading.

At Query 3, processing is interrupted by awareness of a
sentence whose meabingiNot conipletelirclear, . The reader's

° first, action is probibly -to reread the sente to test for
success in gaining meaning (SA ana 3B). If situp e rereading
fails; It.ne$C,reasonable test would be to determine ',whether
individual- words, perhaps those deliberately left uncltar in
ear;ly-tecibiens,- are the source -4 difficulty (3C); if this is ,so,
then the word meaning strand is entered: If individual words

;
are not the problezh, atte4ition must next he focused upon the
syntacfic arid semantic structure of the sentences. The sen-
Um* must be. parsed to reyeal its basic-structure (3D), If pti-
ing issuccessfun veiling meaning (3E), then the reader
reenterii the In ocessing strand; if parsing fails then a 84
of decisio s- similar to those for individual words probably

e readei decide to proceed with the sentence.
(temPorarily) unclear (3H), or-he'or shp may ttirn to an outside

iksouree .(31).
We come.finallyrtit Query 4,'to a sittf ation in which an en-

tire section (paragraph, chapter, or whatever)'is Seen as lin-
clear. AsNith sente nos; the first likely act is rereading (44).
Next, unclear words/TO) or unclear sentences (4B) may be the
source of difficulty. If so, the ruder returns to the word mean-
ing or seritence-meaning strands:1'f neither of these seems to be
the cause cif difficulty, an interesting set of fiirtheitests
occur. The reader.may try to deride whether the present diffi-'
eulty is due to his Or her own urifargiiiarity with the concepts

s''discussed'iii the tact (4E). If this seems a likely cause, perhaps.
it is duel() incomplete processing ofiarlier Darts of the text

T.
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th' Iige in FiguresSiMe the is the,first independent seatwork
page.to:ffollow the casiefti intiodnetion of the new
cdrespondence, tke,traveling note'directt the teacher to check
the child's orarreading of the,woyds that contain the taiyet
eltment. . ...7-- . '' i e;--- r ,

i2
.

:It.
t

..7
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==. , 1), .?

.?"

l. Oneof "the 'Ads -just closed the window.'
=0 He Has on-a.

i}
yellow coat. Make an. X on

the animal. .tharjust closed the window.
"One of thecrov,Ts loves to rideon railroad.
trains.' ire is eating a bowl of oatme-al.,
fake a ring around the animal that loyes

...
. to rideon railroad taaiiiS4-

3.., One 'bf the toads like tb *pray in the, snow
An the Winter.' lie, is eating One toast,

iake a' line over the ailimal thitlikes
...'

to
Play `1,n'thessdow. - 4 -,

....

4. One of the 'crows always takes a bath with , ,
. .

...
,- yellow soap. -He, is drinking tea novi. Make * .

it -... -6tyr on'the` animal that takes a bath with-';`----_
yeklow gla.p., - '

Er are errors, help the Child extract etteftSvant Interest Ion
°.* ,

-

ilP

4.

Figure 1.: ',Example ora later intepet seatwork page folio ng cassette
instrAptiOn /orphone s in road

.
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4usid in writing than in speaking. Such discrepancies are not
surprising if we remember Piaget'' conceptualization of
language and thought as two systems which, though inter-
related, evolve 'somewhat independently, .so that at any ,one
stage of development we may see thought outstripping
language, '.or language running ,ahead of thought (Piaget,
19/68);

We need not conclude that we should confine our inquiries
to comprehension, ignoring production, but simply that we
should keep in mind which of these Variablesis more developed
at the age' uncle; discussion.

Semantics and reading
As .previously noted, Thorndike (1917) many years ago

ape,. viewed the understlitiding of paragraphs as a process of
,reasoning depending upon selection of the right elements and
synthesis,, of these elements in the right relationships. How
does the good reader know what these "right elements" and
"right relationships" are in any given passage? A knowledge
of the meaning of the key words in the passage" is obviously
important. But Robert Thorndike (1973-74) has recently
suggested, that even this skill is highly dependent on
reasoning. Goodman (1970) has pointed out that good' readers
can deal more successfully with words in context than with the

_ same words in isolation; whereas this ability is lacking in poor
readers. According to Kress (1955), goad. readers are also
superior on' the ability to draw inferences from relevant cues
and to shift their set when a solution is not readily
forthcoming. The,initiative anaipersistence displayed by good
readers in attempt* to wrest meaning fiom the printed page
(or perhaps we should say `:imbue it with meaning") suggests
that they have built up a strong expectation that the pieces of
this semantic puzzle can be made to fit together to yield
information which is tineaningful and interesting: Such
,expectations are built on prior experience of lawfulness and
meaning. fltwisle (1971) has written about the effects of
'control beliefs" on the geneyal expectancy for success in
sbbool, \especially in relation to' social class. There are
apparently large social-class and ethnic differences- in
problem-solving strategies, such as generating and testing

86 -L. Athey
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. .
hypotheses, identifying and verbalizing d, ie crucial elements
in a problem, and deferring' solution until theevidence is in.
Entwisle sees these strategies as particularly, relevant to
leading, and notes that they are inculcated in the middle-class
home before the child is expected to confront the problem of-
-reading.

We see, 'then, why a child equipped with these strategies
will be more likely to engage in the,"psycholinguistic guessing
game" with the expectation of success. Perhaprone of the first
'things a good reader does is to establish the dimensions of the
subject with which he will bodealingjn the paragraph, ariicle,
or volume. RYtitrom (1'975) had referred to this procebs as
"establishing the Matrix." .

Reacting 'is a 'matriXing' event between the reader and the text;
the roatrik is a framework, itr latticework, in which there is a--1
substantial percentage of unffEed squares, which can be th aught
ofolgiformation gaps. In the processes of reading, tile reader
pr s a small framework of meaning based on the
information on the page and his own stored informati If there
is a match, he continues, slowly expanding the grid utward,
sometimes y adding information from his own-experie,nces, at
others by ling the grid with information provided by the
author (p. 5).

In this terininology the good reader uses all possible clues, such
as the title and opening sentences of the paspage, to establish
the parameters of the matrix, and begins simultaneously to fill

. the squares from hits own experience and from what thVauthor
has to say.' He operates on his knowledge of the probabilities
of certain events occuringphysical,\ social, anti. linguistic
events. Beyer (1970) has shown that sentences,-are better
understood if they refer to probable rather than' rare events.
Strohner and Nelson (1974) have shawn the importance of
nonverbal context, event probability, and syntactic structure
for young children's understanding of spoken.language. We
may hypothesize\ that in, reading, where the nonverbal
dimension is missing, extra reliance is placed on.the other 40.
If the child understands the correspontence between event
probabilities-in the external world and thOse portrayed in text,

I
A ,t . %

i If this interpretation is correct, the eribeeptof readyng as "information
gain" (from the passage) is only half of what constitutes,coroprehemtion.
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we can expect that his ability to use correspondence will
improve with age: In aninteresting paper entitled "IQ is and is

not related to reading," Singer(1972) demonstrates that,if the

reading task is kept' constant from first to fourth grade, the
correlation between reading and IQ diminishes. Beyond fourth
grade, when reading is measured by a norm-referenced test,

=the correlation steadify increases. He suggests that the reason
for this phenomenon may be that up to the fourth grade most

students are learning primarily decoding techniques. As more

and more children achieve mastery of these techniques, the,_

correlation naturally declines. On the other hapd, beyon'd

_ fourth grade intellectual skills and previous experiencebecome

increasingly important. Through the elementary schodl

ears,- children are learning not only the behavior of objects

( including human objects in the world around them) but ahio

the social conventions, and what is implied by both speaker

and hearer in dialogue. Wolfram (1975) reported on-a study in

which he asked children and adults their age, followed by the

question, "How come?" Adults either looked at him suspi-

diously or treated the latter question as a joke. Oclasionally the

question Was seen as legitimate if .the circumstanes , were
unusual, such as a discrepancy between the person's looks or
behavior and his age. Children, on the other hand, treated the
question as legitimate, and gave criterion-based responses
such as "Because I'm in kindergarten" or "because I've had

five birthdays." In other words, young children have not "yet

learned that there are some questions which require neither a
caudalinor alogical explanafion because no su explanation
exists (i.e., they are meaningless questions :k_the order of

"Why is the moon?"). Nor.have they learned the convention

that we do not ask questions abou the obvious, questions to

which we anti everyone else knows the answer, partly because

they have not yetdeterniined what information is obvidus and

-what is not. Moredver, even when a reader does know the

appropriate uses of Fanguage outside reading, there may be a

conflict between this knowledge and what is assumed by the

author. The conflict wit) real life may be inherent in the style

of the passage, or in the reasoning (explicit and implicit)

4mployed by the authol.. -

- Assuredly, this wane that children should learn as early

Athey
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,.-,' as Possible VI tablish a 'relation between reading and
language usage, and' should be encouraged to expect books to
match theirknowledge of the real world (Wolfram, 1975). It 4

7±;., 'also )41nplies that those responsible- 'for preparing or
addkinistering reailing materials should be aware not only Of
tile Child's syntactic development but of the cognitive level of
his understanding of events around him. Piaget has pointed

e
t direction in terms of the child's understanding at different

'1:1` elopmental, stages 'of concepts kof the ,physical world
(ca4sality,sality, -probability, space, time, etc.), and others (Furth,
1975) are 'expanding this research to social institutions
(government, law,. roles and functions, nib/ley; etc.).

Conclusioris and implications i1.Syntax. 'Research such as tha1t of Huntand others has
'successfully demonstrated,the growti of syntactic usage with
age, and has isolated the criteria which provide the best'
indiiators of syntactic maturity. We have some studiek
(Borunith, Chomsky, Hutson, and Shub) which .liave -
investigated' the development of specific structures, but we
need more. Above all, we need to apply what is known from -

these studies to the teaching of reading. . , .
Interestingly enouiliftChomsky cautions against using '

the results of her study for practical purposes such as
4

ofdiagnostic or teaching procedures, because her choice of those ,

particulai syntactic structures for study was highly arbitrary.

44'

On.the other hand, as more and more structures are studiedrit
would seem reaSonallie for teachers to use the,results to assist
students. in their understanding of text, if not, for specific
teaching of the structures themselves. One could imagine, for
e5cample,,that within a single structure, some sentences may be .
more difficult than others. "The doll is easy to see" would be
more diffigult glen "The block is easy, to see,:' because (con-
ceivably) the dP11 could see, whereas the blo4could not.
Sentences the latter would draw the child's lion to the
fact that there are occasions on which the subject of the sen=
ttnce cannot possibly be the agent of the action. Moreover,
one could demonstrate to children the elliptical, nature of
thessenlence by expanding it in various ways such as "The
doll is easy, for me to see (for Jim, for everybody, etc.)."
Chomsky's conclusion that "our findings with regard to

Syntax, Semantics, and Redding
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cOmp exity of structure should rot be interpreted .ta mean
that because a child does not know a particilar construction
therefore we shmild attempt :to teach it feo him" 0. 32) would

. beacceptable, if ive could assume thht the child would 'not
meet that construction in the teacher's instructions to him,
ortin the textbooks and primers he was supposed Omaster..
(n the &her hand, One maragree,with her general con-
clusion that "perhaps the best thing we might do for him
in terms of encouraging this learning .could be to make
more of it possible, by exposing _ him to a rich variety of

',41anguageinputi-; in interesting; stimulating situations" (p. 33).
But even in classrooms where this type of language teaching is
favored; the teacher whok is aware .pf the particular inter-
pretations children inky be deriving'from certain syntactic
structures can be on the alert to .clarify, .introduce new
.examples, or 'otherwise exploit the "teachable moment."

Hunt draws, somewhat different implications from his
' work,. namely that' a sequential curriculum on syntactic

maturity covering many grades should be undertaken, and
that perhaps a variety of curricula should be aN'iailable to
facilitate syntactiC maturity.. One cannot quarrel Ivith his
further conclusion that teapheriof writing should be trained in
at least the rudiments oftritnsformational theory. Perhaps this
training should be extended to include teachers of reaTling as

r$ well. In fact, both reading and writing are improved when the
'meaning .relations between the structural elements of

, sentenced are emphasized (Ruddell. 19.70; Baele, 1968).
As far as research endeavors in this area are

'areare beginning to question the use of a transformational
grarmpar model as the 'basis for a - psychological model.
Pearson (1974-75) recently conducted a series ofexperiments to
-test counter hypotheses derived from the deep ktru.cturemodel
an& . the chunking model, and found that the results
systematically favored the latter. Basically, this means that
the hypothetical niedory'storage" units are large components
such as complete sentences, rather than atomistic deep
str4cture components such as "tall man: and "short girl"
wh&h must be synthesize& if comprehension is to occur.
Bransford and ' Franks (1971)' have demonstrated the
superiority.Of the chunking explanation with, adult subjects;
thereby emphasizing: the primacy of semantic over syntactic

96-
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factors influent readers. On the other h and, tle deep structure
modil may be more appropriate where the material to be
understood is so difficult That it can onlyise,handled in small
segioents. Although Thomdike's ' (1917) original study
suggests a synthetic model which would be at variance with
Pearson's conclusion, it should be 'remembered that Thomdike

. Was analyzing errors in compreherision, which suggests that
the material in duestion was too difficultfor the subjects under
study.

If a different model is indeed appropriate for easy and
difficult material, this' would have :different implications for

-the sentence cdmponents to be emphasizediay,teachers at
stages dreading, or at the sae stage of reading with'

easy and difficult materials.
2. Semantic Syntax helps the reader to comprehend

because his".undersardl jug- of sentence structure helps him to
narrow down the possibilities of what is to come inaubsequent
pfita of the text (Miller, Heise, and Lichten, 1951). He can use
this help, however, only to the extent that he comprehends the
objects and events described and their, xelationships to one
another, and only if he understeinds written language aa.a
vehicle- for transmitting information about -real life. Any
experience which facilitates the match between reading and
real filet and promotes verbalizatiim of the child's wider -
standing and insights, will thus contribute to 'his reading
development: The language experience approach to learning
need not be confined to early-reading, fovhildren of all ages
are faced with the problem of relatint. rearing to their
experience; albeit at diffeqnt rev*. .

If children-are 'encouraged to think about their experience
and concurrently, to anticipate that wheat they -read will
correspond to what they know, they will become adept at what
we have called afillihg in thooquares of the niatrix:''.They will
show initiate li and persistence; and be willing to take risks In
looking for Wrys to build Ave matrixi in the confident belief that
what they learn will not only be consonant, with their
experience nrwill add to it. If Frank Smith's hypothesis (1971)
is corn that gold readers bypass many of the words and
loroces *what they read directly into their own meaning
'structures, this ability mutt come abOut mg the result of using
many of the above strategies. Children should therefore be

Syntax, Semantics/to& Reading
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_encouraged frdm th eginnirig toparaphrase what-they read,
to relate it to what t ey know, and to evaluate it in terms of its
meaning for them, as they do fn the PerceptiOn of spe4ch
(Powers and Cowie, 1975). This is fidget's notion of
assimilation,? and it is especiallyespecially impoitant terms of
remembering,whal. they read; Memory is *based on semantic
properties rather than syntactic fortis (Blount and dohnson,
1974i SacbtAs, 1967)/ We cannot begin too early to' conloik
Children e message that reading is a cominunicatibn systeii
Isinherently,rationarand informative as spokeh language.

1310w, 3. 4 bility, This brings us to the final point in
referenced the implications of syntactic and semantic
deveropmant for reading, and that concerns the readability
level of materials and how it is to be init4e4gainst thelevel
of the .students for whom the material is dergned. Typically,
the best way to do this with the toolsarrentlyavailable into
ad/lib-Aker an achievement test as a rough indicator ,of the
student's level, and ule.a readability forMula as an index 61 the
difficulty of the materiii1,.and then thatch the two. Since both
measures are inadequate to the task,* need to seek ways of
improving both phases of the diagnosis.

A meara syntactic developMent in addition to, or
even .as a placement for, the IQ test might inwrovethre
prediction of reading significantly beCause, as we Piave

. syntactic cues are important in deriving rivalling from
sentence. -

.4ks. far as readability, concerned, --most- formulas
,currently available use two indices, the number oi"difficult"
words in -the passage and the average Sentence, length. Yet

. Hunt found thd number of words per sentence to be theJelkst
satisfactory of his measures 'Of, syntactic maturity. In
recognition of this fact, there hake ,been sporadic efforts, in
recent years t develop readability formulas 'which do*
incorporate some index, of thfr^tsyntactic -oompledity of
sentences in the passage under/consideration. For example,.
Granowsky and Botel (1974) have developed a device for the
identification of syntactic structures that affect,readability,
though the instrument is "a directional effort still requfiring
further validation" (p. 33). gndicatt (1973 also.rhas a pro-
posed scale foreiyntactic complexity based on the T- -unit of. ,

'
.

A
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1-Juht. This measure yields a complexity ratio deriVed from the
t_ number of transformations imposed on a basic one-inorpheme-
'' per-word Sentence.

Since reading is ittelf a complex phergan' enmi, it should
come as no surprise that thelactors 'affect-fig readability are

4theinselves many and complex. In. a/comprehensive study,
Bormuth (1966) used correlational and multiple regression
analysis to determine the predictive power of over 100
structural variables, with doze test as the criterion of passage
difficulty. He found a number of new variables, among which
was a measure of sentence complexity based on Yngve's (1960,
1962) word depth analysis. He concluded that "mean word
depth evidently measures a form of sentence complexity which
is somewhatindependent of the lengths of independent clauses
and, to a lesser extent, of the length of sentences" (p. 122). It has
also been stowig thatrminalizations of active verbs ("His
explanation" vs. "He explained!' (Coleman, 1965]); the use of .

idioms ,.(Edwards, 1974), especially those not found in main-

v
stream native' speech; and the *thinPlex use of auxiliaries
(Minkoff, 1974) have a significant effect on heading
comprehension. Learning these many conventions used in

.4Enatufe writing is a l,png-term process, calling fr explicit
instruction by all teachers; not only-reading, teach rs.

z.4 Formulai,3 which recognize the seniaxitifeatnres in
iiinguatee are likely to emerge even more g (wily, than iliose
taking account of ayntaaic structures. As wrestilt of Piagefs
work, we do know mush more thaOve did fifty years. ago about,
the child's concepts of the world around him, but when, We
consider the vast number of ccmcepts and their interrelation
ships to be acquired, we see that much more research is needed,
Moreover, we have done little about applying whet we do know
in this area to the task of matching reading materials to the
child's level of understanding (as opposed to vocabulary). For
example, it Auld seem, important, below a certain level of
syntaCtic maturity, to cast materials in such a way that they do
not K aplace undue ipferential burden on the reader, V:
implying rather than &at: ing relationships, or other semantic

4 features. Pearson (1974-75) has illustrated the difAculty-
children may encounter in inferring causal relationships from
two juxtaposed .sentences in which the ,relationship is

Ih
s.
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unstated. -He .concludes that "the possibl implications for

causal relations, are quite serid " (p. 190). In view,
social science and science content, where th intent is often to.

, present ne
of Piaget's finding, we may look for the sam kinds of difficulty
with resPentto'tbe Understanding of °the/ ationships he has
studied in children. ;

Reading is an activity in which t e highest hubian
abilitiesperceptual, intelleetual, and lin *sticinteract and
support one another in pursuit of a single oal, the ifrocessing
and assimilation of written informatiori If. at tines we,are

,overwhelmed by the complexity of the su ject, we should also
be encouraged the fact AO we are co g closer to under-

__ standing the nature of reading compre ensign; even.though
progress takes place in a piecemeal fa Ilion. Although there
are still many pieces missing in the p zzle, it is a satisfying
experience to see each new piece fail to place. There is much
work to be'done, but,theneed is press g Eind the direction has
been set. We can surely expect inuc exciiindresearch in this .
area in the next few years..
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Commena_on
Syntax, Semantics, and Reading

Karlyn Kamm

Language acquis and 'learning to read
.

In her discussion regarding the nature of language acqui-
sition, one of the points Athey addresses Concerns the mounting
evidence that "... the development of syntax, is a much morb
protracted process than was assumed the theory bf trans-
formational grammar.. . in fact, they: seems to be hierarchy
o difficulty for processing,-ce a of 'syntactic
'structurefoyhich follows the kind o sequence we find in other
types of learning, e.g., from the simp : the complex, from the
familiar to the -unfamiliar, from the can ete to the abstradt,
,fiom the positive to the negative instance." These findings-teen °

be made relevant to, classroOM instruction it reading compre-
hension. In the past many reading researchers have ignpted
-the differenees between.the nature of languageacquisition and
the nature of learning to-read, (Samuels, 1076). Thus;
sequtnt attempts to practically relate findings in the SOO
language ti rdind instruction were uniuccessful. But if
ruling ChprS acknowledge ,the differences between
language and reading acquisition; Anti also recognize the
necessity of a subskill approach to the cOmpleitask bf learning
to read, then perhaps-Butch findingil abOut the difficultiis in
processing syntactical structures can indeed be appropriately
interpreted and 'ultimately applied to enhance classroom
reading instruction in comPrehension.

. 0

A need for a scale of syntactic development
A related issue which Athey discusses concerns theneed

for a scale of syntactic development for both teaChers ar

Comments
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researchers. This_point is well taken. The development of such a
-scale does have the potential for implications for

, more effective classroomin struction. To have any impact ofthe_
. , directiOn reading instruction takes, however,, the scale tT/eould-

have to meet two basic criterijo.: 1) it would have tote n so
that teachers untrained in Aguiitic development could easily

. grasp the sequences of ideas and be able to incorporate them,
into all Apects of their reading instruction; and 2) the scale'
would have to be used and recognized by teachers and pub -
lishers of materials as a basis on which to judge difficulty of
materialso that more appropriate matches could he made

tween the ,print _on the page and the reading level of
e learner.

' Setting the direction
A. , One of the points Athey =ies in her conclusion is that

although there is much work to be done, the .direction has been
setthat there will be 'exciting research in the area of
children's language in the years ahead. The practitioner, when
he surveys the current status ofthe research in this field, would
have to disagree that the direction has been 'set., Thus far -we
have done a.lot of observing and have written innumerable
_descriptions ofwhat we see; and this has value in that we learn
twhat happens naturally; But the results of our efforts lilivenot
yet been taught. We need to interpret the 'findings in terms of
relevalige to reading- comprehension instruction, and then
deve4p a system that , assist tea_ chers in managing
-comprehension initruction: e thruSt of our effOrf should
.focus on the tecrthirig aspect. We shobldThe wondering what
can be learned more efficiently '011-then, ultimately, which
techniques might be employed to most effectively. accomplish
our goal of getting children to understand what they reads Only
by concentrating our attention and energies on a pragmatic- -
empirical' approach can we ever bridge the traditional 'gap
betWeen the realities of the classroom and the inputs and
demands of the researchers.

REI4MtENdE
° Samuels, S. J. HierarChical subskills in the reading sition

-processIn J.T. Guthrie (Ed.), Aspects of reading a sition,
Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976.
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,The-Develdpiliekt Child
Langdage Research -44 -

Lois Hood, .

Before , 1960s, language development °research
consisted prim rily, of anecdotal diary studies, records kept by
an interested linguist or psychologist-parent on 8is miler Oivii
child' (e.g., Bloch, 1921, 1924; Chao, 1951; Guillaun4, 1927;
Gregoire;1937; Leopold, 1939-1949; Stern and Stern, 1907), and
"count studies," gross normative measures such as size4
vocabulary or number of sentence types on large numbers Qf
children -(see McCarthy, 1954, for an extensive review -of these
studiei). The du-dies of Btown (195..7) and Berko (1958) marked
the beginning of in-depth inquiryinto. the rule systems under-
lying child language. In the fifteen or so years since then, the
&fa of child language research his flourished and expanded
in several direction's, while-the basic purpose underlying the

/ researclnas remained-the tsamd.. ,

In general,. research n language 'development has
attempted to describe -the systemationature of child language
in terms of rule systems and strategies that underlie linguistic
behaviors. At, the same time, howeVer, the focus of language
development research has .undergone great changes, most
notably in the kinds of lingiiistiC hehaviors tutted, and the
kinds of explanations'postqlated.. More specificalry, he focus

study has changed from just loqcing at the-form of language.,"
to the present attempt to study langhage as three interrelated .
components: 1)--cOntentthe meaning that is coded in an
utterance; 2) formthe ways in whidh the ccintentisexpitesed,
including syntactic; lexical, and phonological aspects of
utterance; and 3) usethe function of an utterance within a
communicative setting. This change in what is studied has
necessitated Changes in the.kinds of rules and strategies that

--
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can be postulated -as underlying the language behagiors. One
can no Jbnger simply 'write rules of grammar; it is also neces-
sary to account for the systematicity in the meanie and use of

.language. The result of these changes has beed,a !Touch richer,
more varied; more complicated, and hopefully more fruitful
field of study. In thapaper, I will discuss both the continuity of
purpose and change in focus in child language research and
describe several recent studies to Illustrate the present state of
the field,'

Syntactic development
The. first Major change jn the research design was in

the kinds of linguistic knowledge studiedrAt first, in the early
1960s, child language studies were/ concerned with syntactic
development, and examined the form, of Child utterances
without regard to meaning or context.,The important finding
of these studies was that early syntax was systematic (Braine,
1963; Brown and Bellugi, 1964; Brown and Fraser, 1963; Miller
and Ervin, 1964). Rules were written that could account for
word orde0in child sentences and that could predict certain
'facets of syntactic? acquisition.

.

For example, Braine (1963) observed a phenomenon of
early syntax which has -come to be called "pivot grithunar."
Braine's subjects were observed tq use a, small nifinbei. of

,words the pivots, such- as "no," "more," 'ithere,"pivots, in fixed'
position, with a m;i\h larger-class of words, the "open" class.
Tvio rules,Pivoti+Oten (for example-, "more-car, " "niore sing")
and Open ± Pivot2(fot example; "hot in there," "main there"),
could account for the majority Of early syntactic constructions.
Brown and Fraser (1963) scribed' a somewhat different--
aspect of early child Ben ces. They observed that most
sentences of two-year-old children contained "contentives"
(mostly nouns, verbs, and adjectives) but lacked' "functorA"
(prepositions, articles, and morphological endings).$ince such
sentences, for. example, "read book," and, "where go," pre-
sumably contain only the essentials of the message, Brown'
and Fraser referred to them as telegraphic. Another aspect of,
telegraphic speech Brown and Fraser observed mat the
frequent use of a small group of words which dccurred with a

,'-larger group of less freAquently used words.
.1.
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;Thew two findings, pivot gramnrar and telegraphic
speech, have been observed in rainy children since the first
reports- and appear to be well- established fasts .,of child

. grAminar..However, they are facts that relate to a very limited
. part of language development. First, both pivot grammar and
- telegraphic speech refer to distributional phenomena only;

certain classes of words appear in certain positions. Secondly,
They refer only to the syntactic property of the language; and
Only a &nail part of it at that; the meanings of these early
sentences and the functions they.serye for the child have not

, been considered. And finally, pivot grammar and telegraphic.
'speech are- descriptive terms only that refer to the product of
speaking rather than to any underlying process. They do not
and did not intend to explain child language.

Thus, the early grammars of child sentences that were
written did little,more than describ tke phenoreena.,When
researchers attempted to explain the f early 'syntax, it

. becaine cleat that the child's under *ov.fledge had to
irieltide more than a grammar that uld en rate strings, of
words in a systematic way. This led more o sAirectly to two
changes in.focus otrtsearch: 1) in terms of the co'mponent of

language, described, the emphasis shifted, to the semantics,or
meaning of child sentences; and 2) in terms of the kinds of
explanations giventhepmphiisis on semantics led to a search_
for the correlates of meaning in cognitive development.

Sem'antic development "*-

.With the reililatioii that what ,children were talking"- _
about was important, the semantics of child language became
the-prime focus of study.iStudies of-children learning English
and certain other languages (Bloom, 1970, 1973; Bowerman,
1973; Brown, 1973; Schlesinger, 1.971;,and Slobiri; 1971) have
resulted in a porisensuet about the semantics of early sentences.
Children learn ThaobjeCts exist, cease to exist,andieeur; that
objects can -be acted upon and located in spaces that people do
things to objects or are otherwise associated with objects.

i'The emphasis on semantics was so eat, fact? that
some researchers'began to ignore the importance 'of syntax.
Schlesinger (1971) and Bowerman (1,974), suggested that
.children Eaire learned semantic, relatiOnships and not
grammar when they put two and three, words together; that

Development of Child La
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early language learning is semantic rather than syntactic. But
this claimthat children are learning only semanticsis as
limiting as the similar claim for 89'ntax in the early 1960s. By
isolating eitIler syntax or semantics, one ignores the' inter-'

* dependence of the two. The meaning relations aniong,words
are influenced by the syntactic relations among them, for
example, their order relative to one another. Similarly, Me
.syntactic relations influence the meaning relatiohs. Semantics
age syntax are insepafable and both must be considered in any
description or explanation of a language. The next phase in the
Atudy of child language emphasized this interaction, as
researchers began to study the child's semantic-syntactic
development. .

' For example, Bloom, Lightbown, and Hood (1975)
identified irisix_than 20 categoi-ieS o semantic-syntactic
relationships in multi-word utterances from four children in
the period from mostly 'single -words tq mean length of
'utterance of approximately 2.5. The major categories, those
that were most frequent and showed developmental change,

`were seven categories of verb _relations and possession.
Some .examples are: Action-oh Affected-Objects"open
drawer," Locative Action `;put in box," Possession"iny
book." All four children showed the same sequence in° the

. emergence of semantic-syntactic categories, and the results
were generally consistent with reports from comparable
'studies (for example, Brown, 1973).

Pragmatics
Use (or pragmatics) is also an integral part of language.

Both the form and the content of what someone says influence,
and are influenced by the communicative function of what has
been said before and will' be said subsequently. Thus, the
pragmatics of child, lariguage has ,dome to the forefront.
Although it has always been obvious that children don't learn
to talk in a vacuum, that adults and other Children are
constantly talking to-and with them, it has not been until very
recently that, the. explicit study of language use has gained
importance in child language, Researchers are now attempting
to delineate' the systematic ways in which the child uses
language, to trace the clevelopiliente within the child's
language as communication, and to describe the underlying

104 115 .
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conversational' competencelof the child. Fpr example, Bates
(1971)examined conversations betveen adults and children in
terms of answering rates and tlit number of statements;
questions and pommandi34 Gaye y (1975a) compared direct,.

-indirect, and inferred requests in litere,xchanges;and Keenan
.7(1974a) described the uses of repetition in peer communication

(see also, Garvey, 1975b; Garvey and Hogan, pV; Shatz
,1974).

Although pragmatics is receiving considerable attention
at the moment, it often unfortunately has been to the exclusion
of other aspects of language. J-lowever, there are a few studies
in child language that haveAgun to study language behavior
a t a complex interaction Q rm (syntax), reornt (semantics),
and:use (pragmatics). F in a study of adult-child
discourse; Bloom, Rociatand, . Hood, (1975) described the
speech of two to three year.olds in terms 9f such variables as
whether the child was responding to an adult utterance or not
and, if so, what semantic, syntactic, and/or pragmatic aspects
of the adulVs utterance were taken into account by the child in
formulatitif .his owe. utterance. Keenan (1974b) describk1
exchangesmostly ,rotitines auch as rhymesbetween twin
bOya at about age 24, in terrna (dhow each utterance relatedto

;what preceded anctfolloyed it.. boner° (1975) Oamined the
gociolinguisticinfsraction of tw6 boys with their parents, adult

..,-- friendsoind peer from the time the children were two and a
half to,three and half years okl. . -, , .,

The reason 'forthe gradual broadening ki the aspects Of
i language that ve been studied are, many,. However, two
developments ' hin other related fiOls collie to mild -As being

,..

'; mostinfluentiatFirst, developments*tiin lifigtdstittheory,
most notably the turning from syritattic structure. toemphasis
on semantic stricture in generative grammar,- led to a car-.

dr'''' respondine.shift away from syntax in child lariguagek Second, t.
the field of SociOlinguistics, with its emphasison la7uaie its

, communication,influenceit child language research in its
recent EittentiOn to pragmatics.

4
i ,

j.

.
4COgnitiv4 and linguistic devel8pment

. d.The ..!,changes in the components of la age', At

reearcshersthave atteirirtted to accqunt foii have le Oran*.
the kifida of accounts that have been .offer fg'From tkt.

. ,

4
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.. ,..1 .
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beginning, various kinds of explanations A given in terms
of 'systematio rules' on strategies that 'underlie linguistic

I behavior, but the orientation of the structures and strategies
that have beep postulated has .Changed,.. When researchers
-were Concerned only with syntactic development, for example,
gerieral synfactic rules based in linguistics were considered
cidequate. Hoivever, With- the recogipion that children were
talking about wh'at they were experiencing and with the 1

realization of the,interdependence of syntax and semantics, ft'
has become cliar that something more than linguistic rules is

, necessary. ThuS, one general trend has been -t14 turning away
from theoretical accounts based solely on linguistic formalism

4. and the concurrent turning toward a theory incorporating,"
astecia of cognitive development.

Studies of Very es,ilYlainguBge d,4elopment hake drawn
upon Piaget's delacription of intelligence. For
example, Bloom (1973) live study o single -w9rd utterances,
has emphasized the relationship between landmarks in the
sensorimotor, stageand early laligi.,fagelleveltypinent.,,She has
hypothesized that before the hil41 has atta6ied object
permanence his use of nouns is very fluid.-Certain nouns are
used fora shortiime with a particular meaning. They then are
overej6nded, ( drop- out, appear again with a _different

(meaning, etc. It ioonly when the child has a firm concept of the
permanence of objects, at about 18 months, that he acquires a
large and stable vocabulary of nouns. More gene4p1ly,
accepted observation that very young children talk in the "here '-

and now," about what they are seeing and doing,,has been
linked to' stages Of senso otor intelligence- and Piaget's

) notion of action-schema.

Explanations of lAnguagedevelopment at'a slightly later
stage have incorporated per-ceptug1 And othg nonlinguistic
factors. For example,' Bever (1970) and-Slobin (1974aye
proposed non-linguistic 13,trategies to explain the phildla
expression and understanding of basic grammatical relatiOns,
such as Subject-Verb-Object. Clark (1973) has explained the
chills comprehensi n of certain locatiVe relations, such
those expressed by e prepositions "ins" "0," and "under," in
terms of perceptual strategies. r
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kvldual differences
A second and more recent trend alas been the gradAl

expansion from a strictly develoinentift and sequential
outlook, that is, loOking across stages in.language acquiati

an eiaanatioiithat afsa takes mto account varlet
oing,hjldren within a given stage.'Exaraples of the earliei

viewpoint, looking across stages, are the strategies by Bever
'(1970), Clark (1973), and SlobM(1971), which were offered in

'order to explain change in linguistic behtMor as a function of
development. They postulated rules thiit_c_hildrezi: followfor
proceed* from one level of development to andther,,and such
strategies, in -effect, represent stages in deVelopment.

In' contrast,,there have been a few recentstudies which
hive expan,debithe notion of strategy to explain variation
observed among different children at the sathe . level of ,
development. Three -recent studies (Bloom, Hood, and
Liigitbon,1974; Bloom, LAO-own, and Hood, 1975;,400d,
1975) fotind evidence of strategy differences in the apeech of
childrer4t the 'Bailie level of Sehiantic-syhtactic development.
The'firal study (Bloom, Hood; and Lightbown, 1974) explored'
th e e o f imitation in n language development. This study

spontaneous imitation, where the child happens to
rein 'part of what an adult previously says, as opposed
to e *tatiOn, wher%the child is specifically aSked-to
re hid/nal; observational language data from six
childi , om the time-they were approximately one and a
half tottiro years old .4,gre examined to deteritinethe extent te:

-which children imitated, what kinds,of things they imitated,
and the poisible functions suciymitatioh might serveiri terms
of strategy differences, it was found, first, that, the children
differed from each other in the amount they imitated (the
proportion of speech that.was 4mitative ranged from-.04 to .42).
Second, forkthose children who did imitate, the function varied.
For eicaniple, one child consiatentlysimitated utterances that
contained specific words, that *were relatively new to him, and
imitation seemed to function in his lexical learning. Two other
children consistently imitated new semantic- syntactic
'structures, and imitation appeared to function in their
semantic-syntactic learning. However, regardless of what the
children were imitating; or even if they imitated at all, they
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were all talking abdut the same kinds of things at the seine
general level of development.

& further study of four of the same children (Blooni,
LightboWn, and Hoda, 1975) revealed that when they began to
use syntax thexhildren had two alternative strategies to ex-

, press certain notions of action and possession. Twd'of the chit,
.dren- used a pronominal strategy:they said things like "fix it,"
"broke*it," "put here," "my book." The two other chilOn used
a categorization strategythey said things like "fix train,"
"read book," "cup /cable," "Kathryn slipper." However, ty the
time mean length of utterance reached 2.75, each child gave
evidence of having incorporated the alternative strategy, fend

J all four chilaren_used beth4om this point on. Again, as in'the
earlier study, the children were at the seine level of language
development and, were talking about the same kinds of things;
they just -had alternative ways of ssing these same no-
tions. Finally, in a study of the deverli. .;m,ent of the expression
Of causal relation 1,-Hood (1975) fouintillifferential use of clause.
orders and causal conjimctions 4i the causal statements oftwig''`
to three year old children, evethough the meanings of the
causal statements werit simijar.

'In somewhat different areas of language development,,
strategy difference§ ill children.at the same stage ofdevelop-
ment have been Clark and Sengul (1914), in ,a study on
the comprehensi of deictic.verbs, reported different strate-

gies.)in.Chiraren 4, the same stage of ,cleyelOpplent. Finally,-
Ferguson, Peizer, and Weeks (1973) ha desc ribed inter-
subject variation in pho41,ogi at deve0m0t.

This interest in individual variation has led to a different
orientation in terms of the kinds of evidence considered ade:
4uate and the kinds of conclusions draWn. In the past, the

was on accou
e ofdevelo

tage a. This

emphasi
the sarnelt
at different
a partiCu
behaVior,
use a p art!
variation,
Lug accePitance. In other words, a few recent studies-have
drawir-cothclusions that a particular rule can account for a

g for similarities among children at
nt and differences among children

to the presentation of evidence that
e did pr did not underlie a_barticular linguistic

That childreh at a particular stage did or did, not
ar strategy. With the recent interest in individual

oWevef, evidence of a probabilistic nature is gain-
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jzarticular behaviOr some proportion of the time, while 0)
rule May actatmt forthasamabehaNior id the same child

- -. -,.different childrengionte,othe, . proportion; Vi the time. EiLitr,...

An illustration a this ean, a sound m a resent study that - ,
a ptea tootc9oUntlor tbaYaryillig le of early child seri- 1,4
tecices ,Blognix '114ill 1440:14ed, 1975). e basii iihestion -,Z4

: -. .= i 44,4-
il crobpd in. that Children. ntintie to usOwo-tii:, ,-, -ty

teneconstituent aerktenc'ek0 -tiallictit;l?oolils' at the same
they igt,:glio3l,:oing `, stitnAnt pentencesP such as 42,

"Mbnlitli fetid hook.'' 11:10ga4talei, atia ,HouLl <19 glisolated ,'
AhreibaSIO.faCOrs'tliAt could aCOatintf:OritbOiya 'on in Ben;

= tence length: a lexica aCcetkfactOr (whet if* eilLused in
tthe -,utterOce re gold :' * "new "), :a10tflP, .iitk..factor
<whether there was ad4d gralpinati:calcOmpWt.yip4Oasie,
constituents_ he uft) granOt. and! a iii.ecoU44#1#i*#.6:1K:,
facto* ( whether the .uttrrsAge firqu'ektio*wasWeSP011i,14'"
lOWe41by a longeroughorter utterance). In addiquithuOiti:,

: performance factor, to -account for the reniaing nakfiSieP,*
atie variation, It was found that no one facto cauld,diffgreir. '
bate betwoenthe two- and three-constituent se tenceseither at .

" ' 'the same dmer developmentally. Rather, so e proportion of
r. _ the 'yariatiop in seaiikalce length could be acc tuited for by one

faabr, sokte by another, so by a combination offactOrs, etc.
The use of ility factyrrobab account f i tic varia-

...

,ion tiOruea. #oin the work of sociolinguia
.. linguistic

and

Ito
LaboA, 1969)5 d has only r12.- ntly been applied

, to chil4ltingiage (BlOom, Iler; andliCo 1975; grown, 197-3; -
Suppea,,1970):>: . , ",,, , : .- . ' '

- -.
.

Toluitmariie, the approach to chi rlanguage research
lirtsOxp,anded iifseveral directions over e past fifteen years.
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nguistic -kiiiiwledge. With the, result Ad at language is how
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,inants within these coMponents, it f. necessary to brOad'en
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(.., .....,,assuined that underlying the child' ,:i ingufstic ehavior is b&th
-\ , linguistiC acid cognitive knowle# ' and,' sec ndc it has been .

= .
, *cognized that the existence of i ditdual ariation must be
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It was my intention 41 presetting this buiiief review of the 1
development of child language research to. accomplish two
gals: first, to present an overview of the kinds of,questions we
are seeking to answer and to describe-what we arebeginning to
know about language evelopment; and, second, to illustrate ,

the theoretical and odological changes within the field
tht have both infl enced and been influenced' by what we
blue come taN:know about child language.
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Comprehension During the Acquisition
of Decoding Skills

Isabel L. Beck

:=
. ,

The. distinction between a code-emphasis an a meaning-
emphasis in beginning reading programs was proposed and
used by Chall (1967) to describe differences in the extent to
which existing curricula stressed one aspect or fife other.ZThis
distinction proved very useful in coriceptualiziiii the eiisting
situation in beginmng reading instruction, and it enabled
Chall to document the important finding that a code-emphasis
produces fetter results than a meafiing-emphasis. However, it
may also have created the serious misunderstanding that
reading program that emphasizes phonics must automatically
decrease attention to meaning. This is not necessarily so. A
reading progiani can be well designed in its phonics Com-
ponent and alio be well designed in its meaning component4n
deed, it is a thesis of this paper that phonics and meaning
should be viewed as instructionally mutually supportive and
interdqpendent. Phonics and meaning must each be carefully

. designed and seguenced, and clossattention must be given to
, their effective integration.

The point I am trying to make can best Iv presented by
chronicling the work of the Learning Research and Develop-
ment Center (LRDC) with heginning reading instruction.
LRDC's early attempts to individualize reading indruction
usedit.commercially available program.-During the cOlirse of

wits use, we sensed limitations in certain aspects of.the.commer-
prOgram which skrted utpon'a design -arid -patch remedy.

Attempts to fill somCFf the obvious gaps in the commercial
program were successful, but as we began tolorrnalize our
knowledge about the requirements of effective reading instruc-
tion, we concluded that our experiences would- work to best

Decoding Skills
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advantage through, designing our own reading program.,In
this paper, I hope to convey what we have learned about the
design of effective reading instruction through analyses of
some specific weaknesses found through our experience with
the commercial program and through a description of our own
program which incorporates both phonics and meaning.
Finally, some evaluative data will be presented to confirm that
we appear td have found some important methods for enhan-

:cing reading achievement.

Initial development activities
4.4

individualizing reading instruction
Ten years ago, when LRDC embarked upon 4 original

' Mission to individualize elementary school instruction, the
architects of Individually Prescribed Instruction (IPI) focused
on the design of individualized curricula in reading, mathe-
matics, and science. These curricula were built so that they
could be implemented and so that the demandeand require-
ments of individualization could thereby be studied and
becomebetterunderstood.

The model to be used for#diyidualization was spelled out
by Glaser (1965) and; in generia.., it included the following
cothponents: a) sequentially ordered, curricular objectives
stated in behavioral terms, b) instruments for monitoring and
assessing each student's progress through the curricular
sequence, c) instructional materials for attainment of mastery
of the curricular objectives, d) a system fox indiVidually
prescribing the learning tasks for each student, and e) self-
improvement of the system through continuous feedback of
.information and evaluation.

Initially, two- deciaions were made regarding LRDC's
work with indiildualizipg primary grades reading: a) that the

, approach t6 beginning reading would emphasize code-
breaking, and b) that LRDC-would not develop its own reading

"...program but would:select from among existing comtnercial-
materials-and adjust them as the Glaser model required.

The Sullivan 'Associates Programmed Reading Series-
ected because it emphasized code-

tem'tnts about the Sullivan Associates
y to the 1963 or 1967 editions.

(Buchanan, 1963)1 was
Tflroughout this pape
Programmed Reading Size

-
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breaking, itmek some of the regturements yf the Glaser model, '
and it was amenable to Modification. -.Itvas)Mplementeil in
the primary. grades of the Oakleat School, an eleMentary
school near Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, which Erred as
LRDC's original developmental schoOl. The core components

.4
of the series were student workbooks d teacher manuals.
.The teacher was responsible for p ting new content to the'
chil n (e.g.,. a graPhe oneme corresptindenc e, an.

ar. function word) usiiig a highly structured dialogue
from the teacher's manual. At certa in. other places, the manual.
suggested additional stimuli presentations for the teacher to
write on the board; at other 'places, the stimuli for the dialogue
were specified pages in the student workbooks, The workbooks
also contained pages which the children would- complete
individually after the new content- was presented by -the.70
teacher. .

It is, of course, very 'difficult fora group of 25:first-grade
children to progress at their on rates if the teacher is the sole
source for present new content. The teacher can attempt td.
get around to each. .child and teach him or her the new content
when he or she lb ri6lady forit, but this is hardly feasible. Or, the
teacher can wait for the adcumulation of a group of children
'who need the same new content and then present the necessary
ifiStrikfion. But this method will not really pprmit each child to 0
progress at his or her own rate.

.0 Imorder to individualize_ the Sullivan materials, we
developed audio lessons. to teach some of the new content. The
instructional strategies usedin tii se, audio lessons were the
oiled specified in the Sullivan teacher manuals. Variability of
student rate through the program increased greatly with the
implementation of these. audio lessons, and the teacher was
able to spend a greater amount of time "traveling" among the
children, monitoring their Performance, eliciting oral reading,
and reinforcing or enriching individuals ratherthan groups.
Stated more directly, the teacher was freed to teach each child
what the ;teacher perceived the child needed.

. t
Btoadeiting-th'e reading experiehc
. Since individualization of instruction does ndt mean that

children. always need . Ito -work by themselves with self-
instructional Materials, management schemes 'were designed
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fo gather children, who _we progressing through the
curriculum at /various rates, for group reading -
experiences. These small- group,-- teacher -led' reading expe-
riences featured opportunities for oral reading and discussion
of the story line. Regarding story line, Chall notes that the
Sullivan program contained "discrete words aild sentences
with humieUs illustrations but no definite,`storyline"' (1967:
44). However,lhoS,ullivan serieddid provide a short storybook
to accompanyeach'd its first 14 workbooks. he vocabulary in
each storybook was compatible with the gra hemiclequehce
of its companion dlorkbook. The storybooks ere used in the
small:group, teacher-led setting in a_ typi basal reader
fashion; that is, the teacher directed, the story reading,.
questioned" children, and stimulated discussion about the
Mdry. -

It is important to emphasize that up to this time in this .

chronology of our early endeavors, LRDC's objective in
beginning reading was to determine and provide the resources
and-olassroom management schemes required for individual=
ization. However,, once the mechanics of individualization
were under control and the "system". was up and running, the
iteadi g Project staff began to observe, in a direct and detailed
map4 er, the process of learning to read. ..

nding to the text or reacting for meaning

In this paper, I will Use the-terms meaning and cord"
prehension . synonomously. They both simply mean that
the reader can demonstrate that he or he knows what is being
communicated in the text. It was in this area that we first
detected serious problems with the Sullivan program. -Clasji-
room teachers involved with the use of the Sullivan materials
directed our attention to the problem by stating that,"childrelf
aren't comprehending.!' In turn,' we asked them to describe
what they meant by this. A teacher who was working with
children Who were approximately half-way through the
program (typically end of .first grade, beginning of second.
grade) characterized her experience with _directing the small-
group story reacting in this way: "When I ail( the children to
read. two pages [i.b., approximately six. it'o ten running
sentences] to themselves and then ask easy questions [i.e.,-

..: .
. questions that are mappable back to the text], a lot of children
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don't, answer the questions until I tell them to reread the
paiges." During 4e conyersation, the teacher indicated that,
for the part the answer the questions after
she had requiredthem ereitd. Then she added, "You know, I
have a grdup lesson [with each group] about every two weeks.

'',4'tach time we sttit off, I have to make the children reread the
first few. pages to be able to answer questions. But, by the end

J ofthe story, they are able to answer my questions after the first
reading/'

The same day I heard this te7, cher's report, I visited a
second-grade classroom and watched some children who were,
working independently in their workbooks. I iminethateLy
noticed the speed with whic'll they were turning the pages. I
could see that they were responding correctly even thoiigh they
were proceeding rapidly. Inspection of the workbooks revealed
why-thiswas possible. --.. ,x,

Figure, i is a:stereotypic represent4tion of the kind of
lesson page found in the Sullivan series. The pagetis arranged
so thatthere are four responses required. At most, only one of
them requires that the child read the five-sentence paragraph ,

under the pic,ture. Supplying the missing a in cabin and
missing d in dog are "copying responses" in thatbo,th word
appear on the page correctly and all that the child needs to do is
to locate a complete inodel of each word and then dopy the
'missing letter. This "missing letter" format appears very
frequently troughout the Sullivan program, and its use is
problematic: a) It is insufficient to build skill in decOding, since
practice in decoding should incorporate an arrditor3r model or
auditory feedback (confinnation).13) It often distracts the child
from apprehending the meaning of the text since it requires
him or her to stop and write (frequently in the middle of a
sentence). c)'. When it is the only response required in the
context of connected text (a common occurrence), it ig clearly
insufficient to ensure that children read the text:Childrencan
ignore thuch of the connected text that suxiounds the target
word and respOnd either by supplying the missing letter from
memory r by searching for a complete model of the word to

rd the etter(s) they need..
Other responses required by the formats in Figure 1 do

not have their intended outcomes either. The first question, "Is
Miss Ring in her cabin?" Can be answered froir$ the picture. If

coding
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This is. Miss Ring,.

Miss Ring lives in

has a bedand sink,

dog lives with her.

"AI

Miss Ring is a woman.

a cabin. _ Her cabin

in it. Mi§s-Riog's,

in the c bin.

I

yes
Is-Migs Ring in her cabin? ,-

.

dbri

Is Miss Ring a (tog?

Miss Ring's pet 'is 'og.

/. Figure 1. Representation of the type of workbook page found in the-Sullivan
Associates Programmed Reading Series.
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the second question, "Is Miss Ring a dogyrIshould happeh to be
. answered incorrectly (which I propose would not often happen,
given the- likelihood that the title 'Miss would be associated
more frequently with a woman than with] a dog), it could be
corrected from the information found in the last sentence (i.e.,
Miss Ring's ownership of pet). In all, this analysis indicates .

that the sample fran/ in Figure 1 has a very high.blackout
ratio. Blackout ratio, as defined by Holland (1967), is the pro-,
portion of the text in a frame that does not have to be read in
order toanswer the questions co'rrectly.°A high blackout-rat4e
iftdicates that very little of the material must be read. In other

<, words, obtaining a correct answer' is not contitigerit upon
,reading a lot of:the tektual material.

The sample frame inXigure 1 doeSrnot require that the
child read the five .sentence, paragraph. However, the sample
frame doSii4 require some readings TA child must read the
question, "Is Miss Ri,ng ipher cabin?" and must demonstrate
that he or she understanclf3- what "irlthe cabin" means; and the
child roust read the' questioneIs Miss king a dog?" and must
damonstrate his or her understanding that the name Miss Ring

4 is vsociated with the woman. Requiring children to demon-
te thatthey com$rehend the meaning of printed questions

is a good example of a contingency that iequires reading in
some contexts, even wh4n information needed to respond to the
sues o be fotrnd in the picture. However, why add five

kaig$ xt, mostof which is unnecessary for responding-
t 'this tends to reinforce ignoring the text, rather than

attending to it Further analysis. ofthe Sullivan text indicated
that, in general, it had ari extremely high blackout ratio.2

Since few contingencies were set*, to require reading of
the text, it is conceivable that the following speculation has
merit: Perhaps the children who had to be directed to reread
Sections of a story in the group situation before they could

' answer a qUestion were really reading for the first time, not,
rereading. They may have learned from 'the workbdoi

2 Before the decision was made at LRDC to develop our own program, we
examined a variety of commercial reading prokrame. There was variability in
the blackout ratio among'mong programs. We found it number'-of programs whose
workbook e3cercises had a high blackout re,ao, and a few that had a generally
low blackout ratio. it is suggested at thie may be a salient variable...for those
evaluating reading prognjnsiloVualyze.

4
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eke rci s that "You don't need to wad the 'story ord4r to
Answer the questio." This bit of 'specufation is suppoted by

1Keieffaier's-Commentikat eachgGe shelOrted,the group
reading activity she had to make the children reread the first

,tekpakes to, be able to answer questiolga, but that b the end
the story, they were able to answer her questions after the first
reading. Perhaps this is an example of the teacher establishing
the contingencies and _theaildren responding appropriately
once they had learned what the contingencies were. The-fact
that the teacher had to requireqhatthe children reread at the
beginning of each group lesson may have been due to the fact
that grmip lessons occurred only-about once every iiio weeks,
and thatt,during the interim, the children were relearning
.(through their interaction with the *orkbooks) that iheydidn't
need to,read the story in order to answer the q4estions.

Develop' contingencies that required .the chActre/P to ..

attend to th connected text * the Sullivan workbooks was the 0
most difA t problem the LRDC readink staff encountered, k
since the problem- was.so pervasive. Without actually rewriting
most of the textual material; therevaa little we could do*We ?,

- did request that the 'teachers, as- they inuka with- ini:
dividual children, who were working in their rkbooks,

. question portions of the pages theohilaren tere rking,on
that were not questioned by the p!gram. Poirexample, inTIK-.. '',.

frame in Pure 1 ,there is a sentence in-the text, "Her cabin has'
a bed an.d-srlk in it.",A question sueh as 4/What- I 7 t,
cabin?" is easily formulated and require2 that the chli Vat}fit(1- fi
the text since the stswer is not apparent from the picture. .r r-,

' It is virtuallNiinpossible to evaluate the effect oi-the'r; ar
questioning strategies. They were Vot implemented in any
systematic way; nor was-their use quantified. We diS observe ''ra,
that teachers varied greatly in he ability , to ask useM1
questibns and that there was also great variation monk

_teachers in the number and types of questions asked..
Let -ine present sOine, achievement data which were

collected before, and then during, the implementation otthe
questioning strategies. ese data are from the first grads of
LRD''s second develop entakts:9hool, an innercity 86°01; _,
and cover,s, three-Ar pan. athey":show a strong trend in
increasing 4chievetnenKon the Reading Subtest of the
Metropolitan ,Achievement Test (Durost et al., 1970). The end-

a - ,
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r.f4,4- . ' 'iff-firtit grade scores move from grade achievement of
';:t.;.-A. *. ,,
s-- ' L7 afthe .end.of the year, to 1.8 at the end of the second year, to

''-.2,1 at the,end of third year. It was during the middle of the
second year that we suggested the questioning strategies to the
leachers. During the third yea(, we stressed their importance

:=:- t and kept reminding teachers Yillyethe questioning strategies
i- were 'important. In addition, some LRDC reading staff :.,......_.; .:

meinbe#3 spent sOme"timelikclassrooins demonetratingshow 1
._..

-the Jeaeher could. formulate questions while "traveling"*
dng the children. The achievenime trends above are, ofo.

= urfe'
l

, ft way of attributIng
diva link between the implementation of tite strategieeand:
the increase,in achieyement, -

Designing instruetidnestrategies for word attack
v'.% .

In additio,n nderatandingi gained about the lira
tiolitiokthe Sulrah,program and about some ieneral require.
mpgof effecti14 rereading i truction, wefrilso learned, in;those
early_ year, some imporant things about instructional
strategies for to.rdca,ttrick. .

It will facilitate my discussion to clarify tie sense
. -ft . A 1

which, I use terms associated witlik. Word attack. The terms
# decoding, wa r attack, wordiecog nitioft, and phonics, gre in'
. ,

some con usetisynonyrii' ously. In this paper each term has
a spepific meaning. Decoding is simply the translation of print
to speech. In decoding there' is a continuumof performance
from laboriously "sounding ouc a word, to recognizing words

. , ipstantly. I will use the phrase word attack to represent the end=
...-"' of the decoding continuum where the reader bnngc into action

,

'(4ther oveitly, or covertly) implicit or explicit "rules" of, 1

pronimciationito unlock the pronunciation of a word. The term, .

. .s word recognition will be used to describe the end -of -the
- dec. 0 fi II ! ktinuum wherd!".the, reader recognizes words

,_.

mstantl 'important pornlas that both word attack and
' word retie: ,,.i on are decoding. Phonics are various instruc-t- .onal me i ....s that teach' procedures for unlocking Word

I; pronuncia 4.,A,
Int e olarl community'at leapt, the "great debate"

- has _sul: iistfl ittle`o passion is left, and many people
cancernedwith feeding agree that "earlier and more system-

. i
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---s-AticinstructionLin phonictvis essential" (Diederic 1978: 7).
But, what kind of phonics? Analytic phonic* which a infits
to teach grapheme/phoneme correspOndetices-to the ent
by having him or her examine displays gOordsthat sh d
contrast major spelling patterns? Or;synthetic phonics, whi
teaches grapheme/phoneme correspapdtdces directly andha
the student assemble words from phonencW-

The Sullivan, program employe& alsyndetic. app ach
because the instructional .strategies feconitnended in the
teacher manuals included having the student practice .

erne(phoneme relationships in isojation. HovIsver,,there _ere

no instructional strategies in theie aqh4'Manials that sug-
gested a process for teaching the ail& to put the-s ds .

together. Realizing that some children wee haying difficulty
doing something that the Sullivan ptogram made mi-prbvisictri,
to teach, we searched the teacher manuals a.viriety ofsyn-
thetic phonics programs looking for the in``' , ctional Ant-
egies employed to teach children to put sounds together. The
results of our search indicated that there was a virtualabsence 0

of any such instructional strateglis.
The teacher4Manillals did contain suggestions to the

teacher.: present a mode of a Wending proctss and have the
*child jmitate,the model. acting on suggestion, however,

elir I lOcirniFthe .orthe iceberg; it merely 'demonstrates
-whatcogtpetSnce is rathei thanibuilding_ it up through neces-
sary ,AinstructIonal steps Indeed the known of
learang the procesS* bleilding-A considered a primary oh-
jectiontesynfbetic phonics, AS i rns, out,inability to' blend

ay belknattiril conseauenle of e lack of any provision for
akin in blending;

While we were working with' child n who were ha
initial learning difficulties, we developed a successive blen g
routine that breaks blending into important tnctional unite

-4, and enables most children to mast4r blending. InstructiOnal
techniques for teaching this routine were developed. These
techniquegfremploy models, establishment .of a series of
..prompts, fading of those prompts. In addition, a blen ng
bookletiv' hich a ehird manipulates While blending was desed
to help externalize the process for the child. A detailid diettlus-
sion and analysis of the blending routine are contained in a
paper completed recejitly by Resnickand Beck (1976). For now,

122
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I would like tojpoint,out that we attempted to link the succes-
sive bleridingrioutine to psychological theory, specifically in-
formation p
in terms of

sincethatt.
sumultaneo
lXng routin

We
leaf Sclio

, to aSsess
ments

*o
the ne

ssing, in such a way that it could be analyzed
eoretical constructs. We were able demonstrate
substantial amount of processing must occur

sly during, initial decoding, our successive blend-
reduces memory load.

troduced the successive blending e at the Oak- ,
lin a systematic manner which made it 'easier for us
is effects. Comparisons of end-of-first gradeachieve-

sults obtained when the Sullivan strategies for teach-
'attack were used with end-of-first grade scores when-
successive blending strategies were used show strong

F'

gains
mean studept performance after the introduction of

the C strategies( These data are quite extensive and reflect
five y of development and evaluation research. These dati
are 'ported in several documents (Beck and Mitroff, 1972;
Bec 1973; Eichelberger, Lee; and-Leinhardt, 1974), so I will
not well on them except to say that the results of the studies

'ded evidence to assure us that our strategies for sounding
blending were working to support increased reading

evement:

eciding to design ti new program

However, even with positive trends from die imple-
entation of questioning strategies and improved sounding

and blending routines, there were still children who were not
reading as well as expected, both in terms of their achievement
test results and our "clinical" assessment of them. We
suspected that we could trace some of the remaining difficulties
to a number of not yet mentioned deficiencies in the structure
and sequence of the Sullivan program. Some of these deh-
ciencieewere that: a) Portion's of the graphemic seqqence intro-
duced visually similar graphemes at the same time rather than
distribUting them in several sections of the text (e.g., early and
close introduction of the b and d). b) At times, not enough
`examples of 'words containing the target phonemic element
'were provided (e.g., only three words .With the /f/, phOneme as
inphone were prOvided). c) Phonemic elementswere not varied

'across Positions in a word (e.g,, in the three words used as vc-
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emplars of the /f/ phonecae,lhe /*appeared only in the medial
:,position). Response formats lacked variety and were overly
:-repetitious: _

:"The 'most pervaiivst-temaining. pioblem was the high
blaCkout ratio. It severely hampered the development of rapid
word recognition and failed to increas0 attention to the mean-
ing of the text. Faced with these problems in the Sullivan pro-
gram, we decided to design our own beginning reading pro-

--, gram.
7 r Analysis of the reeling process. Before starting the

actual design, we afterdpie- d Ito deepen our understanding of the
nature of reading comPetehee by perfoniiink Some task analy-
ses. Figure 2 contains a task analysis of the reading compre-
hension process. It shows the h pothesized flow of behavior for

V

A

,/ I

. Figure 2. A
,

schematic model of the reading comprehension, p
Reproiticed by permission from "Designing Instruction

. Reading: Interaction of Theory and Practice" by G. B.Resnic nd t
,I. L Beck, in J. T. Guthrie (Ed.), Aipects a Reading ilequ Won.
Baltimore: Johns 'Hopkins University Press, 1978, 198.

, .
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an effective reader eadifig a moderately difficult text. The
reader might be a third-grader reading a social studies text
about, prehistoric animals, or' a' college student reading this
paper,

The figure contains two kinds of statements: direction
statements (rectangular boxes) and queries (diamonds). The

:four rectangles in the top line assume ongoing text-processing
for p. reader who encounters no difficulties. The four diamonds
in the top row represent the broad categories of "difficulties"
readers may encounter which can cause interruption in proc-
essirig. The fiTit such potential interruption is for an unrecog-
nized word (Query, 1). Skilled readers probably do not itop at
every uritec6gnized word; when they do skip a word, they are
likely to realize soon afterwarts whether or not it interfered

getting the general meaning of the text. If they determine
that the Meaniriglas been restricted, they return to the un-
recognized word and resort to word attack skills to attempt to'
unlock the prenuriciation.

Boketi 1A and 1B, as shown under Query 1, are very con-
densed statements of some detailed decoding analyses which
were performed during the early design stages-of the New
Primary Grade Reading System (NRS). They, are discussed in
detail in another paper (Resnick and Beck, 1976). Notice, hoW,

ever, Query 1C, where the reader judges whether the sounds he
has produced form a recognizable word and whether the word
"fits" the immediately surrounding text. Even in the process of
attacking an unrecognized word, a search for meaning is pre-
sumed by the analysis. Word attack and meaning operate for
practical purpoiies more or less in parallel; and the
word attack arises when a word has not been recognized; an
acceptable word has been found, the reader returns to the main
text-processing flow; otherwise, the reader must decide wheth-
erp continie reading with theword still unclear (10) or to seek
information from an outside source (1E). The ',:outside,source"
for a pronunciation problem is likely to be another person,
althOugh finding the sameword in arigther context sometimes
,solves the problem..

The second interruption indicated Occurs when a word is
sounded that has an 'unclear Weaning an &Chat appears impor-
tant enough to warrent further on search. We asiume
that the most frequent first responie ei; these conditions is

", Decoding Skills
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(4F); in this dine reresoling the earlier parts (460nay help. If
the difficulties do not appear to reside in the reader's unfamil-
iarity with the concepts (a "no" answer at 4E), then the skilled
reader may begin to wonder whether the text itself is, so poorly
written that it is the cause of the problem (4J). He or she may

'then try to impose order on the text (4K). If all of these tests and
actions fail to produce clarification (a "no" answer at 4J and

P411), a findainental decision must finally be madewhether to
stikiggle ahead anyway. We suspect that-many children' in
'schoordo struggle through, with very little-comprehension,
simply because they, have been told to read something People
reading indepeivdently will rarelkdo this nor would we reason-
ably expect them to.

'The model, as presented in Figure 2, represents only a'
general mapping of the reading process. It suggests in broad
terms-theprobabIe major, ,componeiits of the reading Process
and how these components might interact; it does not attempt
to describe the process in detail. Nevertheless,,webelieve that
even in this simplified outline state, the model helps to make 4
evident certaili iraportant featires of reading; 'and as a

eheral map of thterrain, it was very useful durifig the devel-
opment of our new reading progim as it alerted us to the neces-
sity of providing certain' reading experiences. Notice, for
instance, how complicated the strands are under Query 3
(which is related to.dificulty+in apprehending the meaning of a
sentence) and, Query 4 (wjiich is related to difficulty inuppre-

j,. bending the meaning of a section). Suppose that whilereading
JA paShage, a reader encounters more than a fewwords-that are
not instantly recognized. In this case , his or her attention will
necessarily be directed to unlocking the pronunciation of those*a *words, and he or she cannot focus on what is being communica-
ted. Indeed, if word attack is being initiated too frequently and
preceedS too labbriously, the reader will probably. forget the
Irdeas he or she has recently gathered; he or she will beunable to

*relate idea units; and, of course, he or she will be unable to per-
form ,th J monitoring strategies implied by the model.

S eading requires that the readerthave a, large re-
servoir of words that he ors she instantly recognizes. If rapid,
word recognition ism important as we believe it thee
instruction must be designed to insure its developmenynter-
estingly, 'some basic researchers have *mei' their atientibn

Pteldb* Skills 12Z



. to the import ance of automaticity of word recognition, and
some useful instructional Ctrategies may eventually be extrapi-
olited its that body of research grows (LaBerge and Samuels,
4.974; Perfettt and Hogaboam, 1975; Samuels 1973). Building
:familiarity through repeated encounters may not be the mil f,
way to develop automaticity, but it is ceitainly an iniportanf "-
way. Opportunities must be provided for children to encounter
newly learned were in meaningful connected materials; that
is, recently introduced words should be practiced in connected
text. Previously learned words should, be maintained in inter-

.eating and sedUctiVe .ways. Both of these must .6e done with"
strict adherence to principles of instructional design;that
attention to the textual materials must be insured by adequk
contingencies.

LRDC's current development effortkin *re.41' k
--.---

. We turn now to the new program i elf. TIC -New Primary
.Grades Reading System (NRS) cov " haeii 'traditionally

Onsidered the domain of the first tree yeafk,. of reading
Instruction. NRS is composed of a variety of instructional
esources, each with4ts own function. However, it is termed a .
ystemp because of the interrelationships among the instruc-

_ tional resources and the integration of these into a manage-
mentlCheme - - . ,,

The scope.ot,NRS requires d definition of reading in its
broadest sense, "the perception and comprehension of written
messages in a .manner p'aralltling that ofthe corresponding
spiiken messages" (Carroll, 1964: 336). NRS has a terminal
,gotil that upon .finistiing the prOgram a child be able to read

- and, demonstrate understanding of represenWivethird grade
reading selections. From its inception, NRS has been designed

. for use in an individualized environment, and the components
and techniques for individualization, described in the first .--,
section of this paper, have been incorporated. In an individual-
ized sistern, while some children: may achieve the4terrhinal
goal in the middle of the second year, others, may notlaetve it
until the end of three and one-half years. In NRS we pt to
provide situations that make the child and tlieAkacher aware

' that learninWis taking place,: Our aim has been to Build a ayi-
tem that allows for individual variation, but not foi individual
failure..

Beck-
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The system is cpmposed of fourteen levels, each contain-
. .-- . . ,

contain-
inging approximately ten Instructional sequences. The term level
was iielecte0 over such terms as step, module, or unitto connote
a horizontal as well'as a vertiial progression., In other words,
not even', task the child performs is designed to add flew Con- '..
tent or Skills; some activities maintain content Or build fluency,
some altovi- the student to read less dernanding,material,, and

-some afford the-pupil the opportunity for "discovery learning"
-- of upcoming content, . . i.

No attempt will be made here to describethe system fully;
.rather, I will present examples from the prograrathaf will help
toillusttate how itsimeaning component is integrated with the
phonitis component. . ,

The integration Of phOnics.and 7224aning '
NRS is a code - emphasis program in the senselhat it is

organized and sequenced around grapheme /phoneme rela-
tionships and spelling Patterns, thus producing initial ricalau-
lary that emphasizes the regularities of the coding system.
Ins ctional strategies employ both Orithetic and analytic
pho tethiiiques to teach children torespinid to-letters and
to sof letters. The instructional strategies teach children
the, actual grapheme-phoneme ,correspondences themselves

C rather than rules about them. For exampleryprhatized rules of
pronunciation-and special terms such ashort vowels ong
voteel, and schwa are not used. -

NRS is a meaning-emphasis program since the teitis
constructed with contingencies that require the child to
respond to its meaning. The total designqfNRS is conceived at
being, a spiral rather than a hierarchital structure. A hiei-,
archical structure implieS that manyof the important graph-
erae/phoneme correspondences would be taught to the child
before attention woad focus on his or her interaction with con-
nected textual materials. Ina hierarchical structure, the ability
to, decode (perhaps slowly and -laboriouidyl a' good portion of.
the language is prerequistie to extended reading experiences.

. By contrast, in a spiraling structure the emphasisAvin
concurrent development of decoding and meaning. In a spiral- 4
ing structure, the child initially learns to decode only a liirqted
number of important correspondences; then many senieliceEr,fe,
and "story paragraphs" containing wordS with those deCok 1"/'

. ,
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able Elements are made available to him or her in connected
text. As the child reads with meaning through the known
elements, -the next loop in the,spiral'enlarges as he, dt she is
introduced to new elements. The child 'continues to read ex-
tended meaningful texts, that incorporate the new element
with-Previously taught content;

Struc hire and content of levels 1 and ^'Af

.Levelikl and 2 of NRS are structured to differently
from, Levels 3 through 14. Levels 1 and 2 ,teener -cente
At this initial stigma learning to read, tl teacher instructs-

:children in small group :Later, in levels 3 t hough 14, the bulk
of learning:occurs, through children's interaction with the
individualized materials. It is important that the teacher be a
central part of instruction in the beginning stages, since the
relationship between printed and oral language must be firmly
established. In order for this to occur, the teacher must be presr
ent to evaluate and confirm many oral, pioductions. The Ow-

_
ceiiive blending routine, mentioned earlier in this paper, also
requires the teacher's presence since it is taught adaptively:
The teacher presents a model, sets up a series of prompts, and
through continuous evaluations 'of a child' performance, de-
liberately andY systematically fides the pronipts,

Level 1. consists of twelve 20 to, 30 minute lesions that
. introduce 11 grapheme /phoneme correspondences, including
some digraphs in order to prevent the children from becoming
locked into "It single letter,single sound misunderstanding."
Tile bleturtng routine is established in level 1; when the chil-
dren use/their knoWledge of correspondences with the blending
routine, they learn 38 words. Then children match those words ;
td pictures.

is imp t that all the words introduced in the early
lessons are in the c ild's oral /aural vocabulary before they are
encountered in print. As the analysis in Figure 2 suggests, a
reader searches for meaning even in the process of attacking
an unrecognized word. If the sounds uttered do.not match' a
previously known word (i.e., are not in the speaking or hearipg
vocabulary), the reader does not know whether he or she is

-right or whether his or her approximatfon neecti,to be modified.

,
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It is ,essential that vioids yi,elh -unf'unfamiliar meanings be
eliminated in the beginning stags of learning to,read, Correa-
pondences and blending 'al-e tools fo'r the learner to use forget-
ting to the meaning of the word: While he or she iiiitill learning

rocedure, a high success rate must bemaintained in order
to strengthen it and to blind the child's confidence in hiliarher
ability to get meaning-from print. If the child cannot get mean-
ing from proper application of this procedure, tlien he or she
may revert to guessing'. 4s anexample, consider the wordtam,
a word used in NR,S whicSk in isolation appears to be a o
syllable to many children: In the case of tam, we obs rved 'a
number of children who-proceeded through cortectiTioneme
production and correct blending, but who hesitated and tried
ten, tin, mat, or some oilier word that they knew at the-time
when the word was to be pronodnced. This did not occur with
strongly known words such as man and cat. It itp&es'that
when decoding tools don't work, they are replaced bY ii&ssing
strategies. To guard against guessing and to help insdre that
decoding strategies are used, we carefully monitored the vocal,-
.ulary used in the early lessons and explicitly provided pre-
ftjmiliarization activities with any words that we did not ex- ,

. pect children to know. Of course-, when sentences begin to be
used, as happene'in Level 2, context assists the child in deriv-
ing meaning. However, throughout the program word mean-
ings are sometimes taught directly.

Only four new grapheme/phoneme correspondences are
introduckd in level 2 because the major emphasis in the lev
placed upon moving the words learned in level 1 (and wor
which are new combinations of the correspondences learned in
leve11)- into the ,Iiild's, recognition vocabulary. Through re-
peited encounters with the same set of words, children begin to
recogniie the sound equivalents of larger units (ix., spelling
patterns) and begin to perform word analysis and synthesis

- covertly. This is, of course, a necess step in the diiection ofari)lin
developing automaticity of -'word reco lion. The blending
routine established in level 1 is faded, b t Otiminated, dur-
illg level 2. When children en unter difficulties in word recog-
nition, the teacher still asks that they perform some overt
blending in order to locate ., difficulty, and thus, to bin a
position to offer the as :, : :., ceneeded. Even moreimportantly,
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we have seen many children who are faralong in the program
resort to the blending routine on their own initiative when
other' clues (e.g., .context) do not help them. In addition, level 2
introduces eight:sight words,3,sentences, and some of the first
comprehension -%forraats. Coniprehension formats are so
named because the required responses can be made only if the
child has read and underrztood at least some of the textual
material.

Comprehension, of course is Aft very complex behavior.
Many theorists have stated that it is a function of the
integration of Rerceptual, linguistic, cognitive, anA knowledge
components. While, through NRS, we are adding to the child's
general perceptual, linguistic, and knowledge background, it is
not clear to me that we teach comprehension; that is, it is not_
clear that we teach a child to understand things in print that he
would not understand from oral language. Rather, we teach the
child to attend to textual materials and we provide iitivities
that are likely to 46nhance automaticity of word recognition.

Pigva-3" shows a workbook page with three of the early
comprehension forznatsfused in,NRS. The particular example
in Figure 3 is a page that a child does independently towards
the endAtel 2. Throughoutievel 2, the teacher/entroduces
each ne of comprehension format prior to its appearance
iindependent page. For example, consider the middle
'fraine 'th..Q'tgure 3. This format was first introduced earlier in
;level 2. At that time the highly-structured teacher manual
ilikrted the teacher to tell the children that when they
"encounter a picture and two sentences, they are tolook at the
picture, read both sentences, and then make a ring around the
sentence that tells about the picture.

A variety of comprehension 'form' ath js introduced by the
teacher in level 2. More sophisticated versions of some of these
same comprehension formats continue throughout the
program, itrul new types of comprehension 'formats are
introduced by the audio lessons in succeeding levels. Notice the

3 Sight words in NRS are either irregular words or regular _words con-,
Wrung graphemic eleinents not yet introduced. For instance, and which is
regulir, is introduced as a whole word before the grapheme/phoneme corres-
ponclence fordjs introduced. The early introduction of and is considered useful.
for developinfa variation in sentences..
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A) fish is in a net.

The fish iso Sam's. '
Sam's fish is fat.

-Is -Sam in a net?

yes no

-
Is th*fish fat?

yes no

*Yu at.

,s`

Nan is napping.

Nan sees --S an's feet.

414

Color the cat that is fat..

Figure 3 Examples of three e,omprphension formats from Level 2 of the New
Primary Grades Reading System (NRS).
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bottom frame in Figure 3, the one with the direction "Color the
catihat is fat? 'this is an early example from a "direction
followin strand that 'has proven to be very successful
becausethe blackout ratio Can he kept losx1 this type of frame:

In this itection thus far, I have concentrated upon the
instructionV design for effective reading instruction in the
early, levels. As any' designer of an instructional program
knows, the effectiveness also* depends upon the care with
whichthemanagement scheme hes been developed. In order
for individualization to occur; clitetren must acquire a variety
of self7management skills. Just as the skills of reading are
taught in a gradual cumulative sequence, NRS, aib teaches

f self-marilgement skills' in a gradnal cumulative -Sequence. I
Will not dwell on this imjortantaspeCt of the progiam, but I

Avant to indicate that thise Self-fatinaitement skills are
introduced gradually throughout levet 1 and 2, -so that by
time the-child reaches level 3, he or she has been taught each
type of self-management skill needed -,:to progress through
sib-Sequent:levels.

Instructional resources in avels 3 througlz

Figure 4 attempts to suggest how the instructional
resources of NRS "fit" into air effectiye managemit Scheme
for individualizatiOn. The workbook is seen as the central
component of NRS because it either contains the resources
needed ,by both teacher and child or it triggeri3 the use_of the
other resources. I will describe each of-the resources. very
briefly, and then focus on the componens that are starred by
providing examples that relate to the majorloiric of this paper:
the role of comprehension during" the acqui*oc n of decoding
skills.

Let's begin with the box at 1 o'clock, hi Figure 4, the box =-
entitled "Lesson Overview." In an individualized program in
which children in one clasispo mare working in various places,
perhaps over a range of silt 'er eight levels, the teacher 'needs
information about a particular lesson to be readily accessible.
Therefore, precedilig each lesson in the child's workbook is a
green page addressed to the teacher which provides an outline
of the new content-and stresses any aspects of the content to
which. the teacher should be alert. Whilejunctioning in, the
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chow. STORY REMINDER
Mertz mother that chAd has
praroweektas foi non evadable
facm0 et4IY.

GAME ADVERTISEMENT
Ramrods dead of aseAatas
oemes.

READALONE
ADVERTISEMENT
Reams* MAO pf wade*
story/roost

LESSON OVERVIEW
haunts content of Meson for
tractor.

PRESS:Ain-10N-
Mesniormant denim that 'rutin
teacher to make eariabla
essIgnments

PRbGRESS CHECK
lndtralreally actranartved'ateesarnant demo
which meats medlar m deterrnemm
whether Rodent should sort ttoto.nerst

.C.AksETTE RESPONSE PAGES
Tisici; radio lesson which -.
presents new contutt, Chad
responds on PH* paws totals
Wooing to colattto.

INDEPENDENT SEA1WORK
PAGES
Ronda MBA ends oppornmaty
to practsca new contort What
monsoon prettoutly tattoht
conttra.

IOACHER TRAVELING NOTES
S.91.11 referent tareheerrtudant Inter
amen to tramline mother on some
of rodent's independent pages.

4
Figure 4. Indructional 'resources in UTe! 3 through 14 of NRS.

"traveling" role, the teacher can glance at tfie outline to
familiarize himself or herself quickly with the content` a
paiticular 'child is learning.,

"Prescriptions" are listings of the instructional resources
that are available for each lesscm:t-They are management
devices thaf enable theteacher to make variable assignments.

"Cassette Response Pages" direct the child to listen to the
appropriate cassette as he or she completes these pages by
responding 'to directions given on the cassette. These audio
lessons are a key device for individualization with beginniiig
readers because they present new content

"Independent-Seatwork Pages" followithe.audio lessons
and provide the Child with opportunities to read material
which contains the new content and which maintains
previously-taught content.

Decoding Skills
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"Teacher Traveling Notes" are an important aid in an
individualized system since part of the teacher's role in such a
'systein is to "travel" among the children, tutoring and re-' inforcing them as they interact with the =Aerials. The
traveling notes appear in reduced type at the bottiin ofsome of
the child's independent seatwork pages and suggest relevant
teacher/child interactions concerning the text 'en a particular
page;

"Progress Checks" are individually-administered .

'assessment devices. Again, they are located in the workbooks
'exactly where the teacher needs them. In addition, if the child
hasn't learned the content taught in a lesson well enough to
proceed tog new element, additional instructional material is
provided following,the-progress check.

"Dead -Alone Advertisements." NRS includes, as an
integral part of its design, a variety of storybooks which a child
can choose to read. The vocabulary in these stories is correlated

,setting's. Advertisements fthese books are placed through-t
with the content the instructionallearned in instruaonal

,setting
out each workbook.

'Game Advertisements." We also include, as an integral
part of NRS, stivariety of games which a child can choose to -
play. The vocabulary in these games is also correlated with the
content that the children have learned in instructional.
settings,Advertisements for the games are placed throughout
each workbook.

"Group Story Reminders." Group stories are situations in
which' the teacher and a group of children read a story
together and discuss and share interpretations of that story.
Group stories occur at designated places throughout all levels
of NRS. The grodp story reminder is printed in the workbeal
and is simply a part of a management scheme we
developed to enable the teacher 'to asgemble a group,
children.

Now wewill take a look at some examples of the content in
some of the components and examine them tOeee how phonics
and comprehension have been designed in harmony.

Cassette introduction for a new grapheme /phoneme
correspondence. In order to present a flavor of how a new
grapheme/phoneme correspondence is introduced 12y cassette,
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4
we will use the example in Figure 5, which is pait of an actual
cassette response page from level 8. This lesson introduces the
phoneme /67 fonthe gtaphemes oa and ow.

Once upon a time, deep in the woods at the end
of a road. there lived a Toad. He lived under an
old oak tree. It was winter time and sometimes
the wind would blow the snow against the door so
the Toad couldn't get out of his house. He just,
sat by the fire And rested. It was quiet and cozy
in the Toad's house under the old oak'free..

4. here does thed d live?
at the end oo f a road under **oak tree

aat the end of a road under an apple tree

Figure 5. Example Of a cassette response page which introduces the phoneme
/V as in road and grow.
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The narrator on the cassette directs the child to the wo

eat to numeral 1 -in Figure 5;reads each word, and wilts the

dlo repeat the wordst Then the child is told to point to the

underline letters in road while the narrator makes thesound

of the underlined letters. The child then is asked to repeat the

sound. The same procedure is followed for the bottom word in

Moving to numeral 2, the child is prompted that each

word-inhox 2 contains.the /5/ sound and he or she is aikedto
read the words. -After a sufficient pause, the narrator says the

words. Then the child is directed to underline the letters in each

'word that-make the /F/ sound. fr

IA number 3, the child is directed to read the Words and to ,

underline the letters in each word that Make thelb7 sound.

Next, -the narrator directs the child' to the picture and

makes' some relevant comments about it. The child is told-to

read the paragraph under the picture aloud with-the'harrator,

-but that each time they arrive aaxi underlined word, the child,

will be reading thatword aloud himself orherself. The narrator

pauses for -three sends at each underlined word and

cohtinues, the text after' ach pause.
After the paragraph has been read, the child is directed to

answer question 4. The purpose of question 4 is to establish the

character of the Toad, since this particular cassette lesson

continues for_three more pages -with a story -line developed

arpund. the Todd. A variety of word analysis frhmes, such as e.

those at the top of the figure,.are interspersed with episodes in

the story. After interruptions for word analysis, the narrator

providei transiTen back to the story.
The most relevantaspeceof the example in Figure 5 is'the.

fact that the introduction of a ,.new grapheme/phoneme
correspondence takes place in meaningful connected text.

Independent Seattook Pages. We now move to examples

of workbook, pages that the child completes independently%

Figures 6 and 7 are from a sequence of workbook pages that

follows thecassette instruction for the /57 phoneme as in road

and grow.- In Figure 3, each sentence contains the word

Toad and at least one --other word that contains the new

element. Close examinati4 of the sentenceswill indicate that

the child must read at least some ofthetarget words in order to
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match the sentences with the correct pictures. Notice the
reduced print at the bottom of Figure 6; this is a "teacher
traveling note." As defined earlier in/this paper, teacher
traveling notes suggest relevant teacher/student interactions.

1. Tire Toad is sleeping
on a bik pill-ow.

2. ,The Toad is putting
,on his coat.

. 3. The Toad_ hopping
down the 111%

4. The Toad.is rowing
his boat across thee
lake.

5. The Toad- is soaking
in his bathtub.

6. The` Toad is watching,
the snow falling.

"taint to word containins gs and a word containins 21.
the lettnro that aaka the /87 wand In each word.

Ravo the child rohd the words and niderlinr]

Figure 6. First independent seatwork page following cassette introduction of
. the /V phoneme as in road and grow. f
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Figurer,.? is an example drawn frcfm the "direction
=
following' strand that began in, level. 2. This strand has
grad,ually evoIVed to the kind of Complex activity shown in
Figure_, ?. The traveling note which suggests helping the child

_ who has made an error to "extract the relevant information" is-
------ti cue to theteacher to have the -chid read each sentenceand to

,_ ask the child leading questions about the sentence. _For
example, using the text next to numeral 4, after the chilli:Mad
read-the first sentence, the teacher would ask,711ho always

:takes a bath with yelloa soap?" After the second sentence had,
_. been read, the teacher would ask, "Whiiis'drinldnetea now?"

,_

and would explicitly establish that the He in the second ., X'
sentence is the crow that always takeaa bath with fellow soap.

Figures .6 and 7 are emit:ivies of independeit seatwork
pages that contain short textual material. ItTvery important
0 point out that longer textsivith story lines are contained in

. every sequezd of J_ debendenta:pages. For instance, the
sequence that follows the introduction of the /05/ phoneme (as
in road andistui) includes a two page stop a out a toad andla
squirrel whMe planing a party. There is a fa6tual storyThere
about real toads which explains some of e diffeiences
between toads and frogs. f. itel ha ye not/ resented examples
of these longer selecti want: -en that -11 great. / . fi . ,
-nural.e. of extended ,. nes are nclud inAhe child s work-
boo& in. order to try to inoti to 4 dhilarto read through.
interesting text. . ,

Figures 8 through 13 e othe samples of comprehension
formats from various sell ence gure 8 is another example
of the "direction follow g" s nd. In this-particular example,
the target element is he idi pattern as in ball. Notice the low
blackoueratio; the,c ild h to read the target words in 'order to
.eke the correct spon : .5.

In Figure , the /get elem?nt is the word would. Notice
that ,each ev .n-nu red direction requires the chitd to!'confirm his or he esponse to the preceding odd - numbered
question. ..,_. ( / d
.... -,..

Fi :.. re 1,9 esents a page that focuses on the words above
. .

..and b ow concepts. -Even though these concepts were
ante' . uced the cassett instruction, the independent frames

- ,.,,.. are, que ed to help "shape" the concept. .

41,
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In Figure 11, questions 1 and 3 are the key. features.
Unlike traditional who, what, where, when,and why questions
about textual material, questions 1 and a require the child to
determine whether- or not certain informatiod is contained in .

the text. One reason for including this type of question is to
attempt_ to establish the important understanding that a
particular text doesn't' necessarily tell everything about a
given topic. Ifow often in the intermediate grades do we see
children "researching" a topic by going to the enoyclopedia
arid assuming that allyelevant infoYmation has been included
in-the encyclopedig Indeed, we introduce this type of question
in a cassette lesson that specifically tells the child that "a story
tells you son* .thingsabout a subject, but one story can't
usually tell you everything. about # subject." ;

t

1.- Color all Ihi RlanOs red.=

2. Wk.0 a ring ,around the big

Mrik0 an X -on each of the

.

4. ,Colcir the tall elf. " ,

-

ball.

small bhIls.

Figure 8. Example of independent'seatviork Pageon t.421iiikcomprehension
format from the "direction folloAring" strand.
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1. Would you like to,be the,pitcher?

-ow
yes no

2. If you would like to be the TA ehe
make an X on the pitcher. /9

f- ;;Would you like to be the catcher?

'yes

4. It you would,,like to be the catcher,
make an X _on the catcher.

5. Would you like to he the batter?

yes no

8. If you would like to be the batter,
make a ring around the batter.

.

7. Would you like to see the children playing
this game?

'YeA,

.0 I

ti

0
no

[Question 1: Ask the child to clue ring around the word Than hest PIA reed the questio.). outloud3
Discuss with chilh.realsone shy he staid or would not like td b. some of the things susiested Goethe pate.

Figure 9. Another example of independent ,seatwork page containgi
oomprehmision format from the "erection following" ntiand.

.
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The stir 4-s above the line.

The circle is below the line:

1. Is thestar below the line?

yes

2. The'circle is

the line.

no

above

below

t 12111_21(..1

1: The picture is hanging'

above

below

the 5lock,

2. 0 The, box is

clock:

I

above

below

3,6

the

0

Make an X,on the 'bookt that

are above the ,window.

Make a ring around. the,books

that, are below the window:

[:

Top Yrs..; Neve the child find and reed A sanCencf containlne the word above and a imentende eieritalnlaS

Che,vord ke122. IeneeefserY, clarify the nursing of the yard*.
.

, ,
lit'igure W. Example of independent seatwork page ,eskabliehing the wordi-; -

above and elow_as come*. ' ..
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Ban and Pete were camping in Ben's tent. The tent
nett to Pete's 'house. Just as the boys were about 'to

go to sleep., bojnething went "bump, bump" outside The
tent. Then it went "bump, bump" again. The boys
got frightened. They wanted to iun into the house.

Therz. Bea took the flashlight 'and shined it on the
grass outside the tent. The light flashed on a turtle
trying to climb over the bag of snacks the boys had
left on the graSs.

:Pee, said Ben, "look at the turtle. I think he -

wattS,,tssleep 1,n the tent, too."

1-.' Does the story tell you who was in the tent?
I i, yes no,

2. When did ithe boys hear the "bump, bump?" , 5-
,

' ,..... ,-
...----' 0 ta'vt as they 'were about' to eat their snacks

.0 just they were about to go to sleep
°

3. Does the story tell you what kihd of snacksthe
boys had In their snack bag? ,

yes no

Figure
A.

,

, -

Example of independent seatwork page containing comprehen-
sion format requiring child to decide whether certain information
is contained in text:

Decoding Skills
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Figure 12, directens .1 and 4 require the child to
orline specific sentences in the text. The purpose of this

format-is togive the child experience in searching a text for
-specific- information, a behavior performed by many adult
readers., Directions 2 and extend the notion that a single teitt

contains limited-information:In addition, in order to follow the
directions, it iilikely that childrenwill have to reread sections
to respond correctly to 'ffirictions 2 and 3. The' notion of
occasionally providing activities that require a child to reread
is based. on the analysis' of the reading process in Figure 2
wl4ch suggests that effective readers do sometimes reread
sections of text. ti\

it would be, of course, a hugeleap (based onfaith-alone) to

asatime that the particula -fiespbnses required in directions 2

and 3 of Pigtire 12 would transfer tithechildmonitoring hilot
her own- comprehension and fireading_when he or, she
diteimines that a section is unclear. What'we can say with

assurance is that the diredtions in Fig#9 12 do seeup
contingeliciesthat require the child. to attend to the text.

. Moro 13 presents an example of some syntactical
analysis. This format was suggested by the partOf the analysis
of the reading process in Figure 2 which hypothesizes that a .

reader who is difficulty with a sentence may reread the

, sentence to simplify it by isplating the actoriend the action'
Therefore, it seemed useful, to provide opportunities for the

child to isolate the actor, action,and the object of the action in a

sentence. Notice thatgrammatical terms are avoidedin the use

lotthis format:. When we intOdnce. this format in the cassette,.-

we estg;blish the notion of "important words" in-a sentence,
rather than using grammatical terms such as sitbject, verb,

I and opfect. -2- ).

While the examples in Figure6 through 13 contain limited

textual material? it was :noted earlier th'at workbooks also ".

include longer selections with more developed story lines.
Th'se longer selections have a far higher blackout ratio.
Indeed, if all the reading material had a low_blackouVratio,
children might be shaped to attend too thoroughly to all texts.
Whereas the high blackout throughout the Sullivan series-

may hive taught children that "you. don't have to read the

story tO answer the questions:" .a low blackout ratio in all



textual material could teach them that "you have to read
everything all the time." Neither is true for effective reading.
Effective reading requires a diversity in lel;els of attention. In
addition to the extended stories in the workbooks, NRS
contains two other resources featuring extended stories; these
are the Re-ad-Alone Storybooks and the Group Stolz/ Books.

Th animal is called a ground hog, because it digs deep,

long holes ii_the ground. In the spring and summer, the

ground hog finds plants4TO eat inmeadows and farmlands. The
ground hog eats 'f-ia'"Yilegets very_ very fat.

By the beginning of fall. the ground hog is ready to go

underground. It goes underground - -long` before the cold weather

arrives. The ground hog sleeps wlaergroynd forepart -of the

fall and Almost alb of the winter:- Then the ground hog comes

out again when winter is almost:fiver.
1. Make a line under the sentence in the story that tells

-you that a .ground hog finds:.-to eat.

*
2% If there is a sentence in the story that tells you what

cOlor__"a groundhog is, make a line under that ntence.

-411

If there ig a sentence in the story that tells you when the

ground hog is ready to go underground, make a Bile
under that sentence.

4

4. Make a line under the'semtence In the story that tells yoU

when the ground hog comes out from underground.

E..4rRI. .1 .41 arr., itflult vhIch vete Introdocett to the peecedtee eseeette. tco ears
ail IrreCt1044 vete teillee.ed. set% in Petpicular, %eke mare tte tittle ottlerstand t
-21" state...et Thera 04.14 be tievederlitri sestet... tor euserel 2. a

conttsste]

\--,
Figure 12. Example of independstit seatwork page eontainin prehen-

sion formate requiring child to underline sentence fn text and
demonstrate understanding of contingent "If" statement.
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Once a week, the woman gives lectures about different

jungle animals.
,

'I; Who-does something in this sentence?

woman

week

jungle

ddes the Woman do, in the sentenced-

runs

gives

different

3. -What does the woman dive in the sentence?

OP' animals'

lectures
jungle

4. What are the threejimportant words in the sentence?

The brown and white cows eat' green grass in the pastu4.

I'. What are the three important words in this sentence?

pasture eats cows

0 cold eat --graSs

grass grows green I__

. .
.....

lotto, Trans, This it the first (rut* utersthe Child dfrscrIi idang7ff tn. shr rtant words,.

in a *ensue. Ti notssaarya go thromgh the lotie (motor& uvid vitu I tank wore,

pith him (1.s., the first important word tails who eats
irrEto ,entente. tha *se important word

.
enlis what tn. cows do, sod eh* third important word

tell, what eon tows sat).

I

Figure 13. Example of independent seatwork page containing syntactical

. analysis format.
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Read-Alone Storybooks. Beginning with level 2; each
NRS level includes eighesto twelve separate story booklets
which children may elect to read. As instructional designent.
we have attempted to provide varied and lively reading
materials whose vocabulary is compatible wifh the
correspondences children know at any given level of the
prOgram. The Read-Alone stories exhibit variety in terms of
topic, style, length, 51,egree of difficulty, and Are isit,sment of
subject matter. They' also provide .children with reading
" " composed of decodable content 'during the interim
pen between their earliest attempts to read and their
devel nt of decoding skills_ necessary to read
comm stor*. *with-less restricted vocabulary.

oup Story-BookS. As noted in the discussion of the NRS
compon Figure 4, each child's workbooks contain
"Group Reminders" which are part of the management
schethe tha enables the teacher to assemble a groUp of
children-whiThatfte the appropriate requisites for reading and
discussing a.iiarcular story under the teacher's direction.
Since the teae4kis available to provide assistance in a group
story situatiorif,,W, stories- tend to contain more complicated
syntax, more -`.'pliisticated vocabulary, and more thoroughly
developed ittitS . an appear in the workbook stories or Read-

one .stotes. grpup stories integrate the situation of
"children readi *th the situation of "chikdren being read
to.".1n.thIlea er's editions, of the group stories, suggestions
are made to e teacher to read afew of the more complicated
zissgges of given story to the childrdn. Through a discussion---of those-, :sages, the notions that are important for under-
Standing subsequent passages are established. Then the
children had portions theniselves and discuss thosepassages.
In generate instructional purposes for group stories are for
the teacher.' to assist children ivith: increasingly complex
syntax, polysyllabic words, word meanings, and story line
develop:bent: The group story situations are also important for
social reasons, in that they provide an opportunity for sus-.
tained peer contact and teacher-student .contact. In an
individualized environment, children are in frequent short- .

term contact with 'the teacher when they receive their pre-
scriptions, when they take tests; and when the teacher -briefly
'stois during the "traveling" to'reinforce and tutor. Children

--"
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-are, of ankise, in touch with each Other inxiany informal ways
such as when they get materials and when they compare what
they are doing. They interact especially in the "choice" area
-.(to be described later) where they selectamong games that are
designed for more one child to play. The group story -
situation adds yet another environment for more sustained

peer contact and teacher-student contact. This situation would

be beneficial if irwere based onsocial reasons alone. However,

the stronginstructional benefits mentioned above also exiSfin

the small-group. teacher-led environments.
Games: Each level of NRS Contains a variety of games

-with vocabulary emphasizing 'the correspondences taught in
that level while also utilizing previously-taught content. In

order to provide a sense ofhow the games contribute toreading
fluency, I will briefly describe three of them. The first picture in

Figure. 14" is a representation of the "War" game. War is ,

-introduced in level 2 and is an adaptation of a game played.
with regular playing cards. A category (in this case, either
alive" Or "not alive," established by flipping the dific)
deterniines the rank of printed ford cards in the dzk (e.g., if
"alive" were. the -category chosen, -the word card ma would
outrank the card cape). Two childrenread cards that are turned
over one at a time. If the pair man and cape were turned up-, the

child who had the word card manwould take both the man card
and the cape card. War is declared- when both players turn up

q -4111tr ' . Zaar q

MN

--..._ .
teNN---

ED MI

WAR WORDS IN SPACE BASKETBALL

-Figure 14. Pictorial representation of three NRS games.

tl
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--'cards from the same category (e.g., if cab and can appeared).
When war is declared each player puts one card face down.
Then the-next of each child's cards is turned over. As soon as
one of the players turns up an example of something "alive"
and the other player turns upra "not alive" example (g., Sam
and can), the player who has the "alive" card takes the whole
pile. The winner is the child who collects the most cards during
a round.

I propose that this kind of game enhances automaticity.
We have observed children who were reading slowly in their
workbooks begin to call out the words on the cards not only
rapidly, but loudly! The "War" .game desciibed above is
introduced in level-2; that is, the teacher teaches a group of
children the rules'Ofthe game, using a deck containing level 2
words. As children proceed through the levels, War games
using words from subsequent levels become available.
Categories in the games change (e.g., names of animals and
names of vegetables; things usually found,inside a house and
things usually found outside a houseretc.).

The second game pictured in Figure 14, "Words in Space,"
is introduced in level 7. It consists of four game boards
-in-the-blank sentences printed oh them (e.g., "Mittens go on
your handb; socks go on your ") and 16 printed
cards containing, the words that complete the sentences.
Players simultaneously attempt to complete their boards by
select ing--eards from the 16 word cards that have been placed
face down, and rejecting the cards that have inappropriate-
words: The player who first completes his or her board
correctly is the winner. Words in Space is a fast-paced game

;that encourages rapid tgiitence processing through the use of a
kind of "contrast/parallel structure" contextclue. In subse-
quent levels, the Woids in Space games feature use of other
context clues (e.g., synonyms, common expressions, etc.).

The' third game pictured in Figure 14 is "Basketball,"
which is-introduced in level 9. Players read aloud directions
printed on various spaces on the board (e.g "You walked with
the balUnstead of dribbling. Miss onelurn."). On some spaces,
they must select a card with a multiple choice question on it
(e.g., "Which one of these things would Ey king juton his
head? a crown/a gown "). Players receive chips for correctly
answering questions, and the winner of the game is the player
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who collects-the most chips by the time ,any player has
completed a circuit of the board. The game is a Yery popular one

and its purpose is to provide children with an occasion to read

in a way that is fun for them. As with other games, Basketball
becoines available in subseqUent levels employing words from

the etaxespondences taught in those_levels.
Througlifthis.brief description of the componentsof NRS

and through specific examples of some of the content, I have

attempted to illustrate some of the concepts that I think are
important in the design ofeffective reading instruction. There-

. fora, the remaining question is: Is NRS effective?

Preliminary evaluation data
There are two sets of data that bear on the effe iveness

of NRS. One set cornea fiOm the two LRDC develop ental

schools, the other froma school hat had no previous relation-
shipwith LRDG programs prior to the implementation of NRS.

The latter school has many characteristics of an urban school.
.

In 1973-1974,NRS was iniplemeated in the first grades of
theiRDC developmental schools. Comparisons of end :of-year

achievement of NRS students with students from the previous
year under the "patched" Stgliiita program showed slight
gains in favor of-NRS. These data were encouraging; but, as
migh,tbe expected, theamount of gaizi due to NRS was small,
primarily because the comparison group was already
achieving fairly well since it had had the adVantage of LRDC's
individualized Sullivan program. Iii addition, the reading
achievement data from LRDC's deiPelopmental -schools are
gonfoulided by the fact that during the years we worked with
thOdlivan program, LRDC Reading Project personnel spent
time in the classrooms working with individuEgchildren, Thi

!:!--was done hi Order to better, underitand The instructional
processes; however, it also provided "clinical" assistance to a
number of children. It 'should be noted that, duriag the 1973-
1974.1mplementation Of /OS in the developmental schools; f'*

this clinical support was repo*. Therefore, we feel the small

gains with MRS are quite' encouraging. .

A better measure of the snccess o? NRS comes from the

school that had no previous relationship-with LRDC. The data

were gathered from first -grade clasirooms where iznple-
4
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menta4 of our program was initjited during 'the 19744975,
school year. Prior to implementation of NRS, first-graders in

-this school were taught to read through a basal program that
contained a rather heavy phonics component.

' Table I. Mean Grade Equivalent Comparisons on Five SAT
Subtests of End -of -First Grade Achievement between
1973-1974 Classes Using a Basal Priogram and 1974-
1975 Classes Using NRS

.
X (Grade

SAT Subtest N Equivalent) S.D. t df.

Wbrd Reading
Basal

NRS :

Paragraph Meaning
Basal

NRS

Word Study Skills
' Basal

NRS

Spelling
Basal

NRS

-' Vocabulary
Basal

NRS

The data in Table 1 are reported on five, subtests of the
S , Stariford Achievement Test (Kelley et al., 196,4kThetable

43 1.66 .42

40 -2.05 .61

0
1.96°

1.66 ' .41/
.6340

3.4r

.
2.62

81

81

<.001

-
C.02

43 1.80 .48
1.06 81 N.S.

40 1.93 $ .58: ".
t

43 1.64 .51
-1.07 81 N.S.

40 r 1.50 .67

43 2.03 .71
IA 81 N.S.

40 2,23 .60

owe comparisons bqween first-grade achieveri7nOn the
spring of the 1973-1,974 school year when children were using
the Basal program, and first-grade achievement in theApring
of the 1974-1975 school year when children were using NRS. In
both groups, only those 'students who were enrolledin the
school from the beginning to the end of their first-grade year
(40 in the NRS'grouP anc143 in the Baial group) are coMPared.
The NRS group and the Basal group had mean IQs as tlerried
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raaetep, Severa paratey6batpiments. Indeed, it was this
that led the p sition that phonics andnieaning are most

r6iNy vied as mutually supportive and interdependent.
''Itowever, curriculuni design,is not Only a matter of the

rapplkcrgtion of fnetractional principles and the use of available.,
kitoWledga about the reading process itself: Curriculum
development 'aye requires the integra)ion of science, and
'intuition with 'structure and playfulness. The curriculum
4eingrier Must have a strong sense of children, of the variety Of
social systems opetating-in various classrooms, and of the .

busy primary grades teacher attending to so. many -needs
unrelated to reading. Fatah tirneia design decision js made,

:- .;`multiple considerations are necessary.
"4 In the design and development of NRS wased notions

from both tharyand practice. As we study NRS in operation
in various classrooms and -analyze data from those class- .
mon* Nye-should learn more about principles of instruction
and the learning to read process itself. In turn; what we learn
may contribute to both theory and practice.
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Isabel Beck's paper is a fipe statement ancl.a reklort of
promising new reading program. I hope noJDoily will be

1disappointed if I say. tat I find no points of difference or_
disagreement witlat..1.iideed f would want to applaud man of
her 'statements very heartily--;for example, he point that in ' ,.
teaching beginning reading, an emphasiaon honicErcloes not .
mean that attention -to meaning must inevitably decrease. Of

.- oottrse yoU can -leach meaning while teaching, phonics, 'and
. 'e, doing otherwise is cOunterproductive and _absurd. -Yet, as

Isabel ,,peck pointiout, one can find reaaing programs that fail
to give enough -attention to meaning, either B3T stressing
'phonics too 'much of simply by not`realizing that the childwill
tot read for meaning, necessarily, unless the propet

1 contingencies are set up for him to do so. go, a.very yak" ble
feature of the New Readink Series iirthat itarranges matte" po

% '.that the ch d will leap to readfor Meaning while attehdi gto-'other asp is o£ the readineprocss.,
' . - .

The. work of Beclk anal eeassociates is aleatp be praised
from e standPtint of? its attention to- probleihs, of

a instryclional design. Under the leaderdhip of Robert Glaser., 4111
the Pittsburgh, Learning Research, and Development Center

s..

has pinniered in research on Blind instructional degign and I '

' presume that )3eck's, reading program has profited greatly
from this. Already she presents evidence that the new reading \ 4
prograin can make a difference, and this is encouraging in i'
view of the lotigistory of failures of-reading-progiams. It is
also.gratifyirig that the New ReadinSeries is being developed.

;.-

1'
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with ample funding for pragrani validation, particittarly-
formative evaluation. Most reading progranis, after gr; have
been developed mainly by a kind of "seat of the
intuition about what works and what doesn'tintuition that is
not always a good guide.

, The New Leading Series is designed only forteaching
beginning reading but some of the principles underlying it can

i;*.-lxrapplled in more advanced progranis: One these principles
ia that exercises must be constructed, in such a way that the
learner is required td attend to meaning in order to complete
them. As Beck puts it,the exercises must have a lo blackout
ratio, suc that if yoit try deleting a lot of the textua material,
you wo d that you are, deleting the material that the
leg "rue m = read in order to find : answers. Note that

'.de a blackout ratio, of trying to estiniate What the
blackout ratio would be; is scimethiog that would be doneby an
inatritctional designer or preparelabf instructional materials;
_it's not something a teacher would ordinarily do except.
possibly in, designing his own exercise materials. It's an
,operational way of specifying the extent to which the material.
of instruction is relevant tow.that it is trying to accomplish.
suggest, however, that the "'due has an intimate relatio
to,the notion of comprehensio ecause,the more mate)* the
learner is required to'read, more the terialis going to
require. the 'activation of comprehedsion ptecesses, whatever

:they may be.
There are-many other: fine things about -the Pittsburgh=

reading program, .although they may pot be imMediEitely
relsitea comprehension. For example, I've been impressed

, with the excellent way in which the analytic decoding
.p?ocetses have been progranied-rcarefully to thing children
to recognize words in phrases, then. to re&eize syllables in

words, and then particularphonemes in words: This is only one
example of the WaX in.which a careful analysis of the hierarehy
of- tagits in - learning to, fead. hos produced striking
improvements in rriethochi ofinstruction,ISuch an analysis is

Implicit in the sclrixotic model of the readiiinotzWrehesion:_,_
process, that is i ed in Beck's paper. Though such models
may appear-frighferfingly complex#the instructional designer
ha§ need of such .models and must ilatiently explore their,

A'
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implications if materials are to be prbperly and efficiently
designed. °

,, Reading has'been taught. for centuriespethapi not on
the scale that it now is attempted, and perhaps not always to
all Childrett; but one %annot deny.that at every era of history

, .since the time of the awiegt Greeks and Romans, atleastsome.
children -hive learned to `readwithout benefit 91 basal
readers, standardized reading tests,- or psycholinguistic
theories of reading. Some of ufli have learned to read-with 0/11Y
the most primitive methods `,)f teachipg, and- stet we have
developed into mature any stilled readers, .even claiming

-sufficient expertness to be able to teach others to 'read, or at
least coach others in their teaching. Why, then, do we need

° reading conferences? Why do we need new readIngseries?
-Around 1950, when I haul just joined the faculty at the

Harvakd Graduate School of Educatio4, I remeniber attending
a lecture on education by Margaret Mead. One thing she said
has a4vays std*vith me that education needs a new theory ,
every three or four years, It doesn't have to be really novel, or

,even correct, but it must, have at least some elements of
correctness and noyelty. To catch on among teachers, it helps if
the new theory has a bit of nevi/terminology:and a few pet
slogans. What Margaret Mead was 'saying, I think, was that a
new theory of education-is needed every few years in order to
-get teachersto reconsider what they are'doing. Perhaps that is
one of the purposes of reading conferencesto get participants
to rethiriletheir ,objectives and methods; to get their! tooreani
new terminology Sand concepts;' revieW the latest research
findings,(even if the findings seem only to provide the obvious);
and gO way, refreshed with the thought that, on- arrival back

insoluble.
home, thwan lick all the problem"; thatireviOslyoeemed

Likewise, new :reading series may be nee* every few
years in order Watch up with new developments; previde np-
to-date, fresh materials; and revive interest in both teachers
and students. But perhaps the PittsbuTh reading series is not
_jut another" reading series; With thgattention it pays to the
Components of the reading process and the principles of
ins ru ctional design, it' has the promise of establishing a
totMly newiendard of excellence.

.
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_An A I I licd).BehaVior Analysis Approach
to Reg g Comprehension

-
Cheryl : sen-and Thomas 1...OVitt .

There is, aniong teachers,--researchers, and parents, total
agreement in respect to the impbrtanae of developing-pupil
abilities in reading comprehension. Although there has been
continued debate about the contributions 'of this or that
'approach to begiruiing reading, the merits of prOgramed texts,
ability grouping, individualized instruption, and many other_
Matters, few persons ,queStion. that the ultimate objective of
teaching a child to read, is to enable him to read with enough
proficiency to comprehend what the writer intended to be
understood.

Most teachers also agree that it is one thing to-instruct
pup* to say words or decode, but quite another to assist the
to comprehend of encode. Th : in agreement that itis much
more diffiCult to teach the, , :kill. Teachers report that
great iierct7fitage 'of their Pip many of whom are capable
decdders, have poorly develo. -1 comprehension skills.

r The general area of comprehension has stimulated
researsit for some time. For exattple, Washburne published a
report in 1,929: Since that _time, there has been a*cantinued
concern over the matter of comprehension. -

In spite of the long history ofinvestigationi-copcerned
with reading comprehension, many of the basic prbblerfts of
this process remain 'unsolved. Some df them were stated in a
report by Davis in 1971 when he proposed several research
themes-which would respond to the fundaniental issues. He
indicated, for instance, that research shciuld seek to
demonstrate the relationship between several basic variables" rt and comprehension: cultural level of the hdme, level of oral.:

/
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word ,knowledge, and level of oral reading,fluency. He also
Hived that infestigations should be established to determine
e proportion of our youngsters which perform below average

in comprehension as a result of inadequate decoding ,skills,
below average knowledge of word meaning, and other factors.

Otheri have pointed out the fact that research' has not'
resolved the fundamental issues of reading comprehension.
The editors of . Reading Research Quarterly (1974-75)
hypothesized that the reason research las not responded
practical needs in the general area of reading was because
*educational r4archers used only traditional psychological
research methodologies; they were restricted by traditional
concepts of how a Study should be designed. The editors
referred to this condition as methodological incarceration..
They went on to pay that although many of the studies of these

`_ -__ investigators were sound and sophisticated in respect to design
and implementation; they generally avoided "...some of the
most important questions in the reading ,arena." The editors_
were referring to a research methodology which was developed
originally by agrononiists and used later by psychologists and
other behavioral scientists. Basically, this methodology
requires that experimental and control groups should be
formed, test administered, a treatment prOvicled the
'experimental group, the test -readministered, and the data
analyzed statistically. The editors_proclaimed a need fnr
" research degigns and new approaches that allow variables
to from the situation being#tudied, that admit to a lack
of answers-and even to a lack ofquek,&ns, that allow for study
in a natural setting...."

s s
It is oufbiliefthafthe Applied Behavior Analysis method

is such a new approach, and furthermore, should be considered
seriously as an= ilternate methodology. Initially, we will

!, explain the components of this system and tempt to justify
'4, suitability for investigating educatictnal matters, including'

readinecoppprehension. Next, we will review some of° the
*studies conducted bST applied behavior analysts in the general
area of -reading:.

Componentaof Applied Behavior Analysis
In regard to Applied Behavi9r Analysis, four ingredients

omprise this system: direct measurement, daily'



/

measurement,, individual analysis, and experitnental control.
While experimental control is a necessary component of all
research methodologies, the other three ingrfdients are unique
to this system.

Direct measurement

This simply" means that -the behavior "of interest is
measured directly. If the teacher or researcher is concerned
with a pupil's ability to answer questions of the who, what, or
Where variety; he-is asked* questions of ficat tYPe. If he wants
to assess his ability to answer the-prepared questions which,
follow selections in Reading for Concepts (Liddle, 1971), his
performance in respect to those questions would be measured.
This form of measurement is contrasted to other methods such
as achievement tests which might not measure the exact
behaviors the pupil was being taught:

Daily measurement .

This implies that the topic behaviorism ally, or
at least quite often. If, for instance, the pinpoin avior is
the pupil's ability to answer who, what, and where type
questions, he would respond to questions of that form for
several days before an instructional techni9.ue was scheduled.
Those data would continue to be obtained under the same
Itinditions for several days during the period when the
intervention was in effect. The experimenter with such data

,-- would be able to evaluate confidently' the effects of the
intervention. He would be able to discern the extent which the
measured behavior was modified and the point at which
performance was altered. Daily measurement is in contrast to
many Current research methodologies which recommend that
standardized tests be administered at the beginning and end of
a school year or before and after an intervention is scheduled.

,

Individual analysis .

The,, very -heart 'of the Applied' Behavior Analysis
methodology is that the data froprindividuals are studied in
detail. In fact, some have referreno this methodology as the
Single-Subject Method, In ani Applied Behavior Analysis
Investigation,- if-data aTe -ob,tained from five students each
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performan e is analyzed and graphed separately. In so
doing all of the idiosyncratic behavioral patterns become
obvious. An ins tion of these graphs might reveal that An
intervention affected,all five in generally the same way, e.g.,
their performances improved from baseline 'to intervention,
b}it that each pattern was unique. This emphasis on individual
performance makes this approach differei from other
retwa.rbli systems which analyze and report the data of groups:
experimental and. control

Experimentcil control

In very research study, regardless of the methodology,
the researcher attempts, in one way or another, to convince
others that the effects onthe dependent variable can be attrib-
uted only to the manipulated imiependent variable. This is re-
ferred to as establishing a fundional relationship between
variables. The reason for such effort is extremely important; ,

for if researchers recommend teachers of reading that they
should use method C becauserit improves certain types of
reading, they must be'certain that this variable and none other
caused the improvement.

The applied behavior analyst would use a form *
experimental control to establish functional relationships,
between independent and dependent variables. He would, s
indicated earlier, at least obtain several daya of data before
intervention s scheduled and several days of data du g
the peri e intervention was in effect. At -other tim s
the rese cher Would attempt to replicate the condition in
effect b ore the treatment was scheduled find thus arrange
what is known as an ABA desien.. During the first A phase, 'co
treatment is arranged. Then a treatment is scheduled
throughout the B condition. In the replication phase:the
instructional technique is removed. If the frequency of the
behavior changed in the B phase and reverted to its original
level in the third phase, a convincing argume can be made
that a functional relationship was discover eral other
replication techniques are available to applied ehavior
analysts'. 9 ,

. Researchers who use other 'methodologies often use a
form of statistical control in contrast to experimental control.

-
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Typically, they subject their research data to a statistical test,
then calculate a probability levellind hope it will significantly
defeat demon chance.

fit

Review of Applied BehavionAnalysii
studies -on reading .

Applied behashor analysts have published about 100
studies pertaining to reading since 1962. Although we do not
intend© to review all that' literature, certain of those
investigations will be noted. We will also comment on the
trends of Applied Behavior Analysis reading invesOgations.
- A majority of the Applied Behavior Analysis studies
investigated the effects of various reinforcementcontingencies
on childrenis ability to perform specified reading tasks (Staats,
et al, 1962; Pikulski, 1971; Raygor, Wark, and Warren,
1966; Whitlock and ushell, 1967). In those studies the students
earned tokens or pojpts for reading accurately and fluently.
The tokens were latei ex-Ehanie4 for edibles, trinkets, or free

In 1970, Lovitt, Schaiif., and Sayre published a report
made up of three case studies which broadened the perspective
of applied behavior analysts. They reported on the effects 'of
,circumstances other than reinforcement contingencies on the
reading performances of children. Iii the first study: they
analyzed the reading performance of an eight-year-old boy as
heread from three different books. Daily, correct and incorrect
rate data were obtained as the pupil read orally. Although the
stated grade levels otthose book% were bittween 3.5 and 4.5, he
read them with equal proficiencg: In the second study, they
investigated the effects of different prereading tactics. It was
concluded that the most effecti'e technique was when the pupil
listened to and looked at a story before he read it orally. In the
third study, they compared students' reading performances
when they read individually and in groups. Their data
indicated that the students read_more fluently and accurately

; in individual settings than in group situations.
Since 1970, several applied behavior analysts studied the

effects of a variety of instructional variables on aspect& of
readiiig. These include studies on shaping (Sidman, 1971),
fading (Corey and Shamov, 1972), cueing systems (Massard

/
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and Et,o1,1972;-Lehey, Weller, and Brown, 1972273; Krlapozyk
and-LiVingston, 1974), feedback (Willis, 1974), and fixed page
vs. fixed time assignments (Semi? and Semb, 1975).

For the most part there investigations focused on (aspects
of) deco=ding; one of the most rudimentary of which was the,
ability to match. A few studies dealt with matching pictures or

. whole words vith pictures or other graphic .representations
(e.g., Sidman). Other investigations focused' on saying part
words and whole words. In the former, the pupils were required

. to say various word elements such as blends or short vowels
.- (e.g., Mansard and gtzal). In the latter studies, pupil

re qaired to say words taken from basal series r from
standardized lists (e.g.,'Staati, et al.). Other studies dealt with
reading stories orally (e.g., Corey and Shamov).

Relatively few Applied Behavior Analysis studies have
been concerned with comprehension or the meaning of words.

pe 4e-when they
studied decoding, when they did investigate comprehension,
they relied heavily on their favorite intervention

--,reinforcement .contingenciat For example, Lahey, McNess,
and Brown (1973) reported improved comprehensidn scored
when -11-mgal, 'praise and pennies were awarded for 'correct

;1. 11 I 11 - :1 0:

answers to comprehension questions. Similarly, Sidman (1971)
and Speller (1974)' used a 'Combination of tokens and shaping,
procedures to facilitate the comprehension of words.

Reading investigations
fat the Experimental Education Unit

O

At the Experimental Education Unit (EEU), University"
of Vir,ashington, several studies have been conducted in the area
'ef oral reading. In one of these . investi: ations. two
miesurenient systems were compared: the pre-pcis st method
with th4 direct and daily approach (Eaton and Lovi 1972). In
anIther study the effects of various reinfor
contingencies on oral reading performance were assessed

,et al., 1971). In 'yet another investigation, the
relatitrnship between Phonics instruction and oral reading was
latudiect(LCI-vitt and Hurlbut,.1974). .

.At_the EEU we have also conducted some studies which
focused on various aspects of comprehension. Some of these

a _
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.. were descriptiN'ie studies in which we assessed comprehedsion
performance as influenced by such factors asreadability or
grade level, and method of reading, either silent oretal. Other
studies were experimental in that some able was altered in
an effort- o, effect change. In all our investigations, whether
descriptive or experimental, we used the Applied, Behatior

-Analysis methodology.
In an effort to explain more cleally the features of this

sy,stem we will describe five of our studied. Following the
presentation' of these investigations,. we will make some
concluding remarks, discuss the limitations of our research,
and offer some ciansiderafi for future research:

Relationship between readabilitandi
.describing passages

The ability-of-seven boys_betweenkle_agesof&arid 11 to
read and describe stories of five different levels Of aiffi
was investigated in this study. The pupils read from three4v,
levels of the Lippincott Basic Reading Series,(IvIcCracken an
Walcutt, r970): the level at which they were placed fo
instruction, &level one year below, and a level one year above
their instructional levels. They also read from Red Badge of

Courage by Stephen Crane (1968) and an article by Ulrich,
. Wolfe; and Dulaney (1969) in. the Journal of the EXPperimental
Analysis of .11eluivior (JEA13): According to the Fry formula,
Red Badge of Courage was at the seventh grade level and the
JEAB.article- was twelfth' grade level.

e study was conducted for eightl weeks. Each day the,
stu ts read orally from every book for one minute and then
told ad inifchas they could about he passages. The students'

,,oral..reading and retelling performances were tape recorded
and a portioh of these tapes was later transcribed for purposes
of analysis. 1 4

When them data were anajyzed, we learnerrthat the-
stifaents' oral reading_performances varied in accordance with
the 'difficulty level of the 'materials. Generally, their oral
xeEidirig rates- were satisfat.tory when they read from the
Lippincott readeri, but they were very low when they reed from
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the Red Badge of Courage and the JEAB. In reference to their
descriptions of the passage's, the students were relatively
fluent and used approximateliNiv same number of words
when they described the Lippincott stories. They were
markedly less fluent, however, wfien they. told about the
selections from the Red Badge of Courage and the JEAB.

David's performance exemplified the others. One day
after he read from the Lippincott- D reader (his instructional
text), he said "Robbie Rabbit;he fell into a potato patch.
went to this farm and jumped into this potato patch or
something and then he got all yukky. So his mom came andshe
washed his whole body, his ears. She said, 'you haVe to put on
your new Sunday suit.' So he put on his new Sunday suit:" Oil
that same day after he read from-the Red Badge of Courage, his
comments were, "They were out of liquid.:.not much more."
W.hert_he talked about the JEAB article, he'said, "Well {it's
about} rats and cats and monkeys...ah well, L'm not sure some
of-the words are right." ;.,

Clearly, David was less able to comprehend the ratter two
books than he was the instructional text.-Figure 1 is prOvided-'
to show the number of words David used to describe papages

.._. from the-five tects4These datti'are the numb er'of icor& he said
plior to'being prompted by is teacher to say more.) The data
indicate that David generallid twice as many words about
the Lippincqy stories ashe did when required to describe the
other two texts.

The reading errors of theotirdents were also analyzed by
using the Reading Miscue Inventory (Goodman and Burke, :
1972). Table 1 summarizes the amount of comprehensiOnts s
predicted bythis technique. Less than one -fourth- of Davi 's
reading . errors in the Lippincott books 'resulted in a .

comprehension loss, ,whereas more than two-thirds of his_
errors in Red Bctdg Courage and the JAEB resulted in a
compi en --k. e-

Throughout this study the pupils r-ea* from books whose
levels ranged from first through twelfth ade. When our data
were sum
comprehend was related to grade lvel;Although ability

=

, they indicated that, generally, the abity to

Appliedliehavior Analysis Approach
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to comprehend fluctuated from one day to the next wifliiiainy

*
book,Ihe performances gradually deteriorated as the difficulty

. of the text increased. The it dents did not suddenly reach a-
point at which they could mprehend. This relationship

between grade level and- a y to tomprehend is point a out
more clearly in 'the next study.

Relationship between readability and
angwering:comprehension'questions

This study was condutted a fewyeara ago with seven
learning dished youngsters at the EEO (Lovitt and Hansen;
1976a). The pupils wPre between the ages o(8 and 11. The
purpose of the project was to place them.at their instructional
reading levels. .

Froni,iour previbus data, we Jed observed that when'''.
children werigladect incteaders irMvhich their correct rates
were between 45 ?and '65 ivords, per minute, and their

'Leo' mlireheps. ion sboies weie.no less than 50 percent, they were
able to progress wilen -only minimal instruction was provided.
It was, therefore, .the aim. f this project to placid* piipils
the highest reader in a Mies in which hose conditions were
met. .

In order to do this, the teacher required them to read orally
from eight different books representing grade levels of 1.5 to elio

. in the Lippincott reading aerie's. They were required to read
100-Word selectiOns frOnziachstook fgr five consecutive days.
They mere also require` to 9-Rimer comprehension questions..
'After eapliaseleation was reed, the teache At'sked six questions:
two recall,- two sequentiab, and tw inferential. Recall
questionsTertained to facts in the sto order to ansker the
sequential Questions, the pupil had to tell what happened
before or after a specific event: Inferential questions. included'
the grief translation, interpretation, and synthesis. The

. correct nd. incorrect ,oral reading rates, wssl the 'correct
percentage store for answering the comprehension questions
were graphed and the teacher studied these data to determine
the appropriate reading level f9r each. pupil.

The results for one boyve presented in Figure 2. yhe top
graph indicates rty's correct and incoftect rates four oral
Teadingii each of the texts; the lower graph shows his correct

. '

e. , .
.., .
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percentage for answering comprehension questions. His
average comprehension scores ranged frdin 95.8 percent in the
Lippincott D beek (grade 1.5) to 50.0 percent in theLippincott I
'text (grade 4). Although the first grade material was generally
easier for .Marty to tom . y.111 his, percentage scores
finguated wilelyi i eicif book: hieved a 100 percent score
in seven of eight boOlui, and a score low 50 percent in seven of

:eigjit VOW, When the data'were analyzed he was placed in.
the Lippincott II reader for instruction.

Misplacement technique was used with 14 hays at the
EEU ostera two -year period. During the first year, five reading

- :samples were Obtained.ffiim each1ext When these data were
analyzed we learned thatthree samples, Tier textwere sufficient ° ,

tapiediet an instr uctional reading level; therefore, tht sthaehts
during the . second year. were required to read Only, three
samples. The data of the other student; were very similar to
Marty's: their copect 'rates ,Comprehension scores .
gihdually dedlined and their incorrect reading' rose as the .
grade level, of the texts increased.

- .
These data strengthen a conclusion pointed out in the

'first study; when the difficulty of the, matitial increases, the
pulgsabilityld-reild- arid comprehend gradually worsens.
.Thil decline however, is more clearly noted for oral reading

. than for comprehension, at least for the types of
. '!complehension monitored in this study.

Compitrison of o l aiid reading -

.and co,mprehenaion

This study withgeven learning disabled boys an for nine .6; '

month*: three academic quarters (Hansen and-Lovitt, 1976)
FoUr measures were 04J:tined 'daily: oral-=' reading- rate,
answeriIwg 'comprehension , questions 'from' orally . 'read
material, silent reading rate, and answering quesiions'from
material read silently. During the first two quarters, the pupils
read orally from a Lippincott reader ap(d silently.fiinn a Ginn
text (Clymer. and Gates, 1913). The books were matched' for
diffibUlty. .

Each day the pupils read, 500 *ords orally from the
Lippincott reader. As they'rea& the teacher corrected missing
and thisproniunced words, Next they read silently and wrote

;

. ... 1".../ , .
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' 4
answers to 34 comprehension-questions. The Ails then read
500 words silently from a Ginmeader; then they read silently
and wrote answers 'to '30 comprilension quests is. No
feedback was provided for silent reatEng or its apconbanying
comprehension questions.- Three ,types of comprehension
questions were assigned: 10 recall, 10 sequential, and 1,0
,inferential. The types of comprehension questiong
corresponded,to those used irr the previous study.

-F lowing a biseline period, during which-time neither
h strfkcti zi nor reinforcement contingencies were hieffect, the
students were divided into two groups. For one group a
contingency was scheduled for oral reading Atte; for the other

. group, s contin&ncy 'was. arranged -for 'the comprehension Of
orally read,material.

The contingency for both groups focused on errors. When
applied to oral reading, a projected trend was draivn on the
student's oral reading graph. If on-any day his correct reading
rate was lower than that slope, he had to practice the words he
niisread. Each error was. embedded in a' phrase' and he
practiced reading those phrases for several minutes.tater, he
recited the phrases to the teacher. .

When applied to conikehensionasimilar projected trend
was drai,vn on the stude
pupil's comprehension sco
do the questions he had an'
were allowed to refer to th

,sequential -questions. In order

! comprehension graph. Any day a
,was below this line, he had to re-

ere'd-incorrectly. The students
"r: texts to correct recall and

demonstrate their proficiency
with inferential question's; the sttident's discussed therh with
the teacher.

ACrossover design was used for this research. DuriAg the
first quarter, the cont4ngendy was in effect for one group of
pupils, on correct reading. rate, and for other, pupjls on
comprehension. ,Throughout the tsecond quarter ...the
contingencies` were alternated. For those pupils for whom the
contingency*was oil correct rate, the contingency was no0
comprehension. Tie reverse was true for the other pupils.

The project was continued th;oughoUt.the spring quarter.
Wring 'that -time, the:reading tuts were alternated; the
'stu'dents read,silealy from the Lippincott and orally frqm the
Girjn text. During that quarter, both contingencies were
alternately arranged for. all-pupils. It-during t#e first part of

172
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the quatter, fi.,lie contingency was on correct rate for a Pupil, the
contingency 4as 'arranged for compreherision in the :second

' half of thednarter:.
Three iinportiht findings from this study Auld be

noted. 11 The ability to comprehend-was tigheet on recall
and lotvest on inferential questions. 2)- The ability' to
comprehend- all types of questions improved throughout the
year; howeVer, the relative performance on the-types remained
unchanged. Furthermore, improvement,V4ied according -tif
the question type. In general, recall questions .were Less
anienable to chang.e--than either sequential or inferential
questions. 3) One instructional technique (requiring pupils to
correct theix ewers to comprehension.questions) generally ,
resulted in pro.vect performance on all' types of

.N.,.iriprehension notions.
. Stanley's comprehension data from his'oral reading are

presented in Figure 3 to illustratethe results of this study. Base:
refers 'to those conditions during which no error contingencies
were in effect. Ctral means that tanley was required to correct
his -oral reading errors. Duritg the limo Comp conditions
Seariley4orreeted his answers to corapWhension queiltiCns if
his fieliformithce faired 49,i:fleet aspecified minimum criteria. A

, These data i*bated that the ,pupil's `ability to -answer
factual qnestientt iWas' consistently superior to that, Of
answering sequential or inferential questions. With the ,
exception c:ff one Comp conditioh, Startle was less able to

tyanswer inferential. qiiestions ,than other ' questions.
These data also revealed a general iniprOirementin.his ability
to answer all three typ-es,of questions from the beginning to the

. .

end of the year. -
c,

The- direct effects of the interventions, Stanley's--
comprehension performance are uncleanWhen drill was, first
arranged for oral reading errors, histperformance imptoved on
all types of .queStions. In FOntrapt, his Comprehension scores

-, decreased on ttili three measures the second time drill was
arranged for ora reading errors. When-Stanley was-initially
required to correct his answers to comprehension questions,
direct effect.; werenoted on only his kiccura,, for answering --

inferential qrtiOns. During the final prrse of the study,
when . eompr he4tion drill *° was again instit fed,

, performance improved on all, three comprehension ikeasures.
' .

..-,Applied Behavior Analysis Approach-
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Figure .3. The number of correctly answered comprehension questions
throughout the seven phases of the study. The-ambers below the
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..

.Arranging contingenl_skipping and drilling

This study was; based on the 'second investigation
r eported here v.nd was conducted with seven'intermediate aged
boys at thy, MU. At the beginning of the study each student
was assigxxed to the highest book in which his correct rate was
between 45 and 65 words per minute; his incorrect- rat,
between, 4 and S. words, per minute; and his comprehens

' score, above 50 'Percent.

t
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Daily, each student orally read a selection of 500' wards 4.0

and answered several comprehension questions (Lovitt and
1976b). Onee_again, we used the tippi4colt reacting

series. The stydents'who read from the first to .ird grade
readers were given 30 questions: 10 recall, 19 uential, and 10
inferential. The students who read from the fourth to sixth
grade books were given 20`questionfi:fi recall; 5 sequeotial, 5 '
inferential, and.5..yocabulary. The pupils read the questions
silently and wrote thiir answers. Short answers wererequired

:1' for the recall, sequential, and inferential questions. A multiple---'
choice format was used for the vocabulary' guestiens.

An ABA design was used in this investigation. During:
the baseline condition, the students received minimal feedback
inrespect to them' efforts. This condition lasted for seven. days.

In- the Aecend 'condition; -skipping. and- drilling were
Introduced. Each student was informed that he would be
plowed to skip (not read) one-fourth his text, if on Any day
his oral reading, and comprehension performances exceeded

, hiii tivertigt baseline scores by 25 percent."
If a pupil did not skip for fourdays, drill procedureswere

instituted. Three types of drill were arranged. if a student's,
correct *ate did not exceed his average baseline rate by 25
percent,-he was required to read orally` several .100-word
passages from his.daily assignment until his performance met
this criterion. The second type of drill was scheduled if a

-student's incorrect, tate wasn't 25 percent lower than the,
Average baseline rate. When this form of drill was arranged,
the pupil practiced phrases in which his error words were

--embedded: The thirtl type of drillwas eiiiployed if a student
didn't answer 25 percent more comprehension questions than

' hehitaduring the _Basel'nf' phase. When-thisdrill viaaused, the -
Student was required' a redo his incorrect answers. These
procedures continued each day until the student skipped.

"Diming the la* tivO weeks of the quarter, the baseline
procedures were reestablished. The students read orally and
-answere0 questions as they had before,. but the skipping and

. .
-drilling Provisions were not in effect. .

, Throughout the Vaseline condition the "average oral
correct and incorrect rates for th-e- ktetip were 50.7 and 3.1
words per minute., During, the 814 and drill condition, the
Average correct and incorrect rates were 60.0 and 2.9 words per

Applied *havtlz4tAnfilysis Apiprigach
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minute. When these' datit were compared with, itliebaseline
scores it was noted that the' correct rates tor-All students
improvedand theincorrect rates for four students improved:_

=

he secondfirst phreie with 65.9, and 71..8 percent during
Meanwhile, the avIrage comprehension the

:condition. The compreh'ension scores of all pupils improved ,

when the skipping--and drilling procedures were scheduled.
TTlirbgghouttle second condition, the pupils skipped 33 times,

an average of :24 skips per day.
lVheh the skip and drill intervention was removed in the

third phase, the `performances of the students were generally
maintained. In fact, the average oral reading and
comprehenSion scores of some students improved duringthis
eanditiOn.

Following this study, we conducted two investigations in
order to determine the relative effects of skipping and drilling.
We arranged only the. skipping provision with some students
'and only the drilling procedures with others. These data did '

- not clearly indicate the relative- effects of either component.
Figure 4 is included to-show Marty's daily oral reading .

and comprehension - scores. All three %aspects of his
--lserformance were influenced by the skipping and drilling

interventions.

Interventions for tigo types of comprehension

This study was conducted/16r abolit nine weeks and hist:ill
, in progress. Four learning disabled YoUngsters were.. initially ,

involved; they ranged in age from 8 to 1L
Each day thePupils read silently a different story in the .

Reading for Concepts series. These stories are about 125 to450
words in ength'. As the pupils pad they could requqit

_ assistance for unknown words. The teacher timed each reading
and graphed their words per minute rates.

°Aftet they read the story, the students, were asked to tell
boul what they read. While they described the events, the -
teacher tallied the number of facts they related '(Each new
.piece of information was counted as a fact.) If the fact '
pertained to the Istory it was counted as correct; if..not, it was
counted as incorrect. (Most of these situations were' tape
recorded thus the teacher later_ verified her-tallies with the

'Applied Behai;ior Analy118'Apprcracit`
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tape.) Thepupils were allo to tell about the storias-long*'

Atyivanted., When ihey lesititect, the teacher asked them '
'to tell-More. A second requ prdvide niore information Was
given before the-, session tied. The teacher timed thess

/- descriptions. Later, she talc "tecr and-,,graphed- the rates dr
-,- Saying, facts correctly andin orretilk .

..
,--- , When the students Ardshetrilescrtjung litpitoty, they

Were ask-edqo answer the seven- coniPiehensionkueStions
-,, which follOwed every story. They were required to read the:

questions silently and write their answers.-The teacher 'timed !

the 4tutlenyi from the time they began reading the questions
until they responded to the:final xcLoition. When they finished,_
the teacher checked each arith-weeas either corrector incorrect.
She then' calculated and graphed the number of correct -

answers and the rates for correctly and incorrectly aiiiiwering
' the questions. . - ,

During the baseline phase, the pupils received little
f feedback and no instruction. If they asked about their Scores, '',...

they were given that information, but there were few-inquiries
of this type. t

-- , Throughout th second phase, three. interventions,were
simultaneously arr ged, For one, the story was previewed
before the'pupils it. They were asked to read the title and,
from that, infer wh t the story was about. If their response was
accurate, the aessi n proceeded, if not, they were told the
subject Matter of the story. For the second intervention; the
seven comprehension questions were previewed. After the -'-

students read the story silently; they were requiredto read each 2.
question orill&. After a question was read, the teacher asked
the pupils to indicate the strategy they would use to answer it.

. They would explain, for example, that a letter should be circled;
a blank filled, or whatever: This approich was followed for

...,
each of the seven questions, since. several response strategies

4 were leqUired. Following this, they silently read the questions
,., ,and wrote their answers just as-they had in the first phase.,

After they answered the questions, the third intervention was .
scheduled. , Now, they receiv.ed feedback on each of the ' '--

questions; they were told whe er their answers *ere correct or ..

incorrect. If tie answer was Orrect they were told the correct
,response and the strategy for arrivingat the answer.

- . -,
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. In_ general, we were encouraged by the -effect& of these
interventions. We were particularly pleased,, with Holly'S
performance: During the baseline phase she answered about
three questions correctly each day. Hei stores ranged from two
to four. Throughout the second phase her median score was
five correct, the scores ranged from one f,o seven. On.#Ve days.
she answered all the questions correctly:

Holly alsoimproved.sore2What in her ability to say fads-.
Her,median correct ratethrournout the baseline Phase was 4.4 -

. facts per minute and in the second phase that rate was 6.0 per
minute.- On some dayEi she told abod as many facts as was
possible about a story. Her perforMances are shown in Figure

.5.
Throughout this study, the performances of three other

pupils also improved. One boy's median number or cgirect
answers in the baseline phase was two. During the second
phatie, when the same intervention as described earlier was in

'effect, his median number of correct answers was four.
. It was neeessary to schedule anothei intervention for two

. boys in our study, since the first technique did not alter their .
iierfOrmances. We extended the manner in which the seven
qUestions were previewed for one boy. Since he consistently
eyed on the three fill-in-the-blanks questions, he was required
to locate the answer to those qUestionsin the stml. He did not,
however, write the answers at that- time. After he located the -

'answers to the three fill-in-the-blknks questions he read -all,
seven of them silently and then wrote his answers. During the
first Iwo phases of the project his median number of correot
answers was it Was three durifig the-thircl phase.

Self-charting was used- as an_ intervention in the third
phase for the other boy. During this .period, he plotted his own
scoresif'?iA6 seven comprehension questions immediately
followings performance. His median score for the first two
phases,,its three. It rose to five in the third phase.

. DiscuOion . . .

in thiewchapter, the Applied Behavior Analysis
.. methodology was resented as an alternative strategy for
__studying 'aspects of reading, particularly:., reading

, - comprehension: In the first part of the paper the'
-characteristics of this method were listed, then five studies
'which d.featured those components were described.

.
.,

, .._i
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In those studies, we measured seve/ral aspects of

comprehension. In the first, we measured the number of words
rsaid liy students after they read stories of differing levels of
difficulty. In ,the fiftks dy, we also required the Pupils to

. 'describe stories the ad r d; correct and incorrectly said
. fa,cts.were counted m that ,in stigati _-

inSttidi 2 we asked tbe p s s
recap,

per passage.
ese questions were of three types: recad, sequential,- and
erential. All.the questions required oral responses. In the

third study the students were required to answer 30 questions
from their silent reading and 30 from their oral reading. These
questions were The same types as those used in Study-2. The,.
students were required to ead these'questionS, however, and
respond in writing.

the fourth study, the < esti ns 'c re the same types as '1
those hi: Studies 2 and 3. Fu rmore, thpupalsread the
questions and write their answers in Stud3r4 just as they had
inStudy 3. One difference between the third and-fourth studies
was that the pupils in the latter study who read from the fo
to grade texts answered 20 questionseAsh dam' of, Tou
types: recall, seq'uentiar, :inferential, and voWulary. In th
fifth study, the piipils were required to read seven question
which accompanied each story and write their responses, in
addition-to telling about each story. -,.

In smiamary, we presentd the material to the pupils
visual and orally and werequared them to rispohd orally Or
in vtri g, Several types,. of questions were asked:;recall,
,sequen 'al, inferential, vocabulary, and the many typesused in
the Beading for ConceRts book. ,

The easiest questions seemed to be of the recall -type. The --,

hardest questiOns appeared to be the sequentiaTand inferential
typet.-Our, children also 'expgenced great difficultiea;with

« some ..if ,the q,uestions in the Reading for Concepts text,
- patticulajjy those which reetired'5he cliildrento fill in a lank.

We used a 'variety of method! to modifsrvarious asp of.
comprehension. In the fourth study we used cbntin ent
skipping and 'drilling, whereas in thk third study we
Contingent drilling. it the fifth study"' we combined several
interventiolllipreviewing the story, Previewing the questions,
aid-providitrfeedbacic for an sing the written questions,
Meikitil these techniques were moderately effective. .

-
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acquisition is accdmpliish ,by instruction that ymes the --

quail-tag:quality, and na the mategal beingfread. This ."--

varying can lie done in many ways. In thediagrarajudgment ;.

periods are 'declared on. a quantity bails ,or one-fourth' the

con one-half, three-foUrtliso and so on. boing go varies the

f fact& the reader mast cope within a-etzision making.

stance reading one=fourtli of a sele,ction May

reader to identify andiveigh as many atitendifferetafattgand- -

use them to determine expectanties. Reading ,anothei, bne-

fourth of a seledtion-mai addlen more facts-lobe weighed, to be,
categorized, and sifted through to -determine their value in

light of the likely outcome. *Each-such pause toconsider and

conjecture taxes the decision making powers of the mind.TO

acquire functional epistemic orientation requires conotant

*.initrutlion across_ the' yearti of, iritell4ctual, matiration and

v.beyond. Pauses for `decision making can also be made on a
qualitative -basis within a pagi, or a paragraph or after. a ,

diagrain or ritapor thelike: Always the instructional goal ift to

*On the mind.' .

14-brief:it may be said that the regulativeprinciple of

directed,reading-thinking activities IS, the active search for

answer's. to gethitne questions. M students become clearer,

,.riore--articillate, and more sophisticated about raising
questionethey begin to recognize increasingly thal questions

'and answers, problems and solutions are related reciprocally.

*As a consequence they see that whatsis accepted- or rejected as"

solution depends-largely on the nature of theproblem.bewey's
elaimk(1438) that when a student's orientationis shifted to- ;

inquiry .and cliscoyiery the scene becomes More instruction

and .humanly dramatic" might 'be declarAllias theinotto of

DRTA. inatructiOnal-learning
strategy. The esderitial

. kerifice betvAp. teaching, real:title as a thinking process in.-a,

'group. sauatiol and. (oiltmoded -catechetical methods with

teacher questions *0 pupil Parroted answers is that in the ,

former the pupil thin-Its.

art

. .

'411-le hope of distoverfand the
disctP)ine of accuracy.'

The holi:e of discoverye the mainspring of constructive .

change and is at the heart of ,question asking. It provides the
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thtjevelingbf objectives,with teachers irtthe,odurse
of -developing the, New York- S fiite-sYstgit, we found that
teathers, aka gene.itel4ruliof thumbs, do not teach interpreting

*skills befdre fourth grade., Withput.guelitioriitig -this poetic.,
we May ask on'what it is based..,AreehilarF, below fount
grade inapable of making inferences beintttpretations? This

:does ntltseeindikely. Js it that teachers-feel they have enough '
do. CeabhinC decoding strateCies and literal comprehension7/Qr

it simply tradition? Whether any of these possibilrfies, or
o'ne, of theni is the answer the point -it cat maybe a single

construct-,-Comprehensior--is hot enough-.' Maybe iirrieed to.

-/IOok at what constitutes comprehension at various periods in
the child's school career, and we need bo do it in full recognition,
of hisdeercipmenetal level ineach case, esliecially, of course,
his cognitive le*.

I "think this is the ,problem Otto /:i w ith
'when hi_ talks about_ hierarthies of dtita dp iibt

ctinforp to eltpectitions,, he`asks, should we coriclude)
the :criteninueferenced tests are invalid, b) the aubj
AtypiCal, tett) the result hiive'$een different if
preeeribed diderk.of skills had been, rollgwed from the,

I' would yenture alourblit possibility, namely that
,_ Acie hierarchy, though valid on logical considerations, may

`violate some psychological, or developmental aspect of the.
's fufictioping which must, ultimately, be takel, into,

sideuttion.
:However,, this does not mean that the _other hrele

altOrnati.ves'are not highl*plailkible explanations. In fact, iir
'establishing construct valipaY; when things go wrong, die

. firsbghing to look at is one's, tests. FA they, indeed measure t
constructs they . were desig-nAt to ,,measure?," Ev

4

with objectives couched at a "middle level ,of specificity," i
not easy to construct valid Rapertand-pencil tests;especiall
tilliltiple-choice format and especially ,at. the lower. gra
*help pass es Must, of necessity, be shbrt But aAaming
theFie skills are,. as stated; essential' skills (essenti
comprehension, hat is), there remitip ,two passe s
problems. The to determine theteraiire contri
eir,th and every s perste skill at each of the differe

-- 'This pfdsess is' necessary to .achieve correct leve
%appropriate eraphaEns fdr the

0 ."
1% '?47:
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ilritiOtclii as they stand in a. ieiitentae has bi:Come for
modern English an ingtortant device to -show grimraatical or'

.: : structural relationships." And after an extentive review otthe ,
literature, Fpust (1973) concluded that it is "a well-established
eohclusion that wOrd Order plays an important role in the

. .

conveyaliCapf mewling through' English sentences." Because
4 the eyidence supporting th5 idea of a strong relationship

. oetweert Word order and the meaning Conveyed, the skill of
,changing word order within a sentence without: altering
aeaning was ineluded as part of the paraphrase skill.

Substituting for one or more words requires the learner to
,Itpress a given Meaning in a different way. The proCess can,

-among ipther things, help him to recognize redundancies in the
English language. Smith (1p71) has suggested that one cause
of the alifficultYencodittered By poor ieaderigs their inability to

alie,full use syhtactic and semantic reduncillat He argues
at fluent readers of familiar materials go directly from the

visual feattults of prose to the deep structure by makhig use of
.the syntactic, and semantic redundancy that exists within
sequel-a:ea bf words. Such fluency, ifs attained only through

111C.- practice and experience. ;

AP sentence structure pioVides. the context in whictitthe
skillsin the analysis and synthesis aspeott are developed and
tested. The' general specifications for writing sentettces at eac
level in the strand are described in the paragraph that follows,
Explicitttructural specificationiare,desoribed in detail in the :
next section of the paper.

The basic structures emphaoized at each level are suni- -
marizediti Figura 2. Note that the structure tit eath level relates

(to the synthesis and analysis aspects at each level by prOvid-
mg the context cr de/eloping the specific detail and para-
:phrase skills. , _ .

cS'tinple sentencese designated' at Levels B and C. The
main difference is thdfft Level B the sentences are read aloud'
by the teacher, while at Level C the learners are expected to
work independently. Compound sentences and complex sen-
tences withtthe clause are introduced at Level D. At Level E the

,' sentences may include twoclausys, and at Level F the clauses,
themselves, become more complex'witjogthe addition of preposi-
tional At Level G the only restriction is that the sera- 100

l erioes be of the typesdgarners typically,ercounter bythe end of
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o
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strand- repregents_. a different and discrete skill' built on, or
subsuming, previous skills within that strand.To illustrate, we
will Ulm the main idea strand. Many traditional-programs offer
at every level a skill' called "Determining the Main:Idea."

-2- However, when w(analyzed the process inVolved, we found hot
one but several skills; each ofwhich contributed to the summary
skill but each _of which was different in someway. We were.also
'able to deternike that these MU were sequentially related in
tilt they progressed .from:aeterraining topics, to identifying
.kaain ideas, to inferring main ideas. 'Global teems,' such as
determining the main idea, are ineffective in providing focus for
speCific skill instruction and, unless they canbe broken doWn in
More descriptive terms, they are essentially -meaningless.
Consequently; in Ow Comprehension (element) yooti will not find
"Determining the Main Hee at every level. What you 411 find

-* is a sequence of six separateo3kills- in the main idea strand
". arranged in a hieraly according to level of difficeltyp.. (p.8).

.Six strands of COmprehension.skills-were identified for,
the developmental edition. The strands and the levels at which
skills/objectives' are-identified are given in the schema that -
follows.

47-
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traid
Main Idea
Sequence
Reasoning
Detail".
Context Clues

.Affixes

The actual
vel. Within each

follOws; and
line.

LEVEL A

A p C,D E F G

X X. X X X -

X x .x' x x x
X X X X X X X

X

- x

"
skills 'and objectivest. are . presented by
level, the strand, is identified in caps; the,
tie related objective(s) is given on the

'V

MAIN IDEAIde
Objective: Th

..
tifietra topic: pictuo res ,..

ttchild identifies the topit.of a-picture.
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can be joined inscpinmon endeavor. Bit I'll return to this point

-a biqater. The- point I want to stress now 'is that this Paper is
abOut the teaching of the subskiils of cohipreheneion. 4,

. Aprincipai investigator for one of the Pi-eects at the
Wisconsin Research and DeVelopment_Center for Cognitive
Learning, a good share of niy effort has Jason devoted to
developing the Wisconsin Design; fdr. Reading Skill
Development. And a good share of ale piojeet effopt,
partimilarli in the last three four years, has. been devoted to
the ComprehehsiohcoPponetifof the Design. I'd like.to do two
things in this paper: I'd like. to tell you where weare With the '
Comprehension component, and I'd like to tell you hOw.titegot
there And that, I'm sure yoiwil veryl see, has ve muChtikleiNiiith

,-

- the teaching of comprehension shills.
zzt

G.
. First, shall examine very briefly the rationale for a

44 development appr6ach; And then, describe a:conception of
research and develOpMent that we've evolved in ourworlf..,And-,- '

finally; I'll tell you where we are 'With. the Coniprehension
element of the Design. So , f : tellyou how we gOt there,
and then I'll, tell you -where we are. ,

.

. ,

Rationale fol. skills %imitation
will not develop an elaboratinrationale for taking a-

skill-centered apProach to the development of .reading
comprehension: The battle between the, supporters of the

t.. holistic and the 1081011s approaches will probably continuito
.,tbe Ping* -seminars` symposia fok_astionreS huinan
',beings .corttinpe to hal/se cliffi'culty comprehending the printed
messages of _other. humari`beirigs. There are intelligent, sincere;

...;'reaffonable, people on bcith sides. And, so long as good people
, 'are concerned about' the development of reading

comprehendion, I'M confident not only that kids will learn:but
alio that theiflearning will becothe more efficient as a result of
the controversy. Controversy keeps us ori our tor. aA

'TO be totally frank,-and toisk persechtiOn for heresy to.
4

my causeI must say that sometimes I find myself on either
side of the lieu°. Certainly kids "comprehend" long, before
they've been taught a single skill, Andsertainly they can be

to comprehend a given passage without being taught
pecific ',skills." I like to think that when we teach skills

' '
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Torms for each classroom visieldas weifas notes teen by each

. `observer in eath clt3s visited; tapes of daily on:site debriefings;
itapeS of final .debriefingsmpaiid questionnaires that had been .

aMinistered for the third year. Also -available were the
4 previous two years' questionnaires and the test scores from the

..- pre'vious year's testing,.

. ... * . Thi five schools visited during the 1974.1975 8611001year
were ,subjecterl.to roughly the same treatment e . t t,,Nt the /
consensus disep.siions were eliininated in an .fffort ttftain

_broader coverage including more classrooms anoLadditionalf'..

'41611../Jews. Observers visited classrooms arid filled out a' somewhat resiseti form laf he classroom .obierVatiori instru-i
ment rirgircviews .were c ucted with teachers and other

De-' school personrie connecte with :the reading 13rogfam. De-
-4

' briefinks were conducted at the site and at ETS, and. date
studies ivere_produced,as a result of the visits. Because the staff
of observers b n ead been paredtow to a core kroup of six peopl:
(nuimented by some of the former staff where a large*School or ;14-,

the illness of a regular observer demanded A an attempt was' .,
made to have all observets sep all five schools in order,torgive
the entire groUp a common perspective. At this stage of:-the ,

game, every,orfe knew that the five saoolsistre effective dries; - 1
Obse&erswere charged with discovering 111Ty. _ . .

: , :$o much fOr'the way in thick the yrsiis. were conducted.
Unfortunately, the analytic results of the-observations are not .4
yet available for reporti4O1 dra 'rig conclusions. Analysts 4,

are, planned that,will relate the t ectiveness.orankings fcit 411

sfibtests of all testd the OlasSro data gathdred *'means of
the obieU ation instruevit-W at can he'offfred at this point::

,

arellescriptions of and hnie yttati'Ve conc'lusion's about t10 t I
natureof reading insfucti in five schools,, from the pailitof
vie* of or mentber of the research m whqps laao with the
seedy from:t1}e begihnink.

- , .1 Should tell you sbinething of my ownbackgroltr, since I.
- $

*1-11 about to expose youto /tome rather biased views otrifradink
. instruction and yotr 'Eight liketA know the sources of the biallr. "Th

My 4sademic backgr nd is to sociology:Gid; anthropology,. 4`

with sTrie eAraounicular work in dpftlopmental isychology.'
- have,iught, at Varais times in my cazeer,seeond graders in ...

-,public school's, Students, Of all, ages, and levels in a foreiin
langilagitrOgrarn,,(Hebrew), and college students in ssociology:4

IS . ' . i4
4 ,

. s ... ,,, 4 , '
or- P-...

' /
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'there are some decided limitations with our research that
olhersehould.consider. For one thing, most of our studies were
conducted witj fewotudents: in manyinstances theta were
seven boys. We must hadten to add, however, that although
there were few pupils in our studies we obtained a great deal Of
data in respect to their performances. In some of the studies, we
monitored:the pupils' performances-daily for nearly a year.

Other limitations have to do with the type of population
we used. Our youngsters wereall handicapped, particularly in
the area of reading. They were between the ages of 8 and 11,
and all except one were boys.

There were gther methodological problems with some of
the studies. For example, in the fifth study, three interventions
were used simultaneously. Although effects were noted in that
project, it is impossible to ,attribute them to any one variable.
Our initial intent was td produce effects. Later, we intend to
analyze discrete components. In the fourth_study we used two
interventions simultaneously: skipping and drilling. Although
we 'attempted to analyze those components in subSequent
research, our efforts were not successful.

In the introduction of this paper we referred to an editorial
in the. Reading Research Quarterly which called for new
research methodologies to focus on the problems of reading. We
contend that the Applied Behavior Analysis systems such a
methodology. In the following issue of the Reading Research
Quarterly, the editors continued to criticize the current state of
reading research, and in an editoriarthey recommended that
the people "..r.involyed with the teaching of reading 'need tom
become involved in the development :of . new -research
methodologies." They warned that unless current, teaching
practices are evaluateil in the classrooms "...ire willcontinue fo
select programs on the basis.of the newest fad of those that
make the greatest promises" (1975-76).We maintain that the
Applied Behavior Analysis system certainly responds to this
plea.

When this system is used practitioners and researchers
.cam investigate current reading problems in. classrooms or
other places where reading ordinarily occurs. Indeed, someof
the features of the studies repOrted,here have been replicated in
public school classrooms, even though, the research took place
in an experimental setting. For example, our - research with'

1
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placement (Study 2) and our Skip program (Stpdy 4) are used
by dozens of special and regular education teacbers in the
.Northwest and in many other parts of,the country., In our research we have used, common materials and
techniques. In our current research (Study 5) we used questions ,

_ from a commercially developed We have used
....commercial textbooks in all our research, although we

generally wrote our own questions.We,have used not only the
Reading fol:c.oncepts series but theLfivincott and 'Ginn series.
Certainly these are not esoteric materials. Likewise, the
techniques we have investigated are those commonly used iii..c1
many classrooms throughout the nation. Our intent in these'
studies has been'to analyze these well known procedafes. in
order to, ascertain whether or. not they affect s ent

',
performance. . .

One of the reasons the AppliAt Behavior AnalySIS system
can be used by researchers and practitioners trained in thiS
methodology that they use common proCedures; they eak
the same language. Since the basic ingredients of the s t

. can be used equally satisfactorily by knowledgeable teac ers
em

' and researchers, it should intensify the rapport between the
... ,

two groups. The manner in which behaviors are defined and
pinpointed is the same. The method for gathering and charting
data is essentially the .same. Research designs or teaching
,patterns are alike 'for the two groups. The tkchfu'ques for
analyzing the data from the two sectors are identical. sb

This uniform system for both laborers should do much to
unify and coordinate their efforts, but there are still other
shared benefits. Because the language andthemethodOlogical
components are common to both groups, an individual from
one group can easily move over to the other. If a teacher, for
example, has been gathering data frontiher pupileusing these

proceduresprdcedures she will have little trouble transferring those
techniques to a search setting. The reverse movement Would
be just as expeditidus. , ._ , ... a. -

It would be presuniptuous of us if we said, in response to
the editorials in Reading Research' Quarterly, that we have
found the ill'usive methodology and, therefore, the search for
alternatives can be abandoned,. We intend to seek useful
components from other methodologies and tb improve our
method so that more issues can be investigated. We do,

-- -
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-
.however, reconimend that othersresearchers Find teachers

.

try to Use- the Applied Behavior Analysis method in their
laboratries and classrooms to investigate the problems in
reading that have,for so long baffled us.
,

A great deal ofwork remains to be done, irrespective of the
chOsen 'methodology. ,Considerable .effort should be expended
iri efforts to identify the elements which may comprise
comprehension. To date, a number of behaviors have been
listed which might make up the'process of comprehension, but
these elements and taxonomies are based largely on rhetoric.
In this regard we have been pleased with the expressive
measures of comprehension we have used: say words and facts.

Some interesting studies could be arranged to assess the
relative differences, of input and outputchannels. Research
might be arranged to study pipil performance when they listen
to or read the questions. Likewise, studies, might evaluate

, effecis of writing the answers or verbalizing the aitrrvers.
Several investigations must also be arranged to locate

more effective' ways to' modify students' abilities to
comprehend what they read. There hadbeen a great deal pore
talk about how to effect change than research to demonstrate
those effects. In this regard we have been moderately pleased
with some of the interventions we have used! For example, we
have been satisfied when we used a reinforcement contingency
in comiiin,ation with another technique in our clinical and
researcli''S4uations. Paradoxically, we have not studied

;systematically reinforcement contingencies, thosse techniques
which 'are often 'believed to be synony)nous with our
methodology. We intend to rectify that shortcoming in the

-
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perhaps this is a cu culUm question, better left to those
who do curriculum planr ng. But it has its narrower fops, too.
I am not sure that comprehen sionitest items, as now cmictived,
prOvide a proper focus for the iprilicakion of behavioral analy-
sis. Behavior. anajyters should be wary of preformed concep-
tions of comprehension. Althbugh they give focus to the behav-
iors to be shaped, they provide little informaliOn about the im-
portance of these behaviorsan,,real life, nor do they clarify the'.
conceptual analysis of compre iensiori. . Clarifying this sanalY"-
sis is important. If we were to ther more systematicdata on
the kinds Of reading activities which people must engage at
various point in life, we 'nig it evolve a somewhat different
conception of ghat is and is n it important reading behavior.. "!

B ehavior analysis'
The ,question of the ki Cis of behaviors that shOuld be

reinforced is related to the pr lem of appligd focus". But there is
a narrower issue that conce s the level at which perforinaAte
should be discussed. An ob difference- between Hansen
and Lovitt's approach an mine lies in- our propensities for
talking about processes lik encoding, rehearsal, retrieval, and
so qn. The authors avoid is terminology, although there are
things like recall, eque e, and interpretation questions. in
their paper. Di erences in the processes elicited by. thise
questions are'.implied. I k about the reinforcement otclass-
room. behaviors about s much as Hiinseri and Lovitt talk
about cognitive opdrati ns. And so, although we discuss the
effects of similar thing :, like questions, our styles differ'.

But suppose we 1 ok at the research literature relating to
behavior analyses. I this literature, one.is hard put to find
studies on the reinfor ement of higher mental processes, such'

.comprehension. Hansen and Lovitt point out, this re-
,search is just begin mg. One reason for this lack of research
may be the tendency to viiiphasize liehlivior more thaii thee
analysis that goes into what applied behaVior analysts_ do.
Don't get me wrong. I have considerablexeSpect for the Wen-

'fial of behavior analysis, for the modification of human behav-
ior. But I think that the .tendency to steer clear of eonfectures
about covert processing operationais not in the bast interest of
the field. In point offact, good behavior analysts are often good
hypothesizers about proces" s, if not.11eavy theorizers.

t,
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The approach of behavior analysis, if r understand it cor-
rectly, isuggests tliat performance in a task Cap be analyzed,
into small easily attainable repertoires of behavior. This is the
heart of the-matter. Do performancea-on inferpretation and se-

. 'pence test items represent easily attainable repertoires of
behavior? rthink ncrtand I am moved to the conclusion that
belcaviorakilealSrsts should not avoid talking abOutprocess
when ices to comprehension. Interesting behaviors, like
sequencing-and translation, involve complex chains of covert
activities that should be rnade'explicit. This does not mean that
process language should supersede behavioral data. On the
contrary, Overt acts by readers should provide the grist for
monitoring interventions. But I am arguing for a more explicit

k___si of the covert behaviors that overt performance
reflects. ..

Why is it important to talk about what a reader does ca-
vertly1 *cause we might then be able to cliscern reasonable

'behavioridindicants that can become the focus for intervening
in complex thought processes. This seems tome a central prob-
lem kr behavior analysis, since verbal behavionentails many
Covert processes. What is tieing reinforced is not the behaviors
obsert;ed, 'but the behaviors of which overt responses. are a
weak-shadow. 0 .

exanrple ,
.

Let's consider, briefly,f. what could' be involved in
`:azissterink a comprehension test item like the_ones 'employed

by Hansen and Lovitt. Assume that a text includes, among
others, the following two sentences. "Jim,belongs to the Boy
Scouts. The scout's in Jim's troop come from poor families:"
Question: Jim comes from a poor family. True or false?

Assune, further, that this question is askedeffer a child
'rifts read, the text. Several component stages are involved in
answering this question, Starting with the processes ,during

C reading, one stag+. required .for Correct solution (aside from
random correct answers due to guessing) is that the reader en-
code the information fitin the two sentences. The information
must be represented-in sonaeway in memory. This might also
entail maintenance operation, like rehearsal (auecond stage).

A third stage, at the time of testing, involves retrieval of
: the appropriate information about each sentence. People re-

-comintra.
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member many things that they are. sometime's unable to re-
eve upon demand. Some encodipg activities may result in

more effective retrieval, sonny stages of compreirnsion'arenot
iTtirely independent..

- A fourth stage involves relating the two 'sentences to each
other. Here, processing "activities ihvolve.dififiehlt class
sion relations, and they may reqUire extensive ad 'onal
analysis by the instructional developer. Forinstance, humans
are likely to overgener verbal relations that are stated in a
text. If the second sentence in the previoup example :were,.
'Some of the scouts in Jim's troop come from poor families.",
we know that many subjects would conclude that Jim came
from a poor family, although tharelations a'sserted in the text
do not logically allow that conclusion. .

If our procedure is an instructional one, in which we
expose readers to test items after reading and then go on to new
passages, we make the assumption that all four processes (en-
coding, rehearsal, retrieval, and 'relation) Till ;pccur with
greater frequency on later passages as a consequence of the

'questions seen about earlier passages. Yet this chain of opera-
tion, if it is real, is left pretty much to the reader.

-Furthermore, we have added another' complexity by'
_ expecting perforinance to be altered _ori new passages. The

content of consecutive Passages changes, hence the subject
must engage in the activities of encoding, rehearsal, retrieval;
and relation in -th4presence of changed cues 'Performance
seems.rathex looseWaontrolled with this much variability in
the instructional environment. Consider the-rat, trained to
press a bar for food 4t.the end of a runway. When transferred to

a.±-maze it may be some time before the relearns to correctly
turn right or left, although the chain of bar-pressing behaviors,
previously sliapea, is left intact. New cues are confusing,
although previously- learned skilli may still be available.

There are ways in which intervention might be made
more precise. For instance, we might remove the retrieval and
relation demands, concentrating first on encoding. This could .
be done by havingesubjects engage in overt behavior's with the
text present. These behaviPrs_ might include oral reading,
translating sentences into their own words, and so' on. Oral
reading woii151 be an of what I have called encoding. It
is interesting to note that oral was especially effective

.
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. in Hansen's project. Perhaps the censtra.int to slak the text
out loud ensures minimal-encoding of all the te,xt.

A second stage would entail relating the sentences to each
other with the text present, for instance,, answering questions
of the form "Was Jim poor?" and soon.

A third stage would consist- of introdicing rehearsil
demands, like turning the page over and reciting the last Ben; ,

fence that was read out loud. Immediate review might be per-
mitted at this stage to. provide feedback to the reader. .

A fourtli, stage consists of increasing these memory
demands so that retrieval from long term memory hecomes
relevant fort successful, performance. Performance on recall

aft reading the entire pasiage, might be useful.
, ,here at a datum.

4-
A fifth stage would begin to involve 'retrieval and the relit-

tion of information in the head. Testitems like 'Did Jim come .

from a poor family?" would be appropriate. Note that we have
elaborated five previous stages,of training and have only now ,

arrived; at mix original comprehension test item.
.Sikth, we mightinow begin to introduce minimal cha es 7.

in text cOntent, and in later, stages qUite 'different content co d
be introduced.

The kind of instructional program that I haVe in mind- -4

involves several cycles, each focusiAg on behaviors that reflect
encodink-, rehearsal, retrieval, and relation activities. These-

( cycles would progress from simple tasks (two or three senten-/ to more complex tasks (several sentences containing dif-
.ferent relations)I,

The*first cycle might go as follows:
1. Encodingread sentences aloud
2. Rehearsalclose eyes and repeat sentence
3. Retrievalrepeat, sentence aloud at later time (text

'absent) .
4

4. Relation-Ljudge implication from two s ces
Retrieval and relation judge, imp ation from two
sentences at later time (text absent)

The first cycle would employ a short two sententepasSage. The
second cycle would entail the same---activities bat more
sentences: Subsequent cycles. might begin to vanish the overt
response requiremez,its for encoding-, and later cycles would

'.increase the number and type of relations in the sentences...r
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.. 1. --...". 1 %-
Some aspects of rpy example are 'overdrawn. For instance, w.- e
would notexpect a reader to repeat, verbatim, many sentences' 1.

from a text; and paraphlkasescind so on mightbe acceptable
. performance. Balhe exthanple serves to make the point that
explicit lists of processing activities,typothetical. though they
may be, can suggest a rationale for interventiclis. , ' -

I have suggested several component stages tti.sktpink,
reading behaviors, but there remain many unexplored issues.
Poi:Instance, it would be desirable to clarify classes of discri- >7
minative stimuli, the stimuli that are tq provide.the occasion ,

for ono:14g, retrieval, rehearsaCand relation 'activities. Can
our conception of .siinitili, nominal stimuli, be transferred7-
'directly to our conception of them as internalized verbal
behavior? We need to consider how the form of encoding alters,

.internaLrepresentation. If so, the analysis of feinforcement in
latetstages of learning may have little-apparent relation to the ,
textimaterial. -.

`2`;
How should we. use reinforcement principles? What is

the effective reinforcer in reacting? Should we minimize incor-
rect responses, or shirr we elicit them, allowing the redder tS , 1

make errors so that comnietiPhitbrrect responses can be dia. \

, criminated from correct onei? How difficult, should the '

problems be? If performance* delnands ire too difficult, e.
learni#g'may beCome a punishing experience., I

Sum ,Max'y .,
. r.. .

,...

My ppint,
s

in"all of! this, is to suggest that, we need- to
consider moire explicitly the .molecular characteristics-'of
comprehension tasks in order to make intelligent decisions
about intervention techiaiques. On th'evivw that I've presented, -11categories

of test items like knowledge, application, synthesis,
and so ,:onprovide an insufficient focus for instruction in
comfirehensicireLInstructional programs, written from the
standpoint, of behavioral analysis, try to shape specific

._ components of comprehe4on, ouch as tlie comprehension of
,if-then relations. 'Talking out the analysis of the small'steps
and sequences /that compose these larger '*imprehension
'performeaces, although it may. have a cognitive ring, can
provide a morieffective base for behavioral interventions

- for research. Hearing people with an applied interest talk more
about these molecular processes might. help researchers to
focus the own work on relevant problems. , i

.
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V.

D.esign'to7; Developing'
-.Comprehensioh Skills. .

Wayne Otto

The title of this volume,. C4 nititn, Curriculum, and
CompregensiCii, Tesieele no Cinclingions, preferences,
biases: And so it should be for books of this sort are "monist°
examine and explore and, perhaps, to discover..On the other
hand, the title of this chapter, "Design 'for Developing
Cynifireliension Skills," reveals inclinations, preferentes, and
biases. And 80 itshquld 1)..0; for the separate chapters ought to
ggt the issues out where they Can be examined. Ile tisSured that
if one of the issues is whether we should take a holistic or a
subskill developpient*pprooch to/the deverOpment of readiPg.
consrehensiont, then this paper is addressed to that issue. Be
*tired, too, that 'there will be no attempt in this paper td
pietent both sides of the 'issue. thii paper deals with the skill'

A development side. ,

I am convinced that the mostsstraightforward way tdiret,
Poi the development of reading cornprehensiokis throlig,h_the
.developinent of subskills. Ndw let,pe qualify that a bit: The
most straightforward way to get on- with the Teaching of

s, reading cqmprehelision !ally teachingtheimportant.subqdlle.
I don't mean to hide behind semantics, but I do believe that We ,

need some special stipulations when we talk about teaching
comprehension that we might *lot need when we talk- about
developing comprehension.- On the foot rhand, the ;process-

. Would be directed, systematic, an explicit; on the"
second hand,, ;the process would be more .free -flows and
opportunistic. Nevertheless, if you will permit me to re for a
metaphoi, I think that each hand should know wgiat e other .

is doing and, if we use a bit of common sense, thatIloth hands

.pepeloping b omprehension,Skills 20 A . 193:
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we sharpW:Critical aspects of the comprehension process. But
lie can attempt to strike a-balance later. The questimi here is

-fty Skills?
.- To me; the answer is clearend it is inescapable: Because

we need them in order to 'focus 41st:ruction. Or individualize
instruction-...or differentiate instruction...whatever
terminology we use to describe a process whereby we (a) decide
what. we want learners to know, (b) find out what individuals

'dri
and do not know, and (c) teach individualspiqbably with

other individuals who 'have- tl same need-i-what they don't
'afready know. = Anyone who TWecte :the notion of focused
instruction erects skill

. One Arorild, I suplOk expect the converse: Alcyone who
,rejects skills rejects the notion of focused instruction.
Nevertheless, to raj 'amazement, I find that many people who

., write reading methods texts say little Or nothing specific about
--' skills; iet-they feel free to rhapsodize abOut dividualizEition

and to admonish their readers to take a dia :4, ostic,approich in
their teaching. Seitmls like telling people shoot at the target
without having the foggiest notion what r where the target is.
The price we pay for focused instructiioni skills. Without them,
diagnosis,is 'meanifigless and individu: iv . in is an empty

. slogan. '
... The question then is whether the, price is right. r truly

believe that this question is closer to the hearts of teachers than
the 'holistic versus subsidlls issue we identified earlier. Lots of,
tiacheis who belieiie in 'skills and recognize the benefits of
teaching, them hbld back because they claim to be wary of

; "teaching skills igolation."Jf the price of efficient focused
, teaching werei ' skills in isolation, then the price would be

too high It is Atte nonsenselo teach skips for their Own sake:,
Other teachers who believe in sidlls cheeully do ,the. extra
Planrulig and ecord keepinelirhich is the true price of a skill - ;'
:centered aPprolitchto teaching comprehensiodbecauSe they'
feel, the price is right. And they don't worry about :kills in
isolation becaUse they teach them that way.

Why skills? Because we need them. We need therii to 0
sharpen the ,focus of our teaching. But we must.choose them

'- -.Sensibly, and we must keep them in Perspective:
Nven a caisory search of the literature will yield dozens of 410'

lists 'of comprehension skills. Every basal reading and every
,Nr

{ e`.,, 1 ie,

\ 4
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curriculim guide will yield still another. But imamhie most of
them closely and you have reasoto head skill lists ill low

-esteem. The skills listed tend to be so generator so specific th
. ,

. they can serve no function in teaching orlearning, more oft n
than not the essential /itetailEspects of comprehension are
neglected in favor of the more ekteric interpretive and creative
aspects, and there seems to be no concern whatever for whether
the skills are in factteachable. If I thought that was the best we
could do, I would 'want to cast the first stone to put skill lists

.1 and skill liEtters.,outof their misery.
I believe we cpn do better. We can extrapolate from the

literature and from the experiences of successful teachers to
identify skills that can and should be taught; then we can
,follow up with research to examine the outcomes. of such
efforts..

Once we concern ourselygs withisensibly choSen skills
skills that are both important and teachable --I think there will
be less tendency to view them or to teach them in isolation. I see
skills and the teaching of dills as the substance and the means'
foi sharpening_the process of developing reading

-comprehension. Skills must be identified, taught, and applied
in cohtext. In perspective skills can be the vehicle for moving
children to independence in their reading comprehension.
ithout'the explicit focus of skills, I'm afraid we abandon too or

many learners w`hife they are stilldependent on tihe crutches of
"classrooin questions," "directed reading activitits," and othei
alternatives to explicit skill' development, The alternatives,

1:t.410, need perspective. , \r
, My rationale for skills is mainly pragmatiC. nriST:view, if

ye are going to teach comprehension, then we must teach the §
skills of comprehending. My position embodies my bias-, and I
it sent it primarily as an hypothesis, as yet largely untested: _

Substantial theoretical support for the skills
:oerhaps more-properly, a skills in perepective positionAhas

been offered by Samuels (1976) in ,a carefully conceived paper
tied "Hierarchical Subskills An the. Reading Acquisition
Process.;' In that paper he examined the controversy between
holistic and part methods-of instruction, compared speech and

,Jeading acquisition, analyzed what is presently knoWINout
Skill hierarchies in reading; and offered some implications for
reading instructiop. The implications are succinctly stated and
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they are conipletely relevant in tht present context? so the
rathei lengthy quote from Samuels is offered in further defense
of skills in Irerspective. t,

A major point made by critics of the subskill approach is that.
fractionating the reading proceswinterferes with the essential
characteristic ofreading, which,is comprehension/ This point is
well taken. Many teachers who use the subskill a'pproach, have
lost sight of the fact that the subskill approach is -simply a
meana to an end. What has happened in many classrooms is
that goal displacement has occurred and the means have
become ends in themselves. In using the subskill approach care
must be taken to prevent the subskills frombecoming the focal
point of instruction. Once again, perhaps, this point should be
made that it is important for the child to get aumile4prOtic,e
reading, meaningful and interesting material in context.

While agreeing with the critics of the subskill approach that
too much' emphasis can be placed on these subordinate
the critics probably are in error in failing to recognize- the,'
importance of subskills in the developmental sequence of skill

"" attainment. gust because fluent readers `ace able to 'deriye
11:leaning -from the printed page is no-reason'ito believe that ko
beginning readers can do the same or that we can transfer the
sophisticated strategies of the fluent reader to the beginning
reader: While it is` true that sophisticated strategies can be

'been accomPliS ed by doing a tiiitanalSiels of the sophisticated
taught p OophisticaUktliefe;tranefers of skills have ,

strategies an teaching these subskills to the beginner.
As the advocates of the holistic approath point out, the..

essentialialement ofivactingderiving meaning,--is destroyed
by taking a.whole and breaking it down. However,6current
research suggests that befok-tone deals With whOles, smaller
aspects have to be mastered first. For exainple, before one,can
visually process letter clusters as a unit,'individual letters have,
to be unitized. The controversy' between letter-by-letter and
whole word processing in word recognition seems somewhat.
resolved now that we-have evidence to indicate that familiar
words can ,14 processed by fluent readers as a unit while
unfainilia -words. end to, ket;processed letter-by-letter. -

Many -*critics of the subskill approach suggest that ,
meaningful reading mrtPriAl should, las given to_ a child and 4y,
subskills .should be taught, when the student. asks for help or
shows evidence of needing particular skills. This approach has '

4r shortcomings when one realizes the IogisticalAnd managerial
problems facing the teacher with a large OW.

With regard to this, last point, it is important to consider that
many .students do not know what kind of help to request and-
many teachers are not sufficiently trained to diagnose and
pinpoint the cause of the student's difficulty. Even when the ,

ti
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teacher is able to diagnose the cause of the problem with
cy, the managerialproblemsofgiving individual help as

"needed loom so large as to make the system difficult to operate,
if of unworkable. It would seem more manageable`to assume on

a prior grounds that there are certain suliskills beginning
dens require. These skills would be taught routinely to

idents. For-those students 'who fail to master these skills,
ditional time could be allocated and different Methods could

Earlier in this paper the point was made that the adverse
latiOiship between hblistic and subskill approaches may not

exist. Both approaches recognize there are subs-kills. Subskill
approaches start with smaller unite-end-move to larger and
more complex units. On the-other hand, the holistic approach
begins with the laiger unit and moves to Smaller units: One of
the important factors differentiating the two approaches iathat
of sequencing..Iii considering this factor, we must think about
which tasks and which unit size one would use to start
instruction and how one would program the sequence of skills to
-be taught as the student progresses in skin. .

Another similarity between the two approaches is that both,
recognize the importance ofdiagnosis of difficulty in reading
and the need to remedy the problem. The subskill approach,
however, attempts to reduq the number of students who Will
experience difficulty, with reading by teachingAhe prerequisite-

" skills before a problem appeafsi.(p. 176-77)

COmponerits of the Wisconsin Design
g*r

So muchat least for nowfor the skills aspect of ihis
chaptei.- The title of tine chapter ,is !Design for Dey:loping
Comprehension SlA," so" let's look briefly at the design for
.ileoelopiq aspect:,. , .

-SensiblY selected skills viewed * pervective ,are, I'm
cominced,5the bits-: and -;PieCes from 'which a program-for
teaching'' reading .comprehei4n: canhe bialt Butithey will

remain b* and pieces miehey are puF-..fogether in some
coherent manner that permits teachers to teach them and

-learners to learn them in some systematic, manageable, way,
For some time now I have been involved ins project where we
have been attempting to do the putting together. One outcome
has been the Wisconsin Designfor Reading Skill Development,

.vitliich, I will de.scribiin some detail bit later. It represents our
,..Aatteinpt,tede*elop the support system that will permit teachers

to teach skills and to individualize instruction with confidence

,anc1cien0y.
4
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,Other- :Outcomes have been two companion books,
Focused Reading Instruction (Ofto, et al., 1'974) and Objettive-
RaS edReacting (Otto and Chester, 1975). The content covered is
similar, bit the books are written for different contexts. Either
bOdic-can ,be used as a primary or a supplementary text fdr a

co se. I cite them -here because theyi along
wXth the Wisconsin Design, Spell out in detail the efforethat I

is needed in a total design for developink comprehension
askills (andot course, other'essential reading Ei kills).

All of this developmental effort has been guided by what
haveebegun to call a pragrnatioeinpiriCal approach. An excerpt
Horn the Iasi chapter of Objetive-Based Reading (Otto and
Chester, 197 gives a brief explanation of what I mean.

...We have described what amounts to a pragmatic-empirical '
approach to the teaching of reading. By pragmatic we mgan :.'
prgctical; and. by empirical we mean guided by experience or

I experiment. The approach recognizes that in order to d
vely, -iiith individual differences, teachers must adept

struction 'to the individual student. The differentiation of
w' AnstruCtion through the use of (skills and) objectives is preiented

is a practical way to deal With differences among individuals.
. Our Eluggettions for implementing the (skill-and). objective-

based approach are derived from personal observations in
, i developing and working with the Wisconsin Design for Reading

.. Skill from the experiences of many teachers and
-.. -.

N 4; principals, and from da(a gathered in more formal, fielthtest
I -.- situations. But what we have described represents only a

beginning. Change _
implicit in a pragmatic-empirical

approach because experiment and experience, will be a constant ''
source for modification and improvement in the Practices and
proeedureacmployed irkleachingleading. (p. 211)

...

I have described the approach in greater detail in' another

""-

paper (Otto, 1975).
Here-i 1,vish to stress three Main Points. First, if the

identiddation and listing of skills is to have any practial
impact Op what goes on in the classroom, the skills must be
backed up by a deliverF system that is credible and palatable to
teachers', and workabll in the:schools. Second; our efforts to
provide such a delivery iyaterzi have beenpragmaticallybased
and they continue to be guided-bieipeiience and experiment.
We apply the pragmatic- empirical approach inOur attempt to
bridge the traditional gap between the needs and realities of

Developing ComprehensionSkills
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in and the inputs and4emands of the researcher.
efforts to identify the essential skills have also been

y the pragmatic- empirical appibach. I will discuss the
int morefully in another section of this paper. ".

work in comprehension has all been done within,
xt of the Wisconsin Design for Reading Skill

elopment. Comprehension is one major area of the
RSD, which- is the__ objective-based System we 'are

,,,developmg to provide the total support we _feel is needed to
teach shills successfully. A brief overview of the WDRSD will
providet context for looking more_ Spicifically at the
Comprehension elm:dent. It will also show the outcome of our
application of the pragmatic-empirical approach to developing
'a backup system for teaching skills:

The WDRSD is an objective-based system that provides
bath structure and substance for 'an elementary school f

, reading program, kindergarten through grade six. The-
structure and substance of the Design itself are probably beet
demonstrated by an examination of the components: skills and
Objectives, assessment materials, instructional repources, and,
nianagement techniques and reaterials. The skills are groupelf',
into six main areas: I. Word Attack Skills; 11. Study Skills; III. ,
Cbmprehension Skills; IV. Self-Directed Reading Skills; V.
Interpretive Reading Skills; and VI. Creative Reading Skills. .-

..Each area is subdivided into levels that correspond roughly to
grade levels as ebown below.,

t; . ... 4"
ORGANIZATION OF THE OUTLINE OF ssikpulosicuz;s:- r -, NP- ---

-7:IF. :'- .t GRADE/SKILL LEVEL
K ` 1 2 3 4 5 66, ..

rWdrd_ /A'ttack Skills,
Study Skills
Comprehension Skills
Self- Directed Reading Skills
Interpretiiis Reading Skills
Creative Reading. Skills

.A B C
A. B C D FS - F G, .

A 13 C_"17 B F G
(DE) (FG)_

(Ak (DE) (Ft)
tkL'----C) (DP) (FG) '

A terminal objective has been stated for each skill area
Mad an instructional objective has beendeveloped for each skid
in the Outline. (See Otto and Askov, 1974, for the instructional
objectives. See also the Teacher's Planning Guide for each area
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for the terminal objectives and; for theAstruction al objectivs.)i
The terminal objective for an area sets expectationaas.to the'
outcome once all of the instructional objectives hitie '1)eeri

Thus, the tertainal objective for the word attack area
calls for .independence in 'attakin& phonically and
strtioturally regular and selected sight womb) as covered by the
word-Attila objectives..The instructional'objedrive for eabh-......

-- skill' ,precribes or riescribes-=%depeh,ding on the type of
objectivethe exPectatioire'with reard to each specific skill.

,Two types of instructional objectives ha vebeendeveloped
for- the skill areas of the WDR:SD: There are behavioral, or
prescriptive, objectives for the Word,Attack, Study Skills, and
COmprehension areas; and there ke,exPressiveordescriptive,
objective4, for the Self-DirectedAriterpretive, and Creative
areas. Consider .a behavioral objective from Level 3 of the
Comprehension Skills.

E
Uses context clues: obscure meanings of familiar words. The
child deterininee the ,ohsdure meaning of a faliar word in :/

``- -context by using the:Contextual'cleiices of- cause and effect,
direct description,wid contrast. .

,

Note that the behavioral objective specifies w ;
is to do when he has attained mastery of the skill. of the'
behavioral objectives a're written at a mid-level of specificity,
sOmewhere between the level of broad, terminal objectives and

`of daa'1e1 narrow 'oblictiVei that specify each step in ,a
learhini sequehce. Written at this midlevel, objectives can
provide teachers with guidance in assessment and inEitrricti6n- ,

-without imposing so many Prescriptive-constraints.flat they
become unwieldy. The expr,essive objectives are quite:::;iffererit
in that they amount mainly to descriptions of aciivis that

judged to be relevant to th e development of skil,1 in e Self:
Directed, Interpretive,"ancLCreative areas. / .

. Cgterion-referenced assessment devicyi have, been,
developed for all of the behavioral objectives of the WDRSD.
That is, u_ sing the behavioral objectives as the description of
criterion, &mastery, performancefor each skill, both formal
and informal assessment, procedures have been -worked out
and blade available.'

=_'Developing Comprehension Skills



, Formal assessment is done with paper-and-pencil tests,
called. The-Wisconsin Tests Of Reading .Skill Development.

. there is a test fol. eaalt objective in the Word Attack; Study
Skillicand Comprehension areas. The tests are available in
two parallel formsand in one of two fOrixiatisingle sheeffor a
Isingleobjective or liooklet for all the objectives at a given level.-
They can be groupedministered and scored eithei by hand. or
by computer. Typically, the booklets are used for pretesting in
order to find individuals' instructional levels; the single-sheet

.` . tests are used after skill instruction to assess individuals'
attainment of criterion performance. Each test inaludes about
fifteen items. The goal of the developers .was to make them as :

brief as possible and yet attain a reliability coefficient of about is .

i8 or better and be assured of covering thebehavior described in
the objective. 1.

Informal asseismentptercises, called Guides to Informal
Individual Skill 10bervation, are also available for certain
eking. Theiluides, which are supplied as apart of the Teacher's
Resource Files, provide directions for observing pupil behavior
or for directing*a brief performance test. The ,Guides ,aree, of
-course, criterion referenced in the same sense as the piper:and-,
pencil tests: They are designed-to santple criterion behaviors
that are prescribed Iv. objectives. In practice, they serve as
alternatives and/or supplements to fOrmal tests. Where the
fonial tests bring objealvity and reliability to the assessment ,

ess, the informal guides offer flexibility and, In some
-instances;,credibility., 1

In *theSelf-Directed, intrpretiye, and Creative., Reading
arra. there are, of course, no criterion-referenced assessinen%
exerais'es. Teacher S are;irged.tojgiserVe pupils' performance iuj

e activities related to 11: skill and tO,' keep systematic
rds , of exposure tAJad partici ation in the activities.
The WDRSD doe incdein trictional materials per

se: The developers decided that suffi en*/ materials for teach-
ing most of the essential f3kills Eire' ready available. Conse-
qiently, Abe Design includes a compo ent called the Teachei's
Resource Files, which amounts to means for organiXing
existing materials and activities.

There is- a Teacher's Resouke F le for each skill area with
.behavional objectives: Word Att4ck, Study Skills; and
Comprehension. Within each file, m terialEr and Activities are

Otto



identified and orgallized by objective. Thus, in eadh,of the Files
;ft-7 there is a collection of materials and activities appropriate for

,,t4evihing/leaming and criterion' behavior(s) prescribed by
= WAt

ttioeaqh objective" Of 'Course the Files available from the publisher
-in I nly a limited sample o "starter set" of appropriate

lated to each obf e. Teachers are invited to add
_

whatev resources', they judge; to be relevant to the
objectiye and to the needs of their pupils.

The iles, Offer, a number of positive pointsAn the first
,plaCe; y permit a school staff to make use of existing

_materi and' ideas by keying them to the objectives. Second,
they pro *de much exibility, for once the local additions are
made th should resent local resources and needs ita way
that c d never b }imposed from-outside. And, finally, they
permitach 4, f true eclectics insofar as the inptruction
related, Ito bjective is concerned.

Tectche ',Resource File for the Self-
Directed, e, a nd 4V-4 Reading areas: -Rao;
organization that of me Files for the
othei areas,, for each 'skill. The main"
differen* is that a ma rialreed to each skill is organized
to broyide -breadth o posure rather than mastery of
prescrihed 4iterion behavior. , -

Three compohents of the Design are directed specifically
providing assistance with .its management and

implethentation. The- Rationale and Guidelinesl(Otto and
Askov, ,1974) covers all six skill areas of the Design and
aMountato whit ifs title implies. It provides a rationale for, the
developniefit of, the Design and ,guidelines for its
implementation': There is a Teacher's PlannlitgsGuide for, each
skill area, with a separate -book -for Word Attack, foxSt-udy
Skills, and for Comprehension ant1 a single combined book far,
Self-Directed, Interpretive, and Creative Reading. The
intoning Guides include thE specific information teachers
need td get on with thetimpIementation of an objectiye-based
approachto each skill area. Taken together, the Rationale and
Guidertes and the Teacher's Planning Guides provide the

-Rrag#cal assistance that will enable a-school staff to plan and
carry oUtthe assessment, grouping, scheduling, and record
keeping that is requiied for successful implementation. Note
that the WDRSD- is still -under development. Consequently,

Develoiiing 'Comprehension Skills
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there are frequent changes in all of the components as a result
.of experience and formal field test results. Most changes are
reflected in annual revisions of the Rationale and Guidefines.
The latest edition should be consulted to resolve apparent,

' inconsistencies thElt are attributable to revision of the
components. Current lists of mailable matirials can be
obtained from National Computer Systems.

A final component is the.Pupil Profile Card. Cards are
provided for keeping a current record of each individual pupil's
skill flevelopraent in each skill area. Thus, when an
individual's Profile Card is current for any given areastiP

. Word Attackit provides information as.to which objectives
he has,and has not attained at the moment in fime. (See the
Teacher's Planning Guides__ for EP amore comprehensive4discussion of five Profile Cards and how theyare used.)

The WDRED is not meant to b "complete reading
program?: It offers the skills and,/ i3 thatcan serve as a

mevork for such a program . es not prescribe the
zz.7.. or is it meant to be aprogram forrhat, content, or proce

°, comprehensive prograrain't adition of the iiasal
mr.

readers. Again, the WDRSTIO o 'lls and objectives for
. 'organizing such a program, but it oes'not prescribe content.

The WDRSD focuses on :h skills that are judgedat this point
in. timetole essential to success in reading and it provides

V:fla pitig a total reading' progta
c

and`for
the backup found t* be_ essential to teach the kills. Rut
responsibility for de
seeing to it that skills are applied to -content rests,,arery with
tcliooradministrators and teachers who use"the propam.

" The orifica, l question a : ask about 'l a slinentered,
objective-bas4 kproach to the teaching Of reading is not the
traditional, is it, tter? Thenup? problem withthat question is

e that it is usuall answered in terms of comparative scores on
standardized a ievetnent tests. If the test scores-get better, the
treatment is Qged to be better than Whatever it ie being
compared to. There are real 'difficulties in evaltditing a specific
approach with hon-specific measures. That is, it doesn't real
make' sense t4 examine the impact. of teaching spec 1Tc
objeiitives by400lting3at the results of achievement tests Eit

safnple superficially, from areas that may or may not be related
in any reasonably direct way- to areas covered_ by the
objectives.



,
A much more relev.ant question to ask is: Can

approach be implemented? Or, to put it anothfitr way: Can e
skills (objectives} be 'taught? I do not-mean to 'suggest at
skills and objectives are the same thing. But, in the pre ent
context, objectives are statementsithat translate skill nto
observable behaviors, CoeqUently., when I, filay " leach
skills, ", I mean "Teach the objectives that pin doWn th skill-
1;4044 behayiors that are expected." We look for outcom that
could reasonably be expected 'to result from what we s Out to
do in the first place. Such a question suggesth that we n to be.
'old on the objectives we set. But once we set thein,

, the some nebulous number on a gene al test,.

ought to be_the goal. .

Developmental eAtion of the coMprehension
Now let us examine the comprehension element 4

ost e4usittors to ag
is
at reading

ountsloeunderstanding" w t s readz but -
sensiis drops off sharply re are many

s Bested for
fteri i conflict And

ited to keep out of the
688ary to fake ather basic

e compre /nsion ele ent of the
represe 'some of se decisionsj

ester
uicle-Cempre- y

hension, Developmental Edition, ( ester et ., 1974).

the COMPOhenisionioni eat of the it.SD deals only '
with "reading /Comprehen on" as stinguished from
"coinprehension" in !hell:nor general se. Se. We feel that it is
inaccurate tOabel a studen as having probletn in readirig
colriprehonsiozi if that sa student, ause of intellect al,-
physical, /or psycholo: al p;ohl 8, is ificapabW of
cothpreh ending inform presen in a form. other than'
,writteh material. We

,'

sume that this type of student has a
(getieral)comprehen n Problem.

Iti.further definin: Comprehension . found it necessary
to distinguish be n skills requiringeonvergent thinking and
thbrie requiring divergent thinking. Unfortuaately many
testing and ins ctional materials have failed to make this

the WDRSD.
comprehension
beyond tlytt the c
unresolved issues and the praCtic
teachm. g/developing comprehension are
seldom in concert. While we have attem
infighting; we didlindi

. decisions in develbping
WDRSD. Perhaps I can

J by quoting from the Teacher's

distinction, th contribqti g fo . . . the confusion in the area
today. Conve ent thinki g is involved in such skills as

.

It
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identifying topic sentences, determining sequence" recall of
.detail, etc., which require the :reader and writer to gain some
common meaning from written !material. If they do not find

common Area of converg6nce, communication, breaks
down. When a writer offers a series of events which are .

- sequentially, related in some fashion, it is important for the
reader to comprehend, or tand, what that relationship is.
To thisextent there are ght and wrong answers which are not

. ,
open to interpretation. - a

.Divergent thinking, on the other hand, offers no right and
wrong answers. If the child is asked forhis interpretation of

poem, his opinion of a character, nrhis evaluation ofa situation,
his answer will.alwayt! ,be correct. It may be an interpretation,

4v .w,. oPinion, or evaluation different "from that oftis tes,cher or
e

classniates, but it is nevertheless correct. There may be ten op
hilndred correct answers based on differences in background .
experience, intelligence, emotional attitude, or even something
as mundane as decoding ability. The. fact remains, questions
which have answers that are open to iterpretation haven one
correct answer. _._

,

The point here is that both types of thinking, convergent and
divergent, are important and necessaryjn.-01.total reading
progtam. Problems arise only when we get the two confused and
expecttonvergentanswers for problems which should allow for
divergeritresponses (pp. 7-8).

WS limited,, our, focus-in 'the comprehension .elemenr of the
NVDRSD, to skills which require convergent thinking. This ..-

enables us to deal with the skills in terms of prescriptive or
behavioral objectives. The objectives are anageablebeciuse
there afe right and wrong answers and ause niastery'of an
objective can 'be prescribed in terms of rion behavior& We
have-dealt with skills-mat -either_aliOw *salt for divergent
thinking in 'other elements of the WDASA-particularly the-
interpretive reading and creatiiye readinrelernents. There the
Objlectives are descriptive, , or expressive, and they
accommodate latitude in respOndin. g. 2

, . - What,,We attempted to do, in effect; was to .litnit the
comprehension element , literal' comprehension.-

litOperationally, we .decided t we. would concern ourselves
mainly with getting learneralo d9a1 with material actually -2

presented by calling, only for ,responses derived explicitly
from the material presented. This we have done to the best of
our ability. Yet we were haunted by the specter of inferential
thinking. This is how we dealt withit inthe Teacherl: Plan-
ning Guide,Comprelieru3ion: ':.t. 6

4

i
).
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Another difference, you Will find between our Model of
comprehension and that offered in traditional materials lid in
our treatnient, of inferential thinking. Many programs offer .a
skill commonly, referred to as "Inferential Thinking." Again,

'4* after. analyzing the processes-involved, we found not one but,
many different shills We found that inferential thinking cuts/
across all strands and levels. To us, the difference between
inferring a main ided and inferring an outcome appem to be as - '
great as the difference between determining the answer to a

.- a question when it involves factual recall and determining the -,,
anester to a question when it must be inferred. The difference "

e between, one inferential skill and another may at times be ',.:=

greater than the difference .. between factual skills and ,
inferential skills. Therefore, rather than having an inference
skill inlhe Comprehension (elerhent), we chase to develop skills,
which necessitate Inferring the main idearipferring an outcome,
inferring an effect given it cause; inferring the meaning ot a
word giten context clues, etc. (p. 8). -

.

To-put' it mother' *ay, we chose to deal with 'inferences in
liP, multiple contexts of related skills (e.g. main idea, context chies)

,rather than to abandon them a some Never Never -Land
terminology- We "Draws inferences.". In line with your
tommitment to literal comprehension, we are limithd to literal
inferencee in the comprehension element. That- is,- the: - ,_.

substance 'required for drawing an inference Must be actual0A,7,
.

.
,presented hi each iristande. Thus, when aniobjecthre calls for
inferringthe main idea ofa selectiontthe condition is that all of
the support for the Main idea,be presente'd in the selection. We
deal with interpretive inferences_ in the interpretive' reacting ,

element; and we do it with degcriptive, not. prescrilitive,
objectives. 1 ,,.. -

. Finally, in ,atteMpting to arrange the skills in some ''"
manageable manner, we came up with what we call strands,_,
which arS,In turn arranged' hi what we call hierarchiAa. A
strand amoilntec to a cluster of related skills, like the main idea .

skill strand or the sequence skill strand. Within each strand the
-'. skills are presented at levels, as described earlier in

the discussion of the entire WDRSD:- We are becoming
increasingly are that a sequence doesn't necessarily make a
hierarchy, and I'll return to that point later. Meanwhile, this is
what we Said in the Teachers Planking Guide-Comprehension:

...the skills in (the'Compreheneion element) are-arranged by
strands and each strand has a hierarchy. Each step within a

,,--
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SEQUENCEDetermines sequence:-first or last event,
Objective: The child identifies the first or last event inn

oral selectiOh.
REASONINGUses logfcal reasoning

1. Synthesizes inforthation
Objective: The child identifies an activity that represents

Ei synthesis of two events given in an .oral
sentence.

b. Predicts outcomes
tik Objective: The child identifies the outcome of an activity

described in an oral 'Sentence.,
LEVEL B

MAIN IDEA Identifies a topic: paragraphs /
Objective: The child identifies the topic' 'written-Vial

selectiOn. ,
.

SEQUENCEDetermines sequence: event'befiire or after
Objective: The child identifies pictured events that occur

before or after -specific events in an Aral
selection.

REASONINGUses logical reasoning; pr *ots outcomes
Objective: The child synthesizes the ormation men.,

orally in a three -event activi
logical outcome.

DETAIL Reads for detail
Objective: The child attendsIto and derives meant

the important details in a simple wri
selection in the active voice.

LEVEL C
MAIN IDEA- =Identifies a.topic: paiagraphe

,,,

Objective: The child- identifies the topic of a written

,.
selection. , .SEQUENCEDeterminiksequeifce: event befoie or after

Objective: The thild.Prertifies events that occur before or
after specific events in an oral selection.

Developing Comprehension Skills. 220 \
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Uses lokical reasoning: determines use-
,

effect relationships .
I

Objec ve: The child identifies causeeffect rela nsiiips.il
`ReadsReads for `detail .

,

a. Notes detail in_sentences in active voice
Objective: The child attends to and derives meaning from

the important details in a simple selection
written in the active voice.

b. Interprets negative sentences
Objective: The child attends to and derives meaning from

negatives in simple selections written in the
active voice.

LEVEL D
MAIN IDEAIdpntifies a topic sentence

Objective: The child identifies the topic sentence of a
paragraph.

SEQUENCEDetermines sequence: explicit relationships
Objective: The child determines the order of events in

paragraphs with explicit sequential relation-
ships.

Note: Explicit sequential relationships are-identified by
specific cue words (e.g., next, finally, before, after, first,
last).

REASONING:Reat30/18 deductively
Objective: The child determines whether a conclusion to a

syllogism that has one majok and one minor
premise is right or wrong.

DETAIL Reads for detail
a. Interprets sentences with clauses at the -beginning or

end
Objectivci: The child derives meaning from sentences

written in the active voice by synthesizing the
information from the chain clause with that
from the introductoiy or terminal subordinate

210
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Interprets sentences written in the passive voice
Objective:11e child derives meaning from sentences

written in the passive voice.- . :
i,

CONTEXT Uses context clues: unknown"words.
Objective: The child determines the meaning af. an un-

known word in context by using the contextual
devices of direct des ion and cause-effect.

DE .

MAIN IDEAIdentifies a main idea: paragraph'
Objective: The child i entifies the main idea of a para-*

graph with no topic 'sentence. .

SgQUENCEDetermines equenee:_jmplicit relationships
, Objective: The child etermines- the order of ,eyents in

. selections en the sequential relationships
are implicit. . _

w

Note: Implicit sequential relationships are identified by
'means lytbler Than specific cue words__ or position in'
paragrip

. -

REAsoraNGReasons deductively
ObjectiVe: The child determines whether a cOnclusiOn to a

syllogism that has one or tvjo major premises
and one minor premise, either in Or out of order,
is right or wrong.

DETAIL-7-Reads for detail: sentences with one centrally
_embedded part

Objective: The child derives meaning from sentences by
synthesizing the information from tlie main
clause with that from the centrally-embedded
part.

Note: A centrally:embedded part is an appositive, phrase,
or clause between the main subject and the verb.

CONTEXTU8e£3 context clues: unknoivn words
Object:11/e: The child determines the meaning of an un- :

known word in context by using the contextual

(Developing Coraprehension Skills
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devices of direct description and Contrast.

AFFIXESDeteriniKes the meaning of prefixes '-
Objective: The, child derives the meaning of a word With a

) prefix ;by synthesizing the meaning of the pre:
fix with that of the known word. 4:4

LEVEL F

MAIN IDEAIdentifies a main idea: two paragraphs
Objective: The child idefitifies to main idea of a passage

containing two paragraphs, either or both of
which may have topic sentences. .

SEQUENCEOrders events along a timeline
Objective: The child uses explicit and/or implicit seqiien-

- tial cues toorder 'events on a timeline.

REAsoNmoReasons deductively: indeterminate conclu-. lions
Objective: The child determines whether a conclusion to a

syllogism that has one major and one minor
premise is right; wrong, orindeterminate.

ote: An indeterminate Conclusion is a conclusion that
Could be eitherright or wrong. It is a conclusion that can't

dpbe made with Certainty from the statements as given.

DETAIL Reads for detail: sentences with one centrally=
embedded part and an introductory -or terminal
clause

Objective: The Auld derives meaning from complex
sentences by synthesizing the information

. from the main clause with. that from both the
centrally-embedded part and,,the introductory
or terminal subordinate clause.

AFFIXESDetermines the meaning of suffixes
Objective: The child deriVis the meaning of a word with a .

212
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LEVEL G

suffix by synthesizing the meaning of the suf-
fix with that of the known word. 7'

,...
FEQUENCEPetermines sequence: multiple explicit relation- ,

hi, -.., 13 ps
Objective: 4e :child determincl, the order of events in

.

- / . paragraphs with mfdliple explicit sequential
relationships. - -

...., I

REASONINGUsesqogical -reasoning
a. Reasons deductively -.

Objectfiie: Thechfld identifies the.correct conclutilon to a
syllogism with, one major and one minor
premise embedded in' context.

b. Reasons deductively
L Objective': The child infers a general Principle from a

- 'election in which specific pieces of iyorraa-,
tionr supptirting that general principle are
givet r--

coNTEXTUses context clues: obscure meanings of familiar
words

Objective: The child d etermines the obscure meaning of a
k familiar word in Eontext by using the contextual :

deylices of cause and effect, direct description, ,
and contrast.

. .-
.

: The skills' and objectiveS for the developmental edition,
_ are verypuch a product of the pragmatic-empirical approach.

After a general review of research arid practice related to the
teachifig of comprehension skills, we identified thesix strands
that,are outlined in the schema above. As We saw it then, these
'strands reflected the major subareas or clusters of skills

we". presented in the literature. In developing each strand, we
attenipted to identify a sequence of skills that would be
compatible with the grade/skill level model we evolved for the

--: WD D. For some strands we were able to identify and state

Developing. Comprehinsion Skills
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se yea distrete:skills/objectives 'and to avenge them at least
to our satisfaction in an ascending order of difficulty. For
other strands, we -.did not feel we had :seven discrete
skills/objectives, Then we simply ntserted what we found into
the leveling- sequence at the point most compatible with the
development in the other strands. Then we tried Out what we
had and made changes as they seemed appropriate. _

Throughout the development otskilla and objectives for
the development edition we were strongly influenced by
measurement constraints. If, for example, Ave found that a

° tentatively stated objective presented major protleni% in
developing a paper-and-pencil criterion referenced test, we
w,gre-in. dined to restate the objective. This may seem like a
classic case of the tail wagging the dog, but we were and we-
arefirmly committed to the development of reliable paper-
andveneil criterion referencqd tests.

Persident problems
We feel that' we have progressed to a point where we can-

if nothing elseidentify and assign priorities to some of our
most troublesome and pertis,tent,problenis. HereI will discuss
five'problems and how we are dealing with them.

1. Skills n perspeatiim. I would like to acknowledge an
apparent pro lem that probably turns out to be anon-problem
if we view it in rspective. Actually, it also turns out to be the

same problem Packnowledgatat the outset:How do we strike a

balance between an approach that foenses on the subskills of
comprehension and a process that clearly requires , the
simultaneouS application of a vast array of skills? The
queition can be a difficult one, because it tends to push us
tewart,tokinglither a holistic ox a subskills position. The
answer, in Fay pinion, is that we must acknoviledge the need to
concern ourselves not only with the teaching of subskills but
also Wit . the development of the process. We really do not need

to make a choice between conflicting ,realities, because a
conflict exists only if we make one..

I see no conflict in directingthe development of children's
comprehension through questions and activities while at the

.?" same time teaching comprehensionby focusinety,the mastery
of specific subskills. To me, the approachq*ie, Jr perfect
ckmplement. On the one hand wistimulate thinking and stress
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application; on the other hand, e stress the sharpening of the
-specifics in order to enhance overall performance. What we
need most is to develop our n ocedures so as to be assured that
the activities for sharpening skills and opportunities for
applying them are always in concert.

,1.0verIpp of skills/objectives. The fact of overlap among
skills and objectives in the different comprehension strands is

audit has been recognized from the start. One cannotsay
with much conviCti9p that, for example, the context clue skills
are, wholly discrete from the skills in the affixes strand. Nor ,

can we clVnithat the main idea objectivesarennrelated to the
detiLobjectives. And, when we examine thp intercorrelations

, of scores on the criterion referenced tests for skills indifferent
strands, we find' the coefficients- are both positive and
substantial,All of this suggests that what we may be doing is

.simply tapping some global, underlying "skill" with different
measures; so each time we sample we comeup with something
that is quite similar to 'what we got before in terms of
performance. The cynicsor you might call them the purists if
yoqr views are similarhave said this means there are no
subskills for comprehension. They suggest,that we .either a)
discover skills that are discrete d unrelated, or b) abandon
the, approa and 'simply teach
"comprehension."

. The that confronts us is not whether there is
overlap among the BEN we are identifying. There is, and we
acknowledge the' fact. Thsi problem really amounts Jo a
quesiion of whether we should develop skills that are indeed
interrelated or search for skills that are discrete. Actually, we
have had little difficulty arriving at an answer to that
question.'We are convinced that the most straightforward way
to help children become independent in tackling a diversity of
comprehension tasks is to help, theni sharp,in specific skills
that are related to the process of comprehending. For purposes
of efficient measurement, discrete subtexts (subskiljs) may be
desirable. But for purposes of coherent teaching, development
of the overall process by sharpening related behaviors seems
sendi3. ble. .

Aisigning skills to- levels. As I've pointed oul, skills in
the WDRSD are clustered at seven levels which are'roughly
equivalent to the,,seven levelskindergarten through gitade
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sixnf the elementary school experience. The intent is not to
klevels to..grades; but we have found that it is essential to.

liii-Vaeolf4e.well established referent to guidethe placement and
development of skills and objectives. The gradejevel referent is

the best we have. _ ,

, .".
",

We, have no serious difficuRy in assigning,
skills/objectives to levels on the basis oflogical enclior content
analysis. The levels we assign get the consensual support of
consultants, including claiiroom teachers. But when we get
data from the criterion referenced tests designed to assess
mastery of the- objectives, sometimes we get inversions or,
occasiotally, breakdowns in mastery performance. The
pragmatic does not always square with the empiricall

The dilemma is whether we should be guided Most by the
"pragmatic or by theempirical at this stage of development. On
the one hand, if the data are unequivocal we could simply make
thechanges suggested. But on the, other hand, if the
logical /content/consensual analysis is Valid, we must wonder
whether a)- the criterion referenced test used to' get the data is
valid, b) the subjects tested are really typical, and/or c) things'
-might not have turned out differently if we had 'taught the .

skills in the prescribed, order from ,the beginning.
In general,. my. inclinationagain, at this .strige of

developmentis to put my,eggs in the pragmatic basket:That,/.
means we look long and hard at,our contept/logical a al OP' 4-;,,

before we do atti changing. Andwe come up wi e

sequences Of comprehrsjejivitivAiik
4. Teachability 4 the objectives.-All of our ob.

ought to be teachAle, no question about that. The -m
qiitstion, then, ist:Ilowsoon? And'aquestion that ofteii;com

_
up is: By whomA! Let's`I ook at both questions. -

Aside from the sequence and hierarChy implications/of Ity,
the-first question, there is a practiCaliispeot that must betesilt
With in the schools. AS I have already said, the skill I els

correspond roughly td grade levels: Everybody knows at
individuals differ and that grade level is just a refere
that individuals ought to be permitted to pro s at thei
rate. Tlowever, lots of peop &want to know a) when
publish. gradelevel norms for our criterion referenced- tests,
And b) whether it is okay teach the upper level skills in the

junior high school.
e
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We-cotild evade such questions by insisting that they are
liot---uri to answer or that they are unanswerable in' any
sensible. way: And yet-We know that they reflect Teal and
pragmatiCally legitimate concerns. What we would like to do

uarid -turns out to be expansive because it is time .

donsomingis to follow up our commercial edition with case
studies in schools'. We can. do small scale pilots to satisfy

::, ourselves that specific objectives are teachable, and we have
dotte their. But the'only way we will ever determine whether
the skills can biteught in sequence and on some reasonable

th program is fully operational. This is the only way we
``time line is by "cloine\ large scale, longitudinal followups afte

e
ever really find out whether the skill-ceutered, objective-bas
apprOach is in fact 'accompliihing the goal of develop g

-.reading comprehension,.
The teachable-by-Whom question is another ,that as

pracacal implications. Is-it enough thatwe find a super reacher
. whotan -teach each skili for deraonstrafion purposes? We think

iiokfocriWeare committed to developing a backupsysterti that
enables teachers to tea h all of the skills successfully. Again,
the need .for longitudin 'case study and for rather extensive
developinent of instru 'onal "inputs" (exact nature to be
determined) seems clear

5. Development wi hin strands. In view of concerns I
have already expressed d information we have gained, we
are inclined to look agai at the specific skills/objectives and
their arrangement wit stra.ndt. PerhaPs the best way forme
to explainWv_we have p ded is to give an example of what
we are doing. The exampl that folltws is adapted from a paper x cz,

explaining the pragmati appraoch to. research in
reading (Otto, 1975). I

In _the fall of 1974,1the 'Idea strand amounted to six4V.

objectives to be taught an terectin the elementary school.
The most basic objectiVel a with the identification of the
topic of a picture an the m Avanced had to do with the
identification of the* ain idea of two-paragraphs, which might
at might not includ expficity stated topic sentences. The
objectives were based heavily on research done earlier by the
Laboratory for Rise rch in_Basic 5kills at the...University of
Wisconirin-Madhion. l ata fibin lidlited tryouts indicated that
children could attain he objectives and that ihe objectives were.
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acceptable to teachers. To be brief, the strand looked re
and teachers could use it.

-But we wondered about_ a number of things.
1. To- what extent should the stitni. be reflecting the great

mass of research findings thataraKienmslating with regard to
advance organizers, , cognitiveorganizers, paragraph

organizations? Certainly there was no lacW' existing reiearch.
If anything_ there was too much, with diferse aliproaches an
orientations and sometimes conflicting reEtults. Lots of promise
but 'perhaps as many queition as answer h.

2. Is it easier to identify the topic (orte or two words) of
selection than a more explicit title? Pra&ice suggests that it is

Alit no data were available. It is harder still to identify a m
idea statement? What if a topic entence is provided? Ag

- practice seemed to be unsupported by data and practitione
shared our concern. _ ; s -

3. Are children who can identifyc a inttin idea statement also-
able to state a main idea? Common tense could take us either
way in answering that one. Again,, no real data areavailable.
And, again, practitioners wondered, too.

We have to make some decisions. A change_in objectives
would mean changes in criterionixeferented test and in
supporting materials' for teaching and implementing the
strand. All would- have to- be accomplished within the
time/resource alloeation. We decided that our reservations were
serioni enough to warrant changes, so this is what we have done
or arenow in the process of doing.

1. We-reviewed the existing research relating to paragraph
organization and the use of various typessof organizers. On the
biiis of all that, we decided the objectives in the strand probably
should prescribeor at least describethe organization of
test pasemes as well as call for identification of a topic. We
wrote seven objectivesone additionalfor the strand to reflect
organization of passage as well as expectsdoutcomes. &the
practitioner, this means that while the-strandls being taught
over the elementary school experience, explicit attention- will
be paid to what appear now to be important aspects oforganiza-
fion. To the researcher, this means that some rather tentative
suggestions from research are being tried out and treed, in turn,
to be examined as they are presently operationalized. (Either
that; of course, or that the suggestions be further develOped
which could mean they would become cOntraindicatiye of
present suggestions. This would be the traditional 'approach
and would keep outcomes out Of any wide scale applications,
indefinitely.) To the developer ,this means putting the whole
strand together again with a rust.

2. We have done a study to fm ut whether topic, title and
main idea statement do indeed er in difficulty. They do; and

ble
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this information has been looped directly back into the develop-
, ment °MO strand in terms of how the objective's are stated and

sequenCed. .
.

w/s. 3. Wehave done tudy to find out whether children who can
identifly a main statement when it is given can state a main
idea% theirio . We've gotten far enough with that one to
conclude that they cannotor at least do not come up with state-
anenta that are definitive,enough to be considered adequate. So
"me tare-adding a top level objective to tfi eZstrand. The child
generates a main idea for a passage that may or may not have
an 'Organizer and has both relevant and irrelevant details.
WOO Note:_liVe hive done this despite the fact that this
virtually precludes a papkr-and-pencil criterion referenced test.)

As we put the strantilack together, we operationalize each
objective by a) devismg an appropriate cnten ferenced test,
and b) deciding what materials and procedures e can identify

Ai and4uggest to help children reach the objective. that process
we work with teachers arigchildren routinely. W senOdrafts of
the objectiires out for review by educators who knowledge-
ablein the area. We try to use common sense and we check it out

,. Ivlien we see a need. We try to keepit all palatable to practition-
ers -and- we check that out constantly. And we go out to the
schools to see whether i -works. Next we'll try to find out
whether it does any g e employ the pragmatic - empirical
ilpproach.

Revisions of the comprehension element 2 -
We followed i proceduze similar to that just described for

the main idea strand in looking at eaqh of the strandsincluded
in the developmenfal edition. As a &suit of that effort, we hive
decided' to do 'a major revamping of the substrands of the
comprehension element. The strands are now being developed
as shown in the schema, that follows.

COMPREHENSION STRANDS

Word' Sentence Passage
Meaning Meaning Meaning .

!Affixes . . 'Detail' )Sentenee
'Context clues ' Paraphrase Structure

.

'',A, .. -

1

A.
S. '' ''',,,,, 11

Mbloistranilifin the Developmental Edilion.

*Central
Thought
((main ideal

Relationships/
Conclusions

-

-DuelopingCompfellension
2 30
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The most apparent clityigels that we are now:ictrusing
explicitlyon Word Meaning, Sentence Meaning and Passage
Meaning as aspects of literal comprehension. This is clearly in
line with what the psycholinguists are saying; but, more
important, we -have found it to be conducive to the coherent
development of the skills within a strand. Consider, for
example, theASentence Meaning strand. With the focus now
clearly on the meaning conveyed by "sentences, we are
developing the -strand to deal not only with the detail aspect but
also with sentence structure and paraphrasp. This, we feel,
movesfus to 'Where we are in- fact providing teachers and
learnersnot only with essential skills /objectives but also with

. abetter vehicle for pursuing them.
A close look at the Word Meaning strand will illustrate

how we have proceeded with the reviiiithi-of all of the strandst
The bask assumption: underlying the Sentence Meaning
strand of the Comprehension element is that getting meaning
from a Sentence, or a complete thought, is an integral step in
the reading process. After a reader has begun to decode
individual words and get meaning from them, he must learn to
perceive "groups" of words and understand the ideas they
represent, The primary intent Of the strand is to provide the
child with the opportunity to increase his abilities to note
detail, see sentence organization, attend to ward order, and
realize there may be a variety of ways to convey a single
meaning a

The Sentence Meaning strand is developed through two
sets of skills, diie dealing with synthesis and ()with analysis.
The organization of the strand is shown schematically in
Figure 1. Objectives dealing with analysis (detail) are offered
at Levels B, C, p and E; and ohjectives dealing with synthesis
(paraphrase) :are offered at Levels C, D, F and G. The
organizing thread for the entire strand is sentence structure,
with varied and generally more complex structures at each
subsequent levero put it another way, sentence complexity is
the vehicle for moving through the levels of the strand.
Sentence meaning is dealt with, on the one hand, through
analysis, which Iodises on specific details in the context of
different, increasingly more complex structures. And, on the
other hand, meaning is examined through synthesis, which
calla for paraphrase (restatement) of different structures.

*220 Otto



-Sentence
Structure

--Analysis Synthesis
'13 Detail

C Detail C Paraphrase

D Paraphrase*

E E Paraphrase

F Paraphratie

G Paraphrase
*Roth Level C and Level D sentence stuctures are used to test level D
paraphrase skills.

Figure 1. Sentence Meaning Strand.

The analysis aspect of theistrand requires the learner to
focus solely on a singledetail within a sentence. The
underlying assumption 4s very straightforward: Sentence
combrehensiori. is built from the tmdeistanding of specific
details. Too often this basic ffilsittetep.is overlooked or given less
attention than it demands. While most learners Ethould have
little difficulty with the detail objectives, there is reason to
expec that any difficulty at this most basic leveibmst belle

'with before progress can continue.
The nthesis aspectpf the strand involves the learner in

--.-paraph,resing given struetares-.-Herethe assnrapti on is that
one, of the most. effective ways in which a. learner- Ca-I ,
denionsfrate his understanding of a sentence is by restating it.
in `Ei different but-meaningfully equivalent way. Paraphrase

*: can follov(eithei6T-Wolifiategies : rearrangiag Words or subste
wordii-(syrionyms).

, Re_arringingthe words of a sentence or "transforming » it
alters the syntactic `structure. Aceordinfetothotneky (1969) the-
meaning of a sentence is very much affected by the syntactic
structure. Likewise; Fries (1940) says that the order of the

Developing Comprehension Skills
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Analysis Aspect
structure

- Synthesis Aspect .

B Detail4_____ Simple sentences (written-/
4

_,,L Detailui_____Simple
V Detail .4_.,,Compound

oral)*
sentences Paraphrase

or complex
,

Paraphrase
.

#
E Detail

(1 clause) sentences
Compound and/or complek-------(2 clauses) sentences,;_JIL_.Paraphrase

, F A Two clauses-with 2+
8, eprepositionEdiphrases .Paraphrase

G One or more sentences of
any type .Paraphrase

*Sentences read by 'teacher.

. ik .. .
Figure 2. Basic Sentence Structures.

'their elementary sehOol experience. While sentence structure is
matically Varied,at subsequent levels in the strand to

ease' complexity, present knowedge.would not support a
claim that thelevels are arranged i any hierarchy of absolute
difficulty. The structures offered do provide the learner with a
variety of contexts for dealing with sentence meaning.

. In addition to general structure, sentence length and
vocabulary complexity were" considered when approbriateln-

lisveloping materials for the strand, For exam*, the Spache
and Dale-Chall readability formulas were applied to the mater-
ials prepared for the primary and intermediate levels, respec- ,

And, of course, all materials were subject to expeit
review and try-out with Children in a conscientious effort to
ensure appropriate conceptual load at each level. '

To give substance to the general structures summarized
in Figure 2, re explicit specifications were developed for the
sentences s at each level. These.specifications are given
in Table 1. actice, the specification at a given level pro-

. vides .an ad onal focus for instruction designed to help
, learners deal with sentences as they are actually writteth. The

specifications concern fibiktion wohl, substantive words, and
-negatives at various levels in the strand. v

4 ."/4
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Function words are included because they are the
"connectors" of, meaning in the English lanivage. Fernald ,

(1904) defined the role of connectives in language quite
adequately.

4 -

There are certain words that express the great essentials of
human thought, as objects, qualities or actions; these are nouns,,
adjectives, and verbs: Such words" must always make up the

- substance of language. Yet these are dependent for their full
value and utility: upon awatEer class of words, 'the thought-
connectives, that simply indicate relation; these are preposi-.
flow:4, conjunctions, relative 'pronouns and adverbs. If we
compaxtwords of the former class to the bricks that make up the
substance of a wall, we may compare those of the latter classz

. the ttiought-connectivesto the mortar that binds the separate
elements into the cohesion and unity of a single structure [p. vii].

Katz and Brent (1968) studied t evelopmental
differences in understanding linguistic ectives and

tements Of relatiOnship,S. Theirresults sh that between
ades one and six there is a narked increase in children's.
ility to clearly verbalize both causal and temporal

lationships and the mariner in which they are related by
finectives. Also,, there appeared to be an increase in

preference for the linguistic order of clauses to reflect the actual
chronological order or ev_ents.. Robertson (1968) fodrid a

".significant relationship between foUrth, fifth, and sixth
graders' understanding of cpnectives in reading and of
ability in listening, reading and written language. Her results
also showed a significAnt variation in students' understanding
of- a connective at ea' h grade level, As a result of his. study,
Rodgers (1974) stated that "An awareness of connectives as,
signals of relationships between ideas is vita) to intelligent
reading and intelligible speaking."

The funCtion words or connectives have-been gr9uped
inaseveral catego'Fies fo_rfourposesof instructional emphasis:-
The categories include Coordinate conjunctions, subordinate
conjunctions; prepositions, and' common Word orderings

, passive construction. 'The specific structure dreicriptors in
/Table 1,showitow the function words have been placed and

emphasised at given "levels. The meaning of each function
word is always tested via We-paraphrase skills.

oito-



The coordinate conjunctions are pla&d at Levels B, C
d D. The subordinalp conjunctions are at Level

D. gconjunctiOns were included because there is evidencito
link them with comprehension: Ma& (1970). studied the .oral
speech of young children and confirmed his prediction that
:6ordination is the first. construction, to. appear; and that
subordination with the subordinate 'daem appearing in

..decOnd pliceprecles subordination with the klause appearing
in firstplace. Stoodt (1972) examined thecrelaa

subject's understanding of conjunctions his iding-
tAhip between

comprehension and *found the two to be signifieinitly
correlated. .

Positional, directional, and temporal/abstract usages of
prepositions are 'emphasized at Levels B, C, and,. D,
respectively. Foust (1975) determined that although, learners
use prepositons quite early, they are unable to define:their
meaning. He categorized a group of freqttently occurring
prepositions into the positional, directional, temporal: and
abstract classes and found a respective _hierarchy. The place-
mentishown in Table 1 are based on Foust's work.

Function words which usually occur in a partkdular order,
such as the "by " - -and "to" in the. passive constrtiotion; are
focused on at Level.D. Gleason (1969) haS pointed out that the
English language places special reliance onithe _roll e of syntax
in the comprehension process. He states, _

...the burden of the message is carried by the wayin which words
are arranged into sentences, the syntat": Wad order,is so
important in-English.that when it becOmes reversed, as itis in,
the passive, it becomes very hard to learn. If, for instance, you
showArst. graders two,Pictures, one of st cat cilasing a cbg an a,
the other of adog chasing a eat, and tell them to point toThe plc-
tore called "The cat is chased by the only About half will
respond correctly. They ignore the little words, including the
prepositions thatsignEil the passive, and pay attention, to the
word order fp. 18-191 i -'

Since the passive voice.-has been idefttified as a ,specific
construction related to comprehensiop difficulties, it was
Selected for instructional emphasis. .

. Substantive Words. In addition to,the types' Of function
words already discussed, selected substantive words aregiveno
attention in determining the specific structures as summarized
in Table 1. At Levels B an C, the substantive words aredeaA

,

N
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ale le 1. Specifications for sentence structure

Level Basic Structure Specific Structure
- Function Words, Substantive Words Negatives-

,.. a

-
C

,

E

F

G.-

Siniple sentence .

(written-oraW

Simple.sentences
.

.
, z, ->--

.-.1

Compound or complex
(1 clause) sentences

1

. t .

.

Compound and/or
complex (2 clauses)

sentences

TW' o clauses with 2+
.,, prepositional

phrases
Dne or more sentences

of any type -

Coordinate: aid"
Prepositions: Posi- -

tional ,.

CoordinE4e: or .

Prepositions: direc-
tional"

Coordinate: but
Subordinates: causal,

relative pronoilns
Prepositions: tern-

poral/abstraci
Common word:order-

ings: passivg!voice
Subordinates: tem-

. pbral
Prepositions: all

usae
Subordinagtes:,'4

.0..

adyersative -

-
Conjunctions: sen-

tence linkers

Objects: direct,
prepositional

Mo'difiers: adjectives,
adverbs

Objects: indirect,
prepositional,
infinitive

Pronouns: a

-

. =

-

- .

.

..

*

.
,

-
.

See discussion in, ,

text
.

.

t .*

,

-
-

.

,

. :
-
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*Win the context of simple intences and within the detail
aspect-ef the Sentence Meaninestritiad. At subsequent levels
thastibstantive words nfay bedeakviith in either the detail or
the paraPhiase aspect. Objects, modifiers, and pronOlins were
itelectedior special emphasis on the basis' of experiences .

gained iiidevelopinganaterials for pilot versions of what has
turned out to be the Sentence Meaning strand. The oliservation
was that-Pupils who were generally able to handle assessment

"items dealing With the detail aspect of sentences meaning had
inordinate difficulty with items in which these substantive
words contributed directly to the correct responses to test "
itenuL

_Negatives. Negative constructions are included in the
SP-deification because some researchers (Kennedy, 1970) feel.
that their'` presence makeS comprehension more. diffi t
Certain studies (Wason, 1959, 1961, 1965;, Wason- anfi5J
1963; and Gough, 1965, 1906) have indicated thatreaction tirade
to neiative sentences is longer than to affirmative Sentenees.
Just and Carpenter -(1971) report,

The fact that affirmatives are unmarked and negatives'aFe lin-
guistically marked is completely correlated with the finding in
Ulla study and previous studies that affirmatives are psycho-
logically less complex than negatives.

They further suggested from Greenberg'S(j966)1ingiiistigidata
the generalization across .languages that all syntactic
negatives are psychologically more difficult to process than

'corresponding affirmatives. This evidence seems to warrant
the inclusion of negatives as a -specific focus for instruction
designed to improve the comprehension .of sentenced.

Specific skills and objectiVes
.

for sentence meaning revision.
As shown in The discussion of Figure 1, specific skills in

the Sentence Meaning strand pre develo through two sets
of objectiveti; SY an analysis aspect, whe the focus is on
identification and understanding 6f details, a d synthesis
aspect, where the learner paraphrases, o rebates, the!
meanings conveyed by varied sentence structures. Sentence
structure; as shown in Figure,2, is treated as a vehicle for
developing the skills and stating the objectives in each aspect.
of the strand. Treatment of the entire strand is summarized in

yo,
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Table 2, which shows the sentence structures and the focus of
* each set of objectives at subsequent levels.

Table 2. _ Sentence meaning strand

Analysis
Level aspect Basic Structure

B Detail Simple sentences
(writted-oral)

C Detail Simple sentences

Synthesis aspect

D Detail Compound or complex
(1 clause) sentences

E Detail Compound and/or
complex (2 clauses)
sentences '

Two clauses with 2+
prepositional phrases

G One or more sentences
of any type #

4,

Rearranges and subiftitutes
for a phrase

Rearranges and substitutes
for a phrase

Rearranges and substitutes
for nIore than a phrEfse
(whole sentences)

Rearranges and substitutes
(focuses on phrases)

.--"tearranges and substitutes
in more than one

The skills and 'objectives for the revised Sentence Meaning
i . d are given in Table 3.

Detail aspect. Objectives for the detail skills (Levels
.and E) require the learner to get meaning fronra single
'subtitantive word or a short phrase presented in a sentence. At

Level B the word may be a.,,,direct object;-the object of a
positional preposition,. or a modifier. At Level C the word or
phrase may be the object of a directional preposition, an
indirect object, the object of an infinitive, or a pronoun is a
simple sentence With or without a rxegative.,At Level D the
eniphagis is on temporal and/or abstract prepositional
phrases in sentences with clauses introduced by causal
conjunctions orelative pronouns. At Level E detail is not5d'in
sentences with prepositional phrases and clauses introduced

' by temporta conjunctions.
They detail skills should be taught concurrently With the

paraph,se skills at each level, No sequence is suggested
,
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lit
because in his daily life the learner must'cope concurrently
with tasks that require application of both types of skills.

Table 3:

I.

Skills_and objectives for the sentence meaning strand

Detail Paraphrase

"Levet B

LeveIC

Level D

Derives. meaning from sen-
tences: notes detail
Objective: Given a shortA

"tten-oral selection of simple
sentences in the active voice,
the child derives meaning from
direct objects, objects of posi-
tional prepositions, and,
modifiers.

Derives meaning from sen-
tences: notes detail
Objective: Given a short written
selection of simple positive and
negative -sentences, the child
derives meaning, from indirect
objects, objects of infinitives,
objects of directional prepo-
sitione, and pronouns.

1
Deri$es meaning him
sentences: notes detail in
sentences with subOrdinate
clauses
Objective: 'Ilistitildlittends to
dbtail in sentence which are
written in the active voice and
contain a) temporal and/or
abstract prepositional phrases
and b) either k terminal clause
or an embedded part.

Level E Derives meaning from
sentences: sentences with two
subordinate clauses
Objective: The child attends to
detail in sentences containing
a) any type of prepositional

' phrase and b) an introductory,

Derives meaning fro ii sen-
tences: paraphrases negati
and poktiye semen
Objective: The child is able to
it) restate negative sentences
in the negative and in the
positive and b) positive
sentences in the negative and in
the positive by rearranging the
order of words. in the sentence
and/or substituting for a word'

Derives meaning froni
sentences: paraphrases active
and passive sentences
Objective: The child is able to

`restate
sentences in the active

voice to the passive voice and
- in the passive voice to --the

active voice by rearranging the
order of words in the sentence
and/or substituting for a word
or phrase.

Derives meaning from
sentences: paraphrases com-
pleic sentences
Objective: The child restates
sentences with an introductory,
and/or between subject and
verb and/or terminal sub-
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(Table 3 continued)

Level F

and/o lzeiween subject and ordinate clause by rearranging
verb, and/or- terminal sub- and/or substituting for more
ordinate clause. than a shirt phrase.

Derives m eaning from Ben-
tences: paraphrases complex

A. sentences with two or more
prepositional phrases.
Objective: The child para-
phrases complex sentences
containing two or more prepo-
sitional phrases by rearrang-
ing words andijubstituting for
more than a short

Level'G Derives meaning from sen-
r- tences: paraphrases one long

sentence or more than one
short sentence.
Objective: The child para-
phrases oni long sentence into
two or more sentences, or more
sentences, or ,paraphrases
several sentences by rearrang-
ing words and substituting for
more than a short phrase.

0

. The- paraphrase objectives require the learner to a)-
change word order, and b) substitute words or use synonyms in

"restating the meaning of sentences: To change word order, the
learner examines &relationship between two or more ideas and
then restates them. In making restatemeW phasis is on
interpreting the relationship conveyed by ction words.
Paraphrase through substitution4i- /pigmies; phasis on
replacing substantive words.

Paraphrasing is introduced at Level Ghwhere the child is
expected both to rearrange word*and to sAstitute=for only
one wordin simple. iieglies4Nenteces which include
directional, prepositons. LeVe 15 is very similar to Level C, but
the child works with passiveas well as -activevoice
sentences. Because the passive voice lends to be difficult Tar

. many learners, the sentence structure used to present this
construction is lightly "easier" than that specified for use with

241



the-Level p detail skills (see Figure 2), i.e., most ofthe sentences
to be restated are simple sentences.....,

At Level E the child rearranges or substitutes up to three
words within sentences containing two clauses7ATLevel F,
substituting for prepositonal phrases withinq.Complex

sentences is emphasized. Level G differs from Level-F."1n that
the child uses all previously learned paraphraseskills to make
luith fewer and more sentences from the stimulus sentence(s).
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Comments on
Design for Developing
Comprehension Skills

Ire Athey

Itis a pleasure to read and respond to a paper written by
Wayne Otto because I find myself in essential agreement 3vith
so much of what he has to say. However, bdaling in mind his
didtum that "controversy keeps us on our toes,"J Will try to lace

-g- my discourse with a little controversy. I feel particularly
qualified to do this because, having been involved in an
enterPrise similar to the Wisconsin Design, namely tbe
development of the New York State Comprehensive
'Achievement Monitoring or CAM system, I can be perhaps

-more sympathetic ancrat the same time more critical toward
the efforts of the M_ aflison team.

Let me begin by saying that I agree wholeheartedly with
Otto that the opposition of holistic methods of teaching
reading and skills-based approaches is a non-issue, an
example of tli6 either -or- fallacy to which psychologists and
educators seem prone. The arguments' iii which we so,
frequently become embioiled, such as phonics versus look-say,
language-experience versus behavioral objectivedin brief,
the "great debates" of readingare, to mind, examples of
the undesirable effects of controversy, where the anta onists
become entrenched in their extreme positions and more
concerned with defending their beliefs than in asce "ng the
truth.. Neither approach need a-awls the other; indeed, one
would hope it would not. Even the most ardent advocate of a

language-e*Periente approach will find if necessary to do some
skill-building in the,classroom, so why not make it systematic?
I think the opposite danger is the more likely one, that teachers
become so engrossed in the skills approach that the major goal
is lost sight of. This is the danger to which Samuels refers when

Comments
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he speaks 9f the-means becoming the end. But we cannot lay .7
the blame for that outcome at the door of the skills approach
per se.. -Any method is subject to misuserat the hands of the

_-misguited. The ansWer lies in a greater appreciation on the,
part of teachers as to what the skills approach is designed to do,
and what it can and cannot accomplish.

Samuels raises another point: "While it is true that [the]
sophisticated strategies [of the fluent reader] can be taught to

. the less soPhisticateds, "these transfers of skills have been
acconiplished by doing a task analysis of the sophisticated_
Strategies-and teaching these Elubalrills to the beginner" seems
to. -imply that the-skills approach is only for, or at least more
appropriate to, the beginning or intennediateeader. I would
like to suggest, on the contrary, that fluency is not an all-or-
none state, and that even mature readers could perhaps benefit
from sharpening Some of the component skills; especially those
related to interpretive 'comprehension.

Let us concede, then, that the skills approach can benefit
both-beginning and fluent readert, that it is not antagonistic
but complementary to other approaches, and is not, therefore,
in itself a complete program for-teaching reading. Having done
so, we can now consider some of the issues and problems'
involve& in objectives-based systems. 2

The first queition his to ,do with the validity .of `the:
particular- skills selected. We must remember that
"comprehension',, is a hypothetical construct like ,

liftelligence." In fact, there is a good deal of evidence to
'auggebt that the two constructs may have considerable
overlap, not the least of which is Otto's-equation of literal and
interpretive conmension with two aspects of Guilford's,
model of intelligence, namely Convergent and Divergent
Thinking. The problem with hypothetical constructs is that,

= while everyone knows what it is we are talking about when we
speak of "intelligence" or "comprehension," no one can
provide a definition which is both exhaustive and universally
:acceptable. In practice, what one does is to weld existing,
definitions, factor analytic and other research, and one's owi
irttrospections into an overall operational definition one is
prepared to stand by. Of course, the operational definition has
:two limitations:_lt must not stray too far from conventional
wisdom, or it runs,theiskrof being rejected; and it represents
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but one of the many possible definitions, especially those
which May he forthcoming as a result of future research. The
Wisconsin Design followed essentiallythe saame procedure. It

'IOW, at existing definit4onsthose skills teacheiemphasize
:when iher"-say they are teaching comprehension; and the
-factorOgenerated in research studies, fo identify the important. ii ..

coMPonents of reading comprehension. I think we should
recognise thaelhis leads in some sense to a self-fulfilling

-prciihecy, since the teachers probably have no theoretical
rationale on which to base their ch ice of skills, and the factor-
inilytic' studies simply.reprodu what' was put into the
hopPerhi.the'first place, namely res from teststlet3ignecrto
measure the skills somebody- 41eemed to constitute
coinprehension,All this is perhaps a torturous way of saying
that, While We Wisconsin 'Design model may have some .--'

_ consensual validation, it should be 'recognized that it is_only
one among a Mina of possible models, of comprehension and
should be, as I bellffe it is, open to continuous refinement or
even modification. But beyond this, one must ask .the more
,genial question as- to what constitutes validation of a
construct such as comprehension. The answer seems to lie in ,
the contin us bootstrap operation we call construct validity.
This. may what Otto has in mind when he says large-scale,
longitudin studies are the only way Wepill ever redlly know
whether the skill-centered approach is in fact accomplislig
the 'goal of developing reading comprehension. ",

This brings me to two related points of interest-The first
-point is somewhat tangential, but it has to do with a concern I
have with objectives-based systems in giiieial, and that. is
what would seem tome their inflexibility. So many decisions

-..are made on the way to preparing,a comprehensive system,.
each, one locking one into a particular way of doing things, and')
Since these decisions are interdependent, it becomes -, a -

monumental task to change, anything because oany change in
one element involves changes in all .the others. Hence, the '

. sysitem may beCome self - perpetuating, shackled by the weight
of its on superstructure. . .. ,

The second point is suggested by the analogy with the
construct of intelligence, This is that comprehension, like
intelligenCe, may manifest itself in different ways, or even be ,

"differently constituted, at different age levels. For example, in



.

clatined that are essential skills, then &le claim must be
demonstrated by showing the relation of each one to geowthin
comprehension. Face-validity_or even consensual validity is
nbt enough. Nor is it enough to say that "once we set them,
attaining the objectivesnot some nebulous number on a
general testought to be the goal."Fhis is like saying that as
long as one's service or backhand in isolation are proficient,
one should not worry about whether tliey improve one's tefitiis
game. Of course, there are fairly .well-definedaUteria for

_determining whether on 's game has improved; fewer shots go
utside the boundary °Pinto the itet, -and one begin's to beat

__one's opponents. The criteria for determining whether a
student'i reading comprehension has improved are istiewhat
less obvious, and,I would be thefirst to agree that a reading test
may not be the best way to judge it. Stillythiddoes not get away
from the fact that the ultiinat.w value of skills improvement
must lie in the extent ,to whOh it promotes general
comprehension. g

The second' problem is to determine ow the skills1
interact, in otallOwordshow they operate in uni n tolmpnve .
general reading comprehension. 4t cozies as no s rprise to find ,
ithat the skills are highly. co elated. It would be more of a 4'
surprise if they were no r do I think this fact should
confront us with the' pa posed to the s of either

-conlinik up with discrete, unrelated skills or andoning the
sltil&s approach. But does stggest that we hivean obligation
to discover which skills interact and to what-effect under what

nditions. Perhaps it is not the interaction of sIdlIsio much as
t eir flexible deployment which characterizes the fluent
reader. -I suspect that we know v,ery little about this process,
ind/ yet-thin may be the key to it all. When a fluentleader read_ s

paskge, he does not peruse ft first for the main idea, then a
secisnd time to note details, then a third.timto detertaine the
sequence of events, and .so forth. $omehow, in the course of
reading he manages to balance 'all these factors,-just as
driving along the street, he keeps control oftheaccelerator, the
clutch; and thebral6e, constai4y reading to trafficconditions,
road surface, and a myKiad of othersonsideratiolis: hi fact, it is
the intelligent adjustment of his actions to all these 'factors
that mqtes for a good drive. Similarly, the extent to Which a
reader can coordinate he skills he may have mastered to

tit
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. perfectaon in isolation may well determine the depth and

is> breadth-ofhis comprehension of written prose. The importance
of skills interaction and its role-in reading may have been
nverlooked in the emphasis on Re cffic isolated skills.

We are really talking about the problem of transfer. How .
well does the teaching of 'specific skills transfer to the task of
What wefinight call "real-life-reading "? Thorndike long ago -

pointed out that the more "identical 'elements" there are
between the training situation anethetesting sit-nation, the
greater will -be .the transfer of training. Now, as far as the
criterion-refereiiced Sees' areConcerned, there may be a high
degree of similarity between. training an'd

learns
testie student

le. to identity a topic sentencein paragraphs hich clearly
have one, and only one, topic sentence,and he is stea for this
skill, on th& same. kirid of paragraph. But when one moves to

-. the world oPreal-life leading materials, 'one finds, regrettably, !°- ,

that there are often paragraphs which have more than one -

__topic sentence, or Sometimes even no topic sentence. I found
thik to be true, -fogexample, of several paragraphs in Otto's

-

piper. BimilarlY; in order to clarify the distinction between
literaland inferential thinking, care has been taken to select or
construct paragraphs which contain all necessary support for

'the main idea, in other words to supply all informition
required for the correct answer, so that reliance en prior
experience.or on inference is eliminated. Assuming that this.

-van, be done (theiparallel with culture-free intelligence tests
suggests itself here); again the question, arises_ as to' how

realistiesubh paragraphs in-relation to the text and trade
bitekekthildren regularly consume. Perhakt we can learn from:._

-them how children's bikika oaght to be wrMensq,,ightening the
inferentill load of a passage should certainly help children to
comprehend its Inning. On the other hand, systematic
training in idendfAg unstated meanings and irOplicatipns

41Cwould. *Aso seem to be necessary: For this reason, Otto's
emphasis on identifying, teaching, and applying the skills in

t. cAtext is especially appropriate. - I

Everything I hAte talked about* seems-to relate to the
criterion problem, and thislitai WelliSe because it is the central
problem, which gibes rise tozalithe others. At-all evntsj was

iintriguetd by. a statement in' the paper -tit thls effect feat the 1

.authors had been "haunted- by _the s'pecte of 'inferential

2 8
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thinking." Many other reading expertjii e been similarly
.. haunted. &me:have chosen to cut, the Gir4ianr knot by " \'I

.consigning.all such skills to a domain called "thiriking " and Str, . ? . ': g to consider them under the rubric of readImg.
Unfortunately this act of bravado accomplishes very little in
terms of forwarding otir understanding of reading
cemprehension, because mferential thinking and reading
comprehension are inextricably intertwined. By the same
token, I hope that the authors of the Wisconsin Design will'
not relegate inferential 'thinking to a permanent- limbo,
-because I -feel that the-Aferential skills are at the heart -of'
coMprehemdon, and may be perhaps more pervasive than we
think, i.e,; operating_ even when we think , on4y literal ..,

comprehension is being called into pl - r
Theernferential skill,,a are ind fly and complex, for.

they include all the viiried acti ties we subsum&under
"reasoning,"making generalizati ns, tfrring cause and ,

effect (with all the ramificatioktitat entaiTh , e.g.-, multiple
Causation; necessary versus sufficient conditions, causal
chaining, 'etc.), assessing the author's purpose, biases, etc.,
appreciating the mood of a passage or the delineation' of a
character, and so forth., Incidentally, I cannot agree that'
divergent thinking is invariably brought into play in this type

..,, of skip. It would be incorrect, for example; to describe /lb
4-

character who stole, cheated, and lied As "honest," or a scenein
. which the thunder boomed and the wind howled as "tranquil."

Of course, it is true that there is sometimeeroom for a difference
of opinion; but, aeinyhld philosophy professor once remarked,

---- "that doesn't make one opinion as good, as another."' .

Otherwise, we.would all be doinpetent art and drama critics,
political experts, and literary connoisseurs. But to r turn to our

....

"main idea"we 'need competent analyses f , of the
interpietive aspects of comprehension no less an the literal -

b aspects, and objectivk materials, and criterion-referenced
, tests to go along,with, them. And, as indicated earligi, we need ' ,

to determine at what age the tpterential Skills ,may optimally
be presented, oppe-thap adapted 6the cognitive and linguistic

... level of the child. -In other words, I am rejecting the statement
that criterion referenced measures are inappropriate in the
interpretive domain, which should be assessed byobservation
or other procedures;

- .. ,, .. -
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would Ii6`. to conclude with a few remarkil-about the
ractical aspects of the Wisconsin mode1First I would say that
skills approaCh to reading should be Very beneficial to -

teachers. Teachers cannot teach comprehension in the
abstract any more than they can teach students intelligenceor-
happiiiess; and I agree that we cannot expect diagnostic
teaching unless we provide the parameters for the diagnosis. -
Teachers teach skills anyway, so they. should have the benefit
of sophisticated analysis of what is involved in reading. .

Another advantage of the system' is the assistance it
provides by keying existing source materials to the objectives,
thus preserving the teacher's -autonomy to adapt content to
local or individual conditions. .Teachers certainly need,
assistance if they ate to implement an objectives -based system
with all the record-keeping and preparation itentails. On the
other hand, a system which provides everything for the teacher
neatly labeled and -sequenced not only homogenizes the .

educational process, but strips the teacher of his pfofessional -
expertise and-intiative. The way this problem is handled here
seems to be an admirable comproinise.

By the'same token, I wonder about the roje of %he teacher,
in selecting thee' kectives of instruction, and 'whether there is
any provisioewithin the system for a teacher to add to or
eliminate objectives from the core bank at discretion. Perhaps
the authors, might want to debate the desirability of such a
provision. However, I have found that teachers are .more

0 interested it t implementing a system in which they have been
directly involved from the ,beginning. Of course, one roust
achie've a balance between the amount and kind of teacher
involvement and the requirements *research design. When
Otto says that the Wiscoitsin system has been "friiplexpeuted
with success," I wonder Mr what' criteria he makes this
statement and what compromises, ifany, were made along the
way. - ,..

Finally, I would like to know more about the testing
process and how the data are presented for use by the teacher.
In my experience, the construction,_ administration, and
scoring of valid criterion-referenced tests present some of the
hairiest problems associated with the objectives approach. I
hove discussed the procpdures followed in New York State in
two papers presented at the 1975 conference of the American
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Educational Researchli§sociationAnd would be interested in
comparing these with the Wisconsin model. .

In spite of theproblems I have mentioped, my enthusiasm
for the skills approach remains undinimished. I believe it
representg a necessary and significant step forward, both in
conceptualizing what reading comprehension is and in
utilizing that conceptual analysis to improve the teaching of-
readitig..J congratulate Qtto and his colleagues on being a part '
of this new venture.

0
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Cognitive Processes t.

`Fundamentcg to Reading Instruction

$
Russell G. Stauffer

'Recently Jacques Mono0. (1971) advanced, of in
summation, what philosophical thought has been voicing for
centuries, that while nature is objective man as an intelligent
human being is projective. This provides the base for the
scientific method by referring to. man'S thirikigg activity as
conscious and projective, intentional and purposive. The
artifacts that man has made are products of his deliberate,

- conscious purposefulness as contrasted withhe products of
nature which are the result of physical forces.,Every artifact,
whether it be words or things is a man-made product endowed
with a purpose. A hammer or the word hammer isan-madert
and attests to a conscious 'and rational intention. The object or
the word has about it_ the structure and organization of
knowledge and can, so to speak, cause a person tkpspin aheactpf

' hammer to predict howit will qr might be used and this exteards
to figurative use. Thus, man predicts or extrapolates as well as

i interpolates. .

-6- If it is the essential` task of the human mind-to prbduce,
analyze, anti reiulitte concepts anctscientific operations, then
it-must be the task of reading instruction .to foster human

(
cognition. Implicit in this is the concept of intention Ali the
process of change,premised on the hope a discovery and the
discipline Of accuracy. One can conclude that "purpose for
reading" like "intention_ in thinking" is-, crucial to
cottRrehenSion. This being so, a teacher is obliged to nurture
the inquiry *process so that readers develop an active
intelligence capable of projecting, weighing evidence, making
critical decisions, and doing constructive research. This is so

. because critical reading, like critical thinking, requires
cognitive interaction between 'facts, their valued and

2'1 Stiniffei



consequenc,es;,between hypotheses and proofs, resulting in the
internalization of kno*liedge. and the acumen of self--
regulation.

Intention
Observation of children in the sensorimotor stage of

infancy providei information about how children first-acquire
the ability toeitclfieve intentions and reach goals or in brief use
"knowledge" as a-guide to purposeful action. When a moving
object catches the eye of k one-month old baby he ma stop
sucking the nipple of a bottle and produce ocularconver ence
(Bruner; 1971). Later, at four montlui of age, a ne. ;4. eiple
between sucking and looking develops, when the childmerely

, mouths the nipple but does not suck while watching, a lively
visual stiniukus. Thus early in 'life the rudiments of dealing
with a niir of options and part-whole relationships is being
pieted togeWer,This suggests that afthis early stage a plan or
intaktionexistain the mind of the infant acting and influences
the sequence trevents that may follow and the ability to

'benefit Trom knowledge and niay be regulated thereby.
By the end of the sensorimotor period a child is able to

attain practical aims, limited though to the time and space
restrictions of the immediate perceptual present. Thought
rooted in action is-directed by the infant toward "success in his
Manipulations [from-the cognitive point of view] andtO-ward
personal satisfaction Morn the 'affective-point of view]"
(Sinclair-de-ZWart, 1969). In time the child develops language
symbols to exprSs his intentions) his understandings, his
.action schemes, and his findings. He acquires an infinite..
number of- iphonetic-seniantib-percepts or sensori-sound-
meaning correlations. Children learn to do this without'
explicit instruction and without being exposed to El. uniform
series of experiences (Chomsky, 1971). This tendency for
language acquiiitiOn and useis.a generic mental process and
reflects -the generalization.. tendency of the human mind. --

Development from "the:third to the eleventh year shows
conservation of properties across invariant changesamount,
weight, volume; horizontality, .length, area, number,
durationwhereby the underlying cognitive achieV'ements
reflect ability to project and hypothesize and tb make decisions
(Wallach, 1963). As the-5Child matures and organizes 'objects

N.
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and events into categories or sorts them in terms of increasing
values of _some attribute, his performance reflects an

whincreasing ability to project and consider hypothetical
possibilities and to test their validity by systematic analysis.
In brief, his thinking i§ capable of formulating problems,
possible solutions to the problems, and ways of determining
which solutions are correct.

O'Ver this same period of developing maturity, other
characteristics develop. Individuals tend to show diffeiences
in cognitive style and persistence. ,These differences are

..__.evident in the nature and degree of impalpiveness,
attentiveness, and ability to *focus closely on events that

',.,,prrOund7 them (White;-.1963). Undoubtedly, cognitive and
affective structures herge from the interaction between a
child_and his envirlapment and influence a child's action
Systems as well as higkezpectancies.

In addition, indivianial differences in curiosity reflect
strategies for dealing with it'elliee#.ainties associated with
ambivalent expectancies that varyNtheir disposition to
incittaserprdong, and resolve ebnflicts-.1ShEBerlyne (1965:
260) holds that "When directed thinking is used't V ely or
the relief of conceptual conflict, it seeks information wi otit
bias." To this he adds the ,recommendation that when new
material is presented to a child it should be done in Such a way
that the child's existing eipectations are challenged and make
hinyaware of tire gaps in his present knowledg(structures.

In concept attainment, the predictive capabilities of an
individual again play a crucial role. Experiments-show that
person's experience and knowledge influence strong

, hypotheses ventured. Persons tend tadevelop a vague plan in a
predictable manner..and then their intentions keep them at the
task Until' a correct hypothesis is offered (Bruner et al., 1956;
Klausmeir et al., 1964).

In summary, thgn, even though this review is brief, it does
provide insight into the nature and value of intention and how
it directs and influences cognition. Not only areintentions and
strategies that exist in_the mind influenced by expectations
and uncertainties but also they are influenced by the likely
consequences of an action. Thug thought and intention, rooted
in reflection and ability to conceptualize, direct mental action
whether the stimuli are primarily pei ceptual or conceptual.
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The-_pioceeaof change
Thepreceding discussion was prepared to show that if the

regulated thought of a studelitis directed in a patterned form in ,
order to comprehend, then reflective reading, being akin to
thinking, must also be directed in a Patterned form in order for
comprehension to occur. To read must mean to comprehend
and to spektkof "reading comprehension" must be considered

"'redundant terms. Since strategies for sound thinking are
le:ainid they cam be taught as should strategies for criBtaLand
creative reading.

In
'Change '.
wants to
ho
teache
that the p

insic, to teaching- learning circumstances is
e reader-thinker must know what change he

know how to proceed to atfain it, and know
and internalize the change.SimilarlY the able

st know how to direct the reading-t ng act so
ocesses resulting in change are mastered. This

reqiiires that' the reader like the thinker proceed with in-
tentions clearly- declared,with an on mind, with judgment
suspended until, all the evidence is examined and weighed.
'Men judgments are made based on the value of facts and a
choice of the relevant.

Six aspects of critical reading can be declared. They are:
1) ability to actu e intentions; 2) ability to sift information
and determine its el vancy to one's purposes as well as to

*ctiveIy7 determine an uthoes intentions; 3) ability to deal
tth sernantU and guistic sonstraintth in terms of goals
ing sought; 4) ability to maintain in dynamic equilibrium the

personal components of convictions and inclinations; 5) ability
to determine truths by choosing among different options; and
6) ability to internaliie the knowledge gained and use it in
other situations.

Earlier I demonstrated that a basic element in strategies
"ler learning'' intentictn or a problem, a set, a question.
Similarly, the first aspect of reading to learn is "ability to
actualize concepts and intentions." In other Words, the
reading thinking process must begin in the mind of the
reader. He must raise. the questions. If he accepts Auestions
someone else 'raises he must internaliie the questions and
make them his: This he does by marshalling his experiences
and knowledge in such a way that his expectations are
challenged and that_h_e is made awareof the gaps in his knowl-*

Cognitive Processes
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edge:- To the reader belong both the responsibility and the
tyraimy of 4etermining "a right answer."

Because strategies for thinking are learned and can. be
.taught, teaching-learning is best done in "provoked" shut-
: tions as compared to,"spontaneous" situations (Duckworth,

1969). Provoked situations are ones deliberately planned by a
- teacher. to achieve a certain effort. Similarly, strategies for
. affective reading-thinking are best accomplished in directed

readinkthinking activities (DRTAs) provoked for that purpose
tauffer, 1969):
40P- Because the DRTAs are provoked much depends upon the

. teachei if the prbcesses to be acquired by the student are to
become functional. It is the teacher's attitudes and grasp of
DRTA techniques that make the difference. The teacher must
be dedicated to the proposition that reading is a cognitive
process and that the intellectual disciplines must be taught
deliberately.

Recent studies shoW quite clearly that what the teacher
does makes an enormous difference. First is a study done to
examine individually formulated imposes for -reading in
relation to comprehension and purpose attainment (Roder-
son, 1963). Results justified concluding that pupils differ in the
success with which they attain purposes, that pupils who set
better purposes are more likely to attain them, and are also
more likely to be more successful in attaining purposes sup-

:plied by someone else. Second, when children weretaught
according to Directed Reading-Thinking Activity recommen-
dations and,on .an open-communication system premise, the
quaritity, quality, and variety of pupil-responses were signifi-
cantly better . than when taught by closed-communication
Directing Reading Activity (DRA) procedures as exemplified
in basic reader manuals (Petre, 1970; Anderson, 1971). Third
teacherti who followed .DRTA procedures asked more inter-

,preting and inferring kinds of questions than teachers who did
not. As a result, students made responses at higher levels of
thinking than a literal level (Davidson, 1970). As mightreadily
bepredicted, reading instruction at any level is an independent
variable in -the reading process. What is done to prOmote
critical reading, regardless of level, is what makes the differ-
ence. Said differently, children can, be trained to be thinking

'Stauffer



readers at any levt31. . -' A significant study by Taba et al. (1964) wa concerned
with teaching strategies and thought proceiases. Her multidi-
inensional analysis of classroom transactions in terms of
measurable-changes in levels of Oinking had several advan-
tages. Results showed that children can Tarn to make infer-
ences, to generalize, and to make logical Asumptions if they
receive systematic instruction. The enormous influence of
teacher behavior on the thinking of students was most impres-
sive: . ..

The Productive Thinking program of Covington et al.
-(1966) showed that instructed children were more willing and

able to makeuse of the cognitive skills and strategies common
bath creative problems solving and to discerning reflective

receding. They developed a general problem solving program of
16 self-contained problem solving episodes. Creative problem ,

solving strategieswere taught as well as a number of thinking
strategies. , . .

A comprehensive study done at Ohio-tate University
(Wolfe et al., 1967) attempted to determine whether or not
children in the eleMentary grades could be taught to read .

. critically. Bloom's (1956) approach to ways of ordering know-
ledge influenced t development of a classificationsystem for
teachers' verbal b

useful in determining the separate types of
thinking of the pupils. Results indicated that teaching critical
reading is feasible to children of both sexes and that achieve-
mentis influenced by intelligence:general readiniZility, and

. personality and that teaching skill, especially the ability to ask
questions and interpret pupil responses, was a key factor.
(Wolfe et al., 1967). In this latter respect, it is interestingto note
thfit earlier Gallagher (1964) showed how the questions a
teacher asked influenced greatly the kind of thinking the
student did. . "ft-...._

questionably then, the reading- thinking process must
'begin in the 'arid of the reader, He must raise the questions.
The teacher must keep the inquiry piocess active bychanging
the nature and amounts of data to be processed and by the
nature of the questions asked. The DRTA teaching-lealthing .,process may be briefly:as follows:

-



I.Pupil 'Actions (P R P)
A. 'Predict (set. purposes)
B. Read (process ideas)
C. Prove (test answers)

/.Teacher Actions (VW P)
A. White do you think? (activate thought)
11- Why do you think so? (agitate thought)
C; Prove it. (require evidence)

--
.

If-the teacher-1 properry arranges the conditions for
student intellectual :interaction by instructing in groups of
eight or ten_merdbers the students can investigate the hidden-
processes of their own thinking as well as that of ot,yer mem-

_bers-aThe group. By so doing they learn to aVoineinglocile,
unimaginative, and stereotyped in their thinking. Further-
more, °authority and dependency are oriented toward the
material being read and the group doing the reading rather
than the instructor. . .

Not only is the instructor obliged to nurture the inquiry
process by the ,nature of her questioninig but must do so by
varying the demands made on the mind to process data and
make judgments. This is done by deliberately varying the
nature, quantity, and quality of the Material to be-read piing.:v
both fiction and nonfiction. Fiction lends itself ell to the
acquisition-of reading-thinking skills because of t nature of
plot. development and. because of the human-in resi factor.
The former permits- proceeding from `divergent beginning' .
'aspects of a plot and its who, what, when, where properties to
the, convergent concluding aspects of how and why. The-
human-interest factor ,permits young students to identify and
project, to marAhall their experiences and axioms of life, and

. deal with plot development and outcome both cognitively and
affeetively. This type of inquiry process into plot_ development

becomes an active tiansactiori between an indiiiclual's expec-
tations as conditioned by` his social - cultural environment
and by the plot. In turn, childrin acquire-a disposition to be
curious, to search for relationships, to seek outcombs. Thus at

an early instructional level the focus is cognitive and based on
judgment and inference rather tIgm based on an unproductivei
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retelling.of isolatedBtory facts. tIn nonfiction the t earch for relationships and patterns of
ideas involves facts and their value and the selection anduse of
the relevant in literature, the humanities, science and inathe-
Pieties, As'the dernands,of the curriculum spiral in quantity
and quality, in complexity and systemization, in fusion and
detachment, it becomes increasingly important that students
are helied to develop a basis for and a methoeby which to
mike judgments. This is the basic strategy of learning and
requires the fitting (assimilation) of new information into
existing schemes and their alterations (accommodation) sci as
to make functional (internalize) the extension's and rear&
zations. Thus the focus is on the rationale of disco ry arld w
inquiry with the emphasis on proof and confirmat on.

reality, DRTA provoked situations become a study in
e analysis of variables. The number of variants that a reader
ay. be required to identify, weigh, and make decisions with
n be kept 'quite simple IA. made quite demanding. (See illus-

tration below.) Thu a reede must betaught to use information
to make value jud nerits'obj'ectively. This intellectual power
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needed motivation keep a mi 'eon course in a free and opeir
search for truth. ca voiced t regard.of most philosophers
orintept when he said, "ff ajnan doesn't know toward what
orehe is sailing no wind is-favorable.". 'Socrates; in turn, ./

expresped the hepe of discovery succinctly by saying, `-`A. good
question is half the answer." Einstein, when asked what was
the most important attribute of an innovator, answered
quickly,. "... a driving spirit of inquiry." itecently,Rene Dubos
(1968:128) said, "The ability to choose among ,ideas .and
possible Courses "of faction may be_the most important of all
human attributes." For Newton, inquibrwas a voyage on the
sea of ignorance with the high hope of discovering the islands
Of truth. \

The external forces of man's everyday world generate
stimuli faSter tlian,he can,al3sorli them. So to resolve cognitive
mysteries he must find strategies for reducing their cony=
plexities. He learnsbecause ()fills innate urge to see causearid

...effect, td go heyond,information swiftly and fallibly. He goes
from part towhole, from particular to general, from hypotheses

. to proofs.
Accuracy is the ,governing force that transforrhs ideas

AvY ?nto soluble, experiences, Ifsthe experiences and decisions
conforanto_expected patterns, all is well; but when expectancy
is violated the braiiiis quitkiy brought to full alertness. All this
gives 9e:fez:ice to Paul Tillich's conchlsion that man becomes
really henlarr only at the time of decision, when he exercises
free will. No ether quest for mind such as the hope of discovery
and the discipline Of accuracy holds out so great potential
rewards to the scholar.

The phrase, "potential rewards- to the scholar" raises
certain fun4amental points. The dynamics of constructive
change are'not possible without the risk of declaring intentions
expressed as tkiiire hypotheses and representing insightful
interpolations and extrapolations. As "an. epitome it znighrbe -

said.that the dynamics of change is the proassof theeducated
guess. Before new ideas meet the testof accuracy and find their
why,,to the market place;;an investment of time, effort, and
reflectiVe thought is required, In the final analysis, though, it
is useViist (functionality) that re resents the potential
reward hatleids to intentions that make change and
growth Possible.
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' This :then is he contribution that sound training in ..

4 reflective'readirig and thinking can make to ensure dynamic _

growth. Students must be trained in the art of asking ques-
4.. tions, in open-minded seeking for change through the hope .of

cli
ring of new truths that are governed by the distiplines

I- of cy. To acquire the needed intellectual refinement in-
the of the reading-thinking process described requires -7
constant and ponsecutive-practice under the watchful eye of a, master teacher.

Conclusion
Lewis Carroll (1906: 938) in-a delightful essay entitled

"Feeding the Mind" writes about proper kind offal:A for the
m_irid'being provided in proper aniotiftti3. Then he raises the
question; f`I wonder if there is such 'thing in nature as a fat
.mind? I really think I have met with one or two minds which

ould not keep up with the sloWest trot-in conversation, could
not jump over a logiCal,fence to save their lives, always got
stuck fasein a narrow drgum,ent,'and, in port, were fit for
nothing butt° waddle helplessly through the world." The mode
of cignitlyp actions whith r have described in this paper as the
dynamics of 'reflective reading-thinking piocese merit
dominating \ all instruction in reading. The fundamental'.
doctrine of iiistniction. must be _directed to die knowing mind
surd away from a passWe taking in of the conferita of an author.
The mental processes answering to this requires a great
exertion to be sure,., but the greate the exertion the' more
valuable is the effect. If it is true thE ye are whatwe)e4t then
for minds' fo `remain agile and adept some ideas need to be
carefully' selected andichewed and digested."
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Cognitive Processes Fundamental
. to Readinginstruction 16

a f

.Lois }rood

. The field of early language development is; at first .

thought, quite remote from reading comprehension and
: reading instruction. Three major ctifferenees between reSearcli

in early ehild language and reading inetruction struck me
immediately: 1)*Uie 'orientations of the fields=--one being
applied mid directoward teaching children; the other being

f concerned with more basic researeh, directed 'toward de:
scribing and explaining the behavior of chiltirn. 2Y Thg
differences in age and. cognitive level; certainly .aa two-year-old
child le strikinOy different from a six or seven:year-old. 3) The
areas under studyone, language, which for all normal
Children' develops without explicitteaching; the other, reading,
which f'or most normal children requires explicit teaching:

The keithat led me to see points of similarity wa8, I thinks
in this last difference. Most children do need to be taught to
'read, but what -kind of teaching wa8 Stauffer emphasizing? A8
I understand his approach, it is that reading i8 an active,
creative pr e s' nd should be taught as,such. Learning to talk,
is itlso-ah a , creative process. The similarity betWeen the
two haw in act been -expressed by Stauffer (1969; .288)'
elsewhere: "Learn _g io read can be accomplished with the,
came Commiinica ion effectivenei38 motivation -ate learning to

f. ttalk."
I want to briefly touch upon thrie issueriltiseVby

Stauffer that 114ve also been addressed in language develop-
. ment xesearch,..-First_the recognition of the-importance of

cognitive development. Stauffer has emphasized the 'impor-
tance of action' aid experience reading comPtehension. He

. .
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r
'has Nilited out the interaction, between reading and more

*lowgener aspects ofcogni0e development. Similarly, a recent
development in language acquisition research has been tthe
realization o'f°)the very close connection between language
development and cognitive development.

Second is the importance of contextual information.
Althoug not exPlicitlyitated in this Paper, the role that the

e *ences play, in his ability and motivation toward,
reading is im kit in the language stcpsrience approach to

--reading; The -an gy to,language development is possibly, a
little far:fetched since the importance 'of contextual infor- '
matron, in language development was realized in of a
more complete understanding of childlanguagerather thanes
an aid to the child in learninellolieWr, the realization that
children talk about theie experienc4s certainly is similar' in

-focus to the idea that children should read about their experi-
, ences.

Finally, central 'roles are given to intension, alternative
strategies). arid-individual differences in loth areas. Stauffer
'flakes mention of individual differences in cognitive style,
persistence, -and curiosity, and the fact that these can all
influence and interact with learning. to read. The worIc in
language development, describing alternative strategies and

--- individual variation in the form of children's early.langoge
and the use of certain noii-JingMstic strategies, suggests thai
in reading there- might also * 'udiVidual -differences in
learning strategies per,se. list as childien appear to
Nive alternative routes to the'iia end in terms of language,
they may have alternative routes to reading. In this regard, it,
might Be useful to investigate the processes that occur with
"spontanlms" readers. Perhaps some insight into alternative,
learningAtrategies might. come from such observatioris:
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Five Exemplary Reading Programs.

Gita Wilder

.

In 1971, the United States Office of Education_commii-
- sioned Educational Testing Service to plan and conduct what

was termed a "deScriPtive and analytic study of compensatory
reading programs in U.S. public schools." Actually, the charge
was more specific than that. It involved elementary schools
only, arid within elementary schools; only grades 2, 4, and 6.'
Since the study was funded by monies allocated for "ev.alu-
tion," an experimental study was ruled out; thus there was no
control at any point over assignment of students to-educational
_treatments. With these as .directives, ITS surveyed reading
programs in anational sample of 741 public schools diming the
Spring of 1972. The schools were selected randomly using
income (al -a measure of socioeconomic status) and percent .

minotityras qtratifying variables. Ttie survey.was conducted
by means of-questionnaires sent' to each principaL and to the
teachers of readingin grade T2'; e,'en`d.Z.

It had been decided during the planning phase of the__
study to define compensatory reading as broadly as possible,
based on the belief that the only real .difference between

-_ compensatory encl.:lion-compensatory reading instruction lay
with the source of -the funding support and that, for purposes of

fi this study, all typeiref reading programs,shonld be included.
The definition bf coinpenstitory reading instruction that wes
adopted was n arbitrary and purely administrative one; it
was defined as ally reading instruction provided for students
,because they were reading below grade level. Thus the defini-
tion was free from cdhstraints of funding sources, materials,
.qualifying characteristics of students, and instructional
packages 'of any sit. The survey cayered a wide range of

,
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school descriptors, teacher characteristics, and details-about
methods' materials, and instructional practices. _

On the basis of information gathereadn the Spring 1972
survey, a subset of theoriginal141 schools was chosen for more
complete study during the 1972-1973 school year. A total of 263
schoole,most witbcompensatory reading Programs but some=
without (to serve as a comparison group), was included in this
second pliase of the research. In these schools, studenja were
pretested and posttested Using two subtests of the grade -
appropriate form of the Metropolitan Reading Achievement
Test,& grade, appropriate Cooperative Primary or STEP test

- of reading achievement, jand a specially designed measure of
attitude-toward- reading._ In addition, a daily record was
maintained of attendance at reading instruction for each-Of the
55,000 students in the study, and the questionnaires were
wrministered again to the pincipals of the participating

:schools and'all teachers of reading in-the second, fourth, and
sixth grades. On the basis, of the test resul a measure of

-effectiveness was created and applied toall class compensa-`

tory and non - compensatory, in all of the schools in hesecond
phase ofthe study. It had been decided, however, on sis of ,

an analysis performed on the data from the first study year,
that reading programs were likely to show greater similarity
across grades within schools than by gradic levels across

- schools. The notion of "reading program," then; was a school -

based -one and one with which I sapect many reading people
would not be in agreeilrpat. There has been some ambiguity in*the use this study has de Of the teen "program" as applied to
reading instruction. in ,the schools surveyed. While the ques-
tionnaires allowed prin cipals. to indicate- that their schools
offered more than one "feeding program" (aloniwith a page of '-
decision rules coneernirlg how.toidehtify sucirprograms"), in
the analysis astd_reportng of the data, the project staff have
also used the term program to describe the totality of a school's
reeding instruction in'cluding many of the demographic and
sociological features that affect it. In-this paper, the term is

. used for the most part in its broader sense, relating to all of the
school and classroom variables that-affect but are not tra-
ditionally inclided In definitions of readiiig programs.

On the basis of the effectiVeness data, schools were
characterized as having fallen within the predicted range with

*
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respect to outcome, or as outliers. That is; a school's posttest
scores were examined with respect to its pretest scores.' The
schools- that performed as expected were differentiated from.
the schools that performed either better or worsgthan had been
expeded on the basis of'the pretest scores.. The-outliers were a,
group that were of special interest to the study staff, and a
subset of them were seleCted for further study duripg the_1973--
1974 school year.

The selection of 'schools acfording to an effectiveness
criterion was not a simple matter. Effectiveneis scores were
obtained for each class, for each grade 'leuel included in the
study, for each school, and for each fluster of schools (schools
had been aggregated into eleven clusters by virtue of a factor-
type analysis of their essential__ program characteristics),
separately for compensatory students, non-coinpengatory
students, and all students. Needless to say, classes within a
grade, a school, or a cluster; grades thin alithool or a cluster;
and schools within a cluster were net uniformlseffective. Nor
were progranis uniformly effective for compensatory and non-
compensatory students within a Jss, a grade, a school, or
cluster. The particular level of effectiveness for theselection of
schools to be visited was cluster'effectiveness for

students. That is, tlie most and le-ast effective clusters (in ,
terms of a rank-ordering procedure) for compensatory students
were, selected for representation by schools to be visited:
Moreover, within a cluster the most or consistently least
effective :Schools were selected. The procedure Vas operafion-
alizedas follows: clusters were rank-ordered,on the basis of the
effectiveness of their instruction for comperisatory students.
Two of the most effective clusters and two of the least effective ___

clusters 'were selected for visits.3vithin the trusters, schooli
were rank-ordered with respect to their effectiveness for
compensatory students. From the most effectiVe clusters, a
number of the most effective schools were selected for visits.
Because schools were not consistently effective across grades,
schools that were chosen from effective cluster had to be
highly effective (that is, highly ranked in grade-le ffective
nesS) at more than one grade level. Similarly, from least
effective clusters, the least effective schools (at more th one
grade level) were sereated for visits.

Twenty-nine schools were visited during the 1973-1974
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year, 27 of them were visited twice. During the visits, observers

visited all classrooms containing second, fourth, and sixth

graders in which-reading instruction was taking place, and

spoke with principals, tedchers, and any other staff involved in
the reading progratos in theschools: The questionnaires were
fuse administered, for the third successive year, to principals
and teachers of reading in the grades in question. The conduct.

of the observations will be described subsequent) ; suffice it to

say here that the:schedulcr of visits was arra ed so as to
maximize tle number of observers, who visited y given site.

- At the con clusion,of their visits to school, ob ervers were

asked to-inske predictions about' the direction of the outlier
status of each school they visited, that is, ,whethe _the schools

werein their judgment, highly effective or highly ineffective
schools. The predictions were discussid at the final debriefings
conducted for each school, and divergences and congruences

among observers' judgmenti were noted. The five schools
selected for more - intensive study in- the second year of site

visitation were schools that could be considered effective by
two criteria. The first was that they were, in terms of the

measured effectiveness selection- criterion described earlier,
among -the more effective schools in .a most effective cluster.
The second was that all observers to a school had predicted it's
effective status at the time ofthe first year visit. The purpose of
thit final -set of visits was to provide a careful and detailed
documentation of the features associated with effectiveness'in
milling instruction.
OF This, then:was the series of events which led to the

selection of the five schools whose -reading programs- are
described in this paper. The condittsns of their selection are
summarized in Table 1 and should be remembered throughout
the,observations that follow. First, the five schools were the
end result of a process that started with a random national
sample of public elementary schools. These were not schools
selected from among a collection of new and/or exciting
innovative schools qr sites where experimental curricula were
being introduced. They-came from the general population of
American public schools, and represent agrtiip culled from the

range and variety ...present therein. Second, the criteria
which their effectiveness was measured were quite relati
performance that vaabetter than had beenanticipated from
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their pretest MOTO on a battery of achievement tests, and
tigreem,e4bya crew of trained observers that theywere among
the best schools observed in tha.group of 29 outliers.

6 . .

-- Table 1.- , 'A summary of the activities of the compensatory
reading project

No. of
year Schools' Sample Data Collection

-Spring
1972

. School
year

1972-73

School_
year

1973-74

School
year

1974.75

741 Random sample
U.S. public ele-
mentary schools

263 Stratified-
. sample drawn from

original 741:
strata (1) CR
Title I, (2) CR
non-Title 1,
(a) NCR

Outliers among
263 schools':
higher than pre-
dicted achieve-
ment and lower
than predidfed
achievement

5 Schools deemed
effective-by
achievement and
observational
criteria

Questionnaires to
principals and teachers

. of reading in grades 2,
4, and 6

Achievement and attitude
pretest and posttest;
attendance records; indi-
vidual studept data;
questionnaires as above

Site visits; classroom
observations; consensus
ratings; questionnaires
as..abbe

Site visits; classroom
observations

It had long feeling of the study staff that the
really meaningful features of reading instruction were not
being tapped by either the questionnaires or the test battery,
and that in ordei for an§ of u s to.speak with authority about

%

effective reading instruction, we were going to have to.get into
schools at some point. School and classroom observations were
carried out during the third study year for several'reasons. The

4.1

en
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first ,was to fill in the taps left bythe ouestiOnnaires and tq.,

provide information about some of the less countable features

of "nerd-Cr:ion. The second was to validate the information

;obtained from the -tinestiormaires, to determine" how the

frequency' distributions and item respoireaSitranslated them-

selves into classroom practices. The third was to`docum0,
first-hand, the nature of educational effectiveness_by looking

at programs Whose effectiveness was greater than the average

and at the same time, for compargon, loAking at programs

effectivenefis was less than the average.
-2 The observations were conceived as asort of doubleblind

experiment in *hick neither' the observers nor the schools

being observed knew the effectiveness standings. After the

visits, observers were asked to predict from their observations

which schools were more and which were less effective. Schools

were asked to cooperate with the understanding that the study

was attempting to gather more detailed information about a

small number of programs; the cooperation rate was zeason-

ably good, although some schools (abont.80 percent) did refuse.

Observers were selected-from a large i000l of inviduals with

an agsortmentof backgrounds. Among them were several staff

members of the.project who had been involved with the re-

search from:the very beginning, although none,had any

awareness of the effectiveness rankings. There were also

several former teachers and a number of ETS staff members

with other' major functions: people whose primary areas of

,interest were measurement, test construction, literature, and

educational. psychology.
While all ofthe observers were required to undergo a-week

of commoir training in the use Of the Obserlvation instrument

and the generaLgoals of the study, their varying. perspectiVes

were helpful in broadening the scope of the observations:- A

format was developed for rating classroom variables, and a

general outline of information to be gathered from interviews

was plepared. Visits to schools were flexible enough a be
adapfrve.to school schedulelkut consistent enough to ensure

'that comparable data becollected,from all sites. As part of the

trainineprocedure, a team of reading, specialists provided a

day's crash-courein reading methods and miterials in order

that the obserrera, none of whom was trained in reading,

would have a common (if limited) backgroupd in the field.

Wilder
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Each visit to a school involved, two or three days at the
school by a team of from tvQ to six observers, the number

'depending on the size of the school and the number of classes to
be-visited. Pairs_ of observers visited each class, taking nano-

_live notes that were later turned into ratings. Once independ-
ent ratings had been made, observers conferred about their
ratings and produced a third rating form representing the
consensus of their individual ratings. Teachers were inter-
viewed informEilly by one or both members of the pair Of ;
observers of the classroom in question. Each evening during
the site visit, the site visit team met to share observations and
tO discuss- the following day's schedule; these discussions
served to allow for schedule changes in order to provide extra
coverage of extraordinary classrooms or events. The class-
rooms observed were mostly,those whose, eachers had filled
out questionnaires in previous study years; although few of
them ixeluded the same students as had been tested. The
dasSroom observation instrument included items covering
instructional groupings' and how these changed during the
school year; materials and audiovisual equipment used; such
items of teacher behavior as modes of reinforcement. and
control niechanisms, student handling of wrong answers, use
of and type of qUiestions asked; student affect 'apd behavior,
level of ihvolvemenlin the Itearning process, and degiee of
autonomy. There were also i covering the time allotted to
various kinds of activities and the time spent by both teachers -
and students' in various kinds of groupingv. -Observers were'
asked to record all reading materisils present in the classrooin
in addition to those that were actually used.

Each site visit was directed by one member of the ails&
vation team charged with making the initial contact with iHne
school; setting up a schedule for ihe visit; and producing the
-final document resulting from ifin visit, a ease study report
covering all aspects opthe school and its reading program: Site
visit responsibilities vliere spread oui, among the obserVers so
that the numbed of .casestutlies produced by each person was
equalized. When the team xeturned from the field, a debriefing
was held with all team members present ag.well as members of
the project stfwho had'not been on the trip. All debriefins
were tape ,ee orded. The data collectid for any singlejschool,
therefore, included 'the following: three o. serratttrik rating

Exemplary Reading Programs
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-, ____,

Fie years Of-my professional life were spent, in the develop-
/trie t of tests and oth& assessment devices. Finally, I'velkezi-
involved in_an assortment of educational- evaluation and
research Projekte,:inclu`din e one. I've just described,. I
possess no credentials inc g or the teaching thereof. I

Ilitve,--_ hoWevei,;,,lbeert a efut observer of ,my children's
' :educational progiees,and I can't help but havehad my biases -

- atigmyted bLtheir experiences learning to read. :.
.

Following that digression, let me return to the five schools ,

whose readifig programs are to be the subject of discussion. At
first blush; the five schools ,seem to. have few features in
,common. -Thwvere, of course,' all.Publicslementary schools.
All five had.nrndergaiten programs. Four of the five'schopls
served poor children and ,received. sorae federalalinds for
-reading: Three of thefour received state morlies for reading as
well. Tke:Ar'sre schools wertViCatterIll.thiodihout the Unitedeb,

-1-Stlites, one iii,tew.Englittid, one Inehe Deep SOuth, one in .a.
Western state,Mact twb in the far West. Two of the schools were

,located in small, asOlated towns, one in a small city, one in a'
stiburb- of a major city,_ and one in a large city. Table 2presents

the i.k
city,, and

some of the demographic characteristics of the five schools.
I_woulde like to taksome time to describe the reading

activity in each of title schools individually, in part to giveyou a.,
sense of the. flavor of each school and in part.t15' define the

.

range covered by -the group of- five..-- , . i 6 _
SchoolA was a smallish school (335 students in grades =K

through 5) in 'a smallishAown.on thvcoast of New England.
The torn was .poor theligtutntli were poor,the district was
poor:The reading apeciltlist, whio had received her training in
Boston; 'remarked that thesreading pro llpis among the V- , -
whiteltudent populaticiii in this schoo re as severe as ,any

-.she'd encountered in the ghettos of osto-n. The pithcipalf ° . i
' described thee district as having no money for innovation, the

parentsiiikaving no tolerance for innovation, and the staff as
traditioilrIndeed, the school building had .9.look that ob-

., . 'servers characterized as "spartanA.The principal, a pleasant,
easy-going man of fifty or so, was a-native of the area who had
spent.some years in a nipre cosmopolitarochool district and -

' had returned to this area by Choice, working for a number of
'yeareas a newspaper man untl a job ope,nvl.up in the Efehools.
He and the readineteacha were loth new to the school. He

,

s
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Table 2.. ' A supsniary of selected characteristics of five schools
ix with effective.reading _programs ,

Grades School
Geog. in Enrollment

School Reg. SES School 1973-74

A 7-7- -1JE -1;7 K-5 335
, B S . -L8 lc-6 .470

.0 4 W., 700
D W &id

W -6.5." K-4 613

Title I Racial CompOsition, °

Funds Student Bodt

Yes 100% White
Yes 33% W, 67% B

School

A

Materials in Use

No 100% Wilte
Yes 30% W, 40% B, 30% Other
Yes 100% White

44.

C.

Girtn.360 basals; SBA 13asa1i;.Scott Foresman bgeals; Hoffnian
Readers; EDL flashcards;Bell and Howell Language Master and
Autosort; Psychoteclmiw, Inc. Radio Reading Series; Alpha program

r Scott FoOnnin basals* Scott Foramen Open Highways series;
I Ginn, *mils; Sullivan Programmed Readers; Merrill Linguistic

Readeri; LEIR; EDL zwiterials;Aud-X machine with software;
Webster Reading Clinic; Macmillan Readitig Spectrum-

-ECRLprogram using SulliviPrograrcuned Readers; Lyons and
Carnahan Young America series; Harcourt Brace basals; Scott
Foresman basals; Jr: Scholastic and Weekly Readers; Arrow
Books; Distar

'.40,SRA basal ,readeis; Harper ,and Row basal readers; Ginn basal
readers; Scott Foresman Open Highwayeseric8; Bank Street

' Readers; Appleton-Ceritug-Crofts Reading Learning Center

Harper' and Roy/ basals; Scott Foresman basals; Supplementary
use of Macmillan, Lippincott, Ginn .100, and Scat Foresman
basals and Brink Street Readers; Harper and Row Listening-
Reading Program; SRA labs:* Sullivan'Programmed Readers;
Fries Linguistic Fteders ----

1

perceived his role as One of loosening up
erk, andfthe approSch tcr educati6n. In
dUctekby teams of tbsetyers from our
toward this goal was quite evident.;

1- ' 4.
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At the time of the first visits obserers felt this to be the
most Old-fashioned school they had visited, Concluding that,
the reading classes were being conducted exactly as they would

- have been twenty or thirty years earlier. Basal readers were ,

used throughout the grades. Stu n : seated at desks arranged
inimws and col Wins were le: , read from basal readers -
and acco,mpanfing Workbooks. Cies: s were divided into three
Itadinglroiips. The teaching seemed thorough and conscien-
tious,and very, very serious. While:new materials had been .

introduced in-the school (the. Alpha program for kindergar-
teners, G$nn 360 in the primary gradesoald the HarcourlBrace
series in gradea-3-6), there was little use 'of the new materials
except in onefourth grade. In this class, a-young male teacher ó

had introduced a more informal teaching -style and .same
individually paced activities. A treat dealof equipment, much
of it .electronic, was evident in the Tile I reading lab' that
served-80 students for 30 minutes each day. Nonetheless,
stiallents in the lab worked primarily out of basatreaders, using
the equipment and software and games pr sent for short
periods of drill. The atmosphere in the lab was laore informal
Oa& it was in classroomsand the informal* increased Over ,
the course of.three visits as the reading teacher seemed to be
gaining confidence. At the time of the third visit:many of the
activities were teacher-made to meet particular needs (an
observer 'was impressed by the teacher's use oVrestaurant
menus as a device for drill in scanning, for exaniple)-, an4Che
teacherihad 'instituted a popular lending library of
for students to take home. More teachers were working with

,materials other than the basal series that formed the backbone
of the reading program. Teachers commented on thfehange in .6 -
atmosphere in the school as a whole, and cited in particular the

, new materials that had been made available to ,them for the,
-teaching of reading as having contributed the Change. Afthe
time bf the third visit, classroom activities included a poetry
writing lesson, combined with a; art project, and a tape
listening exercise; and in one classroAn,. fourteen" different
activities were observed to be taking place during the so-called
reading period. Stille_obseriers agreed thtt the essence of
reading instruction inthia school was the careful-and thorough 414

attention given to basics. -
. .

..

;
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-.` . School B, in a small city in the Deepouth, served a

pOpulation of 470 students in grades K throUgh 6. The scho
also had two reading labs and two' different typti of specia

"education Classes. Two-thirds of the School's .students were
`black and charaCterized as 'very poor; the principal and more
than half of the teachers were white. In this school (a lively,
noisy place with an informal atmosphere), a schoolwide ,.,

emphasis on thelanguage arts was immediately apparent to
visito .. The use of Language Experience in Reading (LEIR) ill
had. n introduced in the school by thd principal midway

. .
thrPug the project's testing year,and the ,whole ambience of
the school was colored and shaped by the Program. Every-

.
where, student'Writing was in evidence. In classrooms, the
lunchroom, the principal's office, and even the special educa-
tion. classes, student stories,- poems, and songs were tacked up,
propped up, and himg from clotheslines. With no prompting at
all, students would lead visitors to their own contributions to . ,

'the collection and read their.work. The prinipal's office .was,
.decorated with stories about him that had been Written after an it

interview conducted by a second grade class. The work wasall
treated with obvious pride and respectdaninated in plastic to
preserve it before hangi4,-and frequently fingered and read.

Tilt' r e a ding progr was conducted mainly-out of basal
readers, in.the standard th ' group format,,,even in the sixth
grades.- There weie also tw Tifle I reading labs providing

FP

-:.,

.supplementary reading ips ction (mainly drill using ,an-
array of hardware and §oftwate) for 140 student g. Some
teachers, were more iteral in their use of the basal series (Scott_
Foresman was the. series used' throughout the school) than

* others, and the quality of reading instruStion was judged to
. vary among the teachers in the school. Teachers also differed

in the ways in, which and the extent %to. which they Used, the
language experience format, ranging from not at all through
total immersion in it. Clearly the principal was not forcing
anyone to adopt the method, but he seemed to dole out approval &I
of teachers in direct proportibn to their use of feEIR. Teachers

-wiao,y.rere interviewed expressed vlwring sentiments aboukhe
-method, fr8m raving enthusiasmthrough reservations but it
for "these children," but all of the teachers weie unanimous in
their respect and affection for the principal and* seemed clear

7 9
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that sooner or later all of the teachers Would have inco6orated
LEIR to some extent in their instructional prbgrams4Some
teachers use LEIR in conjunction with social studiewnd/or
science, some Used its a separate creative acOity likffrt and
semetimes Combined with art. The special edication teachers
were using LEIR with great enthusiasm and seeming success.

School B- was a happy place to visit and obseryers felt it
_was probably a happy ?lice for students. The essence of

s
the',

reading program at this school was judgeek be the overall.*
positive feeling and respect accorded language,'spoken did
written, and an emphasison the wholeness of language. Qne
obserVer concluded that the unique feature of the school was

atrudthe fact seems to he the backbone of all a

in ctien an ctivity.t!.
School C, 1 ted in a large city in a western state, washe

only school that had a distinctive and easily identifiable
', "program." You may be familiar With the Exemplary Center

for Reading Instruction (ECU) and the methodology that has
come frord it.' The school in our study was one in which the
pr6grairt had existed for three years at the of our first visit.
The scheill enrollment Nt as a-bout '700; TPe 'students were of
approximately lower middle class and 'middle class origins,
and there Was no fMcil funding. The ECRI program involves,

series of. forlk-tfland teacher directives. -(uattally spoken
verbatim) for ea/Tiring out extensiveirill; oral response 13-3C
student's, usually in unison; and a graa4dtal of prescribed

, positive reinforcement. There ifka strong 114:thn''g component
'1

to the program, the rationale behind the,fotal drills. In, this
. - school,: the program was- being used with the Stllivan

materials_in the first ,_three grades. Ia the classes obsetved
using*the program (in this instahce only second- grades), the
noise level was Very high, the level of student involvement was
very high, and e activity seemed unusually brisk arid task-
oriented. Sirke t e program directives are so specific, therkis
little chalice for'i dividual teacher styles pp make themselves
apparent.

In other grades in this school; other matexials were being
-used. Distar wa* in use in the kindergaktens-; one, class of first
graders Wee using i-7.t.a.; the Young Americari series w s in uslik

.
hi. grades 4-through 6; and one class used Scott F esman

Exemplary Reading Programs 280
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basals. Classes were grog omogeneously within grades by
reading ability.-Observers- lt- that the -ECM program/had
affected the achoors readin "culuin apart from the classes

-,-- in which it was actually in use. For instance; the special
reading resource teachpni (there were two) used EPRI, _-

materials and methods. TeachgAfarthrotTghout the school had
Picitekup the positive reinforcement-I`lingo" and were using
it evenwithout the prescriptions of ECRI: There was also a
great deal of oufloud reading arkl oral unisqn drills, a.direct*
spillover trom ECRI. Students read aloud to themselves even
in,the libsery. ' _ .

Throughout theechool, language arts.occupied the'bulk 0
instructional time, up to.3 1/2 hours in some grades. While

servers felt that this, in itself: ,might explain the high
effectiveness rankings for the school, its-was a source of some

At" to the principal and, some of the teachers, Their
con&ntion was that other areas (4"al studies, music, art, aird
science)-were receiving short

Lit was concluded that the esseneeof the reading program
in this school was the intensive training provided by the ECRI
programtin,basic skills and the spillover of the program
other areas of instruction in the school. The pieSente of ECRI
deinonstration teachers and supervisors provided eons tant
external pressure on teachers to be well prepared. The adoption
of the program in this school also reflected a stress on reading
add on language that carried over into all grade levels.

S4001 p, the fourth school, located in the suburb of a
large West Coast city, served students from low-income

_ families. Many of the, students came from a high crime area
an many of them e from single parent families. The
nio ptir!re-ve-r- as extreerdinary, topping Y00 percent every -
-ye . A good deal of federal and state money was Available for

school and its effects were very much, in 'evidence. A
reading specialistwho was responsible for the entire primary
grade reading program and a resource center were paid for by
'state funds. Title I moneisuPplied an AppletcroCentury Croits
Reading Learniiig Center for grads 4-6, with a- full-time *'
teacher and an aide. There was also a bilingual class at each of
the lower grlide levels; serving the 'Spanish speaking popu-
lation. That amounted to 30 percent Of the- student body.,

hers griniped heterogeneously in an assortment of
.



straight glade and multiage classes. In the primary grades, the
reading resource *whet; who' was universally praiscl, by
teaches and obserVers,'fiinctioned as a kind of master teacher.
She...visited classrooms, and conducted lessons, the providee
reinforcement activities for teaeher to conduct the selves.
Her approadh involved a great deal of drill using an eclectic
collection' of -materials. The resource' teacher not only
maintained the collection of supplementary matttialo
(supplementary Mth- Hamer & Row basaFkries tiled through-
out the school) but helped the teachers to set up classroom

." libraries. She had, incidentally, set up a series of what she
Called °comprehension drills," responding to the relatively,
poor standing of students in this school on comprehension
teats in the Statewide testing prograra in previous years.

ACA. Reading Center, used by the intermediate
grades; processed 240 student; for 40 minute periods each day.
These sessions were given in addition to their regularsclass-

__ roarn reading instruction. The ACC procedures includedirdtiai
testing for placement of Students in individual courses of
Andy, and individual work' by students on their courses of
study in individual -carrels._ Ipcentives --were provided for
completing worksheets correctly. As an innovation added just.
prior to the visit, students were-_being asked tit read books of
theirown choosing during the time in carrels when they were.

. waiting, to be checked by the teacher or aide, this because
1-lest results indicat.ed that a greater stress on comprehension
was 'needed." While our observers were horrified by what they
consideredtlfe'"imperionalitytmechanization, and Isolation ".

'§f the cariels, students seemed anxious to get to the center and
hap0y t.-43 be there. -

In4he classrognis obseived in' this school there w_ ere
many innterials.-Brigr-ditifshlys, boois acid gginceS,: mkt,
audiovisual equipment were 'evident in'even the most barren
(by- this school's standards) _classrooms. In addition to the
Harper & Rdw serieA that was everywhere, classrooms might

,,cOntain a following:ny or all of the followin the Ginn 100 i3eries;Roberts
English, Basic Goals in Spelling, Bell and Howell-worksheets
(to accompany some tappd material), Bank Street Readers,
Scliblasfimiteader Paperbacks; and the Hornell-WI Specific
Skill Series. All classes had story books in abundance.

There was evidence of communication among teachers,

lary:Reading Programs
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thin out the school. In addition to the strong leadership
prey' by, the primary grades reading. resource teacher

Meade *p that was acknowledged and respected-by the
teach ), there was evidence that teachers shared ideas and

re s. The evidence came from theet5beerved interaction
among teachers, their comments in interviews, and from
similarities observed in classroom activities, Observers felt the

teachers e an unusually professional group,
In t choolv observers attributed what they judged to

be the high ffectiveness .ofthe reading instruction to two well-

organized with a wealthy base" of materials-and a
staff tfrat was unusually'se.lose, cooperative, and cohesive. -

School E by contrast, wa's one in which evidences of
controversy were everywhere. This K through 4 school-served.
"over 600 students as the only_ elementary school in an isolated

-lumbering town not far from the West Coast. This town, too,
was poo4 and the school population was described as high lit.

-- motile as a result of the vagarjes of the lumbering industry.
Title'1 and state funds were available in the schooland were
used to pay .for aides for all -clasdroOms.-

The principal of this school was spending his lastsyeak at

the school when thefirst visit took place, folloiving a Period
when he h9.d initiated a great.many radical changes in the
school. He was a friendly man in his forties .who had clearly
invested much- of his energy In the school. During the years
prior to ' the piojeces visits, the principal had shifted the
structure of the reading_program from one of providing special
help to selected students on a pullout basis to one in which the
responsibility ,for all reading instruction for students at all
levels,of ability was placed on the shoulders of the classroom
teacher. At that point, a schoolwide effort was made to set up
individual goals and prescriptiOns for students arid to- change --

the role of the special reading teacherfrom one of instructor to

one of resource person. She adniinistered tests and developed
prescriptions, aided in the monitoring of student

progress, and provided materials for the reinforcement ofskills

. and competencies. The shift was unpopular in the community
and a great deal Of public furpr ensued. There .yeas also some

dissent among the teachers concerning the changes. some-

how- the community was mollified, in part, throvh the
principal's involvement of the community' in joany of the

28 (r
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dscisions of the school and cl in his briniing in of newteachers
whose instructional goals were allied with his own. By and
large the staff was, at the time- of our visit's, generally
,supportive of the changes. Even the teachers who iveie not

. thoroughly happy with the instructional . changes were
admiring of the principal and his leadership. The teachers
were a lively, articulate bunch; there were still evidences of
disagreements among Ahem based as much on atila as on
differences in educaticutal philosophy; but the total effect was
that of k very alila-achool.

Again, Harper & Row ,basals were the main vehicle for
reading instruction in the school, and the Harper & Row endof-
book tests were the main vehicle for the tracking of student
progress.Teachers'were under no obligation to use the basals
sa lOng as their students could pass the tests at the minimum
competency levels, and,some teachers indeed did not use the
basals at all. Many did, however. In addition to the baials,
there was a carefully catalogued and cross-referenced library'

r. of resource materials set up- by the reading. specialist, in-
dicating reading level and skills taught for every piece of
material in the place. Among' the basal reader series so

'classified were the Macmillan, Lippincott, Ginn, an Bank
Street Readers and the Sullivan programmed materials.

In all classrooms, reading instruction was based OA
individual "contracts" which were really nothing more than
assignment sheets for each student. There were also two
instructional aides in every classroom. leachers varied in the

. use they made of the contracts, and the aides, arid the amount of ,
individualization varied withthe class asWell. In 'some clams,
students worked individually most or all of the time. In other
classes, individualized work was interspersed with ad hoc skill.
groups or groups fprmed for the purposes ofparticular projeCtso
or activities. One fourth grade teacher expressed his intention
to do some group reading every day because he felt that the
Move. away from group discussions had . set back
comprehension. Observers felt, much as thie teacher did, that
there w.aa an apparent lack in this school of oral reading by
students and of being read to. Individual classrooms appeared
to reflect the ,individual personalities, of the teachers and, in
Ibis school more than any other, there was consiaerable
variation among classrooms. (In one room, a teacher had done

7 blit
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avitik with Conventional crassroom furniture and had
-,- substituted fouicouches and a collection of acivity centers at

tables.) There were more male teachers in this school than in
other elementary schools visited, several of them in the lower =-

trades,
Observers were impressed in this school with the degree

task-orientation by students without apparent adult
attention. ''(This observation- was made i n s P4 of some
teachers' feelings' that many of their ldwer abilie5akdents

-could not su,stain interest` in individual workfor any extended

period.)
The principal's next projected change was to establish

multiage classes throughout the school. In preparation for this
move, he had created thsee multiagkolasses as a piloproject,_
during the Sretu: of our visits. The teachers ofthese classes, one
a self-contained class of firstand second graders and two team-
taught third and fourth grade units, were uniformly enthu-
siastic about the multiage idea although they :were all .
planning changes in their particular set-ups for the following
year Other teachers- were still resistant. In planning for'the
changeover, the principal had set up a.series ameelings with

'parents. Cqimmittees that included parents had drawn up some.-
of the preliminary recommendations.

As the proem was discussed in interview with teach -
ers,-observers carib'kWay with`te feeling that theoutstanding
feature vithe program in this school was not theiridikridualited 4

instruction or the-contract system, but the shifting otresPonsi-
bility foY instruction to each teacher and the support.of that
responsibility with a bank of materials, a redourcepersOn, and
help in the -classroom in the form of two aides. Tsachers in.
School E were all unusually thoughtful about theifinstruction;
all of thein had contrived plane of one sort ceanother. There

, was a great deal of talk aboatrying things one way or another,
and a general.willingness 'to change things within the:class-

: room from year to year. -

What conchisions' about effective reading programs can'
be drawn from the descriptions of these five schools? The pro
grams that have been -described are all different, and the fea--

that +observers concluded-were responsible for their effec- 1

tivenOs differed, from-achool ti school. What litAie the
*

pro-

grains, common? Much 'of thedialog that was conducted
. ' in
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.the debriefing sesdiOns hel uring the course of ads project
was dvoted to this question. What follows is some compilation

'of our collective wisdom about what Constitutes good reading.....
-...

1. Al! five of the -schPoOls descrigtk in this paplyi(an
indeed all of the schools felt by obseribrs to haye effec-
live reading programs) had defined reading as , an

spent in reading,

i., important instructional goal. In all the fiveSchoold,;
. reading was accorded top priority ong the school's

: activities. By virtue either of the ti
. activities, th6money spent for r-eading materials, or the

_ quality of the resoqrdevoted to reading, the schools
in ted clearly that,Iley.considered reading impor-..

a. -
2. In ,.five schools_ there was effective edncational

l ership specific to the late of dreading instruction.
. In three of the .schools, the principals provided the

leadership;-in one school, the reading leadership came
from the reading. resource person; in the fifth school,
the jeadership came from outsWthe'school, but its
impetus was felt in all aspecf the reading program.

3: An outstanding fbature of the reading programs of all
of the five schools. observed was careful attention to -......,t,
basic shills, whatever elie the programs entailed. In
one sthool., the attentiokto basics was the essence of
the program. In other schools, there were other out-

. standing components of-tVe progr tiut in all cases,
'.. .. asic skills -were thoroughly an effectively taught.

. 4. Iall of the Vvd.schoolethefe as relative breadth of r.
materials. In School A, perhaps the mostepariely sup-
plied of the five, thersrwas an increase over previthis
years and ,g growing awt&eneds by teachers that sun-
plementary materials were helpful in reinforcing-old
skills and _broadening" the Wulff, on-which iiew ones-
'could be taughtOther schools incorporated materials
in subject matterfareas into their 14guage programs. 4 1

. Our favorite school had students ;odme their own
. materials. In all of the Elphools there was some recogni-,

p tion that there were alternative methods for accorn-
, plishing anyviven goal, and there were Materials or

resources for obtaining materials to provide alterna,
- . ... . .

progillams:
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tives.
5. In all of the five schools described here there was
, evidence of cross-fertilization of ideas among teachers.

In some instances, The impetus for the dialog among
tethers was a program (ECRI in one case, the the ACC
Reading Centex in another). In other cases, the dialog
was encouraged by the educational leader, by exatcple
or (as in the leagunge experience school) by the conduct
of training sessions, or discussions about methods and
materials. In the school using individual instruction,

t the dialog was started bytheprincipars introduction of
fei-reaching changes; this particular dialog included
the community. In any case', it seems that schools in
which-the reading' programs are liveliest and most
effective are schools in which ideas about reading are
aired and shared among teachers.

,

"What about teachers ?" I hear you cry. Why haven't /
Said anythingabmit teachers? They were; after all; the primary-

purveyors df.the reading programs in the schoOls described. I
believe that all of us emerged from the experience of the site

, visits with a sensepf ewe at the power of teachers to inspire., to
bore, to create excitement, to discourage; it, and, most
impritant; to create, to enhance, to pass dti-intact, or to pervert
an educational treatment. One of the first orders of analytic
business for us will be to examine' effectiveness at the
cleissroora level, much of which may be described almost
entirely in terms of teacher variables. However, our choice of
reading programs to visit was made on the basis of ()Vera
school effectiveness, at which level I believe there is`a program
organization that transcends life in individual classrooms. In
the five schools I've described to yon, we saw a whole range of
teacher behavior and qualit , o several teachers who were
"stars" through one who cks down the rotten end of my own
private teaching excellence scale. In none of the five schools,

'however, did-we.feel that the success pf the program was due
-primarily to.. tH quality of instruction in, individual
classrooms. Instead, felt in each case that the program
somehow.had an existence that affected the ins ruction -in
individual classrooms,, differently perhaps for each class. In
one schobl, for example, we felt that the introduction of the



.
-,

program _had injected new life into a receptivaut Otherwise
. -

quite ordinary bunch of teachers. In another school, we felt
, (somewhat regretfully) that the program tended to eclipse

teacher Individuality and creativity and substitute for
standardized (albeit eff teaching practides. I expect that

4,40 our foray into effective ss at th classroom level will lead us to
-a different set of conclusions about eading Instruction,
co lusiorcr&t.i suspect will augment rattier than Contradict

- . ..

our revious findings. .

1 athave we learned from all of this about the nature of
effective reading instruCtion for comprehension? My own
observation is that classrOom'tiachers do not conceptualize the
area of coMprehension apart from any other-feature of their
reading program: When as ed about comprehension, mdst
teaciievt,. mentioned somethi about the comprehension t
exercise in the .materials the er: cunt-it using. Most
frequently,' teachers cited the use of questions, verbal or
written, as their method for achieving comprehension' or,
learning whether it occurred. A few teachers spoke of grop
dieCussions, before or after the reading orselectedmaterials,as
enhancing comprehension among. students. Ate teachers

----? spoke of their -use of listening exercises as colt-Muting-to
comprehension (and conversely to the: lacic of a listening..

= component to their program as _being detriniental 'to the
develomefit pf comprehension): Others cited vocabulary -
develop encWnd increcisinF the experiential base of their
students their contributions .to comprehension: In short,
nowhere ong the five-kb:lois was there aptaen't to as a- 4,

definable, concentraied sera principles or procednies related
to instrnction`for comprehtension:

ithis reflection, achieved through careitifreading of the
. .

observers' narrative .records and the aiote8 taken during
1 interview's with teacherk.enhanAmy belief 6iat a 8meg:dui

C kidding prograinis of a piece, angthat comprehension is a part
of thatpieckA have come to believe that an. ffective readi g
piegriptincludes 'kt the very least successful training in the
basic skills needed for deeoltng.and exposure to langu.age iti a
,pf its foring (written, suken, poetry., prose, etc.) and tha
comPrehensio is directlftelated to theamount, intensity, and
affect cOnnec the exposure. s conclusion may, after

..

three ."years of collecqon, servetil ly too underscore Murray

* t.. ..
V . .

'
t
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.Kempton's well known definition of a sociologist as one who
spends thousands of dollars anal develops elaborate
rdethodology,to find the nearest house of prostitution.
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Comments on

-Five Exemplary Reading Programs

Charles A. Perfetti

. ... -
There is in all research, especially social research, the

problem of the observer. In the project reported by Wilder, the
role of the observer looms mute large and its effect is somewhat

--problematical. After 'all, it- was the opinion of the field re:
sealker that determined whether a school was d 'ng well, i.e.,
whefher it would be part of the sample. What the 'many,
others which objectively had achieved more than pected but
had somehow escaped the observer's selection? Vita are the
characteristics of a school that can arouse unanimous positive ,

feelings from a groulAof observers? What, if anything, is the ef- ,

fed of their pres ce on those schools which did make the final
sample? I do not ve answers- to these questions and I do not',
wish the asking o them to detract from the signifance of the
project. However, ese are things to wonder aboTt. - .

It would be u eful to attempt to suggest how classroom
1

observations ca e turned backward to touch theories and
ideas conce g .comprehension development. Otn a
successful ogram be identified that 6eertts to it corporatethis
or that principle of comprehension? It is easy to see that things
are not so simple. School 1 is traditional, school 2 is innovative,
school 3 uses a resource person (some don't), schoolA has a total/
language emersion program, while the others do not:And BO-
on. What do they have in common that would provide some
ideas about principles of comprehension" or principles of
instruction? _

I

Onthe surface, the only common factor is indeed a very,
basic one: Reading achievement gains are fqund where
reading achievement is recognized as important. Here there is
a logical probleln of course. To make strong conclusions from
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statements like "X is found where y" depends on observim
some non X cakes to be sure they aren't found `Avhere-Y." The

research project described by Wilder does not do this for us. We

.have no information on nonachieving schools: It's quite,
possible that recognition of reading achievement as important

. is not a sufficient condition for improved readingachievement. k

None.-of the ethods of teaching can be said to be
criticali.e., phoni s ethod, "total" language experience,

and individualized instruction. These are three apprOaches of

reading instruction that seemo be valuable, each containing
important (theoretical) principles of how learning works. Yet

we cannot affirm their importance because none of them was

found in all the favored five schools. Note, hqwever, that we
can reach a conclusion of some .modest significance,
significant at least againpt the unqualified criticism of various
approaches: Phonics won't hurt you, and neither will

individualized instruction, nor totalilanguage experience.
There are two possibilities for this state of confusion. One

tis that there are hidden regularities. There are variables that
determine the probability ofeffectively teachinia chitel to read
with understanding. It's just that-we haven't analyzed. the

' cation in enough detail or perhaps along the right
ensions. For example, perhapSeves schools which are not

cribed as using phoniCs, actually did progiii6 substantial--
traction in such word decoding skills, Perhaps several

ols had rich language experience plograms wiihout
6ng-it, etc. I think this is a very serious possibility and

1 analysis is impoitant. New perspective% are also
rtant. Perhaps the critical ingredients are present in all

-Of the lucky schools., but the description of the variable
ed the critical commonalities shared by, the schools.
The other pqrsibility concerns the complexity of .
onships that get simplified. when studying school

onies. We should keen in mind the powerful qualifier that
ades the physical sciences, but is too often neglected in the

Al sciences. Other things equal, individualization is better

mass prescriptioi. Other,things equal, hying a readin
cialist is better than not. Other things equal, teachin
nhasis on spelling-pound correspondence is betterthan one
Rout such an emphasis, etc. However, other things are

se om equal, and the effect of instructional principles may
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have been bulled under the weight of other variables.
Given either of these possibilities, the outcome is the
,--,same. It appears thgt there is little to be concluded about

_specific means of instruction in reading. The task of working
backward tow.fird conceptualizations of comprehension is of
course even more difficult. Here the key is Wilder'S conclusion
number 3, that the effective schools paid careful attention to

skills. Of course, just what these basic skills are is One
problem .of theories of comprehension and research- into

. ..,
reading, processes. . .

I would suggest that the basic skills emphasized by the
. effective schools might well have included skilled deCoding

s
and attention (and memory) for language. is likely that the

. schools who produced 'good reader produced good
"comprehehderschildren who le rned how to listen and write
as well ashow to readand childr for whom decoding became
more or less automatic. We n to .know what was domtin

__circler to more than guess at this; however. il.

Asa research psychologist, I recognize significant gaps
in our understanding of reading processes. Theories and
models of reading comprehension are either so general as to be .
more diagram, than theories. Others are so molecular 'that
they fail to give a seniblance of an integrated-description of

. reading compre ension. So there is much basic scientific work
to do in increase our understanding of all mental processes,
including comPrehen n.

- HOwever, it is possible to suggest some principles
applicable to reading comprehension instruction. One is that
fast decoding is critical. When there are good wayeto teach it,
they 'should be used. It is ea ly to overestimate a child's
decoding skills. Just being able to say the words on a list like
-the Wide Range is not every severe test: Decoding has to be fast
and automatic. i , 1

I do not necessarily advocate prolonged use of phonics-
based word instruction, Certainly reading text reinforces th
decoding skills. On the other hand, I would not want torul&
the use of extra phonetic training for some children..

problem comes from children who are not so good at asic
decoding to enable easy comprehension but not Embed that the ,
teacher earl detect it with casual observation. .

The second basic _process is language comprehension.
, t



,
Tlat,:th) ameans is that reading is just special ,form of

guaie and that, for human beings, speech is the dominant

7c/, of language. The implication is that a reading program,
h capitalizes on the fact that reading is a form oflarigu age,

mprehension, is to be recommended over one that goes outof .

its way to suggest that reading has special Characteristict

beyond decoding. .

_Title third basic ingredient in reading comprehension is

knowledge, knowledge of things and places, knowledge of the

-world in general. theprinciplais that "the more you know,the

better you read." This factOr doesn't necesoarily have to be

separated from language comprehension since language is a

primary means for givinginformation. In factglis a subpart of
laiiguaga comprehension.- If we want childilikfi-to be good .

comprehenders, we have to make them smart about a lot of
things. This will increase their comprehenSibri of what they

-hear and of what they read.,
principlesWhile our.knowledge of reading processes and principles

of 'instruction is far .from complete, there may be adequate',
information for. soMe purposes:The literacY-151:obleg does not,

exist because readingprOcesses are not well understdbd. It does

_not exis,tbedause effective methods for teaching have not been

disCOvered. But in both cases, there is at leas i enough
understanding of the basic-aff) be implemiented intdeffective

_reading inetruCtiron. The literaCy problem --will- surely he
reduced in proportion to the degree to which individuals who

understand reading and understand instruction are in

positions both of school leadership and reading instruction. I

realize that Only part of the literacy problem is solved in this

way and that there are major. obstacles in the forMeof social

conditions, family patterns, and soon. But it definitely is a part

- large enough to work hard, at. i
. /
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'Reciding Comprehension .Processes ,

and Instruction

Johri T. Guthrie

In the 19208and.308 major studies of re ng were often
published by school administrators ractitioneis in
teaching as well as by researchers\ ( , 1975). Today,
although the increasing specialization search, including
the development of new methods . of i Fy fpid statistical
analysis, divides the two communi of researchers and
practitioners in reading, there are fo at work to close the

. rift. An increasing proportion of rese ers ia1 fields relatedto
reading are interested in societal lems,`Ivhich is to, say;
applied research,. father than so a theoretical issues and
basic research.' Their interest- ueled by Many research'
funding agencies that are dema g a show of relevance in
thee work they support. On fh other, side an iticreasini

' proportion of administrators/I ding specialists, and ,other
practitioners are seeking kdo ledge from research that will
help them in the conduct of s hoslinf. ,

Communication bet7; n researchers and practitioners
May be 'enhanced by po t three quests to each group: 1)
Do you hen messages our counterpa Mreading?2)Are
these messhges consi t? 3) Are messages important,
that l's, worthy as a b for change? In the long run, we shoulkl
address %sae questiio a ato both those who are responsible for
teachin6racticeslt those who are responsible for basic and
applied. research, wever, the focus of this paper is on the
implicationiof rs arch for practice, andthe questions will be
di towards me research on reading comprehension that
lls en presh in this volume and in thefiecond edition of
Theoreticcil' a els- and Piocesses of Reading (Singer and
Ruddell, 19

4
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Are there any essages from research for practice? This

questaon often ached in terms of whether there is a study
that.can li identified that has an implication for practice: The
popular assumption that animpliiation may be drawn from an
individual study may occasionally be true. Often it is false.
Consider the following study. Perfetti and Hogaboam (1975)
predicted that, to understand sentences;- children must
representieveral words, in memory at the same time, 'which
enables ithem to be integrated semantically. They .predicted
that children whocould not decode words in a sentence quickly
would not comprehend the ,sentences as readily as children
who weTfast decoders. After conducting an experiinent, they

at,found indeed, slow decoders were worse incomprehension
than fast 'decoders,. lending , some support to their theory. It
should be emphasized that a causal relationship between
decoding speed and comprehension can be inferred only very
tenuously from these data, but foi this discussion we will
assume that the causal link is filirly secures

The implications for practice from this study would seem

to be that teaching programs and curricula should' contain
/lessons on rapid decoding and rapid ;word recognition.

However, the re earch was conducted with fifth graders; and
neither theif&3earchers nor many teachers would say that
rapid decoding should be taught in first grade. Certainly, speed
shcittld not be taught before accuracy of word recognition.

speed of word recognition should not be stressed for
those who speak Englishas a second language and do not
understand English When it is presented quickly. And,

certainly; speed of word recognition is not useful to a reader'
who does not understand the meanings of the words he is
decoding. In fact, sornetimes slow decoding rather than fast
decoding is important in reading instruction. These
qualifications place into context thaimplication from the study
that lessons in fast decoding are important. This context
outlines the limits bf the usefulness of the research results.

Illustrated here has been one example that an implication
fore practice does not automatically flcfw from the result of an
investigation, except in the case of the most applied forms of
'research. Implications and suggestions for practicel'ire the
creations of ,a synthesizer. who combines evast array of
practical need's with available knowledge 'that is appropriate to
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the needs. Thus, a-study does not have an implication for
practice. It has a result. Under some circumstances, this result
may be combined wikh other results and tliiloredtfit practical

peeeding-for comprehension
It is unnecessary to elaborate her upon the fact that

reading comprehension usually requirX decoding. Since we
have an alphabetic writing system,. a ,frequent and efficient
method for understanding ,written ,materials is to decode the
print into spoken language and perform language processing
operations to understand the message. While this _suggests
that students should be taught to decode accurately, recent
research suggests that, they should also be taught to decode
rapidly for optimal cofitprehension. To ilhisirate, Perfetti (this
volume) proposes that there are three distinct levels of
prcieessing during the course of reading. First, printed mat-el-161-
U decoded to sound and is held in verbatim form in short term
memory for a matter of a few seconds. Second, a semantic
analysis is performed on information that waemost recently
decoded. Third, the newly comprehended information is

( integrated with information that was previously read or
already known,by the person.

These three levels of processing function within a limited
capacity _processor, which means that all processes cannot
function a_ t full capacity all the time. One of the characteriAtics
of Level 1 processing is that it includes memory. Thials;-

_recently decoded informEition is maintained in memory until a
semantic analysis can be performed upon it. If a child decodes
slowly, heavy demands will be placed upon Level 1processing.
A large load on memory' will occur since decoded material will
have to be maintained for a long time before there is enZiligh
information available for semantic analysis. In this situation,
a large amount of Level 1 processing occurs and relative&
small amounts of attention are available for Levels 2 and 3
proeessing. Since Levels 2 and 3 relate to comprehension, it
follows that thecompreliension of achild who decoded slowly
will be lower than gie comprehension of a child who. decodes
More rapidly. Althoughitis mostly hyptithetical and requires

more research', this general viewpoint aboid piocedsing during
reading is supported by the automaticitYtheory, of Lagerga,
,

,
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and Samuels (1974) and in the workings of priMary memory acs
outlined by. Gough (1972),..

While we may be convinced_thayheaccuracy and even
speed of decoding are important for comprehension, we should
pause to recognize that they are not quite enough.to guarantde
it. Not only-do we have a host Of observations that
chilcrren may read aloud quite readily withoutainderstanding '

what they read, and, not only do we recognize thatwebhave all
read at least one complex legal documopt without
understanding it, we also have experimental support for the
notion that accuracy and speed -do,, not guarantee
comprehension. Anderson et al. (1971) asked adults to react
sentences aloud. Some of them had to fill in blanks at the ends
of sentences; others did not. Theygiresumed that filling in a
blank such as Pa circle has neither a nor an end"
requires at least some understandithe sentence. People
were tested by being required to say. .the last word of the
sentence (which some of them had not seen) when they were
given the subject noun (circle) in th6 sentence. Subjects wh8
filled in blanks recalled the sentences better than th(me who did
nbi. This result illustrates that when people are required to
attend to the meaning of a sentence, understanding and recall
are facilitated. The influence of attention on processing_and
memory occurred eventhough everyone was fast and accurate
in decoding. .

- Purpose in comprehension
.

Since it is apparent that' understanding written material
requires directed -attention, it is important to note that.
attention pertains to purpose in 'reading. For many years,
Stauffer (this volume) and more recently Gibson (1972) have
'emphasized purpose as the driving force of the inquiringinind,
as the basic motivation for reading. We seek to comprehend
writteii materials, especially when we need the knowledge they
contain and the information they can supply. At the heart of
the language experience approach to teaching is the dstection
and nourishment of tkis motivation, although the scientific
litudy of the topic has just begun.

One analysis of purpose has been foiwarded by Frage
(tVia volume). He proposes that purpose has two dimensions:
focus and form. The Socus of purpose is the content of the

2 9
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rending 'platter towards Whi h the reader is oriented. Frase

learned about the area u focug For example, if a child is
shows that the more aped* d positive focus, the nIore

reading about primitive es, he will learn, most about the
marriage rites if he is tol, specifically to look for information
about marriage rites.. The form pf purpose, which is also
imporkant, refers to the/sequence of information in which the
purpose is framed. For, example, if we suggest that the child
read about the marriatie rites in nonadicIribes; tlie sequence
in whiCh he representithe purpose will determine the order in
which 'he searches and 'rocessesinformation in the material
he is reading. This eho s that purpose plays .a selective role,
in-creasing the learnin of information within the focUs and
decreasing learning of ormation outside the fOcus. Clearly, a .
price must be paid f7the benefitg Of purpose in reading, but

rothat iiprobably justi ed since there are few of us who wish to
ar

learn everything aboUt everything.
, 1.

Syntax and semantics in meaningful processing
Duringithe co se of reading, after purpose has caused

attention to focii n a certain aspect of the meaning, 'what
happens next? We hould probably expect common language
operations to occ r. Amqng others, Carroll (this volume)
argues that reading comprehension is a special case of
language comprehension. Ruddell 0.976) supports this position
by illustrating that children understand written materials
more clearly if tliiey are similar to the child's prevalent oro.1
language patterns than if they are different. from these
patterns. Ruddell adds that words in print are understood more
readily if they have rich, semantic counterparts in the child's
oral language than if they are ill-defined, barren items.

What aspects of language are .useful for understanding
and facilitating reading comprehension? Although the very
existence of syntax is debated in some quarters, it is
nevertheless a useful aspect of language description. In a
review of early literature on language, around 1965, before
generative semantics had surfaced; Ruddell (1969) pointed out
that linguistic constituents haTe psichological reality. That is
to say, linguistic descriptions of sentences divide them at
clause boundaries, phrases having more unity than clauses:
Psychplinguistic research has shown that phrases are

A
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perceived And processed as a unit More readily tlian clauses. In
the sentence" The wild timberwolves howled all night," adiilts
group first the nqun phrase and the* the verb phrase, and
combine, the two attempting tonderstand its meaning. A
first step in reading :-..contrehension, .is to 'Rerceive- the
grammatical structure as a basis' for the meaningful
interimetation of the sentence. A

It is additionally stressed by Athey (this 'volume) that
comprehension depends upon knowledge of the world as well
as language funetidning. She give an example of knowledge,
ctf causal relations that may be signalled by the word "and." In
the7sentence "The wing 'healed and the bird flew a7y,",there
is aV implied causal relationship; whereas, in the'sentenc
".The wing healed and the leis grew string," there are tw
concurrent events that are not causally related. The child's

. information and knowledge "of. birdi, combined With the
cognitive processes needed for graspingthe difference bekiveen
sequence and causality, determinehow`well he can understand
these two uses of "and." Limits of knowledge and'cognitibn are.
more likely ft be the source of misunderstanding these
sentences than limits of language competende.

Transformation of meanings in Comprehension ,

Aftei a sentence has ,been initially understood with a
t_distinct reliance 9n grammatical factors, the information is

likely tpAtransformed such that the meanings' but not the
grammabeal structures are stored in memory. It' has beel
illustrated that when adults are presented.sentences on a topic,.
the sentences are integrated semantically into a compleridea.
*Call is Then ,based on 'this' complex idea, rather than on
specific sentences that Were originally presented andivrceived

anks and Bransford, 1974). For example, when adults are
presented- several sentences 'containing different information
Orthe s eopic, all of the information is combined. Later, "e
specific entencesthat were presented or their spedific
structure ,push as the inclusion of sub9fdinate clauses cannot
be reco ized; but the information, as a *hole 11 be
retaem red. Furthermore, the more complex the in on
that is presented, the higher degree of integration that occurs..
Simple materials may be learne&rotely, whereas complex
me.terialS require more elaborate transformations.

.444'
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=Rearrangements orinformation of this t.are dependent..on
knowledge .of the material t17,kt is being read. Semantic

,organizatip and transfirms cannot occur for, a topic about
which welhave little prior inforpation (Peters oik and McIntyre,
1973).

Confirming these findings with children, l'eaison (914-
75). showed that' third and fourth graders recalled `causal 4'
relations in unified, subordinated chunk S rather than in
diseiete units regardless of the form in which they had been

.'presehted. For instance, consider the sentence "AM...slept all
day because he4was lazy." Childten'recalled that infcitillation
in the form of one sentence whether ft was presented to thenin's'
one ientente or as-two sentences, such as 'Tom slept ill 'day'
Tom was 'lazy." In other words, children unified the separate
sentences to their recall. Qhildren also remembered
information ith the causal Cites present-whether or not the
cues had been contained in the original sentences. Recall of the
information "Tom slept all day, because he was lazy" ts.ually
contained the, word ."becainie"- even though the' original
sentence did not have'thiscue and, instead, was presented as
"Tonfelept all 49.3rand he was lazy." Apparently, ,children V;
transform and supplercent information to give:wit some
cohesive Meaning.

.Readineto lean " . .
,..

.., ,

The previous sketch of some' of the lafiguage and
-4, cognitive processes involved in reading represent a few of the

Messages that-seem to be coming from th exesearch comthunity
... and may be'useful ix practice. At this point, we mirfttiestion

IP ' %whether the messages are consistent., and' lead to similar
practices, or whther they ge conflicting and contradictory in
their implicati911 g for iiractic'e. At fi,rst it may seem thereis a
conflict. It lia been emphasizedlthat reading/8.a pro-cess re- .
quiring language and cognition. Ftbm this it is'ansible to

- suggest that the materials presented to children should be at or
below their level of langbage and cognitive delvelopment. Rut.`l in the same breath it has been emphasized that.Rrocesses,of
lattguage And cognition must be tefughtby Mac 'ers or at least
practiced In classrooms if children are to impro e in reading,
Which suggests that materials 'shOuld be, inguistically.
challenging flowever, we do not have to chOse between

.
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e r .

., accommodating reading Material's to the language of children
on the one-hand. and attempting to fcilitate language de-

... velOpment :"on-the other. We glieuld'include b6th as goals. in
school curricula. The distinction between readingto learn and
jointing to read pay serve to highlight the diffvenceabetween
these -goils: 4

. . . , t
,

Occasions Often arise ,duripg teaching when we want
. children to read primarily for knowle;flge or,pleasure. At these ,,,-.

,times. we usually want to provide materials that are easily
toinpreliendad. In line with this purtose, Athey,(this volume),
stigma that since, reading comprehension depends upon the .
aptirehension of grarmnatical structures and knowledge athe

'real World, books-should be 'suited to childrenin terms of thes
factors and shoild not eicceed theiI of development. F
el-dimple, written stories shouldmot,assume, necessarily,
children use the word "and'? in the same way as adul . n tit#

. , sentence, "The branch broke that theboy was si n and he
fell,'? there is h 'causal relationship. But in the sentence, "'hie

'. branch broke that thebird was sitting on and it rotted.," there is
more of an emphasis onhequence than Causality. Children who
'cannot process' he grammitical and cognitive complexities .

needed to distinguish between, these 4e3texices shmild not be '

given materials at this level if they areexpecteato read for lie*
knoWlekige or pleagure.,.

'Ala is not to say that simplifyinglie grammatical and L -

cognitive load of written materials is the, whOle answer to ,

-.. comprehensibility. liearson'a *Or* (1974 -75) illustrates, that,
-; Up to a point,: syntactic coMplexity is beneficial -to

,Comprehension. He shows;thipimproVirigdoinprehensidndoei
not necessarily rectiiire ,redUcing the complexity of materials.

:Rather, = it requires ptOviding clues to make the Semantic

, 'relations, in written materials explicit. The basi6 ideas and- .
relatioiships that we want children tq learn from written ?-
materials. should be presented in not 'only a simple butalso a .

balient-manner. The important information should'emerge'as
e figure Caroni_the ground. The emphasis on goal orienta:. ,-,,-

provided by Frees this volume), atso 'pertains lo this'
is e. Children will learn thOse things frOm written texttt,

.em st readily thAt are included most specifically in their most
important put pose for reading. We-should riot leave to accident.

i,oririferende whafwe wish children to learn fivril Materials. We =
4 .0 '

A ' -

{
'. A

-
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should set purposes, questions, and signpOsts thatkvill provide
sharply defined guides to children when they aKe attempting to

A.,comprehend written' materials independently.
Materials designed to impart new knowledge should be

einbellish,edrlhey ;should include a host of appropridtely
;placed questions;- numerous, headings;'spaces, and other
signposts to meaning; organizational characteristics that Are
matched to the purposes of the teacher, and language
atructires that are, similar to those of the readership:

4 . I
Learning to read

41,Often the goal of instruction is to improve processes of
reading comprehWion,.which is placed in 'contrast to the goal
of increasing knaWledge content'aree Research by
Ruddell (1969) and Anderson (1974) suggests that, in teaching
children reading comprehension, we should first teach all of
the word meanings in as concrete and denotative a manner as
possible. Anderson found that adul learn sentences more
accurately when the subject nouns e modified With concrete
adjectives than when the noun are not modified or are
modified with redundant info atioxi. In other words, the
cohoreteness, image - evoking val e of words determihes hoW
easily they are learned and recqlle ese studies should be
replicated with children beforetimpli&ttions for teaching may
bedrawn confidently. But assuming for tile moment that the
results would be the same, it would seem to. be,extreniely
important in teaching new vocabulary meanings to give a very
specific context that can be imagined in pictured form,. to
provide, examples, and- to provide many modifiers.
Represe abstract concepts and words with metaphors,
ralogieWld graphs may be more impodant to good'
mstrucfion than we have previously recognized.

In teaching children to understand sentences, the pupils
should also be taughlgrammatical structure, not in thisenae
of verbalizing grammatical rules, but rather in the sense bf
being able' to answer verbatim questions over a sentence. For ,
instanck, in the senterice"The weary cuckoo flew to the judge's
chambers" the child should be able to answer, "What flew ?,
Where did it go? What was the bird like?".Being able to answer
literal questions shoirs that the children, can lo.coita
grammatical constituents accurately.

Processes and Instruction
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Pearson (1914-75), Perfetti (this volume), and Franks and
Branford (1974) present research which implies that children
should be- taught how to transform material ihey-,,l4aVe
understood at & literal level. They .should be taughtfiowao
impose, their own signposts of meaning on sentences b adding
connectives or qualifications or changing the syntax. For this
purpose, teachers should require children to rewrite sentences
or passages inserting cues of yariou kinds that would give the
information meaning without clanging its substance.
'Children .could be given' a paragraph containing three topics
that ar" highly interwoven. They could, be asked to list the
number of topics, to list all of the sentences (or all of the
infortnation) on each of the topics separately, to rewrite' the
material from each topic into a coherent treatment, and soon.
.Such, activities would give children practice in integrating and
Organizing information which ars vital processes of memory:

The language demands of the Materials used for the
purpose of teaching comprehension-processes should be
slightly higher than the language capabilities of thelearnera,

-since language instruction is essential to reading
improvement. The signposts of meaningelfould be absent and,
rather, the children should be expected to impose, them on the
materials, , in specifically planned classrocim- activities.
Purposes should not be provided in the materials, but should be
developed by the' students with -assistance_from teachers in
ontlek to learn the art of goal-setting and resetting during
readizig. Ifipurposee or goals were presented in all of the
materials giveti to children they might never,learn to set their
own purposes effectively_'Needless to say, Allis. distinction
between two types of materials-t-onelor reading to learn and

nstances in which
another for l -earning to read -- should. be drawn to a
ridiculous extreme. There will be many
children Will both learn new information-and rtiV,rearling
processes from the same, set of materials. However, wccannot
ekpect that this would occur at an,optimil level for all of the
children all-of the time.

-
IrapOrtance of implications

../The final qtiestion that should be posed ktk research
implications is whether they are_ important foIFTtlucation.
While we do not know of criteria for significande that haye been
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devi by group consenaus, -we can suggest three critical
dimensions. Implications from research for practice would,
qualify as significant if they: 1) suggest bold new practreei,\Z
enable us to serect the most promiqing among an array of
preitailing Practices, or 3) serve as an explanation of why
certain educational activities are effective. Two investigations
and their relationships to practice may be used as eitamplee. In
1962, 8inger, presented a version of the substrata factor theory
of reading. At that time, he suggested that reading curricula
should contain each factor in his theory as an objectiv-e, for
instruction. Educational goals would include vocabulary,-.
matching soma in words, suffixes, understanding words in
context, blending word sounds, spelling, and Understanding..
prefixei. He noted that teachers should teach these fiictorii wad
enable students to switch between factors during rem:tine rtis 4

curious that, at-the same convention, Barton and Wilderk1962)
reported the current practices of teachers. Based on a study 61
about 1;506-teachers in about 150 schools; they feundthatqthe
folloWing activities were mentioned by -the folloNting .

percentages of fourth- to sixth grade ,_teachers as "very.,
important or absolutely essentranin their ieadingprograms:

Basal reading series. 88%
Classroom library of varied booki 90%

High-interest matenails for i .
'-'retarded readers 88

/IT ---GradedwOrkbooks -r -- 89%-----

Teachers tin ,grades four through six alio reported that the
following activities _were: used half or more. days in their
reading programs: , .

Learn. new wads as wholes
(flashcards, etc.)

( Learn to use context to guess
new words . ,

.
_ 54% -

Sound out words Iran,. 'letters And
_

letter combinations' 64% ,;
Divide word's into syllables 73%

Noticing similar sounds in words 54%

61%
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.
Compared to this picture a practise, Singer's research did not
provide any radical new departures. The components -

..eniphasized in his theory -areall indluded as major practices
common to teachers: The implications for teaching did nbt
fulfill the selective function, since all of the activities were
already itv.. practice in reasonably similar' frequencies.
However, they provided a supportive and explanatoryfunction
indicating at lea: partially.%why reading instruction was
,sucaessful at all. \

A recent model f cognitiveoperations that may occur in
adult reading has n proposed by Erase (1975). It- was
induced from, a large *ety`of studies published since the fate
1960s. The model i. Udes the ,comptpnents of: 1) *goal
orientation; 2) enc g, .ch is attending and storing
information in memo an '3) rehearsal and integration,
which is essentially g over what you have read and
combining it with info on that you already knew. Two
memory components; di term p.nd long-term memory, are

_ appropriately includel ase himself -notes that this 1is
remarkably similar to the e 313 inethodiff teaching: Stan
for Survey-question-Regd7 A ste-Review, this approach

' yopulaz arafiagteachetts in th early11960s. Thus, the method of
instruction had been used to g ,b er or e its 'components were
studied scientifically. Boweve Frase's model.shWiks that the
components laf redding that are couragediuthit method are b.
extremely üsful for adults in .understan*ding written
materiali.\ Thefor, , the general ,,inethod receives some ,

support. Inhis case, researtIr served a selective function by
emphasizing the cognitive components of one approach to
instruction. The research. model alsoTrovIdes some rationale
for why the teaching mler- od shotfld work, which illustrates its
explanatory function. ]!''as neither the author's intent norhis

. accomplishment to provide new_ teaching methods from the
model. Whether new inStructional practices may be generated
from it is a .challenge for the fut

What of the implications for p ctice that were -Presented
earlier in this chapter? INtthey sery an'ilrnovative, selective,
or explanatory function faiinstructO ractice? The answer
Hell. in the knowledge andpurpose of t e reader.k '

z
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